<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNIT 1</th>
<th>Crossing Barriers (pp. 7-22)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topics</td>
<td>communication; language; gestures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>means/ways of communication; types of languages; gestures &amp; feelings; say/tell/speak/talk; fixed phrases &amp; phrasal verbs related to communication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Reading | - 'A Multilingual Internet' (gapped text)  
| | - 'Theatre for the Deaf' (multiple choice questions) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNIT 2</th>
<th>Moods and Feelings (pp. 23-38)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topics</td>
<td>feelings; emotions; happiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>moods and emotions; physical sensations; expressing feelings; extreme adjectives; similes; phrasal verbs; prepositions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Reading | - 'Happy?' (gapped text)  
| | - Extract from Sense & Sensibility (gapped text) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-Assessment Module 1 (pp. 39-42)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNIT 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Reading | - 'Why don't you get a proper job?' (multiple choice)  
| | - 'Great British Jobs' (multiple matching) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNIT 4</th>
<th>Make Yourself at Home (pp. 61-76)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topics</td>
<td>dwellings; household items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>types of houses; rooms/areas of a house; appliances and furniture; idioms and fixed phrases with 'home'; phrasal verbs; prepositions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Reading | - 'Going Underground' (gapped text)  
| | - Extract from Great Expectations (multiple choice) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-Assessment Module 2 (pp. 77-80)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNIT 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Reading | - 'Reality show fever' (multiple matching)  
| | - 'The Magic of Pantomime' (gapped text) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNIT 6</th>
<th>Going Places (pp. 99-114)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topics</td>
<td>holidays; travelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>getting around; holiday objects; signs; travel; describing holiday experiences; phrasal verbs and fixed phrases related to travel; idioms; prepositions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Reading | - 'Guilt-free Holiday' (multiple matching)  
| | - Extract from The Moon and Sixpence (gapped text) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-Assessment Module 3 (pp. 115-118)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNIT 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Reading | - History Lessons (multiple choice)  
| | - Amelia; Where are you? (gapped text) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNIT 8</th>
<th>Learning Lessons (pp. 137-152)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topics</td>
<td>education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>education systems; places in a school; types of school; exams and qualifications; idioms/fixed phrases related to education; phrasal verbs; prepositions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Reading | - 'The Cyber School' (gapped text)  
| | - Extract from Tom Brown's School Days (multiple choice) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-Assessment Module 4 (pp. 153-156)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNIT 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Reading | - The Antarctic: key to the Planet Earth (gapped text)  
| | - Save our Seeds (multiple choice) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNIT 10</th>
<th>The Cycle of Life (pp. 175-190)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topics</td>
<td>health; eating habits; stages in life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>healthy lifestyle; healthy eating; food &amp; drinks; phrasal verbs, idioms related to health; accidents &amp; injuries; prepositions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Reading | - Living for a Century (multiple choice)  
| | - Extract from Little Women (gapped text) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-Assessment Module 5 (pp. 191-194)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grammar Reference Section (pp. 196-212)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irregular Verbs (p. 213)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appendices (pp. 214-221)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further Practice (pp. 222-235)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcripts (pp. 237-259)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word List (pp. 261-264)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>articles; determiners; too/ enough; partitives; countable/uncountable nouns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present Simple &amp; Present Continuous; Stative Verbs; Used to - Be used to/Get used to; word formation: forming adjectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ing form or infinitive; reported speech; introductory verbs; word formation: forming negative adjectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present Perfect; Present Perfect Continuous; word formation: adjective endings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adjectives; adverbs; comparisons; word formation: adjective suffixes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modal verbs; word formation: derivatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>past forms; past modals; word formation: verb suffixes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the passive; the causative; word formation: -ing/-ed endings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>future forms; conditionals; mixed conditionals; wishes; word formation: prefixes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>defining/non-defining relative clauses; clauses of concession/purpose/result; question tags</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Module 1
Units 1-2

UNIT 1 Crossing barriers

UNIT 2 Moods & Feelings
Module 1
Units 1-2

Before you start ...

Listen, read and talk about ...

Learn how to ...

Phrasal verbs

Practise ...

Write ...

- What does the title of the module mean to you?
- How do you communicate with people?
- How is your mood affected by everyday situations?

- means of communication
- ways to communicate
- gestures
- moods & emotions

- character qualities
- physical sensations
- expressing feelings

- make suggestions
- make assumptions
- compare photographs
- express preference

- express extreme feelings
- ask about feelings

related to:
- communication
- feelings

- articles & determiners
- too/enough
- partitives
- countable/uncountable nouns

- present simple/present continuous
- stative verbs
- used to/be/get used to

- informal/semi-formal/formal letters/emails
- transactional letters/emails
Lead-in

1 Look at the map. What do you think the highlighted regions have in common: culture – religion – language – other?

2 a) Listen and fill in the missing words/phrases.
   - A lot of 1 are in English.
   - 2 and government negotiations are usually conducted in English.
   - Many countries make a lot of money from British 3 .
   - Most of the world's best known 4 come from the USA or the UK.
   - The USA exports 5 to the whole world.

b. Make a list of five things you have had difficulty with in learning or communicating in English. Discuss them with your partner and comment on each other's problems. Use the useful language below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Making Suggestions</th>
<th>Responding Positively</th>
<th>Responding Negatively</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Why don't you ...?</td>
<td>That's a good idea.</td>
<td>It's no good.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If I were you, I would ...</td>
<td>OK. Why not?</td>
<td>I don't know ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What about ...?</td>
<td>I think you're right.</td>
<td>I'm not really into ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You should/ought to/might want to think about ...?</td>
<td>I never thought of that.</td>
<td>I don't know what good it would do ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have you thought about ...?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A: I've got a problem with phrasal verbs.
B: Why don't you use a dictionary?
A: I don't know what good it would do.

4 **THINK!** Paraphrase the quotations below. Which one do you agree with? Why?

-'If we all spoke the same language, there would be fewer conflicts and wars.'

-'Every time a language dies, the world loses a piece of its ability to survive.'

5 **THINK!** In your opinion, will English be more widely spoken in the future? Why (not)? Can you think of any aspects of life where English is or will be the only language used?
1. a. Do you ever need to surf the Internet for study/work purposes? Which language do you tend to use?

b. Look at the following sentences and decide whether you think they are true or false.

1. Approximately 75% of web pages on the Internet are in English.
2. 5% of the world’s population speak English well.
3. Chinese languages are more widely spoken than English.
4. Most people prefer to use English when shopping online.

Now read quickly through lines 10-25 of the article to check your answers.

c. In pairs, look at the title of the article and the introduction to the text. Discuss what you think the text might be about.

STRATEGY POINT

- Read the text through and think of what kind of information is missing.
- Read the list of missing sentences. Cross out the one used in the example.
- Fit the sentences into the gaps.
- Remember to look for clues such as reference words (it, that, he).
- Check your answers and read the text through to see if it makes sense. Remember that there is one sentence you do not need to use.

2. Read the article and choose the most suitable sentence (A-H) for each gap (1-7). There is one extra sentence which is not needed. Which words helped you decide?

A. They may also have to change their way of doing business to suit certain customers.
B. The reason for this is that, quite simply, the quality is not good enough for professional use.
C. One reason for this is that both Europe and Asia have become growth areas for the Web.
D. But one thing which is certain is that a growth in the use of the Internet is guaranteed.
E. They are more likely to have the flexibility to be able to adapt quickly to changes.
F. What is more, the number of proficient speakers of the language is only slightly higher.

G. Most companies cannot afford to translate their sites into English.
H. Companies wishing to translate their sites for different markets face both technical and linguistic difficulties.
For one thing, companies are unable to use the automated translation systems which already exist in the market. This has left businesses all over the world facing a huge challenge with virtually no real information about how to do it.

And translating websites is only the first step that companies will have to deal with. There are also likely to be customers with questions or problems that they will need to discuss in their own language. Another thing companies will need to do is adapt their advertising materials so as not to offend 40 different cultures. In Japan, for example, they do not tend to give their credit card details over the Web. There are also all sorts of legal issues to take into consideration.

Such vast changes will not happen overnight. In the first place it is impossible to say exactly how many texts there are on the Web as the number is changing all the time. Companies doing e-business simply need time to translate their sites into all the various languages necessary to do business. Meanwhile, more and more material in different languages is being added to the Web at an ever-increasing pace.

While all this is happening, small local companies doing e-business only in the language of their target market and who are also aware of the cultural aspects of that market will certainly be at an advantage. The problems of 55 language and culture could well limit larger companies from expanding and so offer more opportunities to smaller businesses in poorer areas of the world.

**Vocabulary Practice**

3 In pairs, look at the words in bold in the text and try to explain them.

**Match the words. Make sentences using them.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mother</td>
<td>use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cultural</td>
<td>tongue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>credit card</td>
<td>diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>access</td>
<td>markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>professional</td>
<td>the Internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>world</td>
<td>details</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

My mother tongue is Polish.

**Text Analysis**

Here are some phrases from the text you have just read. Choose the correct meaning of each phrase.

1 ... a threat to cultural diversity (lines 6-7)
   a cultural variety might be attacked
   b cultural variety might disappear

2 ... become growth areas ... (sentence C)
   a are increasing in size
   b are increasing their business activities

3 ... a huge challenge (line 34)
   a having to translate sites into different languages
   b having to improve the quality of existing systems

4 ... translating websites is only the first step (line 36)
   a there will be further problems to face
   b websites need to be translated first

5 ... change their way of doing business (sentence A)
   a companies will need to change the products they sell
   b companies will need to change their approach to business

6 ... could well limit larger companies ... (line 56)
   a larger companies will be limited by smaller companies
   b larger companies will be at a disadvantage

**Discussion**

Now scan the text, underline and note down the reasons why websites will need to become multilingual in the near future. Then, in pairs, discuss any other reasons you can think of for developing multilingual websites.

7 **THINK!** In pairs, discuss the following questions.

- How might a multilingual Internet help you in your studies/work?
- Can you think of any drawbacks to such a system?
Means of Communication

1. Look at the pictures. Which verbs in the list collocate with each means of communication?
   - make • answer • address • communicate • write • send • receive • talk
   write/send/receive/answer/address letters

b. What do you normally use these different means of communication to do? Discuss with a partner.
   - apply for a job • book a table at a restaurant
   - introduce somebody to somebody else
   - make an official complaint • ask a favour
   - invite someone to a party • set up a meeting
   - get somebody's attention

A: I normally write a letter or an email to apply for a job.
B: Me too, but people can also send an application by fax.

c. What other means of communication can you think of?

d. Which means are: personal/impersonal, efficient/inefficient, economical/costly, formal/informal, reliable/ unreliable, complicated/easy? Give reasons.

I think sending a fax is efficient because you can send a copy of different documents fast.

Ways to Communicate

2. a. Match the pictures to the verbs.

   1. yell  5. yawn
   2. weep  6. clap
   3. whisper  7. whistle
   4. giggle

b. Use the phrases in the box to say what the situation is in each picture (A-G).

Useful language: Making Assumptions

- Judging from ... he may/could/might be ...
- I can't tell for sure / be certain, but it looks as if she ...
- She must be ...
- I don't think he could be ... because ...
- She can't possibly be ... because ...

Judging from their happy faces, the people might be clapping their hands because they are enjoying a performance.

Aspects of Language

3. a. Fill in: first, accent, native, body, language, tongue, speech, talk.

1. You can understand a lot about how a person is feeling by examining his .................. language.
2. Jack speaks four languages, but his .................. language is English.
3. Jane speaks French so well you'd think she was a .................. speaker.
4. It's difficult to understand someone who has a strong regional ..................
5. The official .................. of The Netherlands is Dutch.
6. German is his mother .................. although he also speaks excellent French.
7. We made some small .................. about the weather and then went on to talk about the contract.
8. I didn't mean to offend you - it was just a figure of ..................

b. Use four of the phrases from above to tell your partner about yourself.

My mother tongue is Portuguese.
Gestures

4  a. Match the gestures (1-6) to the phrases (a-f). Do they mean the same in your country?

   a. Hurry up!
   b. I don’t believe it!
   c. I’m not sure.
   d. I’ve got no idea!
   e. Nice to meet you.
   f. Don’t worry.

   1 2 3 4 5 6

b. Which person is calm? impatient? uncertain? pleased? disappointed? Why are the people feeling like this?

The man in picture 1 seems to be impatient because he has been held up in traffic.

Words often confused

5  Choose the correct word to complete the sentences. Which sentence matches the picture?

1 They look so alike it’s difficult to (say/tell/speak/talk) the difference between them.
2 Come on, (say/tell/talk/speak) your mind. I want your honest opinion.
3 It’s a surprise, so don’t (say/tell/speak/talk) a word.
4 He’s such a chatterbox! He (says/tells/speaks/talks) non-stop.
5 She’s terribly bossy. She loves (saying/telling/speaking/talking) people what to do.
6 I’m meeting Jim tonight to (say/tell/speak/talk) business.

Idioms and Fixed Phrases

6  Fill the gaps with touch, hold or contact, then explain the phrases in bold.

1 I haven’t been in a classroom for years, so I’m a little out of touch with recent methodology.
2 I need to get .......... of Laurie and tell her that tonight’s class is cancelled.
3 Let’s promise to write or call at least once a month so we don’t lose .......... with each other.
4 The harbour master lost .......... with the ship.
5 Please .......... the line while I check to see if the doctor is in his office.
6 Journalists often come into .......... with famous people as part of their job.

Prepositions

Appendix 1

7  a. Fill in the gaps with the correct prepositions.

1 to hear from sb (sb’s news); 2 to bump into sb; 3 to wave .......... sb; 4 connect .......... sb; 5 to glare .......... sb; 6 to smile .......... sb; 7 to chat .......... sb; 8 to shout .......... sb; 9 to whisper .......... sb; 10 to write a letter .......... sb; 11 to wink .......... sb; 12 to shake hands .......... sb; 13 to make an appointment .......... sb; 14 to communicate .......... sb; 15 to have a meeting .......... sb.

b. Now make a chain story using items from Ex. 7a.

S1: I wanted to write a letter to my friend Jonathan the other day since I hadn’t heard from him for a long time.
S2: So I went outside to buy some envelopes, and I bumped into my neighbour Mrs West... etc.

Phrasal Verbs

Appendix 2

8  Use the verbs below in their correct form to complete the paragraph.

- run • cut • switch • get • hang (x2) • call • put

I tried to call him on his mobile several times, but he had 1) .......... it off, so I tried his office. His secretary told me to hold the line and she would try to 2) .......... me through. I had been 3) .......... on for about five minutes, when my card 4) .......... out and I got 5) .......... off. I went to a public phone box and tried again, but this time I just couldn’t 6) .......... through to his company at all. I had given up, when my mobile phone rang. It was him! “Mark,” I said, “at last.” “Sorry, Fred,” he said - “can I 7) .......... you back in five minutes?” Before I could say anything he just 8) .......... up. I’m still waiting to talk to him.
Listening & Speaking

Listening

1. Before you listen, read questions 1-8 and underline the key words in each. Then think about:
   - how many people you will hear
   - what kind of language you expect to hear
   - what else you expect to hear

b. Now listen and, for questions 1-8, choose the best answer (A, B or C). What key phrases helped you answer each question?

STRATEGY POINT

- It is very important to read the questions before you listen. They contain valuable information about the situation, and also about what you should be listening for.
- Your understanding of the following things will be tested in this part:
  - general topic
  - speaker’s feelings/emotions
  - speaker’s attitude/opinion
  - speaker’s purpose
- Listen once and note down any answers you can. Listen again and complete the answers.

1. You’ll hear a person talking about the organisation she works for. What service is she talking about?
   A medicine for the blind
   B school for the blind
   C books for the blind

2. You hear a conversation in an office. Why has the man gone there?
   A to repair something
   B to phone somebody
   C to check the line

3. You want to get connected to the Internet, and you call a helpline. What do you have to do?
   A Press ‘1’
   B Press ‘2’
   C Press ‘3’

4. At the airport, you hear a man leaving a message on someone’s answerphone. What does he want the person to do tomorrow?
   A collect the car from a garage
   B meet him at the airport
   C fix the car’s brakes

5. You are listening to a radio interview. How does the man being interviewed feel?
   A angry
   B embarrassed
   C uninterested

6. You are listening to a news programme. What is the report about?
   A a new mobile phone company
   B a new way to send text messages
   C a new way to communicate quickly

7. You hear a couple talking in a café. How does the man feel about what the woman is showing him?
   A He is convinced he needs it.
   B He doesn’t understand it.
   C He thinks it’s too expensive.

8. You are listening to someone talking to a group of people. What is the man’s purpose?
   A to persuade people to buy a product
   B to reassure people that a product is safe
   C to stop people from buying a product

2. You will listen to a report about the decline in the use of public phone boxes in the UK. Before you listen, discuss the following questions.

1. Do you use public phone boxes? In what situations?

2. Paraphrase the sentences outside the boxes in Ex. 2b.

3. Look again at the incomplete sentences in Ex. 2b. With a partner, try to guess what kind of information is missing. For which item(s) is the missing information a number? For which is it a colour?

STRATEGY POINT

- Read through the ten items before you listen and try to guess what kind of information is missing.
- Bear in mind that the information you need to fill in the boxes will be heard ‘word for word’, but its context outside the boxes will be paraphrased in the recording.
- You will need between one and three words for each gap.
- Make sure that your answers fit grammatically.

b. Now listen to the recording. For questions 1-10, complete the sentences with one to three words.

c. Look at the tapescript on page 238 and underline the words/phrases that refer to the items in bold in Ex. 2b.
The money BT makes from public telephones has decreased 1 .
After the invention of the telephone, it took only 2 for the first phone box to appear.
The first public phones were installed in 3 .
The phone box was initially referred to as a "public 4 ."
When they finally appeared on the streets, they were found in 5 kiosks.
Giles Gilbert Scott wanted to create a phone box that was part of the British 6 , just like the post box.
He intended phoneboxes to be coloured 7 .
Not only did telephone kiosks not disappear during the late 80s, but their number was 8 .
BT has already installed 9 .
Collectors can buy a traditional British phone box for 10 .

Which means of communication is most efficient?

b. Which of these means do you mostly use to communicate with your family/friends?

Useful language: Expressing preference
- I'd much rather than ...
- I don't like the idea of ..., so I would prefer to ...
- I'm not so keen on ..., so I would choose to ...

Happiness

c. Look at the two pictures below of people showing their happiness. Compare the two photographs, saying which of the two kinds of happiness is more important to you.

Which of the two kinds of happiness is more important to you?

c. British phone boxes are considered a symbol of British culture. What everyday objects are considered a symbol of the culture of your country?

Speaking

Means of Communication

3 a. Look at the two photographs showing different means of communication. Compare the two photographs, saying which you think is most efficient.

Useful language: Comparing
- The main/greatest/most important/most significant difference between the photographs is that ...
- The most striking/obvious similarity is that ...
- In the first photograph, ... whereas/while/but in the second one ...

d. What other situations make you feel this way?

Listen to two candidates doing the speaking tasks above and compare their performance to that of your classmates.
Assess your classmates in terms of:
- grammar and vocabulary
- discourse management
- pronunciation • interactive communication

Everyday English

• Goodbye

5 In pairs, guess and say what the other speaker says.
a. Thanks, I will.
b. You too.
c. Sure, call me whenever.
d. See you there.

A: Enjoy your holiday.
B: Thanks, I will.
Theatre for the Deaf

There was a time when deaf people couldn’t experience the joy of a theatrical performance. This is all changing, thanks to Sign Language theatre interpreters.

Deaf people should enjoy a play as much as the hearing audience. This is the thinking behind the Americans with Disabilities Act, which requires that theatres become accessible to deaf people. Theatre producers, on the other hand, are beginning to realize that such a feature makes their product attractive to a wider audience – with considerable financial rewards.

Interpreted theatre usually takes place at two or three performances in a theatre season. Preference for tickets is given to the deaf and their guests, but tickets are also sold to hearing people who are interested in seeing theatre interpreters at work.

It is a colossal project for the interpreters. Ian Cox works for SeeTheatre, a Chicago-based association of interpreters. He says, "For about a month we work with the support of a Sign Language consultant to translate and rehearse an entire play. The workload is immense. Consider that each actor in the play has about four weeks to rehearse his or her lines; we have to learn the whole play in as much time. And, when interpreting musicals, where timing, rhythm and harmonics must be practised, the workload doubles."

The most important technical aspect of theatre interpretation for the deaf is the location of the interpreter. Placement strategies can be categorised into three styles: ‘placed’, where interpreters are located outside the acting space and do not move; ‘zoned’, where interpreters are within the acting space, but usually move only during a change of scene or act; and, finally, ‘shadowed’, where interpreters move freely within the acting space, shadowing the movement of the actors for whom they are interpreting.
1. Theatre interpreters have become commonplace because
   A. deaf people were avoiding the theatre.
   B. theatres wanted to become more accessible.
   C. a new law made their presence compulsory.
   D. producers wanted a way to attract audiences.

2. Why do hearing people go to see interpreted performances?
   A. They are the most popular performances of the season.
   B. They are even better than standard performances.
   C. They give a better understanding of the play.
   D. They offer a chance to admire the work of interpreters.

The 'placed' style of interpreting in the theatre is by far the most common. The interpreters are side-by-side and face the audience (although some interpreters interact with each other as appropriate). The location of the interpreter is generally in one of three places: stage right or stage left, or on the floor of the house.

The 'zoned' style of interpreter placement is a happy medium between the 'placed' and 'shadowed' styles. Here, interpreters are placed side-by-side within the acting space. Usually, they change position on stage from scene to scene or from act to act - in order to be within the same 'zone' as the majority of the action. Zone placement makes it easier for the deaf patron to see the interpreters and actors at the same time.

The 'shadowed' style of interpreting is the most inclusive style of interpreting for the theatre. It involves placing interpreters directly within the action - nearly making them 'sign language actors'. The interpreters are 'blocked' into each scene, and literally shadow the actors. The advantage of this is clear: the interpreter is in such close proximity to the actor that the deaf patron need not make a decision about whom to watch - he or she can watch both at the same time. In the best of cases, the deaf patron mentally blends the interpreter with the actor, and forgets that the actor does not sign.

Theatre interpreters for the deaf are dedicated professionals who take great pride in their work. "Theatre," says Ian, "is the art of communicating beautiful ideas in interesting ways. Interpreted theatre, therefore, is an art in itself. Thankfully, instead of seeing us as 'additions', producers nowadays think of interpreters for the deaf as a new avenue to creativity."

3. The workload of theatre interpreters is so great because they have to
   A. learn the lines of all the actors.
   B. interpret in front of a consultant.
   C. go to many of the rehearsals.
   D. work in all parts of the production.

4. In which style(s) of interpreting do the interpreters change their position?
   A. the 'zoned' style
   B. the 'zoned' and the 'shadowed' styles
   C. the 'placed' and the 'shadowed' styles
   D. the 'shadowed' style

5. Why does the writer refer to the 'zoned' style as 'a happy medium'?
   A. It combines elements from the two other styles.
   B. It is mostly used in light-hearted plays.
   C. It allows the interpreters to mix with the actors.
   D. It makes the interpreter's job easier.

6. What does the word 'this' in line 74 refer to?
   A. the advantages of the 'shadowed' style
   B. the position of the interpreters
   C. the action in a performance
   D. the placement of the actors

7. What does Ian say about theatre producers in the last paragraph?
   A. They appreciate the work of interpreters.
   B. They think interpreters are expensive.
   C. They see interpreters as a necessary evil.
   D. They don't respect interpreters.

8. What is the writer's purpose in the text?
   A. To inspire interest in the topic.
   B. To advertise interpreted theatre.
   C. To show the variety in modern theatre.
   D. To criticise the attitude of theatre directors.

Vocabulary Practice

3. Explain the theatre-related words in bold.

Text Analysis

4. Look at the following phrases from the text and explain the underlined parts in your own words.
   1. ... with considerable financial rewards (lines 10-11)
   2. ... placed side-by-side within the acting space (lines 61-62)
   3. ... the deaf patron mentally blends the interpreter with the actor ... (lines 78-79)

Discussion

5. a. Underline the parts of the article where Ian Cox speaks. What do you think the reporter asked him? What questions would you have asked him?
   b. In what other situations are interpreters for the deaf used? Discuss in pairs.
**Articles**

1. Write the or a where necessary.

   1. At noon, a group of workers were sitting at the edge of cornfield where they were having lunch.
   2. Sometimes you can see sea from my bedroom window, but atmosphere has to be very clear.
   3. He owns house by Thames, which he bought three years ago for £300,000. Rumour has it that house is haunted.
   4. According to some doctors, people living in damp climates are twice as likely to develop arthritis as people living in warmer climates.
   5. For very long time, people believed that Earth was centre of universe.

**Too / Enough**

3. Complete the sentences in two ways using your own words. Use too or enough.

   1. I can't eat this food; it's too salty. *It's not warm enough.*
   2. I can't carry these suitcases by myself.
   3. I'll never be able to buy my own yacht.
   4. She won't pass the exam.

**Partitives / Countable and Uncountable Nouns**

4. a. Match the partitives on the left with the uncountable nouns you could use them with. Then make sentences.

   a piece of sugar
   a sum of advice
   a teaspoon of money
   a clap of rain
   a jar of sunshine
   a drop of thunder
   a ray of honey

   Let me give you a piece of advice: don't lend him the money, because he won't return it.

   b. Consulting a dictionary, say what the difference between the words in each pair is, then make sentences illustrating the difference.

   1. hair / hairs
   2. work / works
   3. damage / damages
   4. people / peoples
   5. wood / woods
   6. content / contents

   1. 'Hair' is what covers the top of your head; 'hairs' are the separate, countable strands growing from the skin.
   2. I had my hair cut yesterday.
   3. I found two hairs in my soup.

**Determiners**

2. a. Put the determiners in the box under the appropriate heading. Some determiners can be used with more than one class of noun.

   - every • a few • an • many • each • either
   - less • any • both • fewer • enough • other
   - much • neither • little • several • a little • all
   - some • another

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular Nouns</th>
<th>Plural Nouns</th>
<th>Uncountable Nouns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>e.g. message, call</td>
<td>e.g. voices, phones</td>
<td>e.g. information, proof</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>every, ..................</td>
<td>many, ...............</td>
<td>any, ..................</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   b. Rewrite each sentence using a different determiner without changing the meaning of the original sentence.

   1. All messages have to be recorded.
      *Every message has to be recorded.*
   2. Both girls seem unhappy.
   3. Not as many students came this time.
   4. Quite a few people called earlier.
   5. I'll need some time to check my messages.
   6. Each room has a phone.
   7. Someone else asked for you after you left.

**Word formation: forming abstract nouns**

5. Use the endings below to form nouns from the verbs given.

   - -ance • -ence • -ion • -ation

   1. create creation
   2. offend .................
   3. form .................
   4. defend .................
   5. allow .................
   6. inspect .................
   7. resist .................
   8. prefer .................
   9. interpret .................
   10. inform .................
English in Use – Key word transformations

6 Complete the sentences using the word given. Use between two and five words.

STRATEGY POINT
Read the whole sentence, then look at the key word. Think of the structure tested (e.g. passive, reported, etc). Use the given word to complete the second sentence. Use between two to five words in each gap.

1 I would prefer it if nobody answered my phone for me.
   want                  I don’t ................................
                         my phone for me.

2 She forgot everything I told her.
   anything             She ................................
                         I told her.

3 I didn’t know anyone at the conference.
   nobody                There was ................................
                         at the conference.

4 Mark asked me the price of a fax machine.
   much                  Mark asked me ..........................
                         to buy a fax machine.

5 The operator asked him if he wanted any more information.
   else                  The operator asked him if ................................
                         he wanted to ask.

6 I’m sure Steve didn’t mean to upset you.
   intention            I’m sure Steve ......................... you.

7 Everyone thinks Ann will get a promotion soon.
   expected              Ann ................................
                         a promotion soon.

8 He has a good relationship with his parents.
   gets                  He ................................
                         with his parents.

English in Use – Open cloze

7 Fill each gap with one word.

STRATEGY POINT
- Read the text quickly once, without paying attention to the gaps.
- Read again carefully, trying to fill each gap. The missing words can be: adverbs, auxiliary verbs, prepositions, pronouns, conjunctions, etc. If you can’t find the answer for a gap, move on to the next one and return later.
- When you’ve finished, read the text again to see if your answers are grammatically correct and make sense in the sentence and the text.

Text messages

Can you remember where you 0) were when the first text message 1) ................ sent in the UK? You can’t? I’m not surprised. Nor 2) ................ anyone else. But it’s an unpredictable world, and nothing has been less predicted 3) ................ the rise of text messaging. It came from nowhere to become 4) ................ fastest growing phenomenon 5) ................ recent times.

Over 2 million text messages are sent 6) ................ hour in the UK. The mobile phone industry claims 7) .................. 95% of them arrive within 10 seconds ‘in normal circumstances’. Texting has opened up an entire new area 8) ................ communication that didn’t exist before - brief messages 9) ................ there is a huge demand but which don’t need the fuss of a written letter.

Texting has become a means 10) ................ parents to maintain contact with 11) ............... children, for grandparents to bond with grandchildren, for television to interact with the audience. It is a marketing tool of huge potential for companies which, for the first time, can build up profiles of individual users and target them 12) ................ special offers.

Texting has not been successful simply because it enables you to communicate with others by phone without speaking, but because it is brief and no one expects any of the usual formalities. Its simplicity may ensure its long life.
Understanding the Rubric

1. Read the rubric below and underline the key information. Then answer the questions that follow.

- This is part of a letter you have received from a penfriend.

... and I know that I really need to speak English better. The problem is, I haven't got time for extra lessons or regular study sessions. What else can I do to improve my English? Please write and tell me what you suggest.

Write your email to your penfriend. Do not write any addresses.

1. What do you have to write?
2. Who is the target reader?
3. Does the style need to be formal or informal?
4. What is your reason for writing?
5. Which of the following could you include in the email? Tick (√).
   - [ ] read books and magazines in English
   - [ ] write letters/emails in English
   - [ ] travel to an English-speaking country
   - [ ] watch films in English without subtitles
   - [ ] practise conversation with a friend
   - [ ] have private lessons
   - [ ] register in a language school
6. Can you think of other ways to improve your English?
7. For the points you ticked, suggest how you could arrange them into paragraphs. How many main body paragraphs will you need?
8. How could you end your letter?

Informal Style

We usually write informal letters/emails to friends and relatives we know well, or to people of our own age. Characteristics of informal style include:

- Short forms (e.g. I'm, you're, it's, we'll, etc)
- Simple/colloquial vocabulary (e.g. really great, fun, you'd better, etc)
- Use of the active, rather than the passive voice (e.g. 'we should do something' instead of 'something should be done', etc)
- Informal beginnings and endings (e.g. Hi, how are you doing?, I'd better run, I'll see you on Saturday, etc)

Analysing an Informal Email

2. Work in pairs. Read models A and B opposite, and say which one is appropriate. Think about whether:

- the paragraphs are clearly organised
- the writer follows the instructions in the rubric
- the style is appropriate for the target reader
Dear Tim,

Hi – how are you? I’m good but I have exams this week at school. I write to answer your letter in which you ask for my advice.

There are a range of options you could choose from. Before I begin with those, I like to say it’s a shame you can’t take extra lessons. I had extra lessons when I wanted to improve my French and that helped a lot, but that was also because of my teacher. She was the best! Anyway, you could listen to the English music more often.

Of course you shouldn’t spend hours to listen to music. That’s just a waste of time! Listening to songs in English is a good way to learn new vocabulary, and it’s fun too! Furthermore, if I was you I’d read more in English. You can also have conversations with a friend in English, and then correct each other’s mistakes. Be serious, though. I did it once and we just ended up laughing the whole time!

I recommend that you accept these on the matter.

Your sincerely,
Angela

b. In pairs, answer the following questions about model A.

1. What irrelevant information has the writer included in the main body?
2. Has the writer used the correct style? Give examples.
3. How could the paragraphs have been better organised?
4. What do you think the target reader’s reaction will be? Why?
5. Correct the grammatical mistakes.

c. Read model B and answer the questions.

1. What style has the writer used? Give examples. Think about:
   - short forms
   - colloquial language
   - phrasal verbs
2. Has the writer organised the points clearly into paragraphs? What is the topic of each paragraph?
3. Underline the topic sentences. Replace them with other appropriate ones.

---

Giving Advice

Sometimes we need to give advice in letters. Depending on how formal the writing is, we can use the following phrases:

For giving advice:
- Why not …?
- Why don’t you …?
- You should …
- It would be a good idea to / if …
- Have you thought about / considered …?
- If I were you, I would …
- I think the best thing would be to / if …
- One/Another suggestion is to …
- The best advice I can give you is to …

For showing the result:
- This will / would mean that …
- Then / That way, …
- If you do this, …
- By doing this, …
- The result of this would be …

E.g. Why not phone Mary and tell her how you feel? That way, at least you will be dealing with the problem.

---

3. a. Look at model B. Which phrases have been used to give advice?
b. Imagine that you have to write a letter giving advice to a friend. Match your friend's problems (1-4) to your suggestions (A-D).

1. I can't seem to lose any weight.
2. I've never got enough money.
3. I'm so behind with my school work.
4. My cousin isn't speaking to me.

A. Invite her out for a coffee
B. Speak to your teachers
C. Get a part-time job
D. Join a gym

b. Look back at model B in Ex. 2 and replace the opening and closing remarks with others from above.

 Semi-formal Style

- We write semi-formal letters/emails to people that we do not know very well. They are usually more polite than informal letters/emails and are written in a neutral style. It is important, when writing this type of letter/email, to make sure that our writing is neither too formal nor too informal.

5 a. Look at these two extracts from letters of invitation and say whether each one is informal or semi-formal. Then fill in the gaps with the words/phrases given.

- contact me for further details • really cool
- an excellent opportunity • drop me a line
- promise me • hope to see you

A. It'll be 1) ...................... if you can make it. Just think how great it will be to see all those old faces again! 2) ...................... if you think there's a chance you'll come and I'll give you all the details. But 3) ...................... you'll think seriously about it!!

B. We would all very much like to see you there. It is 4) ...................... for us all to meet up again after so long. Please 5) ...................... if you are planning to attend. We 6) ...................... there.

b. Who do you think each of the letters is addressed to? Choose from the following:

- a bank manager • a close friend
- a former colleague • a person you've never met

c. Look through the following and say whether or not each one is appropriate for the letter extract B comes from. Give reasons.

1. Hi! Remember me? How are you doing?
2. I don't know if you will remember me but I was ...
3. We're planning a bit of a get-together and ...
4. We are in the process of organising a reunion.
5. All the action's going to be in the Civic Hall on ...
6. The reunion will be held in the Civic Hall on ...
7. Music has been organised and invitations have been sent out to ...
8. We've managed to get Paul Benyon to be the DJ for the night and we've invited loads of ...
6 Match the sentences (1-6) to the types of letter they are taken from (a-d). Which of them are semi-formal and which are informal? Who do you think the target readers are?

1. Well, anyway, my new mobile is fantastic and I wish I'd bought it sooner.
2. If it's not too much trouble, would you mind sending me a copy of the local bus timetable?
3. It sounds as if you might benefit from getting some more exercise.
4. Thanks a million for the CD that you sent — it's just perfect!
5. It looks like I might be going to France after all!
6. I really appreciate all the trouble you went to in order to make my stay more comfortable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>INFORMAL</th>
<th>SEMI-FORMAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>asking for information</td>
<td>Please fill me in about any changes to next week's programme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>asking for permission</td>
<td>Can I stay at your house next Friday night?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>expressing a complaint</td>
<td>I didn't like the food.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>correcting information</td>
<td>You're wrong about the price.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>making a suggestion</td>
<td>Why not phone the secretary and ask her?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>refusing an invitation</td>
<td>I'm sorry, but I can't come on Thursday night.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>thanking someone</td>
<td>Thanks a million for all your help at the reception.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>apologising</td>
<td>I'm really sorry about the damage to your jacket.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Use the phrases above to write informal and semi-formal sentences of your own for each type of letter (1-8).

Informal: Please fill me in about next Tuesday's meeting.
Semi-formal: Please let me know about next Tuesday's meeting.

7 a. Read the semi-formal sentences below and match them to the informal ones in the table, as in the example.

A. It would be a good idea if you phoned the secretary and asked her.
B. Please accept my apologies for the damage to your jacket.
C. I'm afraid I won't be able to come on Thursday night.
D. Would it be all right if I stayed at your house next Friday night?
E. Thank you very much for all your help at the reception.
F. Please let me know if there are any changes to next week's programme.
G. I was dissatisfied with the food.
H. I think you might be mistaken about the price.

Informal: Letter giving information
b. Letter of request
c. Letter giving advice
d. Letter of thanks

8 a. Read the extracts below and say which is formal, which is semi-formal and which is informal. Then, for each one, discuss the reason for writing and the target reader. Underline the words and phrases that helped you find the answers.

A. ... The main reason I'm writing is because I want to ask a favour. Can I borrow your guitar for a couple of days (if I promise to take very, very good care of it)? You see, we're having a bit of a get-together on the thirteenth and a few of us thought it would be a laugh if we brought our guitars along. Trouble is, mine's broken. Of course, if you need it yourself ...
**Discuss & Write**

9 Read the rubrics below and underline the key information. Then answer the questions that follow.

**A**
Your penfriend has recently written to you saying that he/she is very unhappy with school and home life. You have decided to write a letter of advice, offering your support. Write your letter, making various suggestions and saying what results you expect if he/she follows your advice.

**B**
Your best friend, Lee, moved to another town last year and recently wrote to you to ask what you have been doing. Write a letter of reply to Lee, saying what you have done lately and what plans you have for the near future.

**C**
Last summer, you stayed with a British family for a month to help you to improve your English. The family recently wrote to you to ask how you are. In their email, they also asked you whether you think your stay with them helped you with your studies. Write a suitable email in reply.

1 What type of letter/email do you have to write?
2 Who is the target reader?
3 What information should you include in your opening paragraph?
4 Does the style need to be formal, informal or semi-formal?
5 What will you include in your main body paragraphs?
6 How will you begin and end your letter/email?

10 **Portfolio:** Using the information you have learned in this unit, write one of the tasks above. You should write between 120 and 180 words.

---

**Paraphrasing**

b. Rewrite the following extract using more formal language. You can use the prompts to help you. Compare with a partner.

- suggest that • (to) help us
- not only ... but (the) also
- has experience in this type of thing
- confident that • willing
- in addition to • has offered (to)
- join us • finish the work
- very quickly

---

... Tell you what, why don't we ask Marco if he'll give us a hand? He's got a car and he's done stuff like this before. I'm sure he'll be only too happy to help (especially if we offer him some money for petrol!). Apart from Marco, my brother says he'll come along. With four of us, we'll get the job done in no time...
Moods and Feelings

Lead-in

1. Can you guess how the people in the sketches (1-7) feel? Match them with the groups of adjectives (a-g) below. Can you add any more adjectives to each group?

   a. angry, cross, annoyed
   b. surprised, shocked, amazed
   c. happy, glad, pleased, cheerful
   d. tired, exhausted, sleepy
   e. stressed, worried, thoughtful
   f. afraid, frightened, scared
   g. sad, miserable, unhappy

2. How do you feel about the following things? Act out exchanges, as in the example.

   - cooking
   - travelling to work
   - writing letters
   - shopping
   - going to the cinema
   - exercising
   - driving
   - tidying up

   A: I find cooking really enjoyable.
   B: Really? I don't. In fact, I find it quite stressful.

3. Pairphrase the following statements. Do you agree or disagree? Why (not)?

   A day of sorrow is longer than a month of joy.
   Where there is love there is happiness.

4. Look at the pictures (1-5). How do you think these people feel? Use adjectives from Ex. 1a to make sentences, as in the example.

   1 The man in this picture looks rather sad and miserable.

5. Think and write how each person feels.

   Speaker 1
   Speaker 2
   Speaker 3

   b. Think of a situation and talk about how you felt to your partner.
1 Which of the following is most important to your personal happiness? Rank them in order of importance, then compare your list to your partner's.

- health
- close family ties
- marriage
- hobbies
- children
- possessions
- money
- status
- friendship
- career
- self image
- other

2 a. Look at the title, the first and the last paragraph of the article and discuss the following:

1 What is the article about?
2 What do you expect to read?
3 What do you think Janet's steps to happiness will be? Make a list.

b. Skim the text and check if your guesses were correct.

c. Read the article and choose from the list A-H the sentence which best fits each gap (1-7) in the article. There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use. Which words helped you with your answers?

In the past, people rarely discussed whether they were happy or not and kept their feelings to themselves. Today though, magazine articles giving advice on the pursuit of happiness bombard us from all sides. It would appear that being unhappy is now generally unacceptable, especially where the younger generation is concerned. These days, it is that particular group that feels quite comfortable talking openly about happiness or a lack of it. They believe that a state of happiness equals success and that without success they are nothing.

It seems that people are more willing to try to react differently to life’s events. Janet is a fine example of this and has found that changing her outlook has brought her a certain amount of happiness. For example, never admitting that she was wrong because that would undoubtedly make her seem weak and vulnerable, or criticising herself endlessly, certain that she did not deserve success and happiness.

She was, at one point, a definite pessimist. The turning point in her life was when the knowledge she gained through her studies allowed her to face up to the fact that it was possible to actually get rid of doubts and learn to be more contented with yourself and your life. This helped her to change many aspects of her life, including her outlook, her relationships and her choices.

Change, of course, brings uncertainty and uncertainty can create fear. Most of us tend to stay with what we know rather than choose any form of change. As a result, we continue to be unhappy. If we do decide to change things, however, we then begin a journey that only we can map out. According to Janet’s research, people can have similar upbringings yet have very different ideas and responses to the exact same events.

Our desire for happiness has helped develop a multi-million pound industry focused on pleasure. Despite this, many of us still seem to be unhappy! Psychologist Janet Wells seems to know exactly why. Here we uncover her secrets of how to actually achieve that missing happiness.
In support of these findings she quotes the ancient Greek philosopher Epictetus who said, "It is not things in themselves that trouble us, but our opinion of those things." It is not always possible to change what happens to us, but we can always change how we translate what happens to us.

Janet herself has had to deal with moments of both happiness and unhappiness in her own personal life. She admits to not being able to actually help people to be happy, but stresses that if you can prevent unhappiness then you have a good chance of being a contented individual. Although it is something we each need to do for ourselves, as long as we really want to succeed, she believes we will be able to bring about change.

She would, however, like to advise people that happiness is not a goal but an emotional response to things that happen and that it is perfectly natural to feel sad at times. In order to help happiness develop and grow, we need to feel accepted by those around us and feel like valuable members of society. Focusing on the positive things going on around us is the key.

In thinking and worrying about what has happened in the past and anxiously planning the future, we can shut ourselves off from any positive feelings for what lies ahead. Generally speaking, she recommends living for now, giving yourself a little reward, not because you deserve it, but because it is a pleasant, positive thing to do to encourage positive thinking.

Vocabulary Practice
3 a. Explain the words in bold in the text.
   b. Underline all the adjectives which describe feelings. Can you think of a synonym for each one? What are the nouns related to them?

Adjective: happy-joyful Abstract noun: happiness

Text Analysis
4 Look at the phrases taken from the text and explain the underlined parts in your own words.
1 ... magazine articles ... bombard us from all sides. (line 4)
2 ... allowed her to face up to the fact that ... (after lines 21-22)
3 ... we then begin a journey that only we can map out ... (lines 30-31)
4 So, we create our own translations of things ... (Sentence C)

Discussion
5 Think! In pairs, discuss three of the main points the writer makes.
6 Think! In pairs, discuss the following questions.
   - What do you do to cheer yourself up?
   - Are you an optimist or a pessimist? Give examples.
Moods and Emotions

1. Look at the list of adjectives below. Which are positive/negative?
- depressed • cheerful • generous • stressed
- frustrated • calm • glad • relaxed • joyful
- aggressive • happy • lonely • worried • angry
- nervous • sad • excited • furious • shy • tense
- lazy • optimistic • proud • terrible • funny

b. Rewrite the following sentences as many times as you can using the adjectives in the list to replace the words in bold.
1. Jack is in a good/bad mood today.
2. Maria feels/is feeling sad/happy today.

Physical Sensations

2. a. Match the feelings to the physical sensations, then make sentences, as in the example.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feelings</th>
<th>Physical sensations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>angry</td>
<td>butterflies in the stomach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frightened</td>
<td>heart pounding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>excited</td>
<td>sweaty palms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hungry</td>
<td>rush of adrenaline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stressed</td>
<td>stomach rumbling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nervous</td>
<td>red face</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I was so angry my face was red.

b. What feeling does someone in your country express when they: • clench their fist • frown • drum their fingers • lick their lips • raise their eyebrows • wrinkle their nose?

In my country people clench their fist to show they are angry.

Expressing feelings

3. a. Cross out the words in the box which don’t go with the verb ‘feel’.
- feel • lonely • astonished
- stressed • sick • irritable • alive
- angry • offended • frustrated • hungry
- better • panic • strong • healthy
- obsessive

b. When do you usually feel like that? Discuss.
A: I always feel stressed when I have to take an exam. What about you?
B: I feel stressed when I go to the dentist.

4. a. Listen to five people talking about different situations. Match each speaker to the way they feel.

A: They’re dreading a visit from their cousin.
B: They’re looking forward to their friend coming.
C: They find student life fascinating.
D: They miss their friend.
E: They like having friends over for dinner.

b. In pairs, use verbs/phrases from the statements above to talk about the times you experience similar feelings.
A: When do you dread something?
B: On school days, I dread waking up in the morning.

Extreme Adjectives

5. In pairs, use the adjectives from the list to act out short exchanges.
- furious • overjoyed • exhausted • delighted
- appalling • filthy • heartbroken • fantastic
- huge • delicious • terrified

A: You must be tired.
B: Tired! I’m exhausted!

1. You must be pleased.
2. You must have been scared.
4. The food was bad.
5. She seems happy with her exam results.

6. Underline the correct form of the adjective.
1. The music in that restaurant was quite relaxed/relaxing.
2. I was very pleased/pleasing that you decided to join us.
3. The children were very depressed/depressing when the field trip was cancelled.
4. I find horror films quite terrified/terrifying.
5. How surprising/surprised he's not home yet!
6. They were very excited/exciting when their team won the football match.

**Idioms and fixed phrases**

7. a. What character qualities are these animals associated with? Look at the pictures and complete the idioms.

   1. as brave as a(n) **lion**
   2. as wise as a(n) **lion**
   3. as stubborn as a(n) **dog**
   4. as cunning as a(n) **fox**
   5. as quiet as a(n) **cat**
   6. as sick as a(n) **dog**
   7. as proud as a(n) **dog**
   8. as slow as a(n) **turtle**

b. Now match the adjectives from above with their opposites below.

   - flexible • straightforward • modest
   - foolish • quick • cowardly • noisy • healthy

   c. How would you describe the people below using the idioms from Ex. 7a?

**Phrasal Verbs**

8. a. Fill in up or down to complete the sentences. Then, explain the phrasal verbs in bold.

   1. She's been quite depressed recently. This holiday will really **cheer** her up down.
   2. Calm ............... ! Things aren't as bad as they seem!
   3. Things are **easing** ............... a bit at work. I won't have to work so late from now on.
   4. I don't like watching sad films. They always get me down.
   5. You have been so stressed lately; you must relax and **loosen** ............... a bit or you will get ill.
   6. Bob really let me ............... . I was counting on him to complete the project on time.
   7. Open ............... a bit and tell me how you feel.
   8. It's been such a tiring day, let's go to the cinema and wind ............... .

b. Use phrasal verbs from above to decide what you would say to someone who:

   1. you are relying on
   2. looks depressed
   3. won't tell you what is wrong
   4. seems to be overworking

**Prepositions**


   1. afraid ............... sth;
   2. amused ............... sth;
   3. angry ............... sb;
   4. annoyed ............... sb ............... sth;
   5. anxious ............... sth;
   6. ashamed ............... sb;
   7. bored ............... sth/sb;
   8. brilliant ............... sth;
   9. close ............... sb;
   10. delighted ............... sth;
   11. disappointed ............... sth/sb;
   12. excited ............... sth;
   13. faithful ............... sb;
   14. friendly ............... sb;
   15. frightened ............... sth;
   16. furious ............... sb ............... sth;
   17. grateful ............... sth ............... sth;
   18. jealous ............... sb;
   19. nervous ............... sth;
   20. pleased ............... sb;
   21. proud ............... sth;
   22. rude ............... sb;
   23. sensitive ............... sth;
   24. upset ............... sth

**Words often confused**

10. Underline the correct item.

   1. Since I've moved out, I do **miss/lose** my parents.
   2. He could feel his anger **growing/heating**.
   3. It feels **strange/strangely** to be here.
   4. I felt as **like/like** a child again.
   5. He finds it difficult to **express/tell** his feelings.
   6. She is trying to hide her **true/authentic** feelings.
   7. She always wants to **please/enjoy** other people.
   8. I'm sorry I've **injured/hurt** your feelings.
Listening

1. You will hear five therapists talking about their work. Look at the descriptions of therapies (A-F), underline the key words and say what each one might involve. In pairs, make a list of words related to each one.

EXAM STRATEGY
- Read the instructions carefully and underline the part that shows what the speakers have in common.
- Read the list A to F and underline the key words you have to listen for.
- Listen for clues in the form of related concepts and paraphrases to match each speaker to the prompts.
- Do not finalise your answers until you have listened to the whole extract.
- Remember that what you are listening to may contain distracting information.
- When you listen for the second time, check your answers carefully. Remember, there is an extra option you do not need to use.

b. Listen and match the descriptions of different kinds of therapy (A-F) to the speakers (1-5). There is one extra therapy which you do not need to use.

A  dealing with your problems while listening to music
B  relaxing and thinking about your emotions
C  explaining your problems to your family
D  working out your problems through films
E  discussing problems in groups
F  expressing feelings through drawings

Speaker 1  Speaker 4
Speaker 2  Speaker 5
Speaker 3

c. Were your initial guesses correct? Which of the words you came up with did you actually hear on the recording?

2. You will hear a radio interview about cats’ body language. Before you listen answer the following questions.

1. What is ‘body language’?
2. Do you think people can guess what cats are thinking and feeling? Why (not)? In what ways?

b. Listen to the radio interview and for questions (1-7) choose the best answer A, B, or C.

EXAM STRATEGY
- Go through the questions and possible answers carefully.
- Try to predict what you are going to hear.
- Don’t finalise your answers until you have listened to the recording twice. Remember you are listening for detail and a specific purpose.
- Always check your answers carefully.

1. Roger believes that his work is
   A  rather boring.
   B  natural.
   C  quite exciting.

2. Roger says that
   A  he understands exactly what cats are thinking.
   B  cats’ body language can tell us how they feel.
   C  he is always surprised by the way cats behave.

3. A cat shows how it feels by moving its
   A  head.
   B  tail.
   C  paws.

4. If a cat’s tail is fluffed up and pointing down, the cat is
   A  protecting itself.
   B  very angry.
   C  happy.

5. When two cats are about to fight, the most aggressive one
   A  will have its ears pointing forwards.
   B  will sound frightened.
   C  won’t make a sound.

6. Cats can understand if you are friendly to them by the way you
   A  talk to them.
   B  touch them.
   C  look at them.

7. Which of the following best describes the interviewer’s attitude?
   A  She doesn’t like cats.
   B  She doesn’t believe what Roger is saying.
   C  She is surprised.

c. In what ways do we use body language to express our feelings? Think of as many examples as you can and discuss in pairs.
Speaking

Stressful Situations

3 a. Here are some photographs of common situations. Talk to each other. How stressful is each situation?

Which three situations are the most stressful?

b. Use the phrases in the box to act out similar dialogues for the following situations.

- Your friend has had his car stolen.
- Your friend has lost her purse.

Asking about feelings

- How are you?
- Are you (feeling) alright/
  angry/upset/pleased/OK ...
- Is everything alright?
- What's wrong/the matter with you?

Expressing feelings

- Well, it's been a ... day.
- Actually, .../The thing is ...
- To be honest ... I feel I've been in a good/bad/etc mood all day ... I'm sad/angry/glad about ...

Everyday English

6 a. Which adjective best describes how each person feels?

- confused  •  grateful  •  disgusted  •  relieved
- impressed  •  annoyed

b. Now, match the exclamations (1-6) with the sentences (a-f), as in the example.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>f</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Be quiet!</td>
<td>That's disgusting!</td>
<td>That's amazing!</td>
<td>I don't know.</td>
<td>Thank you!</td>
<td>What a relief!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Communication

- Asking about and Expressing Feelings

5 a. Read the dialogue. Underline the phrases used to ask/express how somebody feels.

A: Are you alright? You seem upset.
B: Well, to be honest, I've been in a bad mood all day. And now, I've just found out I failed my driving test, so I'm really depressed.

b. In pairs, answer the following questions.

1. What other activities/experiences in your life do you find stressful? Why?
2. What do you usually do to relax?

4. Listen to two candidates doing the speaking tasks above and assess their performance in terms of:

- grammar and vocabulary  •  pronunciation
- interactive communication  •  how far they've answered the questions.
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Reading

1 a. You are going to read an extract from Sense and Sensibility by Jane Austen. From the title of the novel, what do you think you are going to read about?

b. Read the short text about the author and the novel. In pairs, write down three questions you have about the text. Skim the text to see if your questions were answered.

Jane Austen (1775-1817), a famous English writer, wrote about the ordinary world of men and women as it was in the early 19th century, a place where love and romance were hindered by economics and human imperfection. Her heroines had distinct personalities and her characters were never completely good or completely evil but more complicated mixtures. Some of her most famous stories are Pride and Prejudice (1813), Sense and Sensibility (1811), Mansfield Park (1814) and Emma (1815).

In this extract from Sense and Sensibility, Mr Henry Dashwood has recently died and left all his money to his son from his first marriage, John. His second wife, Mrs Dashwood, and her three daughters are left without a permanent home and very little money. Mr John Dashwood is weak and his wife is selfish and they have little concern for the family’s welfare.

No sooner was the funeral over, than Mrs John Dashwood, without sending any notice to her mother-in-law, arrived with her child and her servants. No one could dispute her right to come. After all, the house was her husband’s from the moment of his father’s death. This thoughtless behaviour would have been highly unpleasing to any woman with ordinary feelings in Mrs Dashwood’s situation.

5 Mrs John Dashwood had never been a favourite with any of her husband’s family; but never before had she had the opportunity of showing them how inconsiderate and selfish she could act when the situation required it.

10 Mrs Dashwood was so deeply hurt by this impolite behaviour, and she hated her daughter-in-law so much for it, that, on her arrival, she wanted to leave the house forever.

15 Also, her love for her three children helped her change her mind and for their sakes she avoided a disagreement with their brother.

Elinor, the eldest daughter, possessed a great strength of understanding and coolness of

2 a. Seven sentences have been removed from the text. Choose from the sentences (A-H) the one which fits each gap. There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use.

b. How have the underlined words/phrases helped you decide?

Vocabulary Practice

3 a. Match the words in columns A and B to form collocations. Then make sentences using them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hasty</td>
<td>behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strong</td>
<td>humoured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thoughtless</td>
<td>emotions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>good</td>
<td>control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self</td>
<td>decisions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A But she had already shown that she was as romantic as Marianne, without having her sense.
B However, her eldest girl made her think about how inappropriate that would seem.
C But in Mrs Dashwood’s mind, with her strong sense of honour and her generous nature, the offence made her feel absolutely disgusted.
D Elinor, too, was suffering; but still she could struggle, she could make an effort.
E These qualities enabled her to give advice to her mother even though she was only nineteen.
F The two women encouraged each other to continually express how they felt.
G Elinor had an excellent heart; her nature was affectionate and her feelings were strong; but she knew how to control them.
H Mr John Dashwood did not have the strong feelings of the rest of the family.
judgement. She was often able to influence Mrs Dashwood, whose enthusiastic nature sometimes led to hasty decisions. It was a knowledge which her mother had yet to learn; and which one of her sisters was determined never to be taught.

Marianne’s abilities were, in many respects, the same as Elinor’s. She was sensible and clever but her sorrows and her joys had no limits. She was generous, likeable, interesting and everything but careful. The similarity between her and her mother was striking.

Elinor was concerned about her sister’s strong emotions. But Mrs Dashwood valued and cherished Marianne’s sensibility, so like her own. The pain of grief which overpowered them at first was willingly renewed and created again and again. They let themselves be overwhelmed by their sorrow and were determined never to be comforted in the future.

She could talk with her brother, welcome her sister-in-law on her arrival and treat her politely. She also tried to convince her mother to do the same and encourage her to show similar self-control.

Margaret, the other sister, was a good-humoured, agreeable girl. So, at thirteen, she was not likely to equal her sisters later in life.

Text Analysis

5 What do the underlined phrases mean? Choose A or B.

1 Mrs John Dashwood had never been a favourite with any of her husbands’ family. (lines 9-11)
   A They never thought she would succeed in life.
   B They had always disliked her.

2 Elinor ... possessed a great strength of understanding and coolness of judgement. (lines 22-24)
   A She rarely panicked.
   B She was strict with people.

3 They ... were determined never to be comforted in the future. (lines 40-42)
   A They refused to suffer any more hardships.
   B They were convinced they would never be happy.

4 Elinor had an excellent heart: ... (sentence G).
   A She was understanding and compassionate.
   B She had always been in good health.

Discussion

6 a. **THINK!** Which character do you sympathise with the most? Why?

b. Listen to the piece of music. What images related to the extract come to mind? Tell the class.

b. **THINK!** Now imagine you were Elinor. How would you feel?
**Present Simple and Present Continuous**

1. Circle the correct option for each sentence. What is each tense used for?
   1. The boys **play** / **are playing** football in the garden at the moment.
   2. Water is **freezing** / **freezes** at 0°C.
   3. Jack visits / is visiting his sister next weekend.
   4. She **catches** / **is catching** the 9 o’clock train every morning.
   5. Bill is **looking** / **looks** very tired these days.
   6. She is always **interrupting** / **interrupts** me.

2. Put the verbs in brackets into the correct tense.
   1. I ................................ (try) to get the TV to work. Can you help me?
   2. He always ................................ (do) his best at school.
   3. They ................................ (argue) all the time.
   4. Joy can’t come to the phone right now; she ................................ (have) a shower.
   5. We ................................ (not/play) football every day.
   6. ................................ (you/trust) your doctor?
   7. They ................................ (leave) this time tomorrow.
   8. She ................................ (not/get) to work before 9 am every day.

**Stative Verbs**

3. a. Put the verbs in brackets in the present simple or present continuous, then, explain the changes in meaning.
   1. Jamie ................................ (think) about buying a new car.
   2. I ................................ (think) the play starts at eight o’clock.
   3. I’m sure this yoghurt has gone off; it ................................ (not/taste) good.
   4. The chef ................................ (taste) the soup to see if it needs more salt.
   5. I ................................ (see) what you mean. I’ll check my figures again.
   6. Andrea ................................ (see) the bank manager at 10 o’clock tomorrow morning.
   7. Tina ................................ (be) a very stubborn girl; she ................................ (not/listen) to anybody’s advice.
   8. I can’t understand why she ................................ (be) so stubborn; she’s normally so flexible.

b. Choose five verbs that are not normally used in the present continuous and make sentences using them.

**Used to/Be used to/Get used to**

4. a. Which sentence refers to: a past habit? a past state? a current situation? a current changing situation?
   a. We used to live in Scotland.
   b. I am used to feeling lonely.
   c. I am getting used to living in London.
   d. I used to bite my nails.

b. Complete the sentences using **used to + infinitive** or **be/get used to + ing form** and the verbs in brackets.
   1. It’s taken me some time, but slowly, I ................................ (wake up) at 6 am every morning.
   2. She ................................ (play) tennis every Saturday before she hurt her wrist.
   3. John and Mary ................................ (go out) with friends every evening before they had their baby.
   4. It’s taken me a while, but now ................................ (live) in a big city.

c. Write five sentences about things you are used to doing.

d. Look at the following situations. Think of things you might have to get used to in each case.
   - the beginning of the school year
   - a new summer job
   - moving to a different town
   - going on a strict diet

At the beginning of the school year I’ll have to get used to getting up early in the morning.

**Word formation – Forming adjectives**

5. Fill in the correct adjectives in each case. Use: -ing, -ive, -able, -y, -ed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Adjective</th>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Adjective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>comfort</td>
<td>relieve</td>
<td>trust</td>
<td>believe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irritate</td>
<td>care</td>
<td>protect</td>
<td>scare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bore</td>
<td>satisfy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**English in Use – Word formation**

**STRATEGY POINT**
- Read through the title and the whole text to understand what it is about.
- Decide what part of speech you need in each gap. Remember, you may have to use the word in the plural form, or the negative form. Think of possible prefixes and suffixes.
- Read the text again to see whether it makes sense.
6 Use the word given in capitals to form a word that fits in the space in the same line.

**The secret of being happy**

I've spent years studying (0) **happiness** and one of the most (1) **conclusions** is that there is hardly any correlation between the circumstances of people's lives and how happy they are. A moment's (2) **thought** should make this obvious. We all know people who have (3) **easy** lives, yet are always (4) **sad**, and others who have suffered (5) **great hardships** but remain (6) **happy**.

The first secret is gratitude. (6) **people** cannot be happy. We have a (7) **variant** to think that being unhappy leads people to (8) **complain**. It is true to say that finding cause for (9) **complaint** leads to people becoming unhappy.

The second secret is the (9) **realisation** that happiness is a by-product of (10) **active** that gives our lives meaning.

8 For questions 1-12, read the text below and decide which answer A, B, C or D best fits each space.

**FENG SHUI**

**Positive feelings**

Chinese style

Recently, the Feng Shui business has been (0) **booming** as more and more people (1) **begun** an interest in Asian culture and lifestyles. Whether people are (2) **using** Feng Shui experts or simply buying books and trying it out for themselves, there is no (3) **argument** that, in the West, in the last few years the idea of Feng Shui has really (4) **caught** on.

So what exactly is Feng Shui? Well, it is a Chinese art form that is concerned with the way you arrange the rooms and the furniture in your house. It is believed that arranging these things correctly will (5) **affect** your happiness and good luck.

In the UK there are currently about 300 Feng Shui consultants. They will (6) **advice** to your house or office and give you (7) **advice** on your lifestyle and date of birth. According to one such expert, I must install an aquarium with six black and one red goldfish in my living room in order to absorb bad vibes. He also told me to (8) **pay** attention to one of my windows. He advised me to put plants on the window sill to (9) **affect** the loss of positive energy. The real ‘weak spot’ in my house, however, was the cooker. He reassured me that hanging some dried vegetables above it would solve the (10) **problem**.

Whether you (11) **believe** in the power of Feng Shui or not, it is certainly having a major impact on the (12) **number** of people organise their homes.

---

**English in Use – Key word transformations**

7 Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word given. Use between two and five words.

1. Noel is not usually in a bad mood.  **like**
   
   It is (1) **unusual** in a bad mood.

2. Amy would rather not go out to dinner with us.  **feel**
   
   Amy (2) **wouldn't** to go out to dinner with us.

3. The movie star is always recognised wherever she goes.  **avoid**
   
   The movie star (3) **isn't** wherever she goes.

4. Mary often criticises people.  **tendency**
   
   Mary (4) **often** people.

5. She can't stand him playing the guitar too loud.  **complaining**
   
   She (5) **can't** playing the guitar that loud.

6. He usually sleeps until noon.  **used**
   
   He (6) **used** noon.

7. Chris had not expected to find learning Spanish so interesting.  **in**
   
   Chris (7) **is** more he had expected.

8. I don't feel like going out tonight.  **prefer**
   
   I'd (8) **prefer** tonight.
Analyzing a Letter of Invitation

2. Read the model and choose appropriate topic sentences from the list below to replace those in bold. What made you decide on these sentences? Why are the other two inappropriate?

- Could you help us to decide what present to buy?
- We haven’t got a clue what to buy him as a gift.
- I don’t need to tell you when the party is.
- We are holding the party after lessons on 10th May.

Dear Mrs Smith,

I am writing on behalf of Mr Smith’s Year 10 English class. As you know, your husband will soon be celebrating his 40th birthday, and we have decided to throw a party for him. We would be very pleased if you could attend. It would be lovely to meet you and your presence would add to the surprise.

1) The party will take place after school on 10th May. It will be held in the school gym and it starts at 5pm. There will be a buffet and the guests will include Year 10 English students, the staff of the English Department and the Headmaster.

2) I would like to ask your advice regarding a suitable gift. We cannot decide whether to buy a book, a watch or a jumper. Perhaps you could tell us which you think he would prefer. On the other hand, you may have a better idea. Any suggestions would be more than welcome.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. I look forward to seeing you at the party.

Yours sincerely,

Maggie Simpson

Maggie Simpson

b. Answer the following questions.

1. Has all the information from the rubric been included?
2. Which linking words/phrases have been used? Can you suggest alternatives?
3. Has the writer used an appropriate style? What is it? Give examples.
4. What do you think the target reader’s reaction will be? Give reasons.

c. Choose an appropriate alternative beginning and ending to replace the highlighted sections.

a. How are you? We love your husband, so we’re throwing him a party.

b. As a student in Mr Smith’s English class, I have been asked to inform you of a birthday party we plan to hold for him.

c. I hope to see you at the party. I am sure it will be a very enjoyable event.

d. Well, I think that’s all for now. See you there!

Notes

- invite Mrs Smith on behalf of Year 10 & explain that party is surprise
- give details – 10th May, 5pm, school gym, buffet
- guests – class, head, English Dept. staff

1. Who is the target reader?
2. What style of writing would be most appropriate?
3. What is your reason for writing?
4. What information should you include in the introduction?
5. How many main body paragraphs will you write?
6. How can you rephrase the information?
7. How could you end the letter?
1. What type of letter is the extract taken from?
2. What is the purpose of this letter?
3. What part of the letter is it?
4. How does the writer propose to resolve the situation?

b. Rewrite the text in formal style, using the notes below.
   - take/full responsibility
   - Please/accept/sincere apologies/inconvenience caused
   - hope/forgive/regrettable error
   - assure/do our utmost/compensate
   - Please/accept/complimentary meal voucher/used at your convenience
   - confusion/caused/understanding/between departments

Understanding the Rubric 2

5. Read the rubric, underline the key words/phrases and answer the questions.

   You and a group of your friends rented the holiday apartment in the advertisement below for a week. However, there were a number of problems and you left after just three days. You have decided to write an email of complaint to the agency you rented the apartment from. Read the advertisement and the notes you have made. Then write your email to the agency, saying why you are dissatisfied and telling them what action you want taken.

Apologising

4. a. Read the extract below and answer the questions.

   We're really sorry for the trouble we have put you to. It was completely our fault. We confused the dates. It was a silly mistake, so please don't be cross. I promise we will do our best to make it up to you. Have a free dinner – we're paying.

   1. Who is going to read the email?
   2. What type of email are you going to write?
   3. What opening/closing remarks could you write?
   4. What tone are you going to use? Why?
6 Analyzing a Letter/Email of Complaint

Read the two models and choose the one which is appropriate. Have all the points in the rubric been covered? How has the information been rephrased?

A

Dear Sir,

I want to tell you how angry and disgusted I am with the holiday apartment I rented from you on 15th August. I think you’ve got a real cheek advertising it as ‘beautiful’ because it was the ugliest apartment I’ve ever seen in my life.

For a start, you lied when you said it was spacious. There wasn’t room to swing a cat inside. The rooms were also very dirty. I spent the first day of my holiday cleaning them.

Next, you said the kitchen was well-equipped. Not at all! Lots of essential items were missing. After three days, I’d had enough and went home.

I’m sure you can tell I am really angry. You have ruined my summer by spoiling my holiday. I demand you give me some of my money back and you should say sorry, too. If you don’t you’ll be in big trouble. Hurry up and reply to this letter.

Yours sincerely,
Helen Hunt
Helen Hunt

B

New Message

Dear Sir,

I am writing to complain about the holiday apartment I rented from you on 15th August. I believe your advertisement was misleading in a number of ways.

Firstly, the apartment was by no means spacious. The rooms were cramped and there was very little storage space. Also, the distance from the beach was in fact ten times farther than you claimed.

Furthermore, the balcony railing was broken. This was quite dangerous and could have caused an accident. In addition, it overlooked an unattractive car park in contrast to the ‘great view’ you advertised. Finally, the kitchen was poorly equipped and a lot of essential items were missing, such as plates and saucepans. Consequently, I felt I could not stay any longer and returned home after three days.

As you can imagine, I am quite disappointed. I feel I am entitled to a partial refund in addition to an apology for the inconvenience caused. I look forward to receiving a prompt reply.

Yours faithfully,
Sandra Folkesstone
Sandra Folkesstone

7 Read model A again and find examples of the following:
- excessively strong language
- aggressive tone
- overly informal/colloquial/idiomatic language
- irrelevant information
- phrases taken word for word from the prompts
- points not covered in the rubric

Compare with a partner.

8 Replace the phrases in bold in model B with ones from below to change the tone of the letter from mild to strong.

- I am extremely upset
- I insist that this matter be dealt with promptly
- to express my extreme dissatisfaction with
- extremely hazardous
- I refused to remain
- I demand
- for the annoyance and discomfort I suffered
- totally inaccurate

9 Read the following sentences and identify the tone used in each one. Then, rewrite the sentences, using a different tone.

1. I demand a full refund at once, or I shall be forced to take the matter further.
2. I am writing in connection with a faulty appliance which I recently purchased from your store.
3. I am writing to express my total dissatisfaction with the appalling service I received from your staff.
4. I wish to make a serious complaint regarding your inefficient staff.
5. I would appreciate it if you could look into this matter as soon as possible.
6. I would like to complain about the poor quality of service I recently received from your company.
10. Read the rubrics and underline the key words. Then answer the questions that follow for each one.

A. You work for a mail order company and have received an email from a customer who is unhappy about the delay in the delivery of a camera he ordered. Read the extract from his email and the notes you made, and write an email of apology. Give an explanation and details of what you will do to rectify the situation.

I must insist that you supply my goods as soon as possible. I would also like a satisfactory explanation as to why there has been such a long delay as well as an apology for the inconvenience caused.

damaged on arrival - we had to wait for the next delivery from suppliers
offer free carry case and 3 films as compensation

B. You are arranging an anniversary party for your parents. You have seen the advertisement below for The Clarendon Hotel, which seems suitable, but you need some more information. Use the notes you have made to write to the manager, giving the details of the event and asking for further information.

Notes
Sat. 20th April
8pm-12pm
150 guests

The Clarendon
3 Star Hotel
120 rooms 10 suites
Excellent conference facilities and 3 function rooms suitable for parties of 50 to 300 guests.
A la carte restaurant

price list?
disco?
menu?

C. You want to improve your English and have seen the following advertisement on your school notice board. Read the advertisement and the notes you made, and write an email giving the details requested and asking for more information.

Private English Lessons
Experienced English teacher offers lessons for learners of all ages and levels.
Reasonable rates.
Please contact Mr. Thompson and provide details of:
- your age and level of English
- your reason for learning
- language courses/exams taken so far
JThompson@yahoo.com

Notes
Where?
When?
How much?
Course books provided?
One-to-one or groups?

D. You ordered a gift for a friend from a mail order company. When it arrived it was late and you were not happy with it. Read the advertisement and the notes you made. Then, write a letter to the company, explaining why you are not happy with the gift and asking for your money back.

Beautiful China Figures
The Perfect Gift from Memorable Moments
Are you looking for an ideal gift for a friend or loved one? Why not choose one of our beautiful china figures to give to someone special. Each figure comes on a wooden stand with a gold plaque where you will engrave your chosen message.

Only £19.99.
Delivered within 10 days.
Money back guarantee. Order today!

cracked
wrong message

yes
took 3 weeks - too late
This is part of an email you received from your pen friend. Look at the notes you made and write your email in reply, giving your advice and the information your pen friend asked for:

I've decided that I'd like to learn to play tennis. I know you've been playing for years so I wondered what advice you could give me – I really have no idea!

Notes
- join a club
- find a friend to give you some lessons
- borrow a book from the library
- buy a racquet & some balls (don't spend too much – about £50-£75 – you might not like it)
- trainers and a tracksuit are OK – you don't need special clothes

You are going on a cycling holiday next weekend with two friends, Jane and Anne. Below is part of a letter Jane sent you with her suggestions for the trip. You have found some information about the area, including a map and an advertisement for the Queens Hotel. Read Jane's letter and the notes you made and, using the map and the advertisement, write a letter answering her questions and making your suggestions about where to stay.

We could cycle round the northern lakes on Saturday. Anne thinks that the route might be too tiring, though. An easier option is to cycle round Lake Windermere, but I don't know what there is to see there and I don't know where we would stay. What do you think? Would it be better if we just went round Lake Windermere?

The Queens Hotel

1. What type of letter/email do you have to write?
2. Who is going to read the letter/email?
3. What style of writing should you use?
4. How will you address/sign the letter/email?
5. What opening remarks could you use?
6. How many main body paragraphs will you write?
7. What information will you include in each paragraph?
8. What useful phrases could you use?
9. How could you paraphrase the information given in the rubric?
10. How will you end the letter/email?

Portfolio: Using the information you have learned in this unit, choose one of the writing tasks above and complete it. You should write between 120-180 words.
Self-Assessment Module

Vocabulary & Grammar

1 Fill in the missing word.

1 He .................. with a strong accent; it's not easy to understand him.
2 It's a secret, so don't ................................ a word.
3 We are going on a cruise down ...................... Seine this summer.
4 Let me give you a ..................... of advice.
5 Don't talk to him. He isn't in a good ...................... today.
6 I ...................... to live in a flat, but now I live in a big house.
7 I can't reach the top shelf, it's ...................... high.
8 What's John's number? I need to get in ...................... with him urgently.
9 I tried to get him to ...................... up and share his feelings with me, but he wasn't ready to talk about it.
10 ...................... up or we'll be late.
11 Jane bumped .......................... an old school friend in town yesterday.
12 I'm sorry, Mr Smith isn't in at the moment. Can you ...................... back later?
13 I haven't seen Steve since he moved to Madrid. I really ...................... him.
14 If the line is busy, you should hang ...................... and try again later.
15 I really can't ............ the difference between the twins.
16 I'm sorry. I didn't mean to ...................... your feelings.
17 Mobile phones must be switched ...................... on aeroplanes.
18 Sarah speaks three languages, but her ...................... language is English.
19 I haven't heard ...................... Kim for about a month.
20 I'm grateful ...................... you for your help.

(10 marks)

2 Circle the correct item.

1 She leaned over and ............. quietly in his ear.
   A clapped  B wept  C whispered  D yawned
2 I always ............. hands with someone when I meet them for the first time.
   A wave  B shake  C give  D clap
3 Tom is as proud as a .............
   A parrot  B lion  C peacock  D fox
4 He was so angry his ............. was red.
   A head  B palm  C face  D heart
5 Sarah has been a bit depressed lately so we have bought her some flowers to .......... her up.
   A calm  B cheer  C loosen  D ease
6 She finds it difficult to ............. her feelings.
   A say  B express  C tell  D give
7 Peter is very annoyed .......... Paul so he isn't speaking to him.
   A for  B to  C of  D with
8 I don't feel well. I think I will make an appointment ............. the doctor today.
   A at  B to  C with  D for
9 I've been trying to get ............. to the bank all morning.
   A at  B with  C through  D on
10 I'm absolutely .......... ! I couldn't sleep at all last night.
   A furious  B exhausted  C delighted  D horrified

(10 marks)

English in Use

3 Complete the second sentence using the word in bold. Use two to five words including the word given. Do not change the word given.

1 Claire couldn't eat the soup as it was very hot.
   too ............. ...................... Claire to eat.
2 I asked her if she needed any more information.
   else I asked her if ............. she needed to know.
3 Duncan does not usually lose his temper.
   like ...................... to lose his temper.
4 When I got up on stage I forgot everything I was going to say.
   anything I was going to say.
5 Sam would rather not go to the cinema tonight.
   feel ...................... to the cinema tonight.

(10 marks)
4 Fill in the correct word derived from the word in bold.

1 Before the .............................................. of the telephone, communicating over great distances was slow and difficult. INVENT

2 The .............................................. was sentenced to five years imprisonment. DEFEND

3 She couldn’t believe that the strange ................................ in the mirror was hers. REFLECT

4 ....................................... is more than a feeling, it is a state of mind. HAPPY

5 Children’s safety is of the utmost .................................................. IMPORT

(5 marks)

Communication

5 Choose the correct response.

1 Why don’t we go to the cinema?
   A Thank you. B OK.

2 Have you thought about using a dictionary?
   A That’s a good idea. B It could be.

3 Say hello to your parents for me.
   A Me, too. B Thanks, I will.

4 Can I call you later?
   A No, thanks. B Sure.

5 Are you alright?
   A Not really. B I’m happy.

(5 marks)

6 Complete the dialogue.

A: Is 1) ..............................................? You seem fed up.
B: Well, 2) ......................... hectic day and now I’ve got to work late.
A: That’s a pity. But I’m staying late, too. How 3) ............ going out together afterwards?
B: I 4) .............................................. I feel tired already.
A: Go on. It’ll cheer you up.
B: OK. 5) .........................? Where are we going?

(5 marks)

Reading

7 You are going to read an article about a famous mathematician. Seven sentences have been removed. Choose from the sentences (A-H) the one which fits each gap. There is one sentence you do not need to use.

Pythagoras is often described as a very important mathematician, yet we know little about his achievements. Many Greek mathematicians wrote books about their work, but we have nothing written by Pythagoras. What we do know is that he was the leader of a society that was half scientific and half religious. It was a secret society and today Pythagoras is still a mysterious figure. We are not sure if the information we have about him is fact or legend.

We believe that Pythagoras was born on the Greek island of Samos. His father was a merchant, and as a child, Pythagoras travelled with him selling their goods. We also know that Pythagoras was well educated. He learned music and poetry and had three philosophers to teach him. [1] It is also said that it was Thales who advised Pythagoras to travel to Egypt to learn more about mathematics and astronomy.

So, in 535 BC Pythagoras travelled to Egypt, where he visited many temples and took part in discussions with priests. [2] For Example, the Egyptian priests refused to eat beans or wear animal skins, as did Pythagoras for the rest of his life.

In 525 BC the King of Persia invaded Egypt. Pythagoras was taken prisoner and was transported to Babylon. It was here, taught by the Babylonians, that he reached perfection in arithmetic and music.
However, what we do know is that in 520BC he left Babylon and returned to Samos, his birthplace.

In Samos he founded a school which was called 'The Semi-circle'. It seems that the people of Samos did not appreciate the teaching methods of Pythagoras and they treated him rudely and improperly. For these reasons he decided to go to Italy.

Pythagoras knew that all the philosophers before him had ended their days in a foreign country. The members were called 'mathematikoi', they had no personal possessions and were vegetarians. This society contributed a great deal to the understanding of mathematics.

Pythagoras believed that numbers rule the universe and that numbers are present in all things. He also connected mathematics to music and recognised the healing power of music. Another of his beliefs was that there are three types of men; those who love wisdom, those who love honour and those who love gain.

Pythagoras is believed to have died in the ancient town of Metapontum at around the age of ninety years old. Today we remember him best for his famous geometry theorem, known as the Pythagorean theorem.

(14 marks)

A Furthermore, they tried to involve Pythagoras in local politics against his will.
B He left behind an extraordinary legacy as a mathematician, an astronomer and a philosopher.
C However he developed his interest in mathematics on his own.
D Many of the customs he learnt about there he later came to adopt.
E So it was in Italy he founded a religious and philosophical society.
F We do not know when Pythagoras was set free.
G He used it as a kind of therapy to help those who were ill.
H Two of them, Thales and Anaximander, introduced him to mathematics.

Listening

8 You will hear people talking in eight different situations. For questions 1-8, choose the best answer (A, B or C).

1 You hear a man talking to some people. What is the purpose of his talk?
   A to show people how to work faster
   B to welcome new employees
   C to convince people to join his company

2 You hear two people talking in an office. What happened to the man?
   A He was on holiday.
   B He has been working from home.
   C He had an accident.

3 You are listening to a weather report on the radio. What will the weather be like tomorrow?
   A rainy all over the country
   B dry but very cold in the south
   C mostly sunny with occasional rain

4 You hear a man talking on the radio. How does he feel?
   A puzzled
   B angry
   C sad

5 You hear a man and a woman talking. Where are they?
   A in a library
   B in a bookshop
   C in a computer shop

6 You are at a lecture. When is it taking place?
   A during the fourth week of the course
   B during the first week of the course
   C during the last week of the course

7 You hear this announcement on the radio. What is happening on the M6?
   A No traffic is allowed on it.
   B Traffic is heavily congested.
   C There have been several accidents.

8 You hear this conversation between a man and a woman. Why has the man gone to see the woman?
   A to ask for advice about his career
   B to tell her about his wife's problem
   C to get help with a health problem

(16 marks)
Speaking

9 Answer the following questions.
1 How long have you been studying English?
2 How do you think you will use your English in the future?
3 Do you speak any other languages?

10 a. Look at the following two photographs. They show different situations in which people are tired. Compare the two photographs, saying which person you think is more stressed.

Which person is more stressed?

b. What part of your routine do you find the most tiring?

c. Look at the following two photographs, showing different situations in which people are talking. Compare the two photographs, saying how you imagine each conversation will end.

How do you imagine each conversation will end?

d. Who is the person you feel most comfortable discussing a problem with? Why?

Writing

11 You are in charge of arranging the entertainment for this year's graduation party at your college. You have written to a well-known singer who used to attend your college, inviting her to perform at the party. She has agreed and she has written to you asking for more information.

Read her letter, on which you have written some notes, then write a reply to her.

I would be very pleased to perform at the Grizedale College graduation party. I haven't been back there since my own graduation. The only dates I have available though, are 7th or 14th June. I hope one of these evenings is suitable. Where exactly will the party be held and how many people do you think will come? I also need to know how long you want me to sing for and whether there will be any other entertainment. Are there any tutors still there from when I was a student? If so, I would like to see them again.

Write your letter in 120-180 words.

(15 marks)

(10 marks)

Progress Update

How do you rate your progress? Tick (✓) the box that applies to you.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Excellent</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>OK</th>
<th>Could do better</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary &amp; Grammar</td>
<td>******</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listening</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UNIT 3  Making a Living

UNIT 4  Make Yourself at Home
Module 2
Units 3-4

Before you start...
- What does the title of the module mean to you?
- What career are you after?
- What would the ideal house be for you?

Listen, read and talk about...
- types of jobs
- skills & qualities
- money
- places at work
- work conditions
- types of houses
- rooms, appliances & furniture
- renting a home
- household chores

Learn how to...
- encourage someone
- demand explanations
- ask for & give advice
- avoid giving a direct answer
- rent a home
- leave out parts while speaking
- make a complaint

Phrasal verbs related to:
- money
- household chores

Practise...
- -ing form or infinitive
- reported speech
- special introductory verbs
- present perfect/present perfect continuous

Write...
- reports
- letters/emails of application
- letters/emails/reports/essays making suggestions
Lead-in

1  a. Where does each person work?

A nurse works in a hospital or clinic.

b. How is the title related to the pictures?

c. Work in pairs to make up dialogues or monologues based on the pictures.

2  a. Which of the jobs: are done indoors/outdoors?
require qualifications? have career prospects?
offer perks and bonuses? are well-paid/
poorly-paid? need the most training? is the
hardest? have flexible hours? need a degree?

b. Which of the jobs do you personally find:
rewarding? dead-end? secure? repetitive?
creative? stressful? Use the table below to
discuss in pairs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Express opinions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I think ...; I believe ...;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In my opinion ...; To my mind ...; To me ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asking for opinion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What do you think about ...?;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What's your opinion ...?;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don't you agree ...?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agreeing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I couldn’t agree more ...; I quite agree with you ...; That's true ...; I partly agree ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disagreeing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I don’t think so ...; I don’t agree ...; I (don’t) feel ...; Perhaps you're right, but on the other hand ...; That’s not quite the way I see it ...; I see what you mean, but ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A: I think a job as a medical researcher is very rewarding.
B: I couldn’t agree more; they do really important and useful work.

3  a.) Listen to three people talking about their jobs and write which jobs they are talking about. How do you know?

Speaker A: ..............................................
Speaker B: ..............................................
Speaker C: ..............................................

b. Think of a job and talk about it without telling anyone what the job is. The class have to guess which job you have chosen. Talk about:

- what you do
- qualities
- salary
- reasons you like/dislike it


'I'd rather be a happy dustman than an unhappy millionaire.'

'It doesn't matter what job you do. It's how you do it.'

45
1 a. Which of the following people could help you most in choosing a career? Why?

  - parents
  - teachers
  - friends
  - relatives

To me, the people who could help me most in choosing a career would be my teachers because...

b. Which of the following is the most important to you when deciding on a career? Rank them, then compare your list to your partner’s.

  - long-term career prospects
  - personal satisfaction
  - well-paid
  - opportunity to travel
  - using your initiative
  - chance to meet a lot of people

c. Do you believe that obtaining a good job today is easier or more difficult than in your parents’ day? Why?

2 Look at the title of the article and read the first paragraph. What do you think the article is going to be about?

Why don’t you get a proper job?

She wants to be a singer; you think she should go for a long-term career with job security and eventually retire with a good pension. But a new report suggests that in fact she’s the practical one. Why do parents make terrible career advisers?

Today’s 14 and 15-year-olds are ambitious. They are optimistic about their prospects, but their career ideas are rather vague. Although 80% of them have no intention of following in their parents’ footsteps, 69% still turn to their parents for advice. They look at their working future in a different way to their parents.

A job for life is not in their vocabulary; neither is a dead-end but secure job that is boring but pays the bills. Almost half the boys surveyed expected that their hobbies would lead them into the right sort of job, while most girls seemed determined to avoid traditionally female careers such as nursing.

In the past, this might have counted as bad news. Certainly when I was 15, my guidance counsellors were horrified at my plans to become a writer. I’m glad I didn’t change my plans to suit them. Even so, their faith in rigid career paths was well-founded. In those days, that was the way to get ahead.

But the world has changed. The global economy is not kind to yesterday’s diligent and dependable worker. The future belongs to quick-thinking people who are resourceful, ambitious and can take the initiative. This means that a 14-year-old who sees her working future as a kind of adventure, to be made up as she goes along, is not necessarily being unrealistic.

However, she has to have the training and guidance to help her develop the right skills for today’s market; not the rigid preparation for a workplace that disappeared twenty years ago. Many young people are very aware of the pitfalls of the flexible workplace; they understand that redundancy, downsizing and freelancing are all part of modern working life, but no one is telling them how they might be able to turn the new rules of the employment game to their advantage. This is what they need to know if they are to make a life for themselves.

So what is to be done? A good first step would be to change the way in which schools prepare young people for adult life. The education system is becoming less flexible and more obsessed with traditional skills at just the time that the employment market is going in the opposite direction.

Accurate, up-to-date information on new jobs and qualifications can help guidance counsellors to help their students. Young people need solid information on the sort of training they need to pursue the career of their dreams. Also, a little bit of encouragement can go a long way. If nothing else, a bit of optimism from an adult can serve as an antidote to the constant criticism of teenagers in the press.

What, then, can we as parents do to help them? The best thing is to forget all the advice that your parents gave you, and step into your teenager’s shoes. Once you’ve done that, it’s easier to see how important it is that they learn how to be independent, resourceful and resilient. Give them the courage to follow their dreams - however odd they might sound right now. In a world that offers economic security to almost no one, imagination is a terrible thing to waste.
3 Read the text and for questions 1-8 choose the best answer A, B, C or D.

1 The writer feels that most parents
   A give their children good career advice.
   B do not tend to be particularly ambitious.
   C have realistic goals for their children.
   D have very traditional views about work.

2 What kind of employment would teenagers like to have?
   A A job similar to their parents.
   B A job with economic security.
   C A job that can also be a hobby.
   D A job that gives them fulfillment.

3 What does the writer believe about her guidance counsellors?
   A That they were in some ways right.
   B That the advice they gave was wrong.
   C That they should have treated her better.
   D That they had tried to ruin her career.

4 How does the writer think the global economy has affected the employment market?
   A It has made work more adventurous.
   B Workers have to be willing to change jobs.
   C It has made workers less dependable.
   D Workers are unlikely to receive a pension.

5 The writer uses the phrase 'aware of the pitfalls' (lines 34-35) to show that young people
   A accept that they will be made redundant.
   B know about the problems of modern jobs.
   C don’t think they get enough training.
   D feel that modern jobs are too flexible.

6 What does the writer feel will happen if the education system does not change?
   A Young people will be discouraged from working.
   B Young people will receive more criticism in the press.
   C Young people will be unable to fulfill their potential.
   D Young people will not be optimistic about their future.

7 How can parents help their children?
   A By ignoring advice given by others.
   B By becoming more independent.
   C By trying to think the way they do.
   D By learning to be courageous.

8 What is the writer’s attitude to the changing job market?
   A It is a challenge that must be faced.
   B It has made too many people unemployed.
   C It has had a negative effect on education.
   D It is something that young people are afraid of.

Vocabulary Practice

4 a. Explain the meaning of the highlighted words.

   A pay  
   B the initiative
   C follow  
   D your plans
   E change  
   F ahead
   G take  
   H your dreams
   I get  
   J into sb's shoes
   K step  
   L the bills

Text Analysis

5 Look at these phrases from the passage and explain the underlined parts in your own words.

   1 A job for life is not in their vocabulary. (line 12)
   2 ... a dead-end but secure job ... pays the bills. (lines 13-14)
   3 ... my guidance counsellors were horrified at my plans ... (lines 19-20)
   4 The global economy is not kind to yesterday's diligent ... worker. (lines 24-25)
   5 ... if they are to make a life for themselves. (line 40)
   6 a bit of optimism... can serve as an antidote to the constant criticism ... (lines 52-54)
   7 ... step into your teenager's shoes. (line 57)

Discussion

6 Who does the writer address in the text? What words/phrases help you determine this?

7 THINK! In pairs, discuss the following questions.

   a. Are you sure/unsure about your career path?
   b. Are you optimistic/pessimistic about your prospects? Why?
   c. Do you want to be self-employed or work as an employee? Why?

8 Role-play: Read the first paragraph. Then work in groups of three to act out a dialogue between the teenager and her parents. The teenager insists on becoming a singer, the parents are trying to make her change her mind. Record yourselves.
**Skills and Qualities**

1. Look at the pictures. Which of the qualities in the list are necessary for these jobs? Discuss in pairs, as in the example.
   - patient
   - physically strong
   - emotionally strong
   - intelligent
   - caring
   - calm
   - honest
   - punctual
   - decisive
   - hardworking
   - persuasive
   - courageous
   - cheerful
   - persistent
   - alert
   - quick-thinking

A: I think a taxi driver needs to/should be cheerful because they work with the public. What do you think?
B: I agree. I think they also need to be intelligent because they need to remember all the street names.

2. a. Make a list of part-time summer jobs. Compare your list with your partner’s.
   
b. Work in pairs. You are looking for a part-time summer job. Use the table below to act out dialogues, as in the example.

### Encouraging
- You would be great as a ...
- This would be ideal for you!
- I can just see/imagine you as a ...
- You’d love all the ...
- Think of all the ... you’d ...!
- You’d make a great ...

### Responding Positively
- You might be right actually.
- I hadn’t thought of that.
- You might have a point.
- I see what you mean.
- That’s certainly a possibility.

### Responding Negatively
- It’s not my kind of thing at all.
- I don’t think I could cope.
- I couldn’t possibly think of ...
- I’m not really into that kind of thing ...
- No, that’s not for me.

**Earning Money**

4. a. The words in the list are used to describe forms of money. Which are countable (C)? Which are uncountable (U)?
   - wage
   - salary
   - pay
   - savings
   - pension
   - interest
   - cash
   - pocket-money

b. Choose a word from the list above to complete the sentences below.
   1. He earns a lot of .................. on the money he has invested.
   2. How much .................. does she give the children?
   3. Both parents need to be .................. earners nowadays.
   4. What I really want to know is what will be in my .................. packet every month.
   5. Will you pay in .................. or by credit card?
   6. Most of my monthly .................. goes on paying the bills.
   7. In my country both men and women get their .................. at 60.
   8. Paying for the car to be repaired has really eaten into his ..................

b. Use four words/phrases from Ex. 4b to talk about earning money.

_I spend most of my pocket-money on CDs._
In pairs, write down as many jobs as you can think of which exist in each place. Which can be part-time/full-time? Which require secretarial, managerial, organisational, language, telephone, driving, mathematical, communication skills?

A shop assistant should have communication skills because she deals with customers.

Words often confused

Underline the correct word.

1. She was tired of the nursing occupation/work/trade/profession so she decided to become a writer.
2. He was forced to sack/dismiss/fire/resign after his speech against the government.
3. My employee/employer/worker/trainee is a very generous man; he gives us all a big present at Christmas.
4. The pilot is always very polite to the crew/staff/personnel/team on the plane.
5. This is John Barnes, one of the colleagues/candidates/partners/customers for the job in the Marketing Department.
6. I hear there’s a vacancy/post/niche/situation in Dolan’s furniture factory. Why don’t you apply?
7. Yes, I get a free three-course dinner every evening! It’s one of the perks/pensions/permits/promotions of being a waited.

Phrasal Verbs

Appendix 2

Explain the phrasal verbs in bold.

1. There’s nothing in our bank account. We’ve run out of money.
2. John’s been putting money by for his holiday all year; he’s saved over £500!
3. I had to take out a loan to buy my new car. I’ll pay back the money I borrowed over three years.
4. Doing this course is really eating into my savings! Every week I have to pay £50.
5. If you leave your job, what are we going to live on?
6. We’re spending too much money every week! We’ll have to cut down on luxuries.

Prepositions

Appendix 1

Fill in the blanks with the appropriate preposition. Then, make sentences related to work.

- from · for · in · at · on · with

1. to congratulate sb on sth; 2. to retire ······· a job; 3. to apply ········· a position; 4. specialise ········· sth; 5. deal ········· sth; 6. to have experience ·········; 7. to be impressed ········· sb/sth; 8. to be interested ········· sth; 9. to be experienced ········· sth; 10. to be qualified ········· n noun-ing; 11. to be suitable ·········; 12. to be responsible ········· sth; 13. skilled ········· noun-ing; 14. good ········· sth; 15. to fill ········· an application

My colleagues congratulated me on my promotion.

Idioms and Fixed Phrases

In pairs, match the phrases to make complete sentences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I really can’t afford</td>
<td>a. of time and money.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. You shouldn’t have spent so much</td>
<td>b. you an absolute fortune.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. It really isn’t worth</td>
<td>c. by selling the pictures that she paints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. You must have paid</td>
<td>d. to go out again this week.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. They must have bought</td>
<td>e. using up our savings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. I bet it cost</td>
<td>f. when they sold their house.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. It really was a waste</td>
<td>g. on your holiday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. We were overcharged</td>
<td>h. it with the money they inherited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. She makes a living</td>
<td>i. for it on credit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. They made a lot of money</td>
<td>j. for the repairs to our car.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How long can someone live without a brain?

I don’t know exactly. How old are you?
Listening & Speaking

1. You will hear people talking in eight different situations. Before you listen, underline the key words in the questions and possible answers. What information do they give you? How much can you guess about the situation?

a. For questions 1-8, listen and choose the best answer (A, B or C). Compare your answers with your partner’s. What key words/phrases helped you decide?

1. You overhear a conversation in your place of work. Which of the following is true?
   A. The woman is the owner of the company.
   B. The man is the man’s secretary.
   C. The man is the woman’s closest colleague.

2. You are listening to a news report. According to the news report, British employees
   A. like their jobs to have variety.
   B. are reluctant to have children.
   C. don’t like fixed schedules.

3. You hear an advertisement on the radio. The advertisement’s purpose is to
   A. get more young people to learn music.
   B. attract musicians to a type of holiday.
   C. recruit various young musicians.

4. You are listening to a live radio broadcast. What is the occasion?
   A. It will be New Year in a few minutes.
   B. Chelsea FC have won a match.
   C. London has a new mayor.

5. You hear a woman talking on her mobile phone. How does she feel?
   A. confused and upset
   B. stressed and angry
   C. disappointed and sad

6. You are listening to a speech. Where is it being given?
   A. at a meeting
   B. at a ceremony
   C. at a company party

7. You are present at a job interview. What is the girl’s level of education?
   A. High school graduate
   B. Degree holder
   C. Post graduate degree holder

8. You hear two of your neighbours talking. What does the woman think of working from home?
   A. It can be irritating.
   B. It has made her less social.
   C. It has some advantages.

2. You will listen to a radio programme in which a Human Resources expert talks about the perfect job interview. Before you listen, go through the task and think about what kind of information is missing. In pairs, try to rephrase the information outside each box (1-10).

b. Now listen and, for questions 1-10, complete the sentences with one to three words.

Today’s _______________ is extremely competitive.
If possible, visit the _______________ before your interview.
Finding out about the company will boost your _______________.
Use your _______________ to prepare your questions and answers.
It’s helpful to _______________ the things you want to ask.
Being late for an interview gives a _______________.
Remember that _______________ may be delayed.
On entering the building, be _______________ to everybody.
Candidates usually _______________ at the end of the interview.
Don’t ask the interviewer questions about his /her _______________.

c. In pairs, think of other tips for a perfect job interview.
Speaking

Creativity at Work

3 a. Look at the two photographs showing people at work. Compare the two photographs, and say what satisfaction people get from jobs like these.

What satisfaction do people get from jobs like these?

b. If you could do either job, which would you choose? Why?

Memorable Moments

c. Look at the two photographs showing different memorable moments. Compare the two photographs, and say which person is likely to remember the moment for the longest time.

Which person is likely to remember the moment for the longest time?

d. Which person feels the greatest sense of personal achievement?

Communication

Demanding Explanations

5 a. Read the dialogue and underline the phrases used to demand an explanation. How are the people related? What seems to be the problem?

A: I don’t really understand why you always come in late.
B: Well ... you see ... the bus is never on time ...
A: Do you really expect me to believe that?
B: Well, to be honest, I just can’t get up in the morning.

b. Use the phrases in the box to act out similar dialogues for the following situations.

Demanding Explanations
- Can you tell me/explain why ...?
- I don’t really understand why ...
- Why is it that ...?

Giving Explanations
- Well ... you see ...
- To be honest ...
- your colleague is always using your computer
- your assistant hasn’t finished a report on time
- your colleague’s mobile phone keeps ringing all the time
- Asking for & Giving Advice

6 Use the useful language in the box to ask for and give advice on the following situations, as in the example.

Asking for Advice
- What do you think I should do if ...
- I’m having a problem deciding what to ...
- What should I ...?
- I really don’t know what to do about ...
- Any ideas/suggestions what/how I could ...

Giving Advice
- If I were you/in your shoes, I’d/wouldn’t ...
- You’d better ...
- You should/shouldn’t ...
- I don’t think you should ...
- Whatever you do, don’t ...
- Here’s what I’d do. I’d ...
- I suggest you ...

Everyday English

Money Matters

7 In pairs guess and say what the other speaker says.

a Congratulations!
b Sorry, I’m broke.
c Sorry, we don’t accept credit cards.
d Have you nothing smaller?
1. a. Which of the jobs in the list can you see in the pictures? What do you think these people do for a living? Discuss.

- butler
- jeweller
- shepherd
- beekeeper
- milkman
- chimney sweep
- security guard
- steeplejack
- town crier
- stockbroker

A: I think the man in the first picture is a Beefeater.
B: Yes, I saw one when I was in London. They guard the Tower of London and give people information about the history of the place.

b. How do you think the pictures are related to the text? In pairs, choose a job and think about:
- working hours
- holiday
- clothing
- responsibilities at work.

Skim the text and see if your guesses were correct.

2. a. Read question 1. Quickly read text A and find the relevant part. How has the question been paraphrased?

b. Read questions (1-15) and underline the key words in each question. How can you rephrase these key words?

c. Now, read the text and answer questions 1-15.

We talked to some people who are still managing to make a living doing traditional jobs in today’s hi-tech Britain

A SHAUN HARRISON - BUTLER
Modern butlers combine the roles of cook, cleaner, waiter, gardener, driver and household manager and they have to be polite, respectful, and well-organised. “We do everything from paying the bills to picking up the children,” says Shaun Harrison, 32, who works for a family in the Oxfordshire countryside. “During the week I’m in jeans and a shirt, busy looking after the household and the gardens. At weekends, when the family arrives, I put on a suit and take on the role of a traditional butler. I get four weeks holiday a year and I have to take it when it suits my employer.”

B MARK THOMPSON - STEEPLEJACK
Mark Thompson is self-employed and carries out a range of building, repair and maintenance jobs to the outside of 15 tall structures such as church spires, monuments,

Which person/people … (A-F)

- dresses more formally at weekends?
- wear special clothes in their jobs?
- works at night?
- needed to undergo formal training?
- particularly like the sociable part of their jobs?
- has been doing his job since he was a child?
- rarely has contact with people?
- travel because of their job?
- live and work in the same place?
- say you have to be fit to do their jobs?
industrial chimneys and high rise buildings. It takes from 2-6 years to train as a professional steeplejack and Mark has been doing it for the last 15 years. "The one thing you must have for this job is a head for heights," he says. "I like working outdoors, but it can be very dangerous. We have to keep our balance while the weather's bad. It gets really windy up there, so you've got to be quite fearless! Also make sure you take plenty of exercise so as to be strong enough. Mark travels all over the country and often works away from home for extended periods. "I often have to work a lot of unsociable hours such as weekends and evenings to get the job done, but I get a great feeling when I finish and I know that because of me beautiful buildings will continue to grace the skyline for a good few years."

C PETER MOORE - TOWN CRIER

The job of Town Crier can be traced back as far as the Battle of Hastings in 1066 when the news was passed on to the general public by individuals employed by the king. "Basically, a Town Crier was a kind of talking newspaper, but today a lot of my work is ceremonial or promotional," says Peter. "I wear a traditional costume and carry a bell and shout the familiar call of Oyez Oyez* to get people's attention. I work for the British Tourist Authority and I preside at festivals, shows and parades as well as at London's tourist attractions. I also get to travel all over the world doing different promotions at department stores and hotels." Peter has been doing this job for more than 25 years and to him it is more than a job; it is a way of life. "I'm keeping a much-loved tradition alive. If you ever need to find me, just follow the sound of my booming voice," in his job he has met lots of celebrities including MPs and members of the Royal Family, but his proudest boast is that he has never lost his voice.

D RICK BOOTH - MILKMAN

Rick Booth, 36, is one of a decreasing number of milkmen still working in Britain. He arrives at the dairy around 11.00pm to load up his milk float and takes about five hours to complete his round. He leaves the milk on the doorstep and collects the empty bottles left there by the householders. By the morning, Rick's hands are sore and blistered. "Picking up and carrying crates all night is really hard on your hands," he admits. It also strains his knees and back. "I'm always bending down and lifting so you have to be in good shape to do this job." Sore knees and backs aren't the only pains milkmen have to suffer. Angry pets are another problem. "Some dogs get you when your back is turned," Rick laughs. The other problem is the unsociable hours. "When the moon is up and everybody is asleep, your body tells you it's bedtime. But you have to go against nature and stay awake. Also, I hardly ever see any of my customers, so I do feel rather isolated."

E TED COX - CHIMNEY SWEEP

"Central heating and gas fires haven't done away with us sweeps yet," says Ted Cox, 64, who was just seven years old when his father, also a sweep, first put him up a chimney where he had to climb up and sweep out the soot. "In fact," he says, "increasing 65 concerns over carbon monoxide poisoning from faulty electric and gas fires has increased the demand for chimney sweeps lately. Sweeps don't just clean chimneys, you know. They also keep them free from obstructions, like cobwebs, birds' nests and leaves to ensure proper ventilation." Ted says to be a good sweep, you also need to be a good listener. "When I make house calls, I usually end up staying for a cup of tea and a chat, which I really enjoy. It's no use being a sweep if you don't like tea!" he says laughing.

F MILES REED - YEOMAN OF THE GUARD

"You have to be on your guard at all times for bomb scares or robbery attempts," says Miles Reed, 58, a Yeoman of the Guard at the Tower of London otherwise known as a 'Beefeater'. "We're not just a tourist attraction, you know!" he adds proudly. Miles' day starts around 9 o'clock in the morning when the first visitors arrive. He spends most of the day giving guided tours of the 80 Tower of London, answering questions on its history and posing for photographs with tourists in his traditional red and gold uniform. His shift usually ends at around 5.45 when the Tower closes to visitors. Miles doesn't have far to go after work because all 'Beefeaters' and their families have accommodation in the 85 Tower grounds. "What I enjoy most about the job is meeting and talking to the tourists," admits Miles. "There must be pictures of me in photo albums all over the world."

(Oyez Oyez, roughly translated, means listen listen.)

Text Analysis

3 What does each person mean by the following?

a "... I have to take it when it suits my employer." (lines 11-12)
b "The one thing you must have for this job is a head for heights." (lines 18-19)
c "I'm keeping a much-loved tradition alive." (lines 41-42)
d "... is really hard on your hands!" (line 53)
e "... to be a good sweep, you also need to be a good listener." (lines 70-71)

4 Explain the words in bold.

Discussion

5 Think! What qualities does each person mention related to their work? How far do you agree with these? Discuss.

6 Think! Discuss the following.

- Why do you think these jobs are in danger of disappearing?
- Which traditional jobs in your country are in danger of disappearing? Why is this happening?

7 Role-play: Choose a person from the text, take roles and interview him. Record yourselves.
-ing Form or Infinitive

1. Complete each sentence with an appropriate infinitive or -ing form.

1a. I can't afford not ………… a job at the moment.
1b. Do you mind us …………… you while you work?
2. Have you considered ……………… house?
3. I hate it when the phone keeps ………………
4. Our boss has threatened ……………… him.
5. He persuaded everyone ……………… overtime.
6. We chose ……………… the dinner party at Mark's.
7. The job will involve you ……………… some time abroad.
8. She encouraged me ……………… for the job.
9. They have delayed ……………… a decision.

2. Complete each sentence with an infinitive or -ing form. How does the meaning of the verb change?

1a. I'd like ……………… (work) as a secretary.
1b. I like ……………… (work) as a secretary.
2a. He didn't remember ……………… (call) for a technician so the computer was still broken.
2b. That's strange I don't remember ……………… (call) for a technician.
3a. I'll get it done even if it means ……………… (stay up) late.
3b. I'm sure she didn't want you ……………… (stay up) late to get it done.
4a. He stopped ……………… (buy) a newspaper on his way home.
4b. He stopped ……………… (buy) a newspaper.
5a. Could you try ……………… (send) this fax before two o'clock? It's urgent.
5b. Why don't you try ……………… (send) her an e-mail at home? She'll get it quickly.

3. Rewrite the sentences using the words in brackets.

1. It's too expensive to eat there. (We can't afford ...)
2. Everyone laughed when she tripped over the cable. (They couldn't help ...)
3. He's not the kind of person who would buy expensive clothes. (He avoids ...)
4. I left my wallet at home. (I didn't remember ...)
5. We'll be happy to see you next month. (We are looking ...)

4. Make sentences related to work using the words below and verbs in the infinitive or -ing form.

- finish - choose - offer - hate - prefer
- can't stand - try - stop - pleased - difficult

I haven't finished typing the report yet.

Reported Speech

5. Read the examples, then answer the questions.

1. How do the tenses change?
2. How do the pronouns change?
3. Which reporting verbs are used?
4. What other changes do you notice?

6. Choose an appropriate verb from the list to report what Sheila said to Steve.

- invite - explain - complain - suggest - threaten - ask - offer - insist - remind - admit

1. I made the mistake.
2. Let me help you.
3. This is how the machine works.
4. Will you come with us?
5. I'll leave if things don't improve.
6. I really don't like this.
7. What's the new boss like?
8. You must work on Saturdays.
9. Don't forget your briefcase.
10. Why don't you use this computer?

Note!

He suggested going that we go that we went out...

7. In pairs, take roles and act out a dialogue entitled "The misunderstanding". Use as many reporting verbs as possible.

A: Harry, what are you doing there?
B: I thought you suggested that I move your desk close to the window.
A: Me? Never! I asked you to move the plants close to the window, etc.

English in Use – Key word transformations

8. Complete the sentences using the word given. Use between two and five words. Do not change the word in bold.

1. "Do not be late, Bob!" Lyn said.
   not Lyn ……………….. late.
2 "I wish you had asked me if you could use my computer," Mark said to Ellen.
without Mark criticised Allen for having him.

3 I don't think we need to listen to your side of the story.
point There's your side of the story.

4 "Do you know what the time is, Tim?" Ann asked.
what Ann asked Tim it was.

5 She didn't get many people to sign up for the job.
succeed She many people to sign up for the job.

6 At the end of his speech, Mr Smith showed some slides.
finished Mr Smith some slides.

7 "Why didn't I try this bread before?" wondered Betty.
tried Betty wondered that bread before.

8 "You stole my idea for the project, Liz," said Sarah.
accused Sarah the idea for the project.

9 "Shall I help you file these documents?" Lyn said to me.
offered Lyn the documents.

10 The manager said he was sorry he had to cancel the meeting.
apologised The manager the meeting.

English in Use - Open cloze
10 Read the text and fill in the word which fits best. Use only one word. There is one example (0).

I'm the Boss

The idea of being your own boss is very attractive. No more working for (1) else; no more orders; no prospect of being sacked or made redundant, and time off whenever you feel like it. These benefits are, broadly speaking, true. Working for (2) means being in charge of your own destiny. If you succeed, then the sky's the limit for your ambitions.

However, self-employment can be extremely hard work and comes without the certainty of a regular income or benefits (3) as sick leave and pension arrangements. The hours are usually (4) longer - especially with the mountain of paperwork to get through - and at times it can be a lonely, thankless task.

Taking leave, at (5) in the early stages when you are unlikely to have any staff to cover, will be impossible (6) losing money. There are (7) the financial risks. Thousands of young firms (8) started out with such promise go bankrupt every year. (9) swallowed up their owners' life savings and put (10) into years of debt. So, if you see (11) as an automatic route to an easier life, perhaps you (12) think again.

English in Use - Word formation
11 For questions 1-10, read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fits in the gap in the same line. There is an example at the beginning (0).

RoboCup!

Up to twenty or thirty years ago, office (0) employed England used to get their tea served by a tea lady, who brought the beverage round on a trolley. As times moved on and the demand for a variety of drinks increased, coin-operated vending machines (1) replaced the great British Tea Lady. Nowadays, it seems that even vending machines might become an (2) species!

The motor (3) has developed a lifelike 'humanoid' robot that can carry a (4) tray and bring a cup of tea straight to your desk. The first models first appeared in 1986 and today's version of Asimo, the Japanese word for legs, stands at a (5) of nearly one and a half metres and bears a strong (6) to an astronaut wearing a backpack.

These tea robots are 'supermart'. Serving tea in pairs, their (7) are perfectly timed so as not to get in each other's way. They also have a (8) link so they know where their partner is and what they are doing at any moment. Add the fact that Asimo can recognise drink (9) and bring the right drink to the person who ordered it, and it is (10) that the job of the traditional tea lady has become a thing of the past.

Word formation: Forming negative adjectives

9 Make negative adjectives using the prefixes: dis--; il; in; ir; in-; un-.

1 satisfied; 2 convenient; 3 personal; 4 legal; 5 agreeable; 6 direct; 7 mature; 8 polite; 9 honest; 10 logical; 11 regular; 12 relevant; 13 sure; 14 reliable
Reports

Reports are usually written for a person in authority (e.g. a teacher, manager, group leader, etc.). They normally contain some description (e.g. Say what the conditions in your school are like ...) and often include our suggestions or recommendations for future action (e.g. ... and suggest how you think the situation could be improved).

Information is presented in separate sections. Each section has an appropriate heading to help the reader easily identify what the report contains.

- Reports usually begin with the following information in the top left-hand corner.

  To: ....
  From: ....
  Subject: ....
  Date: ....

(The exact information depends on the rubric).

- The first paragraph is usually a short section entitled Purpose or Introduction.

  It is important that we mention the reason for writing and prepare the reader for the information that we will include in the main body.

- The main body is divided into sections, each of which starts with a heading. We should link our ideas with appropriate linking words and phrases. We need to use short sentences to make the information easy to understand.

- Reports end with a final section, often entitled Conclusion, in which we can:
  - summarise the points in the main body
  - make a recommendation for future action
  - offer a personal opinion

Present tenses and formal writing are normally used in reports.

Understanding the Rubric 1

1. Read the rubric below and underline the key words. Then answer the questions that follow.

   The college where you study English has decided to make some changes. The Dean has asked you as a student representative, to write a report on the conditions in the classrooms and to suggest ways in which the situation could be improved for students and staff.

   Write your report.

   1. Who is the target reader?
   2. What information do you have to include in your report?

3. Which of the following headings could you use in your report? (Tick ✓)

   - First Things First
   - Beginning
   - Purpose
   - What I Like About The School
   - Classroom Conditions
   - What Can We Do About It?
   - Suggested Improvements
   - Last But Not Least
   - Conclusion

Analysing a report

2. a. Read the model and insert the appropriate headings from Ex. 1.3.

   To: Timothy Taylor, Dean
   From: Tonia Washington
   Subject: Suggested improvements to classrooms
   Date: 8th May 20...

   1) ........................................

   The purpose of this report is to comment on conditions in the college and to make recommendations for possible improvements.

   2) ........................................

   Although conditions are generally good, there are one or two problems. Firstly, in large classes, there is not much desk space. Secondly, the classrooms tend to be dark, especially in the winter months. Finally, during video lessons, some of us find it difficult to see the screen properly.

   3) ........................................

   There are a number of changes that could be made in order to improve the situation. To begin with, I would strongly suggest that the number of students per class be kept to below twelve. In this way, we would avoid the overcrowding that sometimes exists. Also, special care needs to be taken as far as lighting is concerned. Last, if the college invested in a larger television, it would mean that all of the students would be able to get the maximum benefit out of the video lessons.

   4) ........................................

   To sum up, while most of us are satisfied with the conditions, I feel that the above improvements would make things even better. If these suggestions were carried out, both teachers and students would have a more comfortable environment for teaching and studying.

   b. Look back at the model and find answers to the following questions.

   1. What information does each section contain?
   2. What phrases does the writer use to make recommendations?
c. What problems and recommended solutions are mentioned in the main body of the model?

5 Use the prompts below to write complete sentences.

1. One / the main problems / learning English / get / enough / listening and speaking practice
2. Secondly / a lot / difficult things / learn / especially / grammar
3. One solution / watch TV / listen / radio
4. This / mean / hear the way / language / spoken
5. As a result / soon develop / thorough knowledge / the language
6. Furthermore / if / study regularly / slowly build / knowledge

3 Go through the model in Ex. 2a and identify the linking words/phrases used. Then suggest alternatives.

4 Use appropriate linking words/phrases from the theory box above to complete the sentences.

1. Working in such a closed environment isn’t healthy. Furthermore, we have complained, nothing has been done about it.
2. We should get more computers in the office. Moreover, everyone could have access. The work would get done more quickly.
3. We increase our office hours to provide better customer service.
4. Firstly, I feel we should change the current curriculum. Students should be given an extra free period during exams.
5. I believe we should hire additional part-time staff during the busy summer season to be able to get the orders out on time.
6. Finally, it is important to understand the importance of the Internet in the job market today. The results of this survey will help us improve our working conditions.

6 Read the rubric, underline the key words and answer the questions.

- The school where you work as a teacher is planning to produce a brochure to be distributed to the public. The headmaster has asked you to write a report, suggesting which aspects of life at the school should be represented in the brochure and which photographs should be used.

Write your report. You should write between 120 and 180 words.

1. Who is the target reader?
2. Which aspects of school life could you write about?
3. Which linking words and phrases could you include?
4. Which of the following section headings could you use?

Other Schools in the Area
Conclusion
Exam Successes
A Detailed History of the School
School Activities
Classrooms
Other
7. Read the two models (A & B) and say which is not appropriate, giving reasons. Think about: layout – grammar – style (formal - informal) – points not covered

Dear Mr. Howell,

I am writing you this report to tell you all about what I think is a brilliant idea for the brochure that you want to write. First of all, let me say what a nice idea it is. It is a really good school and I have been very happy here. In fact, I’ll be sorry to leave.

Other Schools in the Area
There’s no school like Riverbank English School! It’s the best in the area and all the kids are really happy. Some of the other schools in the town are just rubbish!

Detailed History of the School
The school started in 1987. I think it has just got better and better since then, with nice lessons, nice classrooms and the nicest teachers.

Well, I’ll better go now. Thanks for your time and good luck with the brochure!
Yours sincerely,
Ruth Larson

8. Look back at the good model and
- say what information is contained in each section
- underline the linking words/phrases & suggest alternatives
- highlight words/phrases which are formal

Letters of Application
We write letters of application when we want to apply for a job or a course of study. It is important to include only the information that is relevant, and to use a suitable style, formal or semi-formal.

- The first paragraph mentions the reason for writing. It can also include the name of the job/course you are applying for and where you saw it advertised.

- The main body paragraphs can include:
  - what you are doing now
  - what work experience you have
  - your academic qualifications
  - the personal qualities which make you suitable for the job or course

What you write in the main body depends on what is written in the rubric. You should link your ideas with appropriate linking words and phrases.

- In your final paragraph, you can:
  - summarise the points in the main body
  - thank the person for considering your application
  - ask the person to consider you for the job/course
  - mention the possibility of further communication

Present tenses are normally used but some past tenses can be used to describe your past experience, (e.g. I finished school in 2003 and joined a computer course, where I obtained a diploma in Information Technology.)
You may also use future constructions, (e.g. I intend to continue my studies in London and I will soon be starting voluntary work in order to ...)
Understanding the Rubric 2

9. Read the rubric below, paying careful attention to the underlined words and phrases. Then answer the questions that follow.

You have seen the following advertisement for a summer job and have decided to apply.

Taylor and Partners
We need students to work in our offices during the summer months. The work will involve basic office duties in our London branch and anyone who is a full-time student can apply. We are looking for people with initiative, so write and tell us about yourself. We'll be interested to read about any experience which you have had but most of all we want you to tell us about your personality.

Write your letter of application. You should write between 120 and 180 words.

1. Who is the target reader?
2. What information should you include in the introduction?
3. How many main body paragraphs will you need? What should they contain?
4. Which of the following beginnings and endings are appropriate? Give reasons.

A. Dear Sir/Madam,
   I thought I'd drop you a line about the advertisement for the summer position advertised in the Derby Times.

B. Dear Sir/Madam,
   I am writing about the job. I am a student and I think I have all the right qualifications and a lot of experience.

C. Well, thanks for giving me the chance to apply for this. I'm sure it'll be great fun working in your London branch.
   Yours,
   Jim Smith

D. I think I'm the right person for the job. Call me if you like.
   Yours faithfully,
   James Smith

Analyzing a Letter of Application

10. a. Read the model and find:
   1. where the job was advertised
   2. what the writer is doing now
   3. future plans
   4. a reference to past work experience
   5. details about the writer's personality
   6. a reference to further communication

   Dear Sir/Madam,
   I am writing in response to your advertisement in yesterday's Student News. I would be grateful if you would consider my application for the vacancy in your London office.
   I am a sixteen-year-old high school student and am very interested in this position. When I leave school, I plan to study business administration and this would be a perfect opportunity for me to gain some experience.
   Although I have no formal work experience, I have often helped out in the family business, where I have been responsible for duties such as filing and taking telephone messages.
   As far as my personality is concerned, I would describe myself as industrious and motivated. I am a sociable person and I enjoy working with others as part of a team. I also believe that I am capable of working alone and able to use my own initiative.
   If you wish me to attend an interview, I am available at any time. Thank you for considering my application. I look forward to hearing from you.
   Yours faithfully,
   Dora Collier
   Dora Collier

   b. Suggest an alternative beginning and ending for this letter.

11. a. Read the model again and find formal words/phrases which mean the same as the informal ones given in the table, as in the example.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Informal style</th>
<th>Formal style</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>to answer</td>
<td>in response to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>think about</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>job</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I haven't got any</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>done things like</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>answering the phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As for what I'm really like, can</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you want</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>free</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can't wait to hear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
b. Now use the formal words and phrases to make sentences that you could use in your own letter of application.

**Error Correction**

12. a. The model below is not a suitable letter of application. Correct the underlined mistakes. Think about:
   - unnecessary word
   - wrong tense
   - missing word
   - punctuation problem
   - language too informal
   - wrong preposition
   - gerund/infinitive mistake

   Dear Sir/Madam,
   I write this letter to apply for the job I saw advertised somewhere.
   I have always wanted doing this job ever since I was a little boy. I always like to watch films on TV and dream that one day I will work at an office. It sounds really cool and I'm sure that you are a great boss! There is another reason why I want this job. It is because when I leave school I want to be a manager, and it will be good experience for me. I would also like to know how much is the salary in order to plan my holidays for the summer. Please let me know if I get the job. I can't wait!
   Yours truly,
   Bill

b. The letter above has other problems, apart from the underlined mistakes. Read it again and say if the writer effectively:

1. mentions the reason for writing
2. says where he saw the job advertised
3. mentions the type of job he is applying for
4. separates his writing into paragraphs
5. includes only relevant information
6. says what he is doing now
7. mentions relevant experience
8. mentions his academic qualifications
9. refers to his personal qualities
10. links his ideas with appropriate linking words and phrases
11. summarises the points in the main body
12. thanks the person for considering his application
13. asks the person to consider him for the job/course
14. mentions the possibility of further communication
15. uses appropriate language

13. Look at the writing tasks below, underline the key words and, for each one, answer the questions that follow.

   A. You have a weekend job working in a shop. The manager wants to make the shop more profitable and has asked you to write a report making some suggestions.
   Write your report for the manager.

   B. You have seen the following announcement for a part-time job.

   **James & Mills Co** 13, Apple Street Manchester
   Do you have free time in the evenings? We are looking for sensible and mature young people to work part-time in our Accounts Department. You do not need any experience but we need you to be honest and reliable. Write and tell us a little about yourself and why you think you would be suitable for the job.

   Write your letter of application.

14. **Portfolio**: Using the information you have learned in this unit, write one of the tasks above. You should write between 120 and 180 words.

   "Mr Smith, why are you late for work this morning?"
   "I got married, sir."
   "Well, see it doesn't happen again."
Lead-in

1. a. In which room(s) can you see each of the following? What other items can you see?
   - potted plants
   - light fittings
   - a fireplace
   - French windows
   - a mirror
   - a three-piece suite
   - a carpet
   - a coffee table
   - draped curtains
   - ornaments
   - a wooden floor

   b. In pairs, use the adjectives to talk about the rooms above.
   - bare
   - spacious
   - cosy
   - traditional
   - comfortable
   - airy
   - impersonal
   - rustic
   - stylish
   - modern
   - lived-in
   - crowded

   A: Room C looks bare to me. There's not much furniture. Just a sofa and a coffee table...
   B: It also looks impersonal, don’t you think?

2. a. What kind of person do you think each of these rooms belongs to? Tell your partner.

   I think the room in picture A belongs to an artistic person. It’s a beautiful room...

   b. Listen and match the speakers to the houses in the pictures. Which words helped you decide?

   1. Pamela
   2. Harry
   3. Sarah

3. a. What does each person do for a living?

   Would you like to live in any one of the following? Why/why not? Discuss in pairs.
   - a penthouse on the top floor of a skyscraper
   - an isolated cottage in the countryside
   - a houseboat
   - a caravan (mobile home)
   - an underground house

   A: I’d like to live in a penthouse on the top floor of a skyscraper so that I could enjoy the view of the city.
   B: Yes, I think it would be great to be above all the other buildings.

4. a. Think! Paraphrase the following quotations. Which one do you agree with the most? Why? Discuss.

   - A man travels the world over in search of what he needs and returns home to find it.
   - A house is no home unless it contains food and fire for the mind as well as the body.
   - A house is made of walls and beams. A home is built with love and dreams.

   b. Think! If you could change three things about your home, what would they be? Why?
Reading

Tip
To do this task successfully you need to find the links between the sentences and the text before and after each gap.

1. a. Look at the title and the picture. What do you think the article is about?

b. Read the introduction to the article. Why do you think the couple decided to live underground? Read the first paragraph quickly and check.

c. Would you ever consider living underground? What would the advantages/disadvantages be? Think about:
   - noise
   - light
   - building costs
   - space
   - neighbours
   - maintenance
   - heating
   - views
   - safety
   - bills

A: I would think living underground might be less noisy.
B: Yes, but it could also be extremely dark, don't you agree?

2. a. Look at the article. Seven sentences have been removed. Read the article and choose from the sentences (A-H) the one which fits each gap (1-7). There is one sentence which you do not need to use.

b. Underline the words both in the text and the sentences which helped you decide on your choices. Compare your answers to your partner's.

---

A: Society is going to have to look at energy usage, and underground homes can be space-saving in a crowded country.
B: The light coming in through them should create interesting lighting effects in the central living area - and reduce the need for artificial light.
C: A considerable amount of money is saved on energy and maintenance bills, and earth-sheltered homes are free from most forms of noise and have a low fire risk.
D: Also, some people find it difficult to cope psychologically with living in an earth-sheltered dwelling, but this usually applies only to deep structures.
E: They can make use of steep slopes and can have attractive wide glass fronts.
F: Instead, they found a sweet-smelling 10m by 20m space, 4m high.
G: The couple have since used a special drill to cut three large square holes in the roof, which will soon support three glass pyramids.
H: Because an earth-sheltered home is so effectively insulated, there is virtually no loss of heating and, therefore, significantly reduced heating bills.
Timothy Scott was leisurely leafing through a local newspaper when he saw a small advert for a 'concrete reservoir for sale'. A few months later, along with his wife, Sarah, he is about to become one of the few Brits who live below the earth. The couple, known locally as 'the moles', have decided to go underground not just because they want one of the most unusual homes in Britain, but for good ecological reasons too.

The first time the couple climbed down a dangerous old iron ladder to inspect the inside of the reservoir, they expected to descend into metres of mud and water. The massive concrete roof, and the earth above it, was supported by eight large original brick pillars.

'We knew immediately that it would make a wonderful home,' says Timothy. These will be the main source of light and heat for the house. Natural light will spread through glass walls to the three bedrooms, two bathrooms and kitchen off the central area.

'We expect virtually no heating bills,' Timothy says. The surrounding earth and the inside of the walls should provide ample storage area for the solar energy we gain through the pyramids during the day. We estimate that this will cut our electricity bills by at least a third.'

The couple's belief in the benefits of living underground is genuine. Living underground, which is quite common in America, in parts of Spain and in China, has many advantages for families. What's more, they are naturally protected from wind and draughts. Earth sheltering also provides greater security and at the same time a building that will last a good 500 years. There are fewer than a dozen earth-sheltered homes in Britain, which makes their inhabitants pioneers of a sort.

Building this way is also compatible with the new conservationist methods. To avoid living in 'shoe boxes' and to keep agricultural land green, there is really only one way of building: underground. In 100 years' time, or less,' says Timothy, 'I believe that large numbers of people will be living in earth-sheltered homes in Britain.'

Earth-sheltered homes don't have to be like Timothy's reservoir. A patio is also possible, as long as there is enough space in front of a house.

However, according to Peter Carpentier, secretary of the British Earth Sheltering Association, who lives in his own underground home, there are a few disadvantages. For instance, because there are so few earth-sheltered homes in the UK, it is usually hard, although not impossible, to get planning permission. When a lot of excavation is needed, building costs can be higher than for conventional homes, although savings can be made in other ways.

Vocabulary Practice

3 a. Match the highlighted words in the text to their synonyms below.

- expenses • almost • gigantic
- more than enough • residents • unhurriedly
- calculate approximately • practices

b. Which words or phrases in the text describe the materials used for this kind of building?

Text Analysis

4 a. Look at these two phrases from the article.

What is the meaning of the word 'good' in each sentence?

- ... not just because they want one of the most unusual homes in Britain, but for good ecological reasons too. (lines 6-8)
- ... a building that will last a good 500 years. (line 30)

b. Look at the following phrases from the article and explain them in your own words.

- The couple's belief in the benefits of living underground is genuine. (lines 24-25)
- Building this way is also compatible with the new conservationist methods. (lines 33-34)

5 What advantages/disadvantages of living underground does the article mention? List them, then talk to the class about the pros and cons of living underground.

6 The article states that "Society is going to have to look at energy usage ..." (sentence A). What ways are there to save energy in our homes? Think about:

- alternative energy sources • recycling • insulation

Discussion

7 THINK. In pairs, discuss the following.

- Could earth-sheltered houses be the homes of the future? Why (not)?
- What other types of houses might people have in the future?

8 In pairs, take roles and act out a dialogue between Timothy and Sarah, while they are viewing the house for sale. Record yourselves.
**Language Focus**

### Types of Houses

1. **a.** Look at these types of houses. Which would you find in a suburban, urban or rural area?
   - cottage • bungalow • flat • bedsit
   - council house • maisonette
   - terraced house • hotel suite
   - houseboat • mansion • studio
   - semi-detached • detached • villa
   - penthouse • farmhouse

   *Cottages are usually found in rural areas.*

   **b.** What kind of home do you live in? Where is it located?

2. **a.** Tick (√) the rooms/areas which your house has, then describe them to your partner.
   - cellar
   - guest room
   - larder
   - bedroom
   - yard
   - hall
   - living room
   - back garden
   - kitchen
   - garage
   - attic
   - shed
   - balcony
   - landing
   - front garden
   - patio
   - swimming pool
   - loft
   - games room
   - dining room
   - utility room
   - terrace
   - porch
   - drive
   - study
   - roof garden

   **b.** Which rooms/areas would you like your house to have? Use the useful language to discuss in pairs.

   **A:** My house has ... It would be nice if we had a shed – then I would be able to keep my bike there instead of leaving it outside. How about you?
   **B:** My house has ... but I would love it if it had ... etc

   **Useful language: Expressing wishes**
   - It would be nice/great/wonderful if ...
   - I would love it if ...
   - I've always wanted a(n) ...
   - My dream is to have a ...
   - I wish we had ...
   - Having a(n) ... would make things so much nicer/easier/more convenient ...

### Renting a House/Flat

3. **Think of as many adjectives as you can to make collocations and complete the spidergrams. Which of these features are there in your house? Tell your partner.**

   - French
   - garage
   - window
   - thatched
   - garden
   - door
   - sliding
   - roof
   - slate
   - well-kept
   - fitted
   - antique
   - modern
   - kitchen
   - furniture
   - marble
   - stairs

   *You enter the house through a large wooden front door.*

4. **a.** Work in pairs. Imagine that you and your friend are going to study in England and are looking for a place to rent. Decide on the kind of place you would like by ticking the boxes below. You can add more features of your own.

   - spacious
   - cozy
   - in a fashionable district
   - stylish
   - traditional
   - fully-equipped
   - fully-furnished
   - affordable
   - easily accessible
   - peaceful
   - isolated
   - in the city centre
   - easy to maintain
   - cheap
   - modern decor
   - in the countryside
   - other

   **A:** I think we should rent somewhere spacious. I don't want to feel cramped.
   **B:** You're right. We should rent somewhere stylish, as well.

   **b.** Read the advertisements and explain the words/ phrases in bold. Then, in pairs, decide which is the best for you.

   **Advertisements:**
   - 23 Brompton Road
     *Superb 2-bedroom FF flat of two-storey house in the heart of desirable West End district. Modern design with kitchen-diner and utility room, £150 pw plus bills.*
   - 76 Maurice Way
     *Beautifully renovated 2-bedroom Victorian fully-turn house in small suburb of Lawton. Spacious living room and study. GCH: 20 mins from Lawton railway station. £500 pcm, virtually no bills.*
Appliances & Furniture

a. The nouns below are all household objects. Which syllable(s) are stressed?

- pillowcase • dustbin bag
- ashtray • CD • greenhouse
- bathtub • armchair
- remote control
- bedside lamp • fireplace
- pepper mill • light bulb
- washing machine • bookcase

b. Which of the household chores in Ex. 7a do you do? How often? Discuss with your partner and decide if you could live together.

A: I don't mind putting the rubbish out.
B: That's great because I hate it.

Idioms and Fixed phrases

8 In the sentences below there are some common phrases with home. Look at the dictionary entries and underline the correct option in each sentence. What other information do the entries give?

1 Make yourself at home.
2 All of our tomatoes are home-grown/made.
3 I ordered some kitchen knives from the home-shopping/marketing network last night.
4 Being away for so long you must feel homeless/homesick.
5 I've now made/settled in London my home.

Phrasal Verbs

7 a. Fill in the gaps with the correct particle.

1 You won't forget to put the rubbish ............... before you go to bed, will you?
2 I cooked dinner, so I think it's only fair that you wash ............... .
3 If you clean ............... all the junk in the garage, there'll be space for my motorcycle.
4 When you've finished playing with your toys, put them ............... in the cupboard.
5 Don't leave your coat on the chair. Hang it ............... in the wardrobe where it belongs.
6 It's too wet to hang ............... the washing. I'll put it on the radiators.

Phrasal Verbs

9 Underline the correct word in each sentence, then say what the phrases mean.

1 I enjoy visiting the Smiths; they really make you feel like/at home.
2 I've been all over the world, but there's no place like home/house.
3 The comments she made about his manners really hit got home. He's never behaved like that since.
4 At the end of the match, the importance of our victory came/arrived home to me.
5 If we win this match, we'll be home/house and dry.
6 I think it's time Sam faced up to a few home/house truths.
7 I don't have a very active social life. I'm more of a home/house bird.

Prepositions

10 Fill in: of, within, in, to, on. Then make sentences using the phrases.

1 to be situated ............... ; 2 ............... the country; 3 ............... the suburbs;
4 ............... the outskirts; 5 ............... the heart ............... ; 6 close ............... the city centre; 7 ............... easy reach ............... ; 8 ............... walking distance
Listening

1. a. You will hear five people giving their views on sharing a house. Before you listen, look at the six headings (A-F) listed in the box and underline the key words. What do you expect each speaker to talk about?

   - For speakers 1-5, choose which of the headings in the list (A-F) the people are talking about. There is one extra letter which you do not need to use.

   | A | Appreciating one's own space | Speaker 1 |
   | B | Managing household chores   | Speaker 2 |
   | C | Finding a way to afford a house | Speaker 3 |
   | D | Adapting to someone else's lifestyle | Speaker 4 |
   | E | Finding the right flatmate | Speaker 5 |
   | F | A difficult person to live with |

c. Which qualities should the person you share a house with have?

2. You will hear an interview with a writer called Heather Carey. For questions 1-7, choose the best answer (A, B or C).

   1. According to Heather, the most beautiful stately homes in Britain were built
      A. from the 12th century to the 16th century.
      B. from the 16th century to the 20th century.
      C. after the 20th century.

   2. Heather says that Welbeck Abbey is unusual because
      A. it has a long history.
      B. its use has changed.
      C. many people lived there.

   3. What was one of the constructions the Duke of Portland added to Welbeck Abbey?
      A. a private coach house
      B. an underground railway station
      C. a very large tunnel

   4. What explanation does Heather give for the Duke of Portland's building activities?
      A. He wanted to help poor people.
      B. He loved working underground.
      C. He liked people to work for him.

   5. Why was the skating rink built below ground level?
      A. to make it as large as possible
      B. to avoid the use of supporting pillars
      C. to make it easier to fit the roof

   6. Why was the ballroom never used?
      A. People were not invited to stay at the Abbey.
      B. The Duke went to live in his house in London.
      C. His staff thought that it was not safe.

   7. Why did the Duke give each of his workers a donkey?
      A. He wanted to show them he was a good employer.
      B. He did not want his workers to become too tired.
      C. He wanted to keep his reputation as an eccentric.

Speaking

Household Items

3. a. Two of your friends are getting married soon and you want to buy them a useful wedding present. The photographs show some of the items you are considering. First, talk together about how useful each of these items is in the home. Then decide which item would make the best present.

Which item would make the best present?

b. Discuss the following:

   1. What do you think life would be like without modern appliances?
   2. Has modern technology improved our lifestyle? In what ways?

   4. Listen to two students doing Parts 3 and 4 and assess them in terms of:
      - grammar and vocabulary
      - discourse management
      - pronunciation
      - interactive communication
Communication

- Making a complaint

5 a. Look at the phrases in the list. In pairs decide which are used for mild complaints and which for strong ones.

- There seems to be something wrong with ...
- I want it repaired as soon as possible
- that's not good enough
- I'd like to bring something to your attention
- Can you do something about it?
- What are you going to do about it?
- that's unacceptable
- I have a problem that demands your immediate attention

b. Use phrases from above to complete the dialogues between landlords and tenants.

- A: 1) .............................................
  if I may.
  B: Sure. What is it?
  A: I've got a problem in my flat. The bathroom tap is leaking.
  B: I see.
  A: 2) ............................................., please?
  B: I'll see what I can do.
  A: OK, thanks.

- A: Could I have a word with you, please?
  B: Certainly. What is it?
  A: The radiator in my bedroom isn't working and
  3) .............................................
  B: I'll have to get back to you on that.
  A: Well, I'm sorry, but 4) .............................................
  B: Alright. I'll come and take a look at it now.
  A: That's more like it. Thank you.

c. In pairs, act out similar dialogues using the prompts.

- broken lock on front door
- loose tiles in bathroom
- leaking roof
- cracked window

- Avoiding giving a direct answer

6 a. Read the exchange. Who is trying to avoid giving a direct answer?

A: When can I have your rent?
B: I'll have to get back to you about that.

b. In pairs, imagine you are in the following situations. Use the sentences in the box to avoid giving a direct answer.

- You want to know when some repair work will be completed.
- You want to know the cost of having double-glazing fitted.
- Someone you don't know very well wants to move in with you.

Useful language: Avoiding giving a direct answer

- I'll have to get back to you on/about that.
- I can't give you an answer right now.
- I'd rather not say.
- can't say for certain.
- I'm not in a position to answer that.
- I'll have to think about it.
- I'll let you know.
- It's out of my hands.
- I'll see what I can do.
- I'm a bit busy at the moment.

Everyday English

- Omissions

7 a. In conversation, speakers often leave out parts of a sentence. In pairs, write out the complete sentences, as in the example.

1. Fancy something to eat?
   Do you fancy something to eat?

2. Any news yet?

3. Miss you.

4. Got the time?

5. Been waiting long?


7. Need a hand?

8. Time for bed.

b. Now match these responses to the questions/statements above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>g</th>
<th>h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Sorry, no.</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>This early?</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Already?</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>Ages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>I'll manage.</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Nothing.</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>Why not?</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>Me, too.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
You will read an extract from Charles Dickens’ *Great Expectations*. Before you read the extract, read the text below and answer the questions.

Charles Dickens (1812-1870) is the greatest English novelist of the Victorian period. *Great Expectations*, written between 1860-1861, is a rags-to-riches story of a poor boy, Philip ‘Pip’ Pirrip (the narrator), who suddenly comes into a fortune and is sent to London to be educated as a gentleman. Despite his good nature, Pip becomes a snob and is corrupted by his good fortune. He is impressed by the wrong people for the wrong reasons, and he loses touch with his honest, hard-working friends. The story ends with Pip losing his wealth and position in society.

Mr Wemmick is a humble, honest hard-working employee at Mr Jaggers’ law firm, which handles Pip’s affairs. In this extract Pip has been invited to supper and to meet the Aged Parent at Mr Wemmick’s house. He has not yet, it seems, become a corrupt snob ...

**Other works by Charles Dickens:** *Oliver Twist* (1837-39), *Nicholas Nickleby* (1838-39), *David Copperfield* (1849-50).

---

1. What do you think is the moral of *Great Expectations*?
2. Why has Dickens given his novel this title?

   a. Look quickly at questions 1 to 8 in Ex. 3. What do you think Mr Wemmick’s house looks like?
   b. Skim the extract and check your answers.

3. Read the text and for questions 1-8, choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D). Which parts of the text helped you decide on your answers?

   1. What is Pip’s first impression of Wemmick’s house?
      A. He is impressed by the garden.
      B. He thinks the house is ridiculous.
      C. He finds the house too small.
      D. He really likes the house.
   2. Why had Wemmick built a bridge?
      A. for decorative reasons
      B. to defend his home
      C. to impress Pip
      D. to feel safe from burglars
   3. The place where Pip and Wemmick went to drink their punch
      A. was made out of trees.
      B. had a short path leading to it.
      C. was in the centre of an island.
      D. took a long time to reach.
   4. How did Pip react to the pond and the fountain?
      A. He told Wemmick he liked them.
      B. He decided to say nothing.
      C. He thought they were too eccentric.
      D. He admired Wemmick for his taste.
   5. How did Pip feel about meeting Wemmick’s relative?
      A. He agreed with enthusiasm.
      B. He tried to say no.
      C. He felt extremely embarrassed.
      D. He didn’t really want to.
   6. Wemmick’s ‘collection of curiosities’
      A. included many items obtained illegally.
      B. was a mix of interesting small items.
      C. was of very high value.
      D. only had things made by Wemmick.
Trades,' said Wemmick, acknowledging my compliments. 'Well, it's a good thing, you know. It pleases the Aged Parent. You wouldn't mind being introduced to him, would you? It wouldn't bother you?'

I felt that I could only agree. Inside, we found a very odd man in a flannel coat sitting by a fire. He was clean, cheerful and well cared for, but almost completely deaf.

We paid our respects and made some small conversation. Then, Wemmick showed me his collection of curiosities. They were mostly to do with being on the wrong side of the law: a pen with which a famous forgery had been committed, a couple of distinguished razors, some locks of hair, several manuscript confessions written from prison. These were nicely spread out among small items of porcelain and glass and various little things made by Wemmick himself. They were all in that room of the Castle that served not only as the sitting room, but, judging from a saucepan on the hob, as the kitchen too.

We returned to the garden to drink our punch. Wemmick told me that it had taken him many years to bring his property to this state of perfection.

'Is it your own, Mr Wemmick?'

'Yes, I have got a hold of it a bit at a time. I have absolute ownership now.'

'Do you indeed? I hope Mr Jaggers admires it?'

'Never seen it,' said Wemmick, 'never heard of it. No; the office is one thing, and private life is another.

When I go to the office, I leave the Castle behind me, and when I come into the Castle, I leave the office behind me. If you don't mind, I'd like you to do the same. I don't want to talk about my home in a professional manner.'

7 What do we understand about Wemmick's home life?
A. He has to try hard to keep people from invading it.
B. It is more important to him than his career.
C. He rarely allows work to interfere with it.
D. It has taken him many years to separate it from his work.

8 What is the writer trying to do in this extract?
A. Show us that Pip is a good-natured person
B. Narrate Pip's visit to Wemmick's house
C. Introduce the Aged Parent into the plot
D. Show us that Pip doesn't have good manners

Vocabulary Practice

4 a. Match the highlighted words in the passage with their synonyms below.

- context • with many plants • raised
- with many twists and turns • decorative
- curls • resist and not give in

b. Read the text again and underline the words/phrases the author uses to describe Wemmick's house. Use the words/phrases to talk about Wemmick's house.

Text Analysis

5 The following phrases are taken from the passage. Explain them in your own words.

1. '... you'll see for yourself what kind of salad I can make.' (lines 18-19)
2. 'I am my own Jack of all Trades...' (lines 30-31)
3. '... to bring his property to this state of perfection.' (lines 51-52)
4. 'When I go to the office, I leave the Castle behind me ...' (line 59)

6 Look at this sentence from the text. Why has the writer placed the word 'bridge' in quotation marks?

The 'bridge' was a plank, and it crossed a gap about four feet wide and two deep. (lines 10-11)

7 Look at these two statements and find evidence in the extract to support them.

Mr Wemmick is house-proud.
He refers to his cottage as 'the Castle'...

Pip feels a little uncomfortable.

Discussion

8 Think! In pairs, discuss the following.

- What makes you feel proud of your home?
- Have you ever done any home improvements? What were they? Were you pleased with the results? Why (not)?

- Dickens created 989 individual characters during his career.
- Dickens published Great Expectations in his weekly magazine All the Year Round.
1 Match Speaker A to Speaker B.

A
1 The living room looks nice.
2 What's the matter?
3 It smells great in here!
4 That broken window is dangerous.
5 Is your cooker working now?
6 I can't find my blue shirt.
7 Where's the cat?
8 There's no milk left.

B
a Oh, yes. My dad's fixed it.
b I've told the landlord about it.
c I've put it in the washing machine.
d I've tidied up.
e We've run out.
f I've cut myself.
g I've made something special for tonight.
h I've taken her to the vet.

2 a. Compare the sentences. How do they differ in meaning?
I've done lots of things since yesterday.
I did lots of things yesterday.

b. Which of the time words below would you use with the past simple and which with the present perfect? Use them to make your own sentences.
- already • ago • last year • for months
- for ages • during last summer's holidays • yet • since 1996 • several times
- over the past few weeks • lately
- before • recently

3 Put the verbs in brackets into the present perfect or the past simple, giving reasons for your choice.

a A: I've never been to Germany. Have you?
B: Yes, I 1) .................................. (be) there once, but that 2) .................................. (be) a long time ago.

b A: I 1) .................................. (see) that film before.
B: Really. When 2) .................................. (be) that?

c A: She still 1) .................................. (not/call) me back.
B: That's strange. What time 2) .................................. (you/leave) the message?

d A: Pete 1) .................................. (go) out, I'm afraid.
B: How long is it since he 2) .................................. (leave)?

e A: 1) .................................. (you/find) your keys yet?
B: No, and I 2) .................................. (look) everywhere.
A: 3) .................................. (you/try) your coat pockets?
B: Yes, I 4) .................................. (look) there first.

4 In pairs, use the prompts to ask and answer questions. Use the present perfect or the past simple as appropriate.
1 ever/be/Germany?
A: Have you ever been to Germany?
B: No, I haven't. / Yes, I went there two years ago.
2 see/film/Al Pacino?
3 ever/fail/exam?
4 ever/be/bungee-jumping?
5 read/good books/lately?

5 You haven't seen these people for some time. What might you say to them? Complete the sentences.
1 A child who is now taller. "You've grown."
2 A friend who looks thinner. "You've ... ."
3 A friend whose hair is different. "You've ... ."
4 A friend you expected hours ago. "You've ... ."
5 A friend who says another friend has left town. "Where has ... ?"

6 In pairs, use the prompts below and appropriate time expressions to ask and answer questions, as in the example.

How long ...
- use/personal computer?
- use/a mobile phone?
- live/your current address?
- know/your next door neighbours?
- be/since/redecorated?

A: How long have you been using a personal computer?
B: For about 10 - 12 years, I think.

7 Rewrite the sentences using the word in bold. Use between two and five words.

1 My house is too small to have a big party.
not My house .................................. to have a big party

2 We have not sat in the garden since last summer.
last The .................................. in the garden was last summer

3 My sister came to visit a month ago.
since It .................................. my sister came to visit.

4 The last time he called me was a month ago.
heard I .................................. him for a month.

5 I have not got an answer yet.
still I .................................. an answer.
6 I have only been to Paris once before.
   time This is only the ..........  .......... to Paris.
7 He has always found decorating easy.
   good He has always ..........  decorating.
8 This is the strangest music I have ever heard!
   strange I have ..........  music before.
9 My shed is not big enough to store my bike.
   small My shed ..........  .......... my bike.
10 The same students are sharing the flat this year.
   changed The students sharing the flat ..........  last year.

Word formation: adjective endings (1)
8 Use the endings in the list, and make any other necessary changes to form adjectives from the nouns and verbs.
   -able  -ical  -ant  -ent  -ive  -en  -ous  -ful  -ible
   1 fashion  10 wood  11 courage  12 wonder  13 horror  14 gold  15 prestige  16 care  17 possibility  18 duration  9 history

English in Use – Word formation
9 Fill the gaps in the text with words formed from the words in capitals. There is an example at the beginning (0).

Saving Space

Particularly in teenagers' rooms, lack of storage space is always a problem. Before you approach an interior designer (1) .......... (they don't come cheap), see if any of the following (2) .......... can make your teenager's living quarters a little more comfortable.

If (3) .......... small objects are cluttering the room, place them (4) .......... to put away scarves, socks, (5) .......... hair accessories and anything else you need to store. (6) .......... hanging space can be created by placing hooks on doors. For storing (7) .......... use wide boxes that can slide under a bed.

(8) .......... use your walls! Shelves installed onto a wall are great for extra space. Items that (9) .......... clutter a tabletop such as keys and paperwork can be secured on a cork bulletin board.

English in Use – Multiple-choice cloze
10 Choose the right word (A, B, C or D) to fill each gap.

Have you ever (0) considered applying for a job where you can live on the premises? While 'living above the shop' might sound good because you don't have to commute, such a situation has its pros and cons.

1 Berenice Gillow, who lives and works at Lightham Mote, a medieval National Trust property, admits that it can be difficult at times. "It takes some getting (2) ...... to. As you come in with your supermarket bags on your day off, you walk through showrooms to get to your (3) ...... I once found a little old lady on my sofa. No (4) ...... how many "PRIVATE" areas you have on the door, if it opens, people will open it." However, she's generally happy. When she (5) ...... the job as manager, the whole family - her husband and two children - moved in. Renting out their (6) ...... home, they have settled in and now (7) ...... from using the grounds on summer evenings after the visitors have gone. "You feel a wonderful (8) ...... of history here," she says. "Although it is (9) ...... a general management job, I'm responsible for the (10) ...... day running of the property: the house and garden, the shop and tearoom, the (12) ...... and the financial administration. It does give us an opportunity to completely absorb the scenery and the property. It's a gorgeous place to be and it's a great privilege. Despite the drawbacks, I wouldn't like to go back to the way we lived before."
In many types of writing (e.g., letters, reports, articles, compositions, etc.), we often have to make suggestions/recommendations or give advice.

In such pieces of writing we always present the problem, then in separate paragraphs we write our suggestions supported by reasons/possible results.

Remember the following:
- **Relevance** – always have a clear understanding of the problem so that the suggestions/recommendations/advice are practical.
- **Target reader and style** – the style used should always be appropriate to the reader(s) and the type of writing.
- **Organisation**
  - The introduction should mention the problem(s)/cause(s)/effect(s).
  - The main body should contain suggestion(s)/recommendation(s)/advice in separate paragraphs and the expected results of each suggestion.
  - The conclusion should summarise points mentioned in the main body, encourage the reader(s) to take action, etc.
- **Linking** – a variety of constructions should be used, e.g. – One solution is to … – if I were you, I would … – Steps/measures should be taken to … – (Joining a gym) would also help to … – By (joining a gym) you could/would, etc.

Conditional and hypothetical sentences are also useful while we write our suggestions, e.g.
- If we/the government were to … – This would/could/might help to …

**Analyzing a Letter**

**Making Suggestions**

2

a. Read the model and replace the words and phrases in bold with the following:
- in addition • truly • useful
- to begin with • lastly
- despite the fact that • congratulate you on the success of • put forward

Dear Sir/Madam,

I am writing to 1) say how much I enjoyed the recent Ideal Homes Exhibition and to 2) make one or two suggestions for next year.

3) Firstly, the ideas for living rooms were 4) really impressive. Perhaps in future years we could see a similar emphasis placed on other rooms in the house. One suggestion would be to feature more ideas for bathrooms, and I am sure many of your visitors would welcome inspiring ideas for kitchens and dining rooms.

Secondly, 5) although the ideas for protecting the environment were very well presented, I think it would be a good idea to include a feature about gardens. In this way, people would be able to design their outdoor areas in a way which actually benefits the environment.

6) Finally, I recommend that you extend the duration of the exhibition and reduce the cost of the tickets. If you were to remain open for a minimum of one week, more people would be able to visit it. 7) What is more, if it was cheaper, then this would attract more visitors.

I hope that you find the above suggestions 8) helpful and I look forward to attending next year.

Yours faithfully,

Emma Brown

Emma Brown
b. Find examples in the model where the writer:

1. says positive things about the exhibition.
2. makes suggestions.
3. says what the result of these suggestions would be.
4. rephrases the information from the reading input in her own words.

Has the writer included all the notes she has made?

Useful Language

a. Study the useful language in the box and find examples in the model in Ex. 2a.

Useful language: Making Suggestions/Recommendations

- I suggest/recommend + gerund/that
- I think it would be a good idea + to infinitive/if
- Perhaps we/you could + bare infinitive
- If + simple past
- If we/you were to + bare infinitive
- One/Another suggestion/idea would be/is + to infinitive

b. Using the prompts given below, write full sentences, as in the example.

1. suggest / hold / festival / three times a year
   I suggest that you hold the festival three times a year.
2. I think / good idea / ask / headmaster / give / prizes
3. Perhaps / have / party / school hall
4. If / bought / new computer / work / better
5. If / were / move / desks / have more space
6. Another suggestion / sell tickets / students / parents

Imagine that you have been asked to suggest improvements to your school or college. Match the suggestions (1-6) to the expected results (a-f). Then use appropriate language from the useful language in the box to make sentences, as in the examples.

Suggestions

1. organise more excursions
2. advertise in the newspapers
3. change the lights in reception
4. start an English club
5. employ one more teacher
6. use more videos/DVDS lessons

Expected results

a. help people with the language
b. reduce crowding in class
c. attract more students
d. break up the term
e. classes more fun
f. brighter for visitors

Useful language: Expressing the results of suggestions

- This would mean that/lead to/result in ...
- As a result, ...
- The result/effected of this would be to/that ...
- In this way, we/you/people etc. would be able to ...
- If ... , it/you/we/people etc. could/would/might etc

I think it would be a good idea to organise more excursions. The effect of this would be to break up the term.

OR

If we were to organise more excursions, it would break up the term.

5. a. Read the paragraph below and choose the most appropriate words/phrases in bold. Where could you read this extract?

Another difficulty that was mentioned in the report was that visitors to the school were having problems 1) finding/to find parking places, causing parents to worry about their children’s safety when dropping them off for school. One 2) way/solution to solve this problem 3) must/would be to enlarge the existing car park. This 4) should/could easily be done by knocking down the fence to the right of the school and 5) using/to use the neighbouring land for parking. If we 6) had/were to do this, there 7) would/had be much more space and students and visitors 8) would be able to/might come and go safely.

b. Underline the sentences in the paragraph above which: make a suggestion; highlight a problem; mention the expected result.

6. Use the prompts below to write a similar paragraph to the one in Ex 5a.

Problem: Student numbers are falling - school may have to close

Suggestion: Advertise what school offers - local newspaper, radio, posters

Expected result: More people know about the school - attract new students
Writing: Making Suggestions

Style

Sometimes it is not appropriate to write formally. A letter to a friend, for example, or an article for a teenager's magazine, asks for use of less formal language. Phrases which could be used for less formal writing include:

To give advice/make suggestions
- Why don't you/we ...
- We/You could ...
- If I were you, I'd ...
- I think it would be a good idea to ...
- Why not ...

To express the results of suggestions
- Then you/we might/could ...
- This would mean that ...
- You might find that ...
- That way, ...
- You never know, you might ...

A Your best friend has written to you asking for your advice because he is bored with his room and desperately wants to make some changes.

Informal – It would be a good idea to paint your room a brighter colour.

B You have been asked to write a magazine article giving advice to foreigners who are considering coming to live in your country.

C Your teacher has asked you to write an essay saying how you think we should deal with the problem of homelessness in your town.

D You belong to a sports club and the secretary has asked you to write a report, saying what improvements could be made to the club's facilities.

Understanding the Rubric 2

9 Read the rubric, underline the key words and answer the questions.

- You are a member of a local youth club that may have to close due to lack of funds. The youth leader has asked the club members to write an article suggesting ways of raising money to keep the youth club open. Suitable articles will be printed in the club's next newsletter.

Write your article. You should write between 120 and 180 words.

1 Who are the target readers? How formal does your writing need to be?
2 What do you have to write?
3 Which of the following suggestions could you make (✓)?
   - Buy new equipment
   - Increase the monthly charge to members
   - Ask the local council for help
   - Open a new youth club somewhere else
   - Approach local companies for sponsorship
   - Move to cheaper premises
4 For each of the suggestions that you ticked above, say what the expected result would be.
5 What useful language could you use to introduce the suggestions and results?

Brainstorming

8 Imagine that you are in the following situations. What advice/recommendations/suggestions are appropriate? Should they be expressed in formal or informal language? In pairs, using the words and phrases you have learned in this unit, decide what you will write in each case.
a. Work in pairs. Read models A and B below, and say which one is a poor answer to the rubric in Ex. 9. Think about whether:

- the title is suitable
- the introduction catches the reader’s attention
- the writer follows the instructions in the rubric
- the style is appropriate for the target reader
- the writer paraphrases the rubric
- the suggestions are suitable

**IS THE NORTHFIELDS YOUTH CLUB GOING TO CLOSE DUE TO LACK OF FUNDS?**

In the present financial climate, many clubs and businesses are struggling to survive. Sports clubs, too, are facing difficulties due to lack of funds.

The main problem seems to be the rent that we pay for the club. It’s over £500 a month and that’s just too much really. What about moving to cheaper premises – has anyone thought of that?

The youth leader has asked the club members to write an article suggesting ways of raising money to keep the youth club open.

I know that the club’s not perfect but we could buy some new equipment and maybe even decorate it to make it nicer for all of us.

I really like going to the club and I know that most of the others do as well, so come on – let’s see if we can do something to save it!

**HELP SAVE OUR YOUTH CLUB!**

As most of you know, our club is facing a financial crisis. The question is: what are we going to do about it? The suggestions below may or may not work, but one thing is for sure – if we don’t act now, we’ll lose our club, and that is something that nobody wants.

First of all, I think it would be a good idea to approach the local council for help. If we could persuade the council to make a financial contribution, we would be able to keep going.

Secondly, we could apply to local companies for sponsorship. This would mean that we would offer them free advertising in return for a small donation. As a result, the club could stay open.

Finally, if all that fails, one obvious solution is to increase the fees that we pay for membership of the club. I suggest that each of us pays £5 per month. Then, for a very small amount of money, we would be able to continue enjoying all the activities that the club offers.

A meeting to discuss all the suggestions has been arranged for 4th March. Please try to be there – it might be our last chance!

b. Answer the following questions about model A.

1. Has the writer mentioned ways of raising money?
2. What irrelevant information has the writer included in the main body?

3 Only one paragraph in the model is suitable. Which is it and how could it be improved?
4. What do you think the target reader’s reaction will be? Why?

**MODELS B**

1. What style has the writer used? Give examples.
2. How has the writer organised the points into paragraphs?
3. Suggest suitable alternative opening and closing paragraphs.
4. How does the writer introduce his suggestions? Replace the phrases with other appropriate ones.
5. How does the writer introduce the expected result for each suggestion he makes? What other phrases can he use?

"You mean you’ve had this wreck for 20 years and I’ve never had a car."
Writing: Making Suggestions

Discuss & Write

11 Look at each of the rubrics below. Underline the key words and, for each one, answer the questions that follow.

A

This is part of an email you have received from a pen friend.

My cousin and I are planning to visit your country at the end of July for a short holiday. I'd like your advice about the best way for us to make the most of our five or six days there - where to go, what to see and do, and so on. Please write and tell me what you suggest.

Write your email to your pen friend.

B

Your college has decided to replace its small snack bar with a larger self-service cafeteria. The college magazine has invited its readers to suggest which dishes they think should be included on the menu, as well as other changes which would make the place more inviting to students. Write an article for the magazine, making your suggestions and giving reasons for your choices.

Write your article.

C

You are going on a one-day trip to London as part of a group of young people. The person organising the trip, Mrs Jones, has sent you a list of interesting places your group may like to visit during your trip. Read the extract from the list and the notes you made and using the information, write a letter to Mrs Jones suggesting which places you think you should visit.

Historical Sights

- Tower of London
- Big Ben
- Houses of Parliament
- Westminster Abbey
- Buckingham Palace

General Interest

- London Zoo
- Madame Tussaud’s
- Tate Modern

Shopping

- Carnaby Street
- Oxford Street
- Harrods

Notes

- Thank Mrs Jones - good variety of places to visit
- Tower of London Definitely, yes - fun/interesting
- Madame Tussaud’s
- Buckingham Palace No - not enough time
- Westminster Abbey
- Shops: great idea, especially Harrods

D

Your class is going to take part in a student exchange programme next month. Your teacher has asked each student to write a composition suggesting activities which their foreign exchange student can do in their free time in your neighbourhood.

Write your composition.

1 Who is the target reader? What style is appropriate?
2 What information do you need to include?
3 What suggestions/recommendations could you make?
4 What results would you expect from these suggestions?
5 What phrases could you use to introduce these suggestions and results?
6 How could you begin/end your piece of writing?

12 Portfolio: Choose two of the tasks above and write each one in 120 to 180 words.
Self-Assessment Module

Vocabulary & Grammar

1. Fill in the missing word.
   1. At the age of 65, he ............... from work.
   2. She specialises ................. the history of the Tudor period.
   3. The offices are in the city .........................
   4. Jake's quick ......................... saved the little girl from drowning.
   5. My parents used to give me pocket- ................. every week when I was young.
   6. I don't make a lot of money so I can't ................. an expensive car.
   7. The taxi ......................... knew a shortcut to the airport, so luckily we didn't miss our flight.
   8. The waiter cleared ................. the plates and asked us if we were interested in a dessert.
   9. She ......................... a living by working for an insurance company.
  10. Margaret has a lot of experience ................. teaching young learners.
  11. You really ought to cut ................. on your sugar intake if you want to lose weight.
  12. I haven't seen my parents ................. Christmas.
  13. The weather has gone from bad to worse over the ................. few days.
  14. The flat is fully ................. so you don’t have to buy any furniture.
  15. Please wash ................. after you finish having your dinner.
  16. I can't ......................... people telling me lies.
  17. Make yourself ................. home.
  18. If you ......................... money by, you save it so that you can use it later.
  19. There's definitely no ................. like home.
  20. Could you go to the supermarket, please? I've run ................. of sugar.

(10 marks)

2. Circle the correct item.
   1. He's called her ten times already and insists on speaking to her. He's very .................
      A. patient  B. persuasive  C. persistent  D. punctual
   2. The government has decided to increase the monthly ................. of civil servants.
      A. wage  B. salary  C. money  D. interests
   3. The company has more than one owner; there's Mr Peters and his two .................
      A. colleagues  C. employees
      B. personnel  D. partners

(5 marks)

3. Complete the second sentence using the word in bold. Use two to five words including the word given. Do not change the word given.

   1. I'm not sure it's worth waiting for the rest of the group.
      point There's ......................... the rest of the group.
   2. "How come I didn't try another shop instead of this one?" Helen wondered.
      tried Helen wondered ......................... another shop instead of that one.
   3. The teacher said he was sorry he was late for the lesson.
      apologised The teacher ......................... the lesson.
   4. He was the kindest person I had ever come across!
      kind I had ......................... person before!
   5. Their office was too small to have a meeting with ten staff.
      not Their office ......................... have a meeting with ten staff.

(5 marks)
4 Fill in the correct word derived from the word in bold.

1. She felt miserable and ........................................ SATISFIED with her new job.
2. The manager asked her .................................. VARY questions about her qualifications.
3. To his disappointment, Tim realised that his language skills were .................................................. RELEVANT to the job.
4. The interior .............................................. she hired was full of bright ideas.
5. Ben's car was old and ................................ RELIABLE so, he decided to buy a new one.

(5 marks)

Communication

5 Complete the dialogue.

A: Any 1) ........................................ how I could make some extra money?
B: Here's what 2) ........................................ I'd find a part time job for the summer.
A: Hmm ... I hadn't 3) ........................................ that.
B: Look at this ad here. They're looking for a babysitter. 4) ........................................ ideal for you.
A: Oh, no! That's 5) ........................................ me.

(5 marks)

6 Circle the correct response.

1. A: Better be going.
   B: a) This early?
      b) Sorry, no.
   B: a) Already?
      b) No, I'm not.
3. A: When will you have my TV set ready?
   B: a) I'd rather not say
      b) I can't say for certain.
4. A: There seems to be something wrong with the back door.
   B: a) Sure. What's wrong?
      b) Really? What is it?
5. A: I don't know what to do about Sam.
   B: a) You'd better talk to him.
      b) You might have a point.

(5 marks)

Reading

7 You are going to read an article about conserving energy in the home. For questions 1-8, choose the correct answer A, B, C or D.

1. The amount of energy consumed by residential buildings is
   A) 45 million tons.
   B) 27% more than that consumed by industry.
   C) mainly responsible for global warming.
   D) going to be reduced by 2010.

2. People making the laws had previously focused on
   A) Europe.
   B) residential buildings.
   C) industry and transport.
   D) private houses.

3. Blocking up draughts
   A) is easy.
   B) is expensive.
   C) requires planning.
   D) is energy saving.

4. It is recommended that loft insulation is
   A) 100mm thick.
   B) 200-300mm thick.
   C) made of cellulose.
   D) fireproof.

5. According to the writer, we should use light bulbs which are
   A) conventional.
   B) efficient.
   C) standard.
   D) high energy.

6. Which sort of panels can produce electricity?
   A) solar panels
   B) glass panels
   C) photovoltaic panels
   D) thermal solar panels

7. How can we reduce global warming?
   A) By buying a new environmentally friendly house.
   B) By designing new buildings with energy saving features.
   C) By installing new toilets in our homes.
   D) By recycling grey water into drinking water.

8. What's the best way to save energy in a building?
   A) Use environmental controls.
   B) Have a turf roof.
   C) Insulate as much as possible.
   D) Make sure it has a timber structure.

(16 marks)
Make Your Home Greener

Residential buildings are responsible for consuming 27% of the total amount of energy consumed within Europe and are the biggest source of global warming in the world. This is a fact that has, until recently, been overlooked by law-makers trying to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, who have concentrated their efforts on industry and transport. The EU has now issued a new directive which intends to cut carbon dioxide emissions from buildings by 45 million tons before 2010. This means that each of us can now save the planet from the comfort of our own homes.

The first things we can do are simple and easy. We can block up draughts, switch off unnecessary lights and make sure taps are not left running. The next step requires more planning and some expense, but as well as saving energy, we will also save on bills.

Many homes have loft insulation, but it is rarely enough. Most insulation is 100mm thick, but to be truly effective the recommended thickness is 200-300mm. Full insulation can have a dramatic effect on energy consumption. It can save up to 25 percent on your heating bills. A variety of materials are available, but one of the most environmentally friendly is cellulose in the form of compressed recycled newsprint which has been fireproofed.

We should use energy efficient light bulbs. These are usually expensive to buy but consume less than half the energy of standard bulbs. Also, these bulbs last much longer than conventional light bulbs reducing the consumption of resources.

Thermal solar panels are very efficient. They are capable of providing all the hot water you need even in Britain’s climate. Photovoltaic panels can be fitted as solar roof tiles or solar windows and are now capable of generating about half of an average home’s electricity needs. A large conservatory with lots of glass panels on the south side of a building will trap light and warmth and reduce the need for lighting.

We can install a ‘grey’ water recycling system. At present water used to flush the toilets is of the same drinkable quality that comes out of the taps. This is an unnecessary waste of energy used in water purification. A grey water recycling system cleans water that has been used for washing and sends it through the toilet system reducing the use of clean drinking water.

New buildings can incorporate many more energy saving features in their design. They can have a timber structure, electronic environmental controls, triple glazing, a non-polluting heating system and a turf roof. However, if you want to make a real difference, you better get insulating! It is how we deal with our present homes and new buildings that will determine our contribution to global warming. It’s down to each and every one of us to do our part.
Listening

8 You will hear part of an interview about a new kind of employment agreement called 'personal hours contract'. For questions 1-10, complete the sentences with one to three words.

How useful are the parts of these houses? Which two are NOT absolutely necessary for a modern home?

A personal hours contract is a special contract that you have with your employer.
The system offers the greatest possible degree of flexibility.
It all started when small companies thought of the system in order to get employees to work for them.
They devised the new system as an incentive to more money.
Employees gladly swap high salaries in order to have more variety over their routine.
People who work at home can't cheat the company because their performance is measured.
Anne says that the new system has created a more relaxed atmosphere in the workplace.
Some people don't accept a personal hours contract because they like to have a set routine in their jobs.
Others are not offered a personal hours contract at all because they lack the ability to work at home.
People working from home have to be disciplined, have clear targets and be skilled at time management.

(10 marks)

10 Discuss the following questions together in pairs.

1 What are the advantages of owning your home rather than renting one?
2 What do you miss most about your home when you're away?
3 Where in your home do you feel most comfortable?

(10 marks)

Writing

11 You are working on a summer camp for visiting students.
   It starts next week.
   The group leader has asked you to write a report about interesting places the students can visit in the area during their stay. You should include at least two places that are not simply for tourists.
   Write your report in 120-180 words.

(19 marks)
(Total = 100 marks)

Speaking

9 Work in pairs. In the next column are some photographs of parts of a house. Talk to each other about the usefulness of each one. Then choose two of them which, in your opinion, are NOT absolutely necessary for a modern home.

Progress Update

How do you rate your progress? Tick (✓) the box that applies to you.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vocabulary &amp; Grammar</th>
<th>Excellent ****</th>
<th>Good ***</th>
<th>OK **</th>
<th>Could do better *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Listening</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UNIT 5  Modern Living

UNIT 6  Going Places
**Module 3**

**Units 5-6**

---

**Before you start ...**

- How is the title of the module related to the units?
- Are you a fashion victim? Give reasons.
- What is your favourite type of holiday?

---

**Listen, read and talk about ...**

- appearance & character
- modern trends & fads
- media
- fame
- lifestyles/families
- types of holidays
- travel & travellers
- holiday objects & souvenirs
- signs
- holiday experiences & complaints
- types of roads

---

**Learn how to ...**

- ask for personal views
- express likes/dislikes
- give reasons
- spread news/react to news
- complain-criticise-apologise
- compliment
- interrupt & encourage response

---

**Practise ...**

- adjectives/adverbs
- order of adjectives
- comparisons
- modal verbs

- related to:
  - fashion
  - travel

---

**Phrasal verbs**

---

**Write ...**

- articles, letters/emails, compositions about pros & cons of an issue
- narratives (1)
Lead-in

1. Look at the pictures. How are they related to the title?

b. Which of these modern trends and fads are related to the pictures?

- soap operas
- fast food restaurants
- reality shows
- keeping fit
- shopping centres
- celebrity gossip
- designer labels
- plastic surgery
- chain stores
- beauty treatments
- budget airlines
- credit cards
- text messaging
- muzak
- junk mail
- graffiti

Asking for personal views

- What do you think of ...?
- What's your opinion of ...?
- How do you feel about ...?
- How do you like ...?
- How do you like/about sth
- What bothers/annoyes me most is ...
- What gets to me is ...

Expressing likes
- I kind of like ...
- I really like/love ...
- I'm really/very fond of/ keen on/ interested in ...
- I find ... really interesting/fascinating/ exciting.

Expressing dislikes
- I (absolutely) hate/ detest/loathe/can't bear/can't stand ...
- I'm not (very) keen on/ interested in ...
- I don't fancy ...
- I find ... rather boring/dull/etc.

Expressing indifference
- It doesn't bother me either way.
- It doesn't concern me.
- I don't care.
- It's OK/Alright I suppose.
- I don't have an opinion on it.

2. Are any of these trends particularly popular, rather unpopular, more or less unknown in your country?

b. Which of the trends do you feel positive, negative, indifferent about? Use the useful language box on the right to discuss in pairs.

A: How do you feel about soap operas?
B: I'm not very keen on them. What annoys me the most is that they show a very unrealistic way of life.

3 🎧 You are going to hear three people giving their opinions on three of the modern trends from Ex. 1b. Which trends are they talking about?


4 🎧 Paraphrase the quotations below. Do you agree or disagree? Why (not)? Discuss in pairs.

"If you're not in fashion you're nobody." (Lord Chesterfield)

"It's only the modern that ever becomes old-fashioned." (Oscar Wilde)

5 🎧 In your opinion, which aspect(s) of modern living would a person from the previous century find most difficult to get used to? Why?
1. Do you spend much time watching TV? What programmes do you mostly/never watch? Why?

- soaps
- quiz shows
- reality shows
- documentaries
- films
- cartoons
- sitcoms
- news broadcasts
- chat shows
- drama series
- sport
- music videos

2. In your opinion, why are reality shows popular? Read the first paragraph of the article and find out.

b. Look at the subheadings. In pairs try to guess what each reality show is about. Scan the text and check your answers.

The attraction of the genre is hard to explain. But perhaps it could be that reality TV seems to tell stories of "ordinary" people with real lives, real emotions – people like us. And often, thankfully, people unlike us. Whether

A. I'm a celebrity – get me out of here!

ITV's show scored its highest ratings last night as almost 7 million viewers tuned in.

The stress of spending nearly a week in close contact with other minor celebrities in almost constant rain in the Australian jungle is beginning to show, with comedienne Rhona Cameron falling out with almost all the fellow participants.

Ratings rose to just over 8 million, after 10 pm, as more viewers tuned in to see Uri Geller being chosen to take the daily challenge of eating worms! In this show, viewers vote to send someone home every three days.

B. Big Brother

Big Brother is a new series in which ten volunteers spend up to two months in a house in an environment where every single activity is monitored on camera. Their lives are screened 24 hours a day, seven days a week on the web, every weekday on Channel 4, with a finale each Friday where one or two participants, chosen by their housemates, are ceremoniously thrown out of the game if they lose viewers' votes. Their lives and personal moments become the property of all!

The Big Brother formula includes camera work, video, chat-rooms to discuss the latest issues and updates through phones and e-mail. It is set to become the most intense live experience ever seen on the web.

C. Fame Academy

In this particular show the contestants sing in order to be allowed to stay in a mansion which is heavily guarded, working 17-hour days. The luxurious residence hosts the BBC's new multi-million pound show Fame Academy which is the latest in a wave of talent shows that has flooded our screens in the last eighteen months. The show features a group of hopeful popstars under the watchful eye of TV cameras around the clock. Viewers vote for one contestant to remain in the academy, while two other contestants then choose which one of the remaining contestants is shown the door.

D. Survivor

Survivor brings us reality TV with some particularly weird contestants, one of whom was caught smuggling meat onto the island in his clothing! In fact, out of the sixteen people marooned on the South Sea island competing to win the prize money, there wasn't one you would feel completely safe sitting next to!

The programme is actually all the better for it. Unless there is a sudden wave against reality TV, it should be a great hit. With swooping helicopter shots and time-lapse photography, the millions spent on the series is evident. The large budget, however, might not be to its advantage as the glossiness detracts from what should be a down-to-earth show about life on a desert island.
3. a. Read the questions 1-15 and underline the key word(s) in each one. In pairs, try to paraphrase them. Then, try to guess the answers to the questions.

b. Read the text and answer the questions 1-15. Choose from the shows (A-F). Were your guesses correct?

Remember that the texts contain similarities. Keep in mind the key words in the questions.

4. Vocabulary Practice

a. Explain the meaning of the words in bold.

b. Read the text and underline the words and phrases which are related to TV. Then, put them under the headings: noun – verb – phrase

5. a. Find words in the text that mean:

   1. sb famous (A)
   2. people who share a house (B)
   3. sb who takes part in a competition (C)
   4. obvious, clear (D)
   5. goods linked to a TV show (F)

b. Find the adjectives in paragraph E. What nouns are they followed by? In pairs, think of at least one more noun they could go with.

6. a. Think! How is the following statement related to the text?

   "In the future, everyone will be famous for fifteen minutes." Andy Warhol

b. Would you ever consider participating in a reality show? Why (not)?

c. In pairs try to come up with an idea for a new reality show. Decide on the theme, setting, rules, contestants, prize. Also think of a logo.
Language Focus

Style

1 Look at the people in the pictures 1 to 5. Which one(s) would you describe as a fashion victim? trendy? scruffy? smart? old-fashioned? casually dressed? unconventional? well-dressed?

2 a. Read the quiz and circle YES or NO for each question.

Who are you?

1 Looking good is important to me. Yes No
2 I don’t suffer from the “wardrobe full of clothes and nothing to wear” syndrome. Yes No
3 Shopping for clothing is a relaxing, enjoyable experience and I always shop in advance. Yes No
4 I wear interesting accessories that enhance my image and that I enjoy wearing. Yes No
5 I only buy something if I love it and know that it will go with other things in my wardrobe. Yes No
6 I never wear anything that is too big or too small or out of date. Yes No
7 I care how I look from top to bottom. I pay attention to my hair and my shoes. Yes No
8 I know what colours I look best in and wear those colours exclusively. Yes No
9 I know what styles flatter my body type and never settle for anything less. Yes No
10 I always look professional and well put together at work. Yes No
11 I have a good “business casual” wardrobe - separate from my weekend clothing. Yes No
12 People often tell me how nice I look. Yes No
13 I only buy good quality clothing. Yes No
14 I know who some of the best designers are and how to find their clothing at prices I can afford. Yes No
15 I always choose a wardrobe that suits my personality and that reflects who I am at a deeper level. Yes No

10 - 15: Congratulations! You’re a style guru! You’ve discovered how to look your best with the least amount of time, energy and worry. You know the latest trends and how to make a fashion statement without becoming a fashion victim! You maintain a classic wardrobe and you are always well-dressed. You are definitely an inspiration to others!

5 - 10: Good! Your life doesn’t revolve around fashion but you’re aware of it and always look good. You have your own style and prefer to wear what you feel good in rather than what the magazines say. You can be cool and trendy at times, but you prefer to be carefree and casual. Be careful of becoming boring and predictable, though.

0 - 5: Oh dear! You’re really not very aware of fashion at all and to be honest you don’t care either. You are rather conventional and will never be a trend-setter. You could try to be more flexible in your attitude and wear an eye-catching colour occasionally. Others may treat you differently because you’re not fashion conscious. Don’t worry though – it’s their problem, not yours.

b. Count the number of YES answers and check your results. How far do you agree with the description of your style?

c. Do the test with your partner. Try to predict his/her answers to see how well you know his/her style.
3 a. Look at pictures 1 to 5 again and, in pairs, discuss their style. You can use ideas from Exs. 1 and 2 as well as your own ideas.
   A: I think the man in picture 3 is well-dressed and he looks cool.
   B: That’s true. He is not a fashion victim that’s for sure.
   b. In pairs, describe each other’s style based on your appearances.

Media – Fame
4 a. What sort of information do you expect to find in the following newspaper sections? In which would you expect to find gossip about celebrities?
   - arts, society, classified ads, business, opinion
   - international news, obituaries, national news
   - lifestyle, sport, employment, travel
   b. Read the following newspaper excerpts and decide which sections they belong to.

Will Mike Blackshaw be the one who will put a stop to the various problems that have arisen in the last six months and bring the club back into the top five...

B ... Marissa Johns and Simon Bevan actually began their much discussed relationship at a nightclub in Venice last year during filming ...

5 Think of an interesting piece of news you heard/read about, and tell your partner about it. Study the useful language box and act out dialogues, as in the example.

Giving news
- You’ll never guess who ...
- Well, I’ve heard that ...
- Guess what! ...
- I’ve just heard the most interesting/exciting news!
- Have you heard ...

Reacting to news
- No, really?
- I don’t believe it!
- How interesting!
- It doesn’t surprise me!
- Well, you can never tell!
- You’re joking!
- Never! Wow?
- You’re pulling my leg!

A: You’ll never guess who is giving a concert here next month!
B: Who?
A: U2!
B: No, really?

Words often confused
6 Cross out the wrong words. Replace them with the correct word.
1 current, latest, changed, old  style changing
2 magazine, higher, designer, passing fashion
3 follow, begin, start, look a trend

Idioms & Fixed Phrases
7 Choose the correct item, then explain what they mean.
1 She dressed in bright colours so as to be the centre of piece/attention/focus.
2 Scandal tends to hit the roof/road/headlines/newspaper on a daily basis.
3 Most people these days demand better quality products and so will choose brand/code/first/business names.
4 My first view/first look/sight of the new soap opera was that it was rather boring.
5 There are some styles that seem to last for ever, while others are simply long-lived/well-lived/short-lived/quick-lived trends.
6 Some film stars will do anything to be in the public service/light/eye/interest.

Phrasal Verbs
8 Explain the phrasal verbs in bold.
1 I didn’t exactly take to the new style of uniform we had to wear at the bank. I found it rather dull.
2 Having had the same hairstyle for years, she decided she had gone off it and needed a change.
3 I find it almost impossible to keep up with the latest fashions as they tend to be too expensive.
4 The mini-skirt is out this summer, but the military look is definitely in.
5 Lynne used to love jazz but she’s not really into it any more.
6 They were taken aback by the news of the tragedy.

Prepositions
9 Fill in the blanks with the appropriate preposition. Then, make sentences about modern living.
1 to be addicted to sth; 2 crowded in/to; 3 popular in/to; 4 famous to/to; 5 to gossip about/to sth; 6 to appeal to sb; 7 to be in/fashion
Listening & Speaking

Listening

1. You will hear people talking in eight different situations. Before you listen, read through questions 1-8. What information do the questions and the possible answers give you?

   b. Listen and choose the best answer A, B or C for the questions 1-8. Which words/phrases helped you decide?

1. Listen to this teenager talking about her favourite TV programme. What does she particularly like about it?
   A. the mystery and suspense  
   B. the fact that it stars her favourite actor  
   C. the inside story of the lives of the rich

2. You hear these two women having a conversation on a bus. Where are they going one evening after work?
   A. to the cinema  
   B. to the bank  
   C. to a local restaurant

3. Listen to this man talking to the receptionist in a health club. What programme has he finally chosen to follow?
   A. keep-fit  
   B. swimming  
   C. weightlifting

4. You hear someone famous being interviewed on the radio. Why is she off to Milan?
   A. to attend a photo session  
   B. to play a part in a film  
   C. to take part in a fashion show

5. You overhear this conversation in a café. What has one of the girls just bought?
   A. a pair of gloves  
   B. a pair of glasses  
   C. a pair of jeans

6. Listen to this TV programme on teenage attitudes to advertising. What is David’s general reaction?
   A. we could survive without it  
   B. advertising is a necessary evil  
   C. we always rely on recommendations from others

7. Listen to this man talking to a colleague in the office. What line of work is he in?
   A. the food industry  
   B. the fashion industry  
   C. the entertainment business

8. You hear a teenager chatting to an old friend. What is his opinion of the local shopping centre?
   A. it's excellent  
   B. it's not trendy  
   C. it's the in place

2. a. You will hear an interview with a journalist on the role of women in modern Japan. Before you listen, try to decide whether the following are true or not. Then, compare your answers with a classmate.

   - Women may be put on display before or on their wedding day.
   - Women are obliged to learn the tea ceremony.
   - Men are expected to babysit.
   - Men have to cook lunch for the children.

   b. Go through the notes and try to predict what information is missing. Now listen and for questions 1-10, complete the notes.

   Modern Japanese women are generally obliged to follow customs and ______ is an acceptable age for marriage these days.

   There are times when ______ are paid to find out information about possible partners.

   Many new brides will already have been trained in the art of making tea and ______.

   Some young women, however, are trained in these traditions at ______.

   Some Japanese wives might be expected to ______ on public transport for their husbands.

   Japanese children have a ______ brought to school by their mothers.

   Babysitters are not usually needed by married people in Japan because couples do not ______.

   One top female politician lost the opportunity to help change conditions for women because she ______.

   The Japanese generally show great ______ towards others.

   c. How similar is the role of women in your country to that of women in modern Japan?
Communication

- Making and Responding to Suggestions

5 a. Read the dialogue and underline the phrases used to make and respond to suggestions. Which ones are used to respond positively/negatively? Give alternatives.

A: Would you like to go to the cinema tonight?
B: Well, I'm not in the mood for watching a film.
A: Tell you what, we could always go to that new Thai restaurant in town.
B: That sounds like a good idea to me.

b. Use the phrases in the box to act out similar dialogues. You can use the prompts below as well as your own ideas.

- go to a concert / go to the theatre
- go to a new club / go to a café
- watch a video / play a board game

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Making suggestions</th>
<th>Responding positively</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Let's ..., shall we?</td>
<td>That's a very good/great idea! / What a good idea!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why don't we ...?</td>
<td>That sounds like a good idea to me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you want to ...?</td>
<td>Sure, why not?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you like to ...?</td>
<td>That's fine by me.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Giving alternatives</th>
<th>Responding negatively</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Otherwise, we could ... instead.</td>
<td>Not really/No, thanks. I don't feel like ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tell you something/what, we could always ...</td>
<td>Well, I'm not in the mood for ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK, how about ...</td>
<td>That doesn't sound like a good idea (to me).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Well, I'm not that keen on ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I'm not sure if I feel up to that.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Everyday English

- Complimenting

6 In pairs guess and say what the other speaker says.

1 It really suits you!
2 You look great in it!
3 Wow! You look fantastic!
4 I didn't recognise you!
5 Gosh! That's really good!

A: How do you like my new top?
B: It really suits you!
Reading

1. a. Do you remember any famous fairy tale lines? Can you guess which fairy tales the following lines come from?
   - Little Red Riding Hood
   - Snow White
   - Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves
   1. "Mirror, mirror on the wall, who’s the fairest of them all?"
   2. "Open Sesame!"
   3. "What big teeth you have grandmother!"

   b. Look at the two pictures and the title of the text. How are they related?

   2. How much do you know about pantomime? Read the sentences (a-d) and, in pairs, decide which items are true. Read quickly to check your answers.

   a. The art of pantomime is well-known in Britain.
   b. Pantomime is also called ‘mime’ for short.
   c. Pantomime is a tradition associated with Christmas.
   d. A pantomime is a comic play based on a true story.

   3. Read the text and quickly underline the sentence or words that best sum up the main idea of each paragraph.

   4. Read the article about pantomime. Seven sentences have been removed from it. Choose the most suitable sentence from the list (A-H) for each gap (1-7) in the article. There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use.

Pantomime has become big business in the UK. Large theatres are in competition with each other for the best fairy stories as well as star performers who will help bring in large crowds to cover expenses.

Pantomimes can often run for six to eight weeks. This obviously means they provide much-needed profits for theatres up and down the country. Over the years, it has combined many different features of theatre and so, in adapting, has managed to avoid extinction of a kind. The novelty aspect too has always been important to its survival. In doing so, it remains one of the most popular forms of entertainment in the country.

To be described as traditional, a pantomime needs to have a strong story line and include all the important elements of ‘good’ battling against ‘evil’, with the good guy always being the winner.

Song and dance are also important to support the traditional plot, with influences from Italian comedy and characters performing various situations to delight audiences. This form of comedy takes its name from a device that was carried by a pantomime character and used as both a weapon and a magic wand. It made a loud ‘slapping’ noise when used, for example by the star comedian, in order to create a more theatrical effect when hitting fellow actors.

The most famous of those pantomime clowns was Joseph Grimaldi, making his first appearance in 1800. Pantomime now had its first real star. The elements of comedy, song and slapstick that have become the basic ingredients of successful pantomime had been established.
Traditional pantomime, in order to remain popular, had to keep up-to-date with events and new trends. 

The most popular stories tend to be Cinderella, Snow White, Sleeping Beauty and Aladdin.

He had such an effect on his audiences that they would leave the theatre singing his songs.

Even today, the pantomime 'baddie' is always the first to come on stage from the dark side, followed by his competitor, the 'goodie' from the right side.

By the 1950s, famous male actors began playing the part followed by pop stars until finally ladies began, once again, to return to the role.

This comes from the early days of theatre, when it was not acceptable for women to become actresses.

These comic chases and situations have come to be known as 'Slapstick' comedy.

The truth is that pantomime has been associated with Christmas since the 1800s.

Grimaldi also succeeded in setting up another tradition. The tradition of cross-dressing, where men play female roles and women play male roles. Another example of this role reversal is the all-important pantomime dame, a comic old lady, played by a male actor, which was a role created during the Victorian era. Audiences love seeing their favourite comedian playing the part. The dame is warm and comic, but never plays dirty tricks. Often the costumes are used to good effect by copying different fashions in an exaggerated way.

The other element of pantomime during the first and second world wars was, in contrast, the role of the 'principal' boy traditionally played by a girl. Pantomime has always tended to adapt to the times by taking on the 'popular' stars of the day as well as other famous groups of performers. Pantomime could not survive, of course, without one particular chorus of dancers. Today, for reasons of economy, the average group can number between six or eight dancers. Some have as few as two or four professional dancers with 'extra' youngsters known as 'babes'.

Despite the general competition from other forms of entertainment, traditional pantomime has survived and a visit to a show may be a child's first experience of live theatre. If that experience is magical enough, it may leave a lasting impression. In a world where children are surrounded by computer games, DVDs and television, a visit to a pantomime could well change their view of theatre. It is hoped that this unique tradition will continue long into the future, with actors shouting, "Oh no it's not!" and children in the audience responding "Oh yes it is!" as loudly as ever.

Vocabulary Practice

5. a. Explain the words in bold.
   b. Match the words. Then make sentences.

   **A**
   - folk
   - big
   - star
   - live
   - lasting
   - important
   - theatrical

   **B**
   - effect
   - elements
   - impression
   - legends
   - business
   - reversal
   - theatre
   - performers

Text Analysis

6. Look at these two sentences taken from the text and say what is the meaning of 'theatre' in each.
   - "... it has combined many different features of theatre ..."  (line 16)
   - "... they would leave the theatre singing his songs ..." (Sentence C)

Discussion

7. a. Is there any similar traditional form of entertainment in your country? Do you enjoy it? Why (not)? Discuss in pairs.
   b. In pairs act out a scene from a pantomime. The class guess which story it is from.
1. Underline the correct item, then mark the sentences T (true) or F (false).

Well, another 1) bright/brightly, sunny day had arrived and Daniella waited 2) hopefully/hopeful near the front door looking out of the window for any sign of the 3) local/locally postman. All of a 4) sudden/suddenly, she heard the snap of the letterbox. She ran 5) fast/fastly to see what had been delivered. She tore the envelope open 6) impatient/impatiently ... she could not believe it! She had actually been accepted into the Fame Academy!

1. Adjectives are typically used with nouns.
2. Adjectives can't be used after verbs.
3. Adverbs are mainly used after verbs.
4. All adverbs end in -ly.

2. Fill in the correct form of the adverbs.

- hard/hardly, high/highly, late/lately, deep/deeply

1. a. The channel can ____________ keep up with production costs.
   b. She works ____________ to meet her deadlines.

2. a. The helicopter couldn't fly too ____________ because of the weather.
   b. The play is ____________ recommended by most critics, so it must be good.

3. a. Due to traffic problems, they arrived ____________ at the art exhibition.
   b. There has been a lot of talk about crash diets ____________.

4. a. Miners often work ____________ underground.
   b. Jane's ideas have always been ____________ influenced by fashion and trends.

3. Complete the sentences using the adjectives in the list in the correct adverbial form.

- silly, friendly, lively, lovely

1. He behaved ____________ towards us.
2. She had decorated the room ____________.
3. I can't stand it when TV presenters talk ____________.
4. The match started ____________.

4. Put the adjectives into the correct order.

1. He creates some of the most ____________ designs.
2. The end wall of the building was covered in ____________ graffiti.

3. I can't believe you actually sat for one hour through that ____________/old/social documentary.
4. We had lunch in a ____________/old/cosy café in town.

5. a. Fill in the blanks, as in the examples.

1. She's amazing! The ____________ (old) she gets, the more ____________ (beautiful) she becomes.
2. Sending e-mails isn't ____________ (convenient) text messaging.
3. ____________ and ____________ (many) people are taking up gymnastics these days.
4. Buying a house in this area is ____________ (expensive) ____________ it used to be.
5. ____________ (much) you go to keep fit classes, ____________ (good) the results will be.

b. Look around the class. Make two assumptions about people who you think do something twice as ____________/frequently/regularly etc as you. Tell the class your and assumptions find out if you were right.

Tom eats twice as much as his older brother.

6. In pairs, complete the sentences using so or such (a), as well as your own ideas.

1. ____________ famous that he can't go anywhere without being followed by paparazzi.
2. ____________ well known story/film that everyone has heard of it.
3. ____________ good reviews that I'm dying to see it.

7. In pairs, compare the three films in the pictures or any other films you have seen recently. Think about: length, sound/special effects, plot, music etc.

Tomb Raider is longer than *Harry Potter*.
*Star Wars* has the best special effects of all.
English in Use – Key word transformations

3 Rewrite the sentences using the word given. Use between two and five words.

1 The food people eat today is not as good as it used to be.
   eat People do not ......................
   ......... they used to.

2 Computers are half the price they were a few years ago.
   as Computers used to be ....
   ...................... they are now.

3 Cutting down on food is harder than I thought.
   not Cutting down on food is ...................... I thought.

4 Getting fit will take longer than you think.
   get You won’t be able to ......................
   ................. you think.

5 He looks just like he did four years ago.
   same He looks exactly ......................
   four years ago.

6 He couldn’t concentrate on the film because of the noise.
   too It was ......................
   concentrate on the film.

7 We had never met Tony before.
   first It ...................... had met Tony.

8 The train will have left so it’s not worth going.
   point There’s ...................... as the train will have left.

English in Use – Open cloze

10 Read the text and fill in the word which fits best. Use only one word.

Simply Entertainment?

Many youngsters (0) these days easily devote more time to the box than they 1) ............... to any other form of entertainment. Each year children read less and 2) ............... and watch television more and more. In fact, a typical child sits through an average of about four hours of TV viewing a day. They spend more time on this form of entertainment 3) ............... than they spend talking to parents, playing with friends, attending school or reading books.

According to a recent study, sixty-two percent of television programmes contain scenes of violence. It would be logical then to assume that watching a steady flow of violent images on screen cannot 4) ............... seen simply as entertainment. The bright colours, quick movements and sudden flashes will always capture a child’s attention and there are certainly very 5) ............... children who find television totally uninteresting.

If we listen to the experts, it seems that viewing large amounts of TV violence does not necessarily cause a child to act in a violent 6) ............... , but can lead to the view that violence 7) ............... acceptable in everyday life, as well 8) ............... possibly creating a fear of being attacked on the streets.

With governments finally 9) ............... measures to improve the quality of children’s TV, parents must now become aware that 10) ............... many hours of viewing can have serious effects 11) ............... a child’s behaviour and attitude. Obviously, turning off the set 12) ............... be the best solution in the end.

English in Use – Word formation

11 Fill in the gaps in the text with words formed from the words in capitals. There is an example at the beginning (0).

I don’t feel like eating!

Anorexia usually occurs in (0) teenage girls. People with the illness are extremely (1) ............... of getting fat and believe they are fat even though they are, in fact, very thin. Anorexia is not just a problem with the food or (2) ............... , it is an attempt to use those two aspects to deal with (3) ............... problems. The reason why people get anorexia is not known. They may believe they would be happier and more (4) ............... if they were thin. They want everything in their lives to be perfect. People who have this (5) ............... are usually good students, involved in many (6) ............... . They blame themselves if their lives are not perfect. The (7) ............... of the illness is difficult and takes time. Patients must want to change and must have the support of family and friends. The most important thing they can do to help a person with anorexia is to love them. People with anorexia feel safe, secure and (8) ............... with their illness. Their biggest fear is gaining weight, which can be seen as a (9) ............... of control. They may (10) ............... deny they have a problem at all.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEEN</th>
<th>FRIGHTEN</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>EMOTION</th>
<th>SUCCESS</th>
<th>ORDER</th>
<th>ACT</th>
<th>TREAT</th>
<th>COMFORT</th>
<th>LOST</th>
<th>ACTUAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When we write about the pros and cons of an issue, we consider a topic from opposing points of view, outlining the advantages and disadvantages.

- In the first paragraph we introduce the topic. In articles and compositions, we may use any of the following techniques to make the beginning more interesting to the reader:
  - a reference to an imaginary scene or situation
  - addressing the reader directly
  - a rhetorical question
  - a quotation
- The main body usually consists of two paragraphs. One presents the points for the issue, along with our justifications or examples. The other presents the points against the issue with supporting sentences.
- In the final paragraph we give our opinion and/or a balanced summary of the topic. To make the ending of the composition more effective, we can use one of the following techniques:
  - make a personal opinion
  - give the reader something to consider
  - use a quotation or rhetorical question
- Do not include opinion words (I believe, I think, etc) in the introduction or the main body of compositions, reports, and articles.
- Pros and cons can be found in articles, compositions, reports or letters. The style of writing is usually semi-formal or formal.

Analysing a For-and-Against Composition

2. a. Read the model and fill in the gaps with the appropriate linkers from the list.
   - such as
   - in addition
   - another negative effect
   - to begin with
   - on the other hand
   - as a result
   - all things considered
   - finally

Can you imagine your life without computers? Whether in the office, school or at home, computers have become an indispensable part of our everyday existence. Yet, have the changes they brought about really been for the better?

1) Computers cannot be denied. 2) They save valuable time and space. Time-consuming tasks... 3) Checking bank accounts, can now be done in a matter of minutes and large amounts of information are economically stored on tiny disks.
4) With immediate access to the Internet, they allow us to explore the world from the comfort of our homes.
5) We can always keep up-to-date with global and current issues.
6) Computers provide entertainment, for instance in the form of amusing games.
7) Computers can also have disadvantages with the computer age. Computer technology may progress rapidly, but machines still make mistakes. It is not uncommon for computers to suddenly crash, deleting whole files of essential information.
8) Computers is that people easily become dependent on them.
9) It seems to me that computers are admirable tools that improve the quality of life, but only when used sensibly. No matter how advanced a machine is, it can never replace a human being.

b. Look back at the model and answer the following questions.

1) What are the topic sentences in the main body paragraphs? Underline them and suggest other appropriate ones.
2) What are the supporting sentences?
3) What technique is used to start/end the essay?
c. Now replace the beginning and ending with the best option from the ones below.

**Beginnings**

A. Imagine computers organising every aspect of our lives.

B. Do you feel threatened by computers?

**Endings**

A. What does the future hold for us?

B. As Elbert Hubbard once said, "One machine can do the work of 50 ordinary men. No machine can do the work of an extraordinary man".

d. What is the writer's opinion on the topic? Is it clearly stated? How far do you agree with his points?

**Linking**

In a discursive composition, ideas should be linked with appropriate linking words and phrases. Examples of these include:

- **To list and add points:**
  - Firstly/In the first place/To start/begin with...;
  - Secondly/In addition/Furthermore/Moreover/Besides...
  - Thirdly/Finally/Last; Last but not least; etc

- **To introduce or list advantages:**
  - The first/main/most important advantage of...;
  - One/Another/An additional advantage of...;
  - One point of view in favour of...; It is often suggested/believed/argued that...
  - Some/Many people suggest/feel/argue that...; etc

- **To introduce or list disadvantages:**
  - The main/most important disadvantage/drawback of...;
  - One/Another/An additional disadvantage/negative effect of...;
  - One point/argument against; etc

- **To introduce examples/reasons/results:**
  - For example/Instance; such as; like; in particular; therefore;
  - for this reason; because; as; since; as a result; etc

- **To show contrast:**
  - On the other hand; However; still; but; Nonetheless;
  - Nevertheless; Although; Even though; Despite/In spite of the fact that; etc

- **To introduce a conclusion:**
  - In conclusion; To conclude/sum up; All in all; Finally; Last;
  - All things considered; Taking everything into account/consideration; etc

3. Underline the correct linking word/phrase.

1. One point of view against/in favour of paying in cash is that you know exactly what you spend.

2. Even though/None the less a large number of people have no real need for them, more and more people are buying mobile phones.

3. Many people feel/are against that hypermarkets make their lives easier.

4. Despite/Besides, older people have a lot to offer to society.

5. For example/Such as, you can have everything delivered to your home without waiting in endless queues.

4. Look back at the model in Ex. 2a and replace all the linking words with alternatives from the box.

**Main Body Paragraphs**

5. a. Match each argument about advertising to its corresponding justification. Which points are 'for' and which are 'against'?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arguments</th>
<th>Justifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. creates jobs</td>
<td>a. tax paid on goods sold can be used for essential services in society.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. can make people dissatisfied with what they already have</td>
<td>b. many people are willing to work long hours so they can afford the goods on offer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. increases the wealth of a country</td>
<td>c. children of poorer parents feel inferior when they cannot buy the same things as their classmates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. causes people to place too much importance on material goods</td>
<td>d. the unemployment problem is reduced, which is an important advantage for a country's economy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Now use linking words/phrases to complete the main body paragraphs below with the arguments and justifications from Ex. 5a.

1. There are certain arguments in favour of advertising.

2. However, some people feel that advertising also has its drawbacks.
6  Think of an appropriate topic sentence for each set of supporting sentences. Each set deals with a different topic.

A  For example, customers are able to visit the online store without having to leave their house. An additional advantage of electronic shopping is that goods are delivered to our door.

B  The main disadvantage of mobile phones is that they are expensive to use. Another point against them is that they might be harmful to our health.

7  Read these topic sentences, then, in pairs, think of appropriate supporting sentences.

1  It is suggested that budget airlines have many advantages.
2  However, there are certain disadvantages to receiving junk mail.
3  The main disadvantage of fast food is that it is bad for your health.
4  One point in favour of graffiti is that it allows people to express their artistic ability.

8  Understanding the Rubric 2

You have seen this announcement in an English language magazine for teenagers.

Credit cards: a curse or a blessing?
We are looking for articles on this subject. What are the pros and cons of shopping on credit? Write and tell us what you think.

1  Who are your target readers?
2  What style of writing should you use? Why?
3  In pairs, think of points for and against credit cards.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Points in favour of credit cards</th>
<th>Points against credit cards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


☐ the style is fairly formal; no short forms are used
☐ the paragraphs are well developed
☐ there are clear topic sentences for each paragraph
☐ there are supporting sentences for each point presented
☐ the writer’s opinion is only expressed in the last paragraph
☐ a variety of linking words are used
☐ the writer has used an interesting beginning and ending

Statistics show that more and more people are shopping on credit. In my view, credit cards have many advantages, but we shouldn’t forget that there are some bad points, too.

Using credit cards makes our lives easier in many ways. Credit cards are international and can be used all over the world, wherever you see the logo on your card. I even used mine in Africa once! I believe that the best thing about them is that you can buy whatever you want over the phone or online. But you need to check your receipts against your monthly statement because they always make mistakes. Some credit cards offer extras such as discount vouchers or air miles, which is great. The only bad thing is that it’s so easy to over-use your credit card. I’ve been in debt more than once. But if you’re careful there’s no problem.

So, for most people shopping on credit is a blessing.

"Just put it on my credit card!" It seems there are very few people nowadays who do not use this phrase when shopping. Along with the Internet, mobile phones and electronic mail, credit cards have become an essential aspect of modern living. But have they actually made our lives better?

There is no doubt that shopping on credit has its advantages. Firstly, there is no longer a need to carry much cash with you. As a result, you reduce the risk of losing your money or having it stolen. An additional advantage of credit cards is that they are convenient. In particular, people with little time to spare appreciate the fact that they can order products or services without leaving their homes.

However, the most important drawback of credit cards is that they can easily be misused. For example, many people spend more than they ought to and consequently find themselves in debt. Another disadvantage is the risk of falling behind with payments. This often results in an increase in the amount of interest you have to pay.

All in all, I think that credit cards are a welcome, practical tool, though not free from risks. If we bear those risks in mind, credit cards can indeed be a blessing.
b. Look at this list of things you should avoid in a for and against essay. How many of these can you find in model A? Tick (√).

- opinion in the first paragraph
- personal example(s)
- short forms
- one sentence paragraphs
- blind use of statistics
- overgeneralisation
- badly laid out composition

c. Now rewrite the beginning and ending of model A in an appropriate way.

d. Look at the ending of Model B again. Which of the following quotations could be used to end the model? Write another ending, using one of these quotations.

To be clever enough to get all that money, one must be stupid enough to want it. (G.K. Chesterton)
If you can actually count your money, then you’re not really a rich man. (J.P. Getty)
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. (Henry de Bracon)

Error Correction

10 Read the rubric, then answer the questions that follow.

An uncle of Ken, your British pen friend, is planning to visit your city. Ken has written to you, asking you to suggest a hotel in this city for his uncle.

You have found the following hotel. Using your notes below, write a letter to Ken, telling him about the good and bad points of this hotel.

West in Hotel

---

b. Has the writer covered all the points mentioned in the rubric?

Good points
- luxurious
- sauna & indoor swimming pool
- good prices
- discount in April and March
- excellent service
- free tour from hotel

Bad points
- location bit out of the way
- quite far from bus station
- difficult to find rooms
- need to book early
12 Look at the writing tasks below, underline the key words and, for each one, answer the questions that follow.

A You have just seen the following advertisement:

**International Communication Weekly**

*The effects of mobile phones on our lives – give us your views on both the good and bad sides.*

We are looking for short articles on this subject and we will publish some of the best articles next month.

Write your article for the magazine.

B You have had a class discussion on the following question:

**What are the pros and cons of keeping fit?**

Now your teacher has asked you to write a composition on this question, including your opinion.

C Hilda, your friend from Canada, is thinking of coming to your country in order to study. She has asked you to tell her what life is like for university students in your city. Using your notes below, write a letter to Hilda, informing her of the pros and cons.

**Good points**
- many facilities for students → wonderful student sports centre with special discounts/Internet café
- social life → opportunity to meet people from all over the world

**Bad points**
- life is expensive → student rents high
- lots of traffic → noisy, especially around university campus

1 What do you have to write?
2 Who is the target reader? What style is appropriate?
3 What would be a suitable way to begin/end?
4 How many points will you include in the main body?
5 Which reasons/examples will you give for each of these points?
6 Which linking words and phrases could you use?

13 **Portfolio:** Using the information you have learned in this unit, write one of the tasks above. You should write between 120 and 180 words. Swap papers and evaluate your partner’s piece of writing. Check for:
- grammar • spelling • balance of pros and cons • paragraph organisation • range of vocabulary
- linking words and phrases • topic sentences • relevance of points
Lead-in

1. Name the types of holidays in each picture. Which one appeals to you most and why?

   I enjoy going camping because I like to be close to nature.

2. You will hear three people talking about their holidays. Match the speakers to the holidays. Which words helped you decide?

   Speaker 1: safari
   Speaker 2: tropical island
   Speaker 3: mountain village

3. a. Match the words to form compound nouns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>charter</td>
<td>project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eco-tourism</td>
<td>companion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>travel</td>
<td>flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>holiday</td>
<td>romance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>travelling</td>
<td>attraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>departure</td>
<td>cheques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seaside</td>
<td>brochure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remote</td>
<td>lounge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tourist</td>
<td>resort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>traveller's</td>
<td>area</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   b. Use four of the compound nouns to make sentences about different aspects of holidays.

   Charter flights are quite cheap.

   c. Together with a partner, briefly discuss how you feel about holidays. Your partner can either:

      • interrupt to express his/her opinion
      • encourage you to say more

   Use the useful language box.

   **Interrupting**
   - I'm sorry to interrupt, but ...
   - Could I just say something ...
   - If I could just add something to that ...
   - I see what you mean, but ...
   - Yes, but ...

   **Encouraging**
   - Why do you think that?
   - What makes you say that?
   - Can you give me an example of what you mean?
   - Could you be more specific?
   - I don't quite understand what you mean by ...

   A: if you ask me, charter flights are cheap, but they're really inconvenient.
   B: What makes you say that?
   A: Well, the flight times are usually in the middle of the night.

   4. **Think!** Paraphrase the following statements. Which one do you agree with? Why? Discuss.

   When we travel we learn about ourselves as well as the places we visit.

   Home is where the heart is.
How can tourists behave responsibly in the places they visit? Discuss.

A: To me, they should not drop litter and make sure they leave the place exactly as they found it.
B: Yes, they should respect their surroundings and take good care of them.

1. Read the title of the article. Why does the writer describe the holidays as “guilt-free”? Skim the text and check.

2. Read questions 1-15 and underline the key words in each one. In pairs try to paraphrase them, then try to guess the answers to the questions.

3. Read the text and answer the questions 1-15. Choose from the texts (A-D). Were your guesses correct?

In which area(s):
- do local people and travel companies agree? 1
- will a new plan spoil the view from a well-known spot? 2
- can you see something used for a different purpose? 3
- can you live as the natives do? 4
- was the project set up because of a financial crisis? 5
- has the government agreed to the plan? 6
- are there different opinions on what should be done? 7, 8
- do the authorities want to encourage wealthier tourists? 9
- will future plans benefit a certain group of tourists? 10
- is the group looking for assistance with the project? 11
- will tourists have the opportunity to see wild animals? 12, 13
- can you find a very easy-going atmosphere? 14
- are they trying to make life easier for tourists? 15

A Sinking a Warship

A group in England is planning to sink a retired warship in order to use it as an artificial diving reef. They plan to sink the ship off the Cornish coast and hope the project will generate ten million pounds a year for the local economy by attracting diving enthusiasts.

It is believed that the reef will encourage eco-tourism through diving, as well as help protect fish stocks and marine life in general. The sunken ship would attract divers from across Europe and there will be facilities for able-bodied and disabled divers.

The group is appealing to similar organisations in the hope that they will help them, not only financially but also by sharing their knowledge on such projects.

The scheme would be the first for Britain. Other countries, including America and Australia already have artificial reefs created from redundant ships, and the response from diving enthusiasts has so far proved amazing.

B Moving Up-market

Goa's Anjuna beach is a place which symbolises the carefree hippie lifestyle. It is a place where low budget tourists go when they have run out of money. At the weekly market, travellers sell their cameras, cassettes, guitars and even their clothes.

However, it may soon all be over because the local authorities have announced that they want to discourage tourists who visit the area on shoestring budgets.

Local residents do not entirely agree. Although they would like to see better-off tourists in Goa, they do not think it wise to turn away the budget travellers. Tourist organisations want to concentrate on eco-tourism and plan to organise jungle safaris because they believe such projects will attract up-market travellers. Both the residents and the travel organisations feel that it is not sensible to snub the tourists they already have in an attempt to attract wealthier visitors.
Inca Cable Car

The Inca people built Machu Picchu high up in the mountains because the area was so remote. Now these pristine mountains will be changed forever by Swiss engineering. A Swiss company plans to build a cable car to lift visitors 500m up into the mountains. This means that travellers will no longer have to trek for days along the Inca Trail to sample the magic of Machu Picchu.

Opponents to the scheme argue that the cable car will be visible from the site's famous Sun Temple. There is also a wider concern that big business tourism will benefit from the scheme, while local inhabitants who earn little money from tourism will not.

UNESCO would like to see the development of eco-tourism rather than mass tourism in the area. The Peruvian government on the other hand supports the cable car scheme, saying that it will allow it to go ahead, and it will see that the character of Machu Picchu is preserved.

African Village Experience

An eco-tourism project with a difference has just been launched in the South Luangwa National Park in Zambia. Tourists will be offered the chance to encounter a wide range of wildlife and a great deal more. This project was set up by the local villagers who were suffering from a downturn in the national economy. They decided to raise money themselves to cover the cost of educational and welfare projects.

Tourists will be invited to live the African Village Experience. The tours are led by English speaking villagers, and visitors can choose from activities such as meeting the local healer to taking part in cooking or farming. Visitors are also offered the option of staying the night in the village. What's more, they are encouraged to join in all the local traditions, such as using the left hand to eat with and eating in separate dining areas for males and females.
Getting Around

1. a. Put the verbs in bold into the correct boxes according to the stage of a journey they are associated with.
   - We were **held up** in a traffic jam.
   - There was no direct train so we had to **go via** Birmingham.
   - We stopped to have a picnic **en-route**
   - I'll be at the station to **see you off**
   - We’ll have to **get going** if we want to **reach** Bristol by 6pm.
   - We **passed through** some lovely countryside on the way.
   - We **boarded** the train in Paris and **got off** in London.
   - We **set off** very early in the morning and **headed for** Rome.
   
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>beginning</th>
<th>during</th>
<th>end</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Use the verbs to complete the captain’s log. Can you put a date on it?

Set sail from Southampton this morning on our maiden voyage. Huge crowds were there to 1) **** us 2) ****. We will stop at Cherbourg, France 2) ****. Hope to 3) **** New York next week.
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4. We will be docking/landing at Calais in 30 minutes.
5. Avoid the M25 and use an alternative road/route or you could face very long delays.

**Travel**

Choose a word from the spidergrams to complete each sentence (1-5). Use the remaining words to make sentences of your own.

- ring road
- dual carriageway
- lane
- flyover
- bypass
- motorway
- track
- sightseer
- pilgrim
- backpacker
- rambler
- globetrotter
- explorer
- weekend break
- day trip
- excursion
- flying visit
- stopover
- extended stay
- flight
- cruise
- trip
- trips

1. John seems to have visited every country on earth. He’s a real ......................
2. We couldn’t stay long because we both had jobs to get back to. It was just a ......................
3. ...................... make journeys to holy places for religious reasons.
4. We couldn’t get a direct flight back home. We had a ...................... in Rome and changed planes.
5. ...................... travel to places about which little is known to make new discoveries.

**Describing Holiday Experiences**

6. a. Cross out the word that does not fit.
   1. calm, rough, open, heavy  sea
   2. seaside, luxurious, accommodation, family  hotel
   3. local, national, friendly, interesting  people
   4. soaking, crystal-clear, flowing, fresh  water
   5. relaxing, package, booked, adventure  holiday
   6. spectacular, various, breathtaking, beautiful  scenery

   b. Use the other words to tell your partner about your last holiday.
   
   A: I had a great holiday last year in Spain.
   B: Really? Was it relaxing?
   A: Yes, and the people were very friendly.

**Phrasal Verbs**

Appendix 2

7. Fill in the correct particle, then explain the phrasal verbs.
   1. Call the hotel and tell them we will check .................. tomorrow before noon.
   2. They set .................. for Bristol early in the morning.
   3. The plane took .................. at 3pm and landed in Mexico at 9.30am.
   4. Their car broke .................. on the way to Madrid.
   5. John will pick you .................. from the station.
   6. Can you slow ..................? You’re exceeding the speed limit.

**Idioms & Fixed Phrases**

8. Underline the correct words, then explain the idioms. Are there any similar idioms in your language?
   1. I lost my nerve/heart in Russia. It’s the most beautiful country I’ve ever visited.
   2. I think travel broadens/expand the mind.
   3. Come on, we’ll be late if we don’t hit/beat the road now.
   4. We made/did our way through the old part of town, up to the castle.

**Words often confused**

9. Underline the correct word.
   1. On the second day of our trip we went to see the ruins/wrecks/remnants of the ancient city.
   2. The outlook/sight/view from our hotel window was absolutely breathtaking.
   3. There was a two-hour postponement/delay/interruption to our flight, so we missed our appointment.
   4. He went on a two-day travel/trip/journey to Moscow.
   5. My travelling colleague/partner/companion and I thoroughly enjoyed the journey to the coast.
   6. Would you like to see the travel leaflets/pamphlets/brochures I brought home with me?

**Prepositions**

Appendix 1

10. Fill in: by, in, at, for, on, off, then use the phrases to talk about your last holiday.

   1. .......... bus/car/plane/coach/rail; 2 .......... foot; 3 .......... the road; 4 head .......... somewhere; 5 .......... the coast;
   6 .......... the beaten track; 7 .......... the move; 8 .......... the heart of; 9 arrive .......... a city; 10 .......... a rush
**Listening**

1. **a.** Which of these opinions about travel do you agree or disagree with? Give reasons.
   1. The best time to travel is when all the holiday crowds have gone home.
   2. It's better to travel independently than to go on a package holiday where everything is arranged for you.
   3. It's better for young children to have holidays close to home.

   **b.** You will hear five people giving their opinions about travelling. Listen and match the speakers (1-5) to what they say (A-F). There is one extra sentence you do not need.

   A. have some clothes in your flight bag
   B. travel abroad later in the year
   C. travel companies are less helpful than they should be
   D. organise your holiday yourself
   E. have a summer holiday in England
   F. a competition for a holiday is a good idea

   Speaker 1 □  Speaker 2 □  Speaker 3 □  Speaker 4 □  Speaker 5 □

2. **a.** You will hear a person giving advice on how to plan a successful holiday. Before you listen, read the sentences 1-7 and underline the key words. What do you need to listen for?

   **b.** You will hear an interview with David Jones, the editor of a travel magazine. For questions 1-7, choose the best answer (A, B or C).

   1. According to David, people going on holiday
      A. find that planning a holiday can be very depressing.
      B. do not always take the right documents with them.
      C. should check travel arrangements before leaving home.

   2. David says that his tips for children are
      A. based on his own experience.
      B. learnt from studying the subject.
      C. difficult to put into practice.

   3. Why does David recommend that parents should carry a bag of sweets when flying?
      A. They will keep the children amused during the flight.
      B. They can help reduce the uncomfortable effects of flying.
      C. The children will not be able to play with their toys.

4. What does David recommend people do to avoid taking too much luggage?
   A. Use the hotel's laundry service
   B. Pack small quantities of toiletries
   C. Follow the experience of others

5. Why does David think some people's luggage is unsuitable?
   A. It is too expensive.
   B. It attracts attention.
   C. It is not very strong.

6. What does David say about sending postcards to friends at home?
   A. It is possible to prepare the cards in advance.
   B. You have to use self-adhesive address labels.
   C. Using your own photographs can save money.

7. When buying souvenirs, David recommends that people
   A. need to know what they are allowed to buy.
   B. should avoid buying objects that are very bulky.
   C. must always have proof of what they purchased.

   c. Do you agree with this advice? Discuss in pairs.

**Speaking**

**Buying Souvenirs**

3. Look at these souvenirs that are sold in different countries. Discuss with your partner which two you would buy and which two you would definitely not buy. Give reasons.

   **Which two souvenirs would you buy and not buy?**

4. Discuss the following questions.

   1. Which souvenirs are popular in your country? Which would you suggest a tourist should buy and why?
   2. Why is it important for someone to take holidays in your country or abroad? Why?

5. **Listen to two candidates doing the above speaking tasks and assess them in terms of:**
   - grammar & vocabulary
   - discourse management
   - pronunciation
   - interactive communication
Communication

- Complaining – Criticising – Apologising

a. Read the dialogue and underline the phrases used to complain, apologise and criticise. What is the relationship between the people? What is the problem?

A: I’m sorry to say that I am very disappointed with my hotel room.
B: What exactly is the problem, sir?
A: You didn’t mention in the brochure that the hotel is built next to a railway line and that trains pass all night. I’m really fed up with the noise!
B: Oh dear, I don’t know what to say. I’m so sorry.

b. What other problems may people experience on holiday? Use the phrases in the box to act out similar dialogues in the following situations.

- You arrive at your destination in Spain, but your luggage has gone to France.
- The quality of the food in your hotel is very poor.
- You asked the hotel receptionist to give you a wake-up call for an excursion. She didn’t and you missed the excursion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complaining</th>
<th>Criticising</th>
<th>Apologising</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I’m afraid I’ve got a complaint ...</td>
<td>It’s all your fault that ...</td>
<td>Oh, I’m ever so sorry!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I’m sorry to say that I am very disappointed with ...</td>
<td>You could at least have ...</td>
<td>Oh dear! I don’t know what to say.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I’m afraid to say I have a number of complaints about ...</td>
<td>You shouldn’t have ...</td>
<td>Oh dear! I’m terribly sorry about that. I’ll see to it as soon as possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Look, I’m sorry to trouble you, but I wonder if you could ...</td>
<td>Why couldn’t you ...</td>
<td>Gosh, you’re right. I forgot all about it. I’m sorry!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There’s something I’d like to talk to you about. It’s just that you promised to ...</td>
<td></td>
<td>I’m so sorry! I’ll make sure it doesn’t happen again.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Asking for an Opinion – Complimenting – Thanking

7. Read the dialogue. Where do you think it takes place?

A: So, what do you think?
B: I love the way you’ve decorated the room. It looks fantastic!
A: Thanks for saying so.

b. Use the useful language to act out similar dialogues for the following situations.

A friend of yours has invited you to stay with her at her summer house. While you are there she
- shows you around the house and asks what you think of it.
- cooks you a special meal.
- takes you on a tour of the local area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asking for an opinion</th>
<th>Thanking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>So, what do you think?</td>
<td>Thanks, I’m glad you like it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you like ...?</td>
<td>Thanks for saying so.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do you like my ...?</td>
<td>You’re so kind.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complimenting</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Well, that looks really nice.</td>
<td>That’s absolutely delicious!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It’s really beautiful.</td>
<td>Ahh yes, it’s wonderful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mmmm, that smells superb.</td>
<td>What a great idea!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think it’s brilliant.</td>
<td>It looks fantastic!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Everyday English

- Holiday Matters

8. In pairs act out short dialogues using the sentences below. The class guess where each dialogue takes place.

a. But I didn’t order fish!
b. Do you need a hand?
c. Is that a single or return?
d. I don’t have anything under that name here.
e. Aisle or window seat?
f. Is that to take away?
g. We’ve only got them in a 38.

A: Here you are madam, enjoy your meal.
B: But I didn’t order fish!
Reading: Literature Corner

Reading

1. Read the short text below. What kind of story do you expect to read? Why do you think Maugham chose Tahiti as a setting for this story?

William Somerset Maugham (1874-1965) was an extremely popular novelist, short-story writer and dramatist, both in Britain and abroad. Some of his most famous novels are: *Liza of Lambeth*, *A Man of Honour* and *Mrs Craddock*. In 1917 Maugham took the first of many long trips to the Pacific Islands, which resulted in some of his finest writings. The first of these was *The Moon and Sixpence*. In this novel a writer becomes involved in the life of an artist, Charles Strickland. In this extract the narrator describes his first impressions of Tahiti.

2. a. Complete the advertisement with the correct prepositions. Where could you read this text?

- in - to - for - of

Tahiti is a South Pacific island famous 1) for its unique history, friendly people and breathtaking beauty. People go 2) ........... this part 3) ........... the world 4) ........... the beaches and the relaxed pace 5) ........... life. The island is rich 6) ........... marine and bird life and is covered 7) ........... lush forest. The best time 8) ........... visit is between May and November, as this is the ‘dry season’.

b. Do you think that the description of Tahiti matches Maugham’s description? Skim the extract and check.

The Moon and Sixpence

I have already said that but for the hazard of a journey to Tahiti I should never have written this book. It is there that after many travels Charles Strickland came, and it is there that he painted the pictures on which his fame rests. In Tahiti the circumstances were favourable to him and here he found himself. It would seem that my visit to this remote island should immediately revive my interest in Strickland but the work I was engaged in occupied my attention. After all, I hadn’t seen him for fifteen years, and it was nine since he died. As it was, my arrival in Tahiti made me forget even more important matters.

I remember that on my first morning I awoke early and when I came out on to the terrace of the hotel no one was stirring. 1) There seemed no chance of breakfast for some time, so I walked down to the waterfront. The Chinarren were already busy in their shops. The sky was still pale and there was silence across the ocean. I did not believe my eyes. The days that had passed since I left Wellington seemed extraordinary and unusual. 2) And for three days afterwards the sea was stormy. Grey clouds chased one another across the sky. 3) The Pacific is so vast that even ordinary journeys on it feel like an adventure. The air you breathe prepares you for the unexpected.

Murea, the sister island, comes into view in rocky splendour rising mysteriously from the sea. 4) It would not surprise you if, as you came near, looking for an opening in the reef, it vanished suddenly from view, and nothing met your gaze but the blue loneliness of the Pacific.
Read the extract. Seven sentences have been removed from it. Choose from the sentences A-H the one which fits each gap (1-7). There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use.

A I wandered round to the kitchen but it was locked, and on a bench outside it, a native boy was sleeping.
B The beauty of the island becomes clearer as you approach, and its lovely peaks become more distinct - but it keeps its secret as you sail by.
C Wellington is trim and neat and English; it reminds you of a seaport town on the South Coast.
D It is a noisy, animated crowd.
E Even here is something sad and terrible.
F The boats in the quay are trim and neat.
G Then the wind dropped, and the sea was calm and blue.
H You may imagine it was guarded by Polynesian knights.

Vocabulary Practice

a. In pairs, find the adjectives the writer uses to describe the words in the list.
   - the islands • the sky • Wellington • the sea
   - the clouds • the mountains • the boats
   - the town • the people

   the islands: remote, sister, rocky, lofty

b. Explain the highlighted words.

c. In pairs, highlight the words the writer uses to refer to the senses. Which sense does each word refer to?

Text Analysis

What do the phrases mean? Choose A or B.

1 "... he painted the pictures on which his fame rests ..." (lines 4-5)
   A He painted his last pictures here.
   B He painted his most famous pictures here.

2 There seemed no chance of breakfast for some time ..." (lines 16-17)
   A We would be lucky if we had breakfast.
   B Breakfast would most probably be late.

What is meant by the following?

1 favourable circumstances (line 6)
2 to revive my interest (line 8)
3 to occupy my attention (lines 9-10)
4 the wind dropped (sentence G)
5 to meet your gaze (line 31)
6 an animated crowd (sentence D)
7 a sea of brown faces (line 46)

Discussion

7 Think! Describe what your dream island would look like.

My dream island would have clean, white sand and a deep blue sea ...

8 Think! In pairs discuss the following.

• Do you like travelling by sea? Why (not)?
• What kind of lifestyle do islanders have when the tourists have left? Describe the advantages/disadvantages of living on an island.

9 Portfolio: Imagine you are in Tahiti. Write a postcard to a friend of yours.
Modal Verbs
Grammar Reference

**Obligation & Necessity**

1. Complete each sentence with an appropriate modal verb of obligation or necessity.
   1. You ...................... get a visa when travelling between EU countries.
   2. The cabin crew of an aeroplane ...................... check the passengers have their seatbelts fastened before take-off.
   3. First class travellers ...................... worry about small, uncomfortable seats.
   4. If you're travelling to an area with tropical diseases, you ...................... have vaccinations.

2. In pairs, write two answers to each question.
   What ...
   1. ... ought you to check before going to the airport?
   2. ... do you have to do when travelling abroad?
   3. ... mustn't you take through customs?
   4. ... does an air steward have to check before take-off?
   5. ... shouldn't you do on the beach?

**Possibility & Logical Assumptions/Deductions**

3. What do the modals in bold mean? Discuss in pairs.
   1. You shouldn't have any trouble getting there.
   2. It can take longer than you think.
   3. He must be on the train somewhere.
   4. It may/might not be such a nice place to live.
   5. Someone might/could give you a lift if you ask.
   6. He should be arriving there about now.
   7. I couldn't ask her to lend me her car.
   8. This can't be the place we're supposed to meet.

**Ability & Permission**

4. a. Fill in can, can't or could. Which express ability? Which express permission?
   1. ...................... you really get me tickets, too?
   2. The guide ...................... not give us an answer.
   3. ...................... I have the key to my room, please?
   4. The chef ...................... cook you anything.
   5. You ...................... get flights much cheaper last year.
   6. ...................... we use the tennis court, please?

5. In pairs, think of questions to ask the following people using can or could.
   • air stewardess • tour guide • hotel receptionist

6. Complete the second sentence so that it has the same meaning as the first. Use between two and five words, including the word given. Do not change the word given.
   1. It is important that we reach Milan tomorrow morning.
      arrive We really ...................... tomorrow morning.
   2. You couldn't get in without showing ID before, but now you can.
      show You ...................... to get in anywhere.
   3. I was told that advance booking wasn't necessary.
      worry I was told that I ...................... about booking in advance.
   4. Leaving without saying goodbye wouldn't be the right.
      ought I really think we ...................... we leave.
   5. I think you're wrong to criticise the hotel staff.
      not You ...................... the hotel staff.
   6. They will make you pay if your luggage is overweight.
      will You ...................... any overweight luggage.
   7. It isn't easy for her to make friends.
      difficulty She ...................... friends.
8. You'd better not go out today if you've got a cold.
   stay I think if you've got a cold.
9. If I were you, I wouldn't buy an expensive camera.
   worth In my opinion, an expensive camera.
10. He didn't succeed in reaching the top.
    reach He the top.

**Word formation**

7. In pairs, write the abstract noun, concrete noun, adjective and adverb from the following verbs. Then write sentences using them.
   - admire
   - compete
   - correct
   - enthuse
   - exhaust
   - expend
   - organise
   - guide
   - invite
   - produce
   - qualify
   - repeat

**English in Use – Word formation**

9. Fill the gaps in the text below with words formed from the words in capitals. There is an example at the beginning (0).

Most of the major French rivers are either too shallow or busy for pleasure boats - but that does not detract from the breathtaking beauty of the Loire. It flows through beautiful flat land which is excellent for cycling. Blois is an ideally situated base, as it is a busy, but very pleasant town. On one of my visits there, I found a note on my car from the police saying that, though flattened I had chosen to visit their town, I had parked and could I park more next time. The château at Blois has an impressively grand staircase thought to have been designed by Leonardo da Vinci. From here it is a flat 10-mile cycle ride to the château of Chambord, renowned for its skyline, which has been likened to an overcrowded chessboard. Also worth visiting is the château at Chaumont with its modern 19th-century interior.

**English in Use – Multiple-choice cloze**

8. Choose the right word to fill in each gap (A, B, C or D).

There are too many people in Britain today who are ready to complain rather than enjoy their holidays and who the word about how easy it is to get money back from the travel industry which appears to have become paralysed with fear over had publicity.

I recently heard a middle-aged woman protesting bitterly that she had to pay for the car during an all-inclusive golfing holiday in Jamaica and demanded back all the money spent on the car together with more for the distress she had been . A friend of mine recently a group of young lads deciding, before they even the aircraft, what they were going to complain about to get a on the cost of their holiday and which high-value item would be 'lost' during the flight.

Last month a Manchester man led a 'mutiny' of 200 passengers on a ship because, he said, the bingo prize was not big enough. This week I heard details of a honeymoon who were sent a big bouquet of flowers by the tour operator and then complained that it was too big and them from moving freely about their hotel room. These types, who we have all met in airport , just make the rest of us , when they lie and fool tour operators into handing cash back.

```
| 0 | A used | B accustomed | C ready | D fit |
| 1 | A give | B spread | C pass | D tell |
| 2 | A loan | B rent | C let | D hire |
| 3 | A caused | B suffered | C done | D made |
| 4 | A listened | B overheard | C remarked | D suspected |
| 5 | A took | B landed | C boarded | D caught |
| 6 | A deposit | B guarantee | C refund | D cut |
| 7 | A travel | B ride | C excursion | D trip |
| 8 | A ferry | B tour | C cruise | D cargo |
| 9 | A pair | B couple | C duo | D double |
| 10 | A harmed | B prevented | C limited | D reduced |
| 11 | A lounges | B spaces | C halls | D sitting-rooms |
| 12 | A hurt | B suffer | C pain | D ache |
```
Narratives are written either in the first person (I/we) or in the third person (he/she/they). They may be accounts of real events that happened to us or somebody else, or imaginary stories. These can be humorous stories, spy stories, detective stories, fairy tales, etc. Before we start writing the story, we should decide on the **plot line** – that is, the events which make up the story.

A narrative should consist of:
- an **introduction** in which the scene is set – that is, when and where the story took place, who the people in the story were and what happened first.
- a **main body** of two or more paragraphs where the story is developed describing the events, usually in chronological order. One of the events should be the **climax event** – that is, the event where interest, suspense and feelings reach their peak.
- a **conclusion** which includes what happened at the end of the story, as well as people's feelings, final comments or reactions. A **twist** – that is, a surprising ending – makes a long-lasting impression on the reader.

A narrative may also have a **catchy title** in order to attract the reader's attention, especially if it is for a magazine, newspaper, etc.

**Understanding the Rubric 1**

1. **Read the rubric and underline the key words.** Then, answer the questions.

   Your local newspaper is holding a short story competition and you have decided to enter. Your story should start with "The day of my holiday arrived, but I wasn't looking forward to it." Write your **story** for the competition in 120 – 180 words.

   1. Who is going to read your story?
   2. Who should the story be about?
      a. your best friend
      b. yourself
   3. What should your story be about?
      a. a trip you didn't feel excited about at first
      b. your ideal holiday
      c. a trip you had been dreaming of, which turned out to be disappointing.

   b. **Read the story and put the paragraphs in the correct order. Then, answer the questions that follow.**

   **A Lucky Mistake**

   A. After I had checked in, I made my way slowly to the departure gate. As I was waiting to board the plane, I kept thinking about my ideal holiday destination: Jamaica, with its long, sandy beaches and crystal clear water.

   B. So there I was, lying on the beach, enjoying the music and sampling the marvellous food of Jamaica! As for Aunt Rosa, I suppose she just had to live without me!

   C. The day of my holiday arrived, but I wasn't looking forward to it. I had little money and had only been able to afford to stay with my Aunt Rosa in Spain. So, I wasn't really thrilled as I knew exactly what it was going to be like: lots of noisy cousins, and Aunt Rosa begging me to take her for a ride.

   D. As soon as the plane took off, I fell fast asleep and only woke to the sound of the announcement: "Ladies and gentlemen, please fasten your seatbelts, as we will shortly be landing in Kingston." I froze in my seat. Was I dreaming? Kingston? Jamaica? I had boarded the wrong plane!

   E. Immediately after the plane had landed, I explained the situation to the authorities. It seems there were also three other passengers heading for Spain. Apparently it had been the airline's fault, since the flight numbers for Spain and Jamaica were exactly the same! Therefore, with no flight back to London for a week, the airline had no choice but to pay for our stay!

   1. Which tenses have been used? What does each verb describe (actions, events, feelings, etc.)?
   2. Underline the adjectives used and say which have a positive or a negative meaning.
   3. Circle the adverbs used and decide which show manner, time or degree.
   4. Which words show the sequence of events?
   5. Which words/clauses describe the writer's feelings/moods?
   6. Which is the climax event? Underline it.

   c. **Put the events in chronological order.**

   a. I checked in and waited to board the plane.
   b. I explained the problem to the authorities.
   c. I spent a week in Jamaica.
   d. The airline agreed to pay for my stay in Jamaica.
   e. The plane took off.
Past Tenses

We can use various past tenses in a story:

- **past simple**, to describe actions which started and ended in the past, or actions which happened one after the other in the past.
- **past continuous**, to set the scene or to describe events/actions in progress at a certain time in the past.
- **past perfect**, for actions which happened before other past actions, or to give the background of the story.

3 Read the extract and put the verbs in brackets into the correct tense: past simple, past continuous or past perfect simple.

The Smiths' problems

1) _______________ (begin) when they arrived at the airport. They ____________ (arrive) at the airport. They _______________ (stand) in the queue to check in, when they _______________ (hear) that their plane had been delayed. They would have to wait around at the airport for another four hours! They _______________ (decide) to do some shopping in the airport shops, but ten minutes later all the shops _______________ (start) closing. Apparently, the shops _______________ (shut) at 9.00pm.

They _______________ (find) a newsagent that was open and they _______________ (buy) some magazines and a few sweets to eat on the plane. The airline representative _______________ (give) them food coupons to use at the airport cafeteria, but when they _______________ (get) there it _______________ (be) so full that they couldn't find a seat. They _______________ (think) they might treat themselves to a meal in the expensive restaurant near the first class lounge. Unfortunately, when the bill _______________ (come), they _______________ (realise) that they _______________ (change) most of their money into US dollars and they couldn't pay it!

Time Words & Phrases

To show the sequence of events in a story we can use linking words such as:

- when - while - as soon as - after - before - at that moment - by the time - first - next - soon - then - eventually - meanwhile - after while - suddenly - at first - finally - as

2 a. Read the extract below and underline the time words and phrases.

As soon as the taxi pulled up outside the hotel, we knew we had made a terrible mistake. When we had checked our holiday, the travel agent said that the hotel Mirage was a 4-star hotel in the centre of town. This was an old rundown building and we were miles from anywhere!

While we were waiting to check in, we heard one of the guests complaining that there was no hot water in the bathroom and her room was crawling with cockroaches! At that moment we both decided that we would only spend one night there and first thing in the morning we would look for another place to stay.

b. Read the rest of the story and fill in appropriate time words and phrases from the box above.

1) _______________ it was our turn to check in but the hotel receptionist said she couldn't find our reservation.
2) _______________ we did not know what was wrong.
3) _______________ she asked to check our confirmation details. "You're in the wrong place," she said eventually. This is Le Mirage. Your hotel is called Mirage and it's in the centre of town." She called a taxi for us and 25 minutes later we arrived at a beautiful, luxurious hotel.
4) _______________ we had checked in and the porter had taken our luggage up to our suite overlooking the pool, we both breathed a sigh of relief. 5) _______________ our holiday was about to begin.

c. Read the events in Ex. 1c and use appropriate time words and phrases from the box above to retell the story.

I used to be a lion hunter in the Arctic.

I know. I shot them all.

But there aren't any lions in the Arctic.
Adjectives, Adverbs & Verbs

To make a narrative more interesting to the reader, we should relate the characters' moods and feelings. We can do this by:

- using a variety of adjectives and adverbs such as wonderful, fascinating, horrible, depressed, etc instead of simplistic ones such as good, nice, bad.
- using a variety of verbs such as whisper, scream, sigh, exclaim etc.

4 a. Read the two paragraphs below and compare them, saying which is more interesting to the reader and why.

A The next morning we decided to go to the beach. It was a bright, warm, sunny day and even though it was early, there were quite a few people there already. We found a lovely spot and spread out our towels on the warm, golden sand. The sea looked very inviting. It was a beautiful, clear, turquoise blue and it seemed to sparkle in the sunlight. We spent the whole morning sunbathing and swimming.

B Julie sat in the café in the nice fishing village. She was watching people getting off the big cruise ship. Her nice face lit up and she smiled as she saw her nice 80-year-old grandmother walking towards her wearing a nice dress. She hugged Julie, sat down opposite her and gave a small sigh of joy. After the bad time she had had getting there, she felt very lucky to finally be on the island with her nice granddaughter.

b. Use the adjectives in the list below to make paragraph B more interesting to read.

- delightful
- pleasant
- tiny
- enormous
- horrible
- colourful
- beautiful
- wonderful

Compare with your partner.

5 The paragraph below has no adverbs. Improve the writing style by placing the adverbs from the list in suitable places in the underlined parts.

- gratefully
- anxiously
- carefully
- suddenly
- quickly
- absolutely

We had been sightseeing all day and we were exhausted. We were on our way back to our hotel when I realised that my purse was missing. I remembered that the last time I had used it was at the café where we had stopped for a drink. We made our way back to the café and went over to the table we had been sitting at. We checked to see if it had fallen on the floor, but it wasn’t there. We asked to see the manager and we explained that my purse was missing. He asked us to describe what it looked like and what was inside it. He listened, then went back into his office and came out carrying my purse. We thanked him and he offered us coffee and dessert on the house.

Techniques to begin and/or end your story

An interesting beginning is important in order to catch the reader's attention and make them want to continue reading. An interesting ending will make them feel satisfied.

We can start our story by:

- using the senses to set the scene and describe the weather, atmosphere, surroundings or people's actions to create mystery and suspense.
  e.g. A strange sensation came over me as I walked along the cold, dim corridor. Suddenly, a delicate glow appeared at the end and my heart began pounding quickly.

We can start or end our story by:

- using direct speech: e.g. "Watch out! That branch is about to fall!" shouted Greg urgently.
- asking a rhetorical question (a question that doesn’t expect an answer): e.g. Have you ever had the feeling that you were being watched?
- referring to feelings/moods: e.g. Vivian was so nervous that, just as she was about to deliver her speech, she froze and stared blankly at the audience.
- addressing the reader directly: e.g. I'm sure you would have done the same thing in my place.

We can end our story by:

- describing people's reactions to/feelings about the events developed in the main body: e.g. It had definitely been a horrifying experience and I was lucky to be alive in the end.
6 Match the beginnings of the stories to the endings and say which techniques have been used in each one.

**Beginnings**

1. It was an extremely hot August night and Paul was lying in bed. As he tossed and turned he could hear the strange sounds of the unfamiliar city in the distance. He got up, walked to the window and looked out. "What am I doing here?" he asked himself.

2. Have you ever had one of those days where no matter what you do everything seems to go wrong? Well, I had one of those days last year.

3. Dark clouds were gathering outside and the wind was howling. As the hotel guests gathered in the lobby, their faces looking extremely worried, Andrew looked at his wife and said, "Don't worry, darling. Everything will be alright."

**Endings**

A. No matter how many times I go over that day in my mind, I am amazed at how the events just fell into place. But I suppose that's life, isn't it?

B. Stepping carefully over the broken pieces of glass, Andrew and his wife followed the others out of the hotel. They were all tired, hungry and still in shock, but they were very happy to be alive!

C. As the jeep rolled across the vast desert, Paul looked back at the walled city, now only a small dot on the horizon. With a deep sigh of relief he said, "I'm so glad it's all over!"

---

**Understanding the Rubric 2**

7 Read the following rubrics and suggest suitable beginnings and endings for each task, applying appropriate techniques.

**A**

You have been asked to write a story for your school magazine. The story must begin with these words: "As soon as I opened my suitcase, I realised that something was wrong."

**B**

A travel magazine has decided to publish a collection of travel stories written by their readers. All stories must end with these words: "As the plane took off, they both hoped that the rest of their holiday would be less stressful."

8 a. Read the rubric and the two models that follow and decide which one best answers the question.

Your teacher has asked you to write a short story beginning with the words: "It was a beautiful sunny morning and Tom had the day off work."

---

**Caught in a Storm**

It was a beautiful sunny morning and Tom had the day off work. He thought it would be a good idea to visit his cousins, Bob and Paul, who had recently rented a summer cottage near the seaside. He threw a towel and a pair of swimming trunks into his travel bag and set off on his motorbike.

When he arrived the boys were pleased to see him. "We've rented a speedboat to go water-skiing," they said. "Do you want to come with us?" Tom wasn't sure because he had never been water-skiing before. "Don't worry, we'll teach you how to do it," promised the boys. After a while, Tom managed to stand on the skis without falling into the sea. They were having so much fun that they didn't notice the dark clouds in the sky.

It was about six o'clock in the afternoon when Paul called to Tom. "This is your last run, Tom," he shouted. "It's getting dark and it's time we went back." While they were pulling Tom along, the engine suddenly stopped. The boys tried hard to get the engine started, but they couldn't. Then the boat slowly began to drift out to sea.

As they were sitting there wondering what to do, there was a loud crash of thunder and a flash of lightning lit up the evening sky. The sea was dark and angry and it looked as if there was going to be a storm. Tom noticed that Paul and Bob looked worried and that made him feel frightened. Just then the boys saw a lifeboat approaching in the distance and they breathed a sigh of relief!
Writing: Narratives (1)

A Storm

Tom had the day off work. He decided to visit his cousins, Bob and Paul, for the day. They had rented a cottage near the sea. Tom put some things in a bag and left.

When he got there, the boys asked him to go water-skiing with them. Tom didn’t know how to water-ski, but they said they would show him. After some time Tom could ski. They were having a good time. They didn’t see the dark clouds in the sky.

About six o’clock in the afternoon it was nearly dark. Paul told Tom that they should go back. They were pulling Tom along when the engine stopped. They tried to start it again, but they couldn’t.

They were sitting there thinking what to do and there was loud thunder. It looked like there was going to be a storm. Paul and Bob looked worried. Tom felt frightened, too. Then the boys saw a lifeboat and they felt happy.

b. Compare and contrast the two models in terms of:

- title
- interesting beginning & ending
- use of adjectives & adverbs
- time words/phrases
- use of direct speech
- variety of vocabulary
- use of past tenses

c. Look at model B again. In pairs, suggest a different beginning and a different ending to improve its writing style.

Punctuation

9 In pairs, punctuate the sentences.

1 it is a long way isn’t it paul said
2 i don’t know how to do it do you
3 gosh its fantastic she exclaimed
4 i don’t believe this is happening
5 what are you doing in my room bob said

Discuss & Write

10 a. Look at the following writing tasks, underline the key words, and for each one, answer the questions that follow.

A Your teacher has asked you to write a story ending with these words:
“He was far, far away at last.”

B A popular teen magazine has asked its readers to submit short stories about travelling and you have decided to send in a story. Your story must begin with these words:
“We felt surprised as the train pulled into the empty station.”

C Your school magazine is holding a short story competition and you have decided to enter. Your story must begin with these words:
“I will never forget my first camping holiday.”

1 Do you have to write a first- or a third- person narrative?
2 Who is going to read the story?
3 Where and when will your story take place?
4 Who are the main characters in your story?
5 What are the main events in your story?
6 How can you end your story?
7 Can you think of a catchy title?

b. Portfolio: Choose one or more of the tasks and write your answer(s) in 120-180 words.

Checklist

Before handing in your piece of writing, check the following.

- content
  - Is the story line interesting?
  - Is it well-developed?
  - Is the beginning/ending interesting?
  - Is there a climax event? What is it?

- organisation
  - Are the events organised in paragraphs?
  - Are the sentences/paragraphs well-linked together?

- accuracy
  - Are there any errors in spelling, punctuation, grammar, etc?

- range
  - Have you used a range of vocabulary & grammar?
Vocabulary & Grammar

1. Fill in the missing word.
   1. Mary has always been the __________ of attention at parties.
   2. Helen offered to __________ me up from the airport.
   3. Chocolate is popular __________ youngsters.
   4. As I __________ my way through the bazaar, I noticed a wonderful aroma of spices in the air.
   5. Jim likes to __________ up with current affairs by reading different newspapers.
   6. The quiet little village is __________ the west coast of Ireland.
   7. The older she gets, __________ more difficult she becomes.
   8. They were taken __________ by the news of the accident.
   9. He goes to work __________ foot as it's only two blocks away from his house.
   10. Jane was late for her appointment after being held __________ in a traffic jam.
   11. You had better __________ going if you want to catch the train on time.
   12. She smiled and said hello in a very warm and friendly __________.
   13. Lyn had to take a taxi because her car broke __________ in the middle of the street.
   14. Coca Cola is one of the most famous brand __________ in the world.
   15. This shirt __________ the trousers nicely.
   16. He is addicted __________ video games.
   17. Do you __________ to go so soon? I was hoping you'd stay for dinner.
   18. Red Square is in the __________ of Moscow.
   19. I couldn't believe how the children took __________ the new babysitter.
   20. It's getting late, we'd better __________ the road now.

(10 marks)

2. Circle the correct item.
   1. It's a film about a famous __________ who discovered an island no one had ever travelled to before.
      A pilgrim  B sightseer  C explorer  D backpacker
   2. Our boss is very __________; she's always calm and relaxed.
      A self-centred  B easy-going  C down-to-earth  D level-headed

(10 marks)

3. Complete the second sentence using the word in bold. Use two to five words including the word given. Do not change the word given.

   1. She couldn't concentrate on her work because of the noise.
      so ____________ couldn't concentrate on her work.
   2. It's easy for Sam to speak in public.
      difficulty ____________ speaking in public.
   3. They will ask to see your passport at the airport.
      show ____________ your passport at the airport.
   4. Getting cheap tickets to London is harder than I thought.
      not ____________ Getting cheap tickets to London ____________ I thought.
   5. You'd better take an aspirin if you've got a headache.
      you ____________ if you've got a headache.

(10 marks)
4 Fill in the correct word derived from the word in bold.

1 Why does he insist on being so .................................................. in front of visitors? CHILD
2 The local authorities organised a week of ............................................. events. CULTURE
3 She grew up in luxurious ...................................................... SURROUND and never had to worry about a thing.
4 They tiptoed ...................................................... across the hall so as not to wake the others. CARE
5 The environmental ...................................................... ORGANISE was established in 1984.

(5 marks)

Communication

5 Complete the dialogue.

A: Why 1) ...................................................... get tickets for the concert tonight?
B: To 2) ......................................................, I don’t fancy it. I’m 3) ...................................................... mood for live music.
A: OK, how 4) ...................................................... to the theatre?
B: That 5) ...................................................... a good idea to me.

(5 marks)

6 Circle the correct response.

1 A: Guess what? Jim is in town.
B: a I kind of like it.
   b No, really?

2 A: I’m sorry to trouble you, but you didn’t give me all the photocopies.
B: a It’s about time you did something, isn’t it?
   b I’m terribly sorry about that! I’ll see to it as soon as possible.

3 A: It’s all your fault that we’re late!
B: a What exactly is the problem?
   b I’m so sorry!

4 A: That’s absolutely delicious!
B: a Thanks, I’m glad you like it.
   b Well, I don’t believe it.

5 A: How do you like it?
B: a Thanks for saying so.
   b I think it’s brilliant.

(5 marks)

Mapping the Past and the Present

When Jeremy Dale started to study cartography, he discovered that there was more to maps than he had realised.

Maps are so common today that many of us recognise the shape of familiar countries like Africa, Italy or the USA. And most of us could quite easily draw the outlines of a country with some degree of accuracy. But this was not always the case. In order to become so familiar with the world we live in, it has taken thousands of brave explorers and world’s greatest thinkers, scientists, mathematicians and geographers to put all this information together and make sense of it. I have been fascinated by maps for as long as I can remember. Even as a young child, I would spend hours turning the pages of our worn-out atlas, 10 looking at the world’s history and geography.

Imagine, for example, setting out on a sea voyage and knowing what, if anything, you would find. But on a map, you need more than just bravery. It has taken

15 thousands of years of combined effort to produce maps like the one you see before you. This is a small scale representation of the world, so when my local college announced it was running a cartography course, I decided to reignite my old interest.

The first lesson was amazing. We were taken to see some of the earliest maps, one of which is from Babylonia and Egypt. These ancient maps were made on a clay tablet about 4,500 years ago. Around 2,000 years ago, the Alexandrian astronomer Ptolemy changed the way we thought about the world. Ptolemy understood the problem of representing the earth, which is a sphere, on a flat surface. This is an extremely important problem. Imagine, for instance, if you were to put a map of your country which was the wrong shape and half as big as it should be.

Reading

7 You are going to read a magazine article about cartography, the study of maps. Seven sentences have been removed from the article. Choose from the sentences A-H the one which fits each gap (1-7). There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use.
Around the same time as Ptolemy, the Roman Empire found that maps were extremely useful. Places as far apart as England and North Africa could not easily have been controlled from Rome without the use of maps. The invention of the printing press in 1450 meant that maps could be widely distributed and everyone would have the same copy. Until this point, each map would have been hand made – and as a result, no two were exactly the same. By this time, more people could read, so they were more likely to buy maps. In fact, new lands were being discovered all the time and our knowledge of the world grew rapidly. Africa and Asia, as well as the Americas, now began to interest people, and maps satisfied our curiosity about the world.

Obviously by the nineteenth century, we knew so much more about population, education, crime, disease and other things that this information could now be included in specially designed maps. An interesting use of mapping, a famous 1855 map of London marked the sites where people had died from cholera.

Thanks to the accuracy of this map, it soon became clear that a large number of deaths had happened very close to one particular water pump.

The first lesson was interesting, then, but the second one was absolutely fascinating, as it focused on the way some maps distort the truth. Did you know, for example, that many maps over the years have shown certain countries to be much bigger or smaller than they are in reality? What happens is that the country which produces the map shows their own land to be much bigger than it is, while neighbouring countries are shown to be small and unimportant.

A But for the really interesting time in map-making history, we move forward to the Middle Ages.
B Maps can be made in stone, in the sand, even in the earth. Early maps were made on animal skins.
C The course started with a brief history.
D In some cases, this is accidental but in others, it has been done on purpose.
E This not only led directly to the closing of the pump, but also to an understanding of how the disease is spread by water.
F If you make a map in winter, there will be a lot more snow in certain areas, and a lot less in others.
G Even more people bought maps after the discovery of America in 1492.
H The country next door, however, would have none of these things marked on the map – even if it was more advanced!
Listening

8. You will hear five people talking about problems they faced while travelling. For questions 1-5, match the events (A-F) to the people talking about them. There is one extra letter which you do not need to use.

A. He was forgetful.
B. He made a wrong decision.
C. He got to the wrong place.
D. He was treated badly.
E. He didn’t take safety precautions.
F. He was involved in a frightening incident.

Speaker 1
Speaker 2
Speaker 3
Speaker 4
Speaker 5

(10 marks)

Speaking

9. Answer the following questions.

1. How do you usually travel to work/school?
2. What do you like most about the place you live?
3. What does your neighbourhood look like?
4. Can you tell us a few things about your family?

Writing

11. You have decided to enter a short story competition. The competition rules say that the story must begin with the following sentence:

He stepped out of the shadows and walked towards me.

Write your story for the competition in 120-150 words.

(21 marks)

Progress Update

How do you rate your progress? Tick (√) the box that applies to you.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vocabulary &amp; Grammar</th>
<th>Listening</th>
<th>Speaking</th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Writing</th>
<th>Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excellent ****</td>
<td>Good ***</td>
<td>OK **</td>
<td>Could do better *</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Module 4
Units 7-8

Before you start ...

Listen, read and talk about ...

Learn how to ...

Phrasal verbs

Practise ...

Write ...

- What does the title of the module mean to you?
- Why should we study history?
- How important is education?

- famous people
- war & peace
- control & power
- news & mysteries of history

- protest
- education systems
- places in a school
- types of school
- exams & qualifications

- ask for confirmation & respond
- express uncertainty
- narrate personal experiences
- start a conversation
- express surprise/disbelief/sympathy
- congratulate & console
- react to news

- past tenses
- past modals
- the passive
- causative form

related to:
- news & media
- education & learning

- narratives (2)
- articles/letters/emails expressing your opinion
Lead-in

1. a. Look at the pictures of people from world history as well as the verbs in the list. Tell your partner what they are famous for.
   - fight • compose • elect • invent • reign • discover
   - campaign • conquer • rule • claim • assassinate
   
   *Christopher Columbus is famous for discovering America.*

1. b. Use verbs from the list above, as well as the useful language, to ask and answer, as in the example.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asking for confirmation</th>
<th>Responding Positively</th>
<th>Responding Negatively</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Wasn’t it ... who ...?</em></td>
<td><em>Yes, that’s right.</em></td>
<td><em>I’ve no idea.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>It was ... who ..., wasn’t it?</em></td>
<td><em>Yes, I think it/ he was/ did.</em></td>
<td><em>I haven’t a clue.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Responding with Uncertainty</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Oh, I’m not sure.</em></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>No way! It was ... who ...</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Oh, it/ he might have been.</em></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Not at all! That was ... (name).</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Oh, I can’t remember.</em></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>No, it wasn’t.</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

A: *Wasn’t it Galileo who first claimed that the earth moved around the sun?*
B: *Yes, that’s right.*

b. Think about a historical figure and tell your class what you know about him/her. The class will try to guess who the person is.
   - when and where they lived
   - what they did / are known for
   - how they died
   - any other important information

In your opinion, which present-day figure(s) will eventually become part of history on account of their exceptional contribution? Give reasons.

2. a. You are going to listen to three people talking about different historical figures. Listen and write who they are. What helped you guess?

Speaker 1 
Speaker 2 
Speaker 3 

3. **Think!** Paraphrase the following quotations. Do you agree or disagree? Why (not)? Discuss.

- The history of mankind is its character. (Goethe)
- The only thing we learn from history is that we learn nothing from history. (Hegel)
1 a. Look at the quotation at the beginning of the text. What do you think it means? Discuss.

b. How is the quotation related to the title of the article? What do you think the text is going to be about? Read the first and the last paragraph and try to guess. Skim the text to see if your guesses were correct.

c. In pairs, guess if the following sentences are T (true) or F (false). Read quickly and check.

1 America was granted independence on 4th July, 1776.
2 Columbus wasn't the first European to come to America.
3 Columbus' voyages were of great importance to Europe.

2 Now, read the text carefully and, for questions 1-8, choose the correct answer A, B, C or D. Underline the parts of the text which helped you decide.

1 America was not actually free from British rule until
   A July 1776.  C February 1783.
   B November 1782.  D September 1783.

2 One thing that is definitely true is that
   A Christopher Columbus didn't know he had found a new land.
   B the Native Americans had always been in America.
   C the Vikings were the first to discover America.
   D Amerigo Vespucci was the first explorer to travel to America.

3 The writer thinks an important difference between Amerigo Vespucci and Christopher Columbus is the fact that
   A Vespucci was a braver discoverer.
   B Columbus had made more expeditions.
   C Vespucci had a clearer idea of his place on the map.
   D Columbus is less well known than Vespucci.

4 People believe things that are not true because historical facts
   A are always from unreliable sources.
   B are written down.

5 Independence Day, the most important holiday in the American calendar, which the Americans celebrate with parades and fireworks. It was on 4th July, 1776 that Congress approved the Declaration of Independence. It was a good start. However, the struggle continued for another seven years after this, with some of the most brutal fighting in the whole war, as King George III was not willing to grant America total independence, which was the only arrangement that the American leaders would accept. So the fighting continued. The first draft of a Treaty of Peace was signed in November 1782 and in February 1783 the King officially announced that the war would soon be over. This led to the signing of the Treaty of Paris on 3rd September that same year.

   Think about the discovery of America. What's the first name that comes to mind? More than likely it's Christopher Columbus. Was America really discovered by him? He had set out to reach Asia and that's where he thought he was when he came to America. But there were many people there before him. The first ones were certainly the Native Americans, thousands of years before 1492. Where had they come from? Even the Vikings had made a number of expeditions, with Leif Ericsson landing there in around 1000 AD. Perhaps Amerigo Vespucci was the discoverer of America. After all, unlike Columbus before him, he was the first

"History is the version of past events that people have decided to agree upon."
Napoleon Bonaparte
C are not complicated.
D are not simple.

5 Columbus is credited with the discovery of America because
A the fact that he travelled there is true.
B this historical myth happens to be completely true.
C his voyage there had important consequences for 15th-century Europe.
D he wrote the history of New World explorations.

6 If native people had written the history of the New World, then history would have been
A accurate.
B complete.
C objective.
D different.

7 What the writer means by "that is not the whole story", (lines 62-63) is that
A history should always be written by the losers.
B the writing of history depends on many factors.
C the history of the discovery of the New World was never finished.
D history should not be written by the winners.

8 What might be a suitable alternative title for this text?
A There's no history, only biography.
B History is deception.
C History: lies, lies, lies!
D The pen is mightier than the sword.

3 What happened on these dates?
• 1776 • 1782 • 1783 • 1492 • 1000 AD
• 3rd September • 15th century

Vocabulary Practice
4 a. Replace the highlighted parts of the text with words and phrases from the list below.
- straightforward • occurs to you • in fact
- tend to • have a critical attitude
- did not want to • acknowledge his contribution
- some truth • very likely

b. Explain the words in bold.

Text Analysis
5 Think! "History is always subjective." Explain in your own words what the writer means. Give examples from the text to support your answer. Do you agree with the writer?

Discussion
6 Think! In pairs, discuss the following questions.
- Do you like reading history? Why (not)? Do you think it is important to know what happened in the past? Why (not)?
- Is there a country or civilisation whose history you find particularly interesting, exciting and rewarding to read? Discuss in pairs and give some examples.

Why is history the sweetest lesson?
Because it's full of dates.
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**War & Peace**

1. In pairs, make a list of at least ten words related to the idea of war. Then compare your list to those of your classmates.

   *fight, battle, etc.*

2. Look at the list of words given and together with the words in your list, arrange them in the spidergram below.

   - navy • private • surrender • attack • disarmament • ally
   - pacifist • conquer • general • major • admiral • treaty

**Taking Control**

2. a. You are going to listen to a conversation between a young woman and her father. Look at the picture and the list of words and expressions below. Can you guess what their conversation will be about?

   - get the right to vote
   - demonstration
   - suffragette
   - go on hunger strike
   - make a point
   - die for the cause
   - things get out of control
   - get enough attention
   - make history

   b. Now listen to the conversation and mark the statements below as true (T) or false (F).

   1. Women got the right to vote easily.  
      T  
   2. Tina's grandmother was a suffragette.  
      T  
   3. Suffragettes suffered a lot.  
      T  
   4. In 1918 in England, all women had the right to vote.  
      F  
   5. In America, women earned the right to vote before women in England.  
      T  

c. Use the words and expressions in Ex. 2a, as well as your answers in Ex. 2b, to ask and answer questions, as in the examples.

   A: When did women get the right to vote in England?  
   B: I think they got it in 1918.  
   A: Why did suffragettes go on demonstrations?  
   B: Because they wanted to get attention.

d. At what age do people have the right to vote in your country?
3 Look at the different uses of the word "control". Then use the expressions in the correct form to complete the sentences.

- have (no) control over sth
- be in control of sth
- get out of control
- lose control of sth
- under control
- sth (a situation) is under control
- take control of sth

1 Strikers caused a bit of trouble here earlier, but everything is ...................... now.
2 It was a really peaceful demonstration. Then suddenly, it ......................................
3 Yes, I know. It's a large group of children. But I'm completely ......................, so don't worry.
4 It was terrible! He suddenly ...................... the car. He later discovered that the steering had gone.
5 When the pilot said that he felt ill, the co-pilot immediately ...................... the plane.
6 By the time the fire fighters arrived, the raging forest fire was ............................
7 Nowadays, it seems that parents ...................... their children than in the past.

4 Words often confused

4 Underline the correct item.

1 Tom has always been interested in classical/classic studies; he's an expert on ancient Greek mythology.
2 Napoleon's army was defeated/arrested by the British and the Prussians at Waterloo on 18th June, 1815.
3 4th July, 1776 was a historic/historical day for America.
4 The general decided to invade/attack the enemy camp at night so as to have the advantage.
5 The Conservatives had been in power/strength for over ten years before the Labour Party was elected again.

5 Fill in time or times.

1 It felt just like old ...................
2 I just feel tired all the ...................
3 It's the worst natural disaster of modern ...................
4 I think he's the greatest musician of all ...................
5 They used to go there from ..................... to .....................
6 I felt like crying at ..................... during the film.
7 He got three ..................... the number of votes.
8 The company hasn't moved with the ...................

6 Match the adjectives to the nouns.

1 pure, sheer, good, bad
2 little, slight, fifty-fifty, good
3 pure, sheer, unfortunate

7 Underline the correct item.

1 She belongs to a very ancient family; she can trace her/pass into history back to the Norman Conquest.
2 A large number of historical events have taken place in the Tower of London over the centuries; it's recorded/steeped in history.
3 Neil Armstrong is/made history on 20th July, 1969 when he became the first man to walk on the moon.
4 When Enrico Fermi split the atom in 1934 (without realising it), he changed the course/route of history.
5 During/Throughout history it seems that the reasons for war are essentially the same; history repeats itself.

8 Replace the phrases in bold with the phrasal verbs in the list in the correct form.

- take over - carry out - blow up - go off
- bring about - back out - beat up

1 The war memorial was destroyed by an explosion.
2 The prisoner was hit and kicked many times by the enemy soldiers.
3 The bomb exploded in the town centre.
4 The soldiers claimed they were acting in accordance with orders.
5 The government had agreed to help the refugees, but when they realised how expensive it would be, they decided not to.
6 The revolution did not cause any major political changes.
7 During the military coup, the army gained control of the parliament building.

9 Fill in of, for, by or in, then make sentences about historical figures from your country using the phrases.

1 involved ..........; 2 to fight .......... sth; 3 to believe .......... sth; 4 to die .......... a disease; 5 ..........

luck/chance/accident
1. Read through the questions below and underline the important words. What information do you have to listen for? (What ...? Who ...? How many ...? When ...? etc)

b. You will hear people talking in eight different situations. For questions 1-8, choose the best answer (A, B or C).

1. You hear a History student talking. When did Germany and Andorra sign the peace treaty?
   A. before World War Two
   B. during World War Two
   C. at the end of World War One

2. You hear a boy talking to his mother. What does he say about Caligula?
   A. He had a good sense of humour.
   B. He was a serious person.
   C. He was definitely mad.

3. You are listening to a radio programme. How many days did Julius Caesar add to the year 46 BC?
   A. 1 day
   B. 66 days
   C. 67 days

4. You hear a tour guide talking. What does he say about King Ludwig?
   A. He admired Wagner.
   B. He didn't know Wagner at all.
   C. He was unfamilar with Wagner's music.

5. You hear a teacher talking to her class. What does she want her students to do?
   A. watch a film about Spanish Explorers
   B. write an essay about Spanish Explorers
   C. gather material about Spanish Explorers

6. You hear a woman talking. What does she say the issue of slavery was?
   A. a moral issue
   B. an economic issue
   C. a political issue

7. You overhear a man talking. What does he accuse the rats of?
   A. stealing money
   B. attacking cats
   C. stealing food

8. You hear two people talking. Who are they talking about?
   A. a soldier
   B. a politician
   C. an explorer

Listen again. Which words helped you choose your answers?

2. a. You will hear two students talking about mysteries of history. First, read the notes below and try to work out the kind of information you will need to listen for.

b. Now listen, and for questions 1-10, complete the missing information by writing a word or a short phrase in each box.

Mysteries of History

The visiting lecturer talked about historical events that have no _____.

In _____. the Mary Celeste was found drifting across the Atlantic Ocean.

There were ten people on board: seven crew members, the captain and the captain's _____.

There was lots of _____. on the ship.

A. _____. may have been used to escape the Mary Celeste.

Nothing was tidied away and no _____. were taken.

The man who claimed to be the _____. said that sharks had eaten everyone else.

Fosdyke fell into the sea, but a _____. prevented him from drowning.

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, author of the _____. stories, wrote about the Marie Celeste.

Conan Doyle's version included many _____. that were not true.

c. Have you heard of any other mysteries of history?
Communication

5. a. Read the two dialogues below and say in what ways they are similar/different.

1. A: You'll never guess who I just saw in the bank! George Clooney!
B: George Clooney. Yeah, right!
A: No, really. He was changing dollars at the foreign exchange.
B: You're not serious, are you?

2. A: Wait till you hear what happened to me in the supermarket yesterday! I got to the checkout and discovered that I had no money!
B: No money! How embarrassing! What did you do?
A: I had to leave everything and rush to the bank. They kept my shopping for me, though.
B: That was nice of them.

b. Use the phrases in the box to act out similar dialogues in the situations below.

Starting the conversation
- Listen to this …
- Wait till you hear …
- You'll never guess/believe …
- Do you know …?

Expressing surprise/disbelief
- That's incredible/amazing/unbelievable!
- I don't believe it!
- You're not serious, are you?
- You can't be serious!
- Yeah, right!

Expressing sympathy
- How awful/terrible/embarrassing!

Commenting
- That was lucky!
- That was nice (of him, her, etc)
- Oh, no / I hate that!

6. Everyday English

b. Luck

Can you guess what the other speaker says?

1. We're in luck!
2. I can't believe your luck!
3. Better luck next time!
4. Oh, you lucky thing!
5. Hard luck!
6. Just my luck!
Reading: Culture Clip

Reading

1. a. Look at the picture, the title, the quotation and the list of words. What do you think the text is about?
   - air shows
   - watch aerial stunts
   - promote flying
   - take flying lessons
   - record-breaking stunts
   - organise cross-country air races
   - form women pilots' organisation
   - crashes
   - celebrity
   - mystery
   - transatlantic crossing record
   - final flight
   - bottom of the sea

   b. In pairs, think of three questions to ask about Amelia. Read the text quickly and see if your questions are answered.

2. a. Read the first sentence of each paragraph. What is each paragraph about?

   b. Now read the text. Seven sentences have been removed. Choose from the sentences (A-H) the one which fits each gap (1-7). There is one sentence which you do not need to use.

   A  However, somewhere between New Guinea and Howland Island, their next port of call, Amelia's plane disappeared.

   B  In those days planes were very unreliable and most of her accidents were probably the result of engine failure.

   C  Some say that Amelia was a spy for the American government and had been sent on a secret mission and was captured.

   D  She enjoyed reading and poetry, as well as sports, especially basketball and tennis.

   E  They believe Amelia lost control and crashed the plane.

   F  Amelia made the flight in 1928 and, although she was only a passenger and two men flew the plane, it made her a celebrity.

   G  When the war ended, she became a social worker back in America and taught English to immigrants.

   H  She broke several records on this flight.

Where are you?

"... decide whether or not the goal is worth the risks involved. If it is, stop worrying." Amelia Earhart

Possibly the most famous female pilot ever, Amelia Earhart was born in 1897 in Kansas, USA. Amelia had a difficult and unsettled childhood. Her family travelled a great deal so her father could find work. Although she often missed school, Amelia was nevertheless considered to be very bright academically. 1

After graduating from high school, instead of going to college, Amelia decided to study nursing. During the First World War, she worked as a military nurse in Canada. 2 In her free time, Amelia enjoyed going to air shows and watching aerial stunts, which were very popular during the 1920s. Her fascination with flying began when, at one of these shows, she took a ten-minute plane ride, and from that moment on she knew she had to learn to fly.

Amelia took on several odd jobs to pay for the flying lessons and, after a year, she had saved enough money to buy her
own plane. In 1922, she began taking part in record-breaking attempts and stunts and promoting flying for women. She organised cross-country air races for women pilots and formed a now famous women pilots' organisation, called the "Ninety-Nines".

During this time it is reported that Amelia had many crashes. However, Amelia's first instructor and close friend, Mentor Snook, later admitted that she had had her doubts about Amelia's skills as a pilot and her ability to take on the death-defying feats and the long-distance flights she became famous for.

Flying was still only a hobby for Amelia, who continued to teach, until one day she received an invitation to be the first woman ever to make the flight across the Atlantic from Canada to Britain. She also met her future husband, George Putman, a publisher, who arranged the flight and organised all the publicity.

In 1932 Amelia and George, who were now married, decided Amelia should make the Atlantic crossing from America to Britain alone. She became the first woman to fly the Atlantic solo, the only person to have flown it twice and she established a new transatlantic crossing record of 13 hours and 30 minutes. Understandably, she became even more famous as a result, earning respect for women pilots all over the world by proving that women could fly just as well as men, if not better.

In June 1937, Amelia took her final flight. Together with Fred Noonan, her navigator, she set out from Miami, Florida in an attempt to fly around the world. From Miami, they successfully flew to South America, from there to Africa and then across the Sahara Desert to Thailand, Singapore, Java and Australia. The last message the coast guard received from Amelia said that she couldn't see the island due to bad weather and that fuel was running out. She never arrived. The US Navy searched for days, but there was no sign of the plane. No wreckage or bodies were ever found.

Mystery still surrounds the disappearance of Amelia Earhart. There have been many theories about what happened to her. Others believe she spent the rest of her life living on a desert island, while others think that she deliberately crashed her plane into the Pacific. No one knows the truth, although the most likely explanation is that Amelia ran out of fuel and crashed into the sea and that her plane are still lying somewhere off Howland Island, at the bottom of the sea.

Vocabulary Practice
3 a. Read the article again and find words which mean.
   - changeable (line 3)
   - clever (line 5)
   - not to be trusted (Sentence B)
   - famous person (Sentence C)
   - arrested (Sentence C)
   - on purpose (line 57)

3 b. Explain the words and phrases in bold.

Speaking
4 Make notes about Amelia's life in the correct chronological order, then talk about her. Can you suggest another title for the article?

5 Take roles and act out dialogues between:
   - Amelia & George Putman when they first meet.
   - Amelia & George when they decide on her transatlantic crossing.
   - Amelia & Fred Noonan while flying from Miami to South America.

Discussion
6 Which of the following adjectives best describe Amelia? Justify your answers.
   - optimistic
   - stubborn
   - courageous
   - determined
   - daring
   - easy-going
   - rebellious
   - patient

7 Name two women who featured in your country's history and talk about them in terms of when they lived/ what they are known for.

8 Role-play: Choose a paragraph and act out an interview between a reporter and Amelia.

9 THINK! Imagine you are Amelia. Describe your first flight over the Atlantic. How did you feel?
1 Put the verbs in the correct past form.

Smallpox...that's history now!

Edward Jenner (1749 – 1823) 1 make a discovery that 2 change the course of history. Many people 3 die from smallpox in eighteenth-century England, and for a long time, Jenner 4 try to find a cure. Jenner 5 live in the country, and he 6 notice that the local milkmaids never 7 catch smallpox. After experimentation, Jenner 8 conclude that this was because they all 9 suffer from cowpox at least once in their life and therefore, 10 become immune to smallpox. Based on these observations, Jenner 11 develop the method of "vaccination" and in 1798 he 12 publish his findings. In 1853, vaccination 13 be compulsory in Britain and in 1980 it was declared by the World Health Assembly that smallpox 14 be eradicated throughout the world.

I'm almost certain they have won the lottery or something.

2 You are telling someone about a party that took place last night. Look at the example, then make a new sentence to match each given sentence. You have to use all four words in the box in each sentence.

Paul leave Tina arrive

1 Paul wanted to see Tina, but didn’t know she was already there.
   Paul left without knowing that Tina had already arrived.

3 Paul wanted to avoid Tina.

4 Paul was keen to see Tina.

5 Tina just in time to catch Paul.

6 Paul bumped into Tina on the doorstep.

3 Use the phrases (a – h) to rephrase the sentences (1 – 8).

a It's a pity
b I am sure
c I expected them
d I'm not sure
e It was wrong
f I'm almost certain
g There's a chance
h It's unlikely

1 They must have won the lottery or something.
2 They should have arrived by now.
3 They can't have received my message.
4 They shouldn't have mentioned the surprise.
5 They might not have known how to get here.
6 They could have been lucky and got in.
7 They couldn’t have known we were coming.
8 They should have come with us. It's lovely here.

4 Rephrase the following sentences in as many ways as possible.

1 There’s no reply; perhaps she wrote down the wrong number.
   There’s no reply; she didn’t write down the right number.

2 It’s freezing! It was silly of me not to bring any warm clothes!
   It’s freezing! I didn’t bring any warm clothes.

3 It’s possible that I left my glasses at work.
   It’s possible that I left my glasses at home.

4 It’s likely that Richard has borrowed the car.
   It’s likely that Richard borrowed the car.

5 It’s terrible that I didn’t remember her birthday!
   It’s terrible that I forgot her birthday.

5 Fill in the gaps with needn’t have or didn’t need to and the correct form of the verb in brackets.

1 Rachel, you 1 do all the work; you should have let me help you!

2 Bertha 2 make dessert as John had already bought a big cake, so she didn’t.

3 The boys 3 lie about the broken window; we wouldn’t have punished them anyway.

4 Susan 4 take a taxi home; Frank offered to give her a lift.

6 In pairs, act out exchanges.

1 John didn’t come to the party. (must)
   A: Did you hear that John didn’t come to the party?
   B: Oh, he must have had something better to do.

2 Tony was driving a BMW yesterday. (can’t)

3 Ann bought a really expensive designer outfit. (may)

4 Kathryn wasn’t accepted at Oxford. (should)

5 Lydia had a hard time finding a flat. (could)

7 Make sentences using appropriate past modals.

Bill looks pale.
John missed his flight.
Tina didn’t turn up at the meeting.

He must have been working all night.
Word formation: Verbs
Form verbs using: -ise, -en or -en. Use the verbs to form sentences.
1 rich
2 deaf
3 terror
4 close
5 character
6 sympathy
7 memory
8 rage

English in Use – Key word transformations
Complete the sentences using the word given. Use between two and five words. Do not change the word given.
1 It was wrong of you to put the blame on Nina. not You
........ the blame on Nina.
2 When I got home, the kids were already in bed. time The kids had gone to bed
........ home.
3 This project will need a lot of care. have This project
........... carefully.
4 I don’t think she recognised me. have She
........... me.
5 Mary failed to impress them. succeed Mary
........... them.
6 How did she find out about the competition? known How
........... the competition?
7 I suppose they have been delayed elsewhere. could They
........... elsewhere.
8 Leaving without saying goodbye would not be right. to I think we
........... we leave.
9 Glen last wrote to him a month ago. heard He
........... for a month.
10 I wish Bill had let us know he wasn’t coming! let Bill
........... he wasn’t coming!

English in Use – Open cloze
10 Read the text and fill in the word that best fits each gap. Use only one word.

ARCHEOLOGY: THE BARE BONES?

If we want to find out what happened in the past, we can read history books. Another 1) __________ to learn about the past is archaeology: the study of the past through the things people have left 2) __________. The written word and archaeological remains are very different from 3) __________ other, of course, but is one more reliable than the other? You might 4) __________ tempted to say that something written down is more dependable than a pile of old bones, say, or weapons from a prehistoric period. But stop a minute and think: is this really the case?

On an archaeological dig, excavation involves uncovering artefacts and structures that have been buried for a 5) __________ time. Things literally "come to light". Modern scientific techniques enable archaeologists to get detailed information on what they have discovered, like 6) __________ different foods have been cooked in a clay pot, for example, 7) __________ the sex, age and size of a human skeleton.

It is probably almost impossible to be completely objective 8) __________ writing history, whatever period one is writing in. Reading history, therefore, and doing historical research, is also a process of uncovering: the subjective truth 9) __________ to be separated from the subjective falsehood. 10) __________ archaeological remains and historical documents need to be interpreted: neither can be taken at face value. The 11) __________ is, the evidence from a clay pot or a pile of bones may be just 12) __________ reliable as a written historical account.

English in Use – Word formation
11 For questions 1-10, read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fits in the gap in the same line.

The Curse of King Tut

When the Englishman Howard Carter discovered the tomb of the Egyptian pharaoh Tutankhamen in the Valley of the Kings in 1922, it caused great 0) __________ excitement amongst 1) __________. The exact location of the burial place had been baffling scientists for decades. Over the next ten years, however, more than two dozen people connected with the discovery died, some of them under 2) __________ circumstances.

One of these was Lord Carnarvon, whose 3) __________ death was caused, some say, by an infected mosquito bite. At the moment he died, Cairo was plunged into 4) __________ as the electricity failed, while his dog in England howled and then 5) __________ dropped dead. According to another report, Carter’s pet canary was killed by a cobra just after the tomb was opened. Stories began to circulate that the pharaohs had 6) __________ powers and that an ancient curse was protecting the dead king.

Then in 1986 a French doctor, Caroline Stenger-Phillip, put forward a more 7) __________ explanation. She stated that the fruits and vegetables left in the tomb as 8) __________ to King Tut had grown mould and formed 9) __________ dust particles, which had survived over thousands of years. When the scientists opened the tomb and breathed them in, they died of an allergic 10) __________. No theory has ever been proven, however, and the curse remains a mystery.
Understanding the Rubric 1

a. Read the rubric below, paying careful attention to the underlined phrases. Then answer the questions that follow.

A popular magazine is holding a short story competition and you have decided to enter. Your story must end with the following words:

_He knew, as he walked away, that he would never return._

1. Who is going to read your story?
2. Is the story told in the first or third person?
3. Think of answers to these questions about the main character in your story:
   - What is his name?
   - Where did he walk away from? Why?
   - How did he feel?
4. Which of the following should your story contain? Tick (√).
   - verbs in present and present perfect tenses
   - a variety of past tenses
   - an explanation of why he “would never return”
   - a variety of complex characters

b. Read the model and put the paragraphs in the correct order. Does the story fit the ending given in the rubric?

A. It had all started when he had entered a short story competition in his favourite magazine. He hadn’t thought his story was very good, so he was extremely surprised when it won first prize. The prize was a holiday in the French countryside.

B. John picked up the cardboard box full of his belongings and left his office. He knew, as he walked away, that he would never return.

C. As soon as he returned to England, John started writing a novel. He worked late every night for two years, writing page after page. When the book was finished, he sent it to a publisher. The novel became a best seller, and John became very wealthy. He bought himself a lovely stone house in France and told his boss that he was leaving the company.

D. John emptied the drawers of his desk and put the contents into a large cardboard box. He felt a little sad to be leaving this office. After all, he had spent eight hours a day here for the last ten years. Now he was leaving his job, and his country.

E. The cottage he had stayed in was beautiful. It was a small white building with carved wooden shutters on the windows and a heavy old wooden door with pink roses around it. John loved the place from the moment he saw it. He decided that one day, he would buy a house just like this, and live in France for the rest of his life.

c. Underline the adjectives used to describe the cottage. Which are related to size/opinion/material/colour?
d. Now put these events from the story in the order in which they happened. Where does the writer choose to begin?

- John won first prize in a short story competition.
- John started writing a novel.
- John put his belongings in a cardboard box.
- John went on holiday to the French countryside.
- John left his office.
- John's novel became a best seller.

Flashback

Read the following plot line (listed in chronological order) for a story entitled Home At Last and choose an event to begin with so you can tell the story as a flashback. Then tell the story, using appropriate past tenses.

- Margaret decided to leave her small village / go to big city
- she found a cheap flat/only thing she could afford / dark, filthy
- she started looking for a job / no results
- soon she got behind with rent / landlady gave last warning
- one night half asleep half awake / someone tried break in
- packed her bags and went back home / promised never to leave hometown again

Adjectives/Adverbs

a. The following adjectives/adverbs can be used instead of the simplistic ones in the table to describe people/places. Put them in the correct box, then say which can be used for people, which for places and which for both.

- handsome • rather • massive • extremely
- nasty • enormous • tiny • disgusting • lovely
- miniature • superb • amazingly • wonderful
- hideous • evil • huge • attractive • wicked
- short • evil • huge • attractive • wicked
- short • evil • huge • attractive • wicked
- pleasant • miserable • terrible • absolutely
- pleasant • miserable • terrible • absolutely
- pleasant • microscopical • charming

- big
- small
- beautiful
- ugly
- very
- good/nice
- bad

b. Now replace the words in bold in the following paragraphs with suitable words from the boxes above.

Michael closed the door behind him and looked at himself in the 1) small mirror on the wall. His 2) beautiful face seemed paler than usual and all of a sudden he felt 3) very tired. He thought of all the 4) bad things that had happened that day. It was clear to him now that he didn't belong in this 5) big 6) ugly city.

It was a 1) nice sunny morning when we set off on our journey. The sky looked 2) very blue with only a few 3) small clouds on the distant horizon. The ship we travelled on was 4) big and had 5) good cabins. We must have been halfway there when I was roused from my nap by a 6) bad scream. It took me a while to come to my senses, but then I saw a 7) small woman in front of me, looking 8) very scared.

c. In pairs, talk about what could have happened before and after each of these extracts.

Feelings

4. a. Read the speech bubbles. How do the speakers feel? Match the adjectives (1- 6) to what the speakers say (A-F).

I wonder how it happened.
I've had enough of this!
What am I going to do now?
I can't believe this!
Will I get the job?
I'm looking forward to writing my first novel!

1 worried 3 curious 5 excited
2 amazed 4 annoyed 6 anxious

b. Now, with the help of the adjectives and the speech bubbles, make sentences, as in the example.

She was curious to find out what had happened.
5 Put the words and expressions describing feelings in the correct box. Some fit in more than one category. Then use them to make sentences.

- scared stiff • delighted • miserable • thrilled
- downhearted • pleased • overjoyed • entertained
- frightened • moody • terrified • over the moon
- desperate • elated

When she saw the black figure in front of her, she was scared stiff.

6 a. Read the paragraph, then replace the verbs in bold with verbs in the list in the correct form.

- groan • mumble • stare • scream
- peer • whisper

"Watch out!" I 1) said at the top of my voice, but it was already too late. Jim and I both stood there 2) looking at the cyclist flying off his bike and hitting the enormous hole in the road. "Is he hurt?" Jim 3) said quietly, trembling with fear. "I don't know," I 4) said softly. At that moment the young man slowly lifted his head and 5) looked at us in confusion. "What happened?" he 6) said in pain. "Where am I?"

b. Can you suggest a beginning/ending to the story?

7 Join the sentences using present or past participles, as in the example.

1 Tracy was crying. She ran into her mother's loving arms.
   Crying, Tracy ran into her mother's loving arms.

2 He was fascinated. He walked towards the bright light.

3 She was terrified. She hid under the bed.

4 He left the restaurant. He met an old school friend.

5 Sheila felt cold. She closed the window.

6 Dave was disgusted. Dave paid his bill and left the restaurant.

7 Tom was very brave. He entered the haunted house alone.

8 He clung to the side of the cliff. He waited for daylight to come.

9 We shivered with cold. We finally reached the shore.

10 They didn't want to wake their parents. They crept down the stairs.

8 a. Match column A to column B to complete the similes, as in the example.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 as quick as</td>
<td>a a sheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 as fresh as</td>
<td>b a baby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 as pleased as</td>
<td>c a flash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 as right as</td>
<td>d a daisy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 to run like</td>
<td>e a sieve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 as white as</td>
<td>f punch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 to cry like</td>
<td>g the wind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 to have a memory like</td>
<td>h rain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Now use the similes to write sentences, as in the example.

As quick as a flash, she skied down the slope.

9 a. Read the following rubric and answer the questions.

The editor of a student magazine has invited readers to send in a story. The story must begin with the following sentence:

"I can't believe this is happening," I thought, as I saw Jane walk into the restaurant.

The best story wins a free meal at a restaurant of your choice.

Write your story for the magazine.

1 Who is telling the story?
2 Where does the story take place?
3 Who could Jane be?
4 What age could they be?
5 How do you think they know each other?
b. Read the two models (A & B), then answer the questions 1 to 16.

Which model:
1 opens with the sentence as given in the rubric? □
2 contains both present and past tenses? □
3 has a variety of adjectives and adverbs? □
4 uses past tenses correctly? □
5 contains simplistic and repetitive use of verbs and adjectives? □
6 has used a simile correctly? □
7 includes direct speech? □
8 jumps back and forward in time in a confusing way? □
9 has a clear flashback section leading the reader back to the distant past? □
10 includes irrelevant personal facts? □
11 describes the character’s feelings? □
12 has serious errors in tenses? □
13 has a different beginning from the one given in the rubric? □
14 has a simile that doesn’t fit the context? □
15 makes no reference to the character’s feelings at all? □
16 does not have well-organised paragraphs? □

c. In pairs, suggest ways of improving the weak model, then think of another ending. Compare your ending to another pair’s. Which do you prefer?

d. In pairs, look at the good model and list the events in the order they really happened. Where does the story begin? Which events happened before this point? Which events happened afterwards?
10 Read the following rubrics, underline the key words and, for each one, answer the questions that follow.

A
You have been invited to write a short story for an international magazine for young people. The story must end with the words:

*He knew he could never tell anyone, because they would never believe him.*

Write your story.

B
A local radio station is running a short story competition. The competition rules say that the story must begin or end with the following sentence:

*Six months of hard work had finally paid off.*

Write your story.

C
A magazine is offering a prize for the best short story with the title: *The Disaster*. You decide to enter the competition.

Write your story.

D
You have decided to enter a short story competition. The competition rules say that the story must begin with the following words:

*I couldn't believe the moment had finally arrived.*

Write your story.

1 Who is going to read your story?
2 Will your story be narrated in the first or third person?
3 Who is the main character? How old is he/she?
4 How many people are involved?
5 Where/When could your story take place?
6 What could your story be about?
7 What happened exactly?
8 What tenses will you use most?
9 Where could you use a flashback in your story?
10 How could the character(s) feel at the end of the story?

11 *Portfolio:* Using the information you have learned in this unit, write any of the stories above. You should write between 120-180 words.

> Checklist

When you have finished writing your story, check the following:

- you have used the sentence given in the rubric in the correct position
- the plot is easy to follow
- you have used the appropriate tenses
- your paragraphs are clear and well organised
- you have used adjectives and adverbs to make the story more interesting to the reader
- your story begins/ends in an interesting way
- there are no spelling mistakes
Learning Lessons

Lead-in

1. Look at the pictures. What do they have in common?

2. Match the words to make job titles, then use them to label the pictures.
   - university
   - personal
   - driving
   - basketball
   - primary school
   - teacher
   - trainer
   - instructor
   - lecturer
   - coach

3. THINK! What makes a 'good' teacher? Rank the points in order of importance, then compare your list to your partner's.
   - patience
   - strictness
   - being a good listener
   - kindness
   - sense of humour
   - a sense of fairness
   - ability to stimulate students
   - air of authority
   - enthusiasm
   - knowledge of the subject

4. Paraphrase the following statement. Then, listen to some teachers and students discussing it and match the opinions to the speakers.

   Education is a matter between the person and the world of knowledge; school or college has little to do with it.

   - Stephen
   - Paul
   - Sarah
   - Alan

   a. Schools guide us.
   b. Schools neglect more intelligent students.
   c. Computers open up new roads in education.
   d. Students should help shape their educational experience.

   b. THINK! Do you agree/disagree with the statement? Tell the class.
   c. THINK! Do you think learning will ever take place without teachers? classrooms? schools in general? Discuss in pairs.
1 Look at the pictures. How are they related to the title? How do you think the objects in the pictures can be used in the cyber school? Read quickly and check.

2 a. Look at the sentences (A-H) that have been removed from the article and underline the linking words at the beginning of each sentence which suggest: contrast, time, emphasis, addition, result and consequence.

b. Now read the article and match the missing sentences (A-H) to the gaps (1-7). There is one extra sentence that you do not need to use.

c. How did the linking words help you to make your choices?

The Cyber School

The most basic change that will take place in classrooms of the future is the actual idea we tend to have of the ‘classroom’ itself. For many years, the word has had much the same meaning. Rows of desks all facing the teacher and the blackboard at the front of the classroom have basically remained the same. Yes, artwork covers the walls, but not all pupils can see it due to the positioning of the desks. Small changes have been made, however. The blackboard, in many cases, has now been replaced by the more 10 practical whiteboard and OHPs have started to appear at the back of some classrooms. 1

The thing that would really puzzle any visitors from the past would be the sight of computers in those same classrooms. They are fast becoming the 15 main source of information as well as the main means of presentation of information during lessons. Computers are, indeed, the classrooms of the future.

While that will still continue, most of the curriculum will, in fact, be followed online. 20 This is due to various factors. As access to online materials increases and many schools face shortages of teachers, it makes sense to take advantage of the latest technology.

The basic skills needed to play interactive 25 computer games will also be used to encourage children to explore and collect educational information. Three-dimensional views of cities, for example, together with the latest software, will make it possible to walk through Paris in the 30 company of a professional guide.

The curriculum of the future will include sharing of projects between schools both nationally and internationally as well as online classes.

Teachers will also find their ‘classes’ 35 growing, with lessons anywhere at any time through the use of video windows connecting them directly to children from all over the world.

As parents generally prefer learning to be at school rather than at home, together with the fact that pupils enjoy company and like to share learning with their classmates, life will continue as usual for pupils as they will still need to attend school. 4

Teachers might not always give the lessons, but they will still be there to encourage and supervise pupils. Furthermore, the old system of rows of pupils facing the front of the classroom will no doubt be replaced by circles of desks and chairs to encourage face-to-face discussion.

Projects and artwork will be shown on computer screens, while fellow pupils and visitors will be able to try out the multimedia programs produced by pupils. Added to the usual pens and pencils, simple video production and use of software will become part of everyday life for school children.

The latest mobile phones will allow children to access cartoons and exchange videos with friends. 5

This technology, of course, will need to stay in the playground so as to stop phones ringing in the wrong place at the wrong time!

Outside the classroom pupils will be able to record information using digital cameras and video recorders for their local history projects, for example, which can then be put onto computer the minute they return to school. Furthermore, pupils studying drama will be able to learn about lighting and cameras as they produce short plays or films.

Children will be able to measure their level of progress throughout the training. Underwater filming of swimmers will also help children see what to do and enable teachers to give advice on particular problems.

The cost of such technology is obviously high. Despite this, there is no doubt that cyber classrooms are slowly becoming a reality worldwide.
As well as this, talented musicians will also be able to exchange the music they produce in much the same way.

In comparison to the past, video interviews will become a normal part of project work in schools, allowing pupils to produce mini-documentaries.

In the future, however, it is actually the role of teachers that will change.

Therefore, will the classroom be replaced by pupils all working remotely or from home?

Without a doubt, the teacher has always been the focus in the classroom and the main source of knowledge.

Even so, the classrooms of today would basically still be recognisable to a visitor from, let's say, Victorian times!

As a result of the introduction of state-of-the-art training materials, even gymnastics classes will change to include on-screen programs where pupils can actually compete with each other.

Consequently, pupils will be able to work on the same project together, for example, sharing opinions and finding solutions, without the need for boards at the front of their classrooms.

**Vocabulary Practice**

3 a. Read the text and find all the words related to education. Categorise them into nouns, adjectives and verbs.

b. Explain the highlighted words in the text.

**Text Analysis**

4 Choose the best definition to explain these phrases from the text.

1 ... main means of presentation ... (lines 16-17)
   a. the most widely-used way of giving a prize
   b. the most widely-used way of showing something

2 ... access to online materials ... (lines 21-22)
   a. ability to use information on the Internet
   b. ability to use too much information on the Internet

3 ... three-dimensional views of cities ... (line 28)
   a. three different views of each of the cities
   b. views that seem real and natural rather than flat

4 ... face-to-face discussion ... (line 49)
   a. talk to others directly
   b. complain to others directly

5 ... the introduction of state-of-the-art training materials ... (Sentence G)
   a. to start using the best educational technology available
   b. to start using the best sports equipment available

**Discussion**

5 a. Make a list of the writer's predictions about schools in the future. Do you agree with these predictions? Why (not)? Discuss in pairs.

b. In pairs, suggest another title for the text, then draw a picture which would match your prediction of the future classroom.

6 **Think!** Imagine that a wealthy person from your local area has offered to cover the cost of three important changes at your school. In pairs, discuss which three changes you would like to see and why.
## Language Focus

### Education

1. a. Listen to a teacher comparing British and American education and complete the chart about the American system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USA</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>elementary school</td>
<td>6-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high school</td>
<td>12/13-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>senior high school</td>
<td>3) 18+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>university</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other training institution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. How similar/different is the education system in your country? Discuss in pairs.

c. The following words/phrases are related to school/university. When do they first play a part in someone’s education? Check your answers with your partner’s.

- optional subjects
- revision
- school reports
- projects
- lectures
- careers counselling
- exams
- seminars
- climbing frame
- tutorials
- science experiments
- sandpit
- thesis
- colouring
- the alphabet
- detention
- foreign languages
- modelling clay
- toy bricks

*Optional subjects are taken by students at high school.*

### Places in a School

2. a. Match the places to the pictures. Which ones does/did your school have? What other places can/could you find in your school?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Picture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>computer lab</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="A" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gymnasium</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="B" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corridor</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="C" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>canteen</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="D" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>music room</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="E" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>science lab</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="F" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>library</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="G" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>staff room</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="H" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Use the prompts below to say how each place (1-8) is used. How often do/did you use these places?

- research on the Internet/learn to use different software
- have PE lessons/do gymnastics/play indoor sports
- have lunch/socialise with friends
- have coffee breaks/spend free periods/attend meetings
- spend breaks/play games/socialise with friends
- exhibit artwork/keep lockers/display notices
- read books/study
- have music lessons/practise musical instruments
- learn about Biology/Chemistry/Physics/do experiments

*A library is used for reading books.*

### Types of Schools

3. a. Underline the correct word.

1. Tom went to boarding/grammar school, so he only came home during the holidays.

2. I want my children to go to a single sex/comprehensive school because I think it’s better for boys and girls to learn separately.

3. Most children go to state/public school where education is free.

4. My parents couldn’t afford to send me to a grammar/private school when I was young.

5. Eton and Harrow are famous state/public schools.
b. What types of schools are there in your country?

Exams & Qualifications

a. Look at the abbreviations below. What do you think the letters stand for?
   - GCSE
   - NVQ
   - 'A' Level
   - HND
   - BA/BSc
   - MA/MSc
   - PhD

b. At what age do you think students might obtain these qualifications? What are the nearest equivalents in your country?

Fill in: fail; pass; take; sit; resit in the correct form.

1. I always revise thoroughly before I have to _________ an exam.
2. He's _________ his driving test next week.
3. Pat _________ her exams with flying colours.
4. I'm not surprised he _________ his exams, he didn't revise at all.
5. If she doesn't get high enough marks in her exams, she will _________ them in September.

Collocations

6. Match the verbs to the nouns, then make sentences using the collocations.
   1. attend, go to, take, miss, hold, dismiss grade class
   2. run, offer, do, take, enrol on, pass, fail course
   3. achieve, get, receive

Words often confused

7. Underline the correct words.
   1. The course is designed to develop/promote special study skills.
   2. The institute only keeps/holds evening classes.
   3. She has been accepted/admitted at York University.
   4. I'm afraid you can't hold/keep a private conversation here.

Phrasal Verbs

Appendix 2

8. Fill each gap with the correct particle, then explain the phrasal verbs.
   - over • up • behind • off • out

1. Juliet was new to the class and had to do extra work to catch _________ the others.
2. If you miss school for more than a couple of days, you are in danger of falling _________ with your work.
3. I need to go _________ my History notes because we've got a test on Monday.
4. If you don't pay attention, how do you expect to keep _________ with the lesson?
5. Look _________ the word in the dictionary if you're not sure what it means.
6. We had to put _________ our Biology field trip because the weather was so bad.
7. Simon was told _________ severely when his parents saw his school report.
8. We couldn't work _________ what had gone wrong with our science experiment, so in the end we had to start again.

Idioms & Fixed phrases

9. Underline the correct word in each of the sentences below. What do the phrases mean? Are there similar idioms in your language?

1. Claire learnt the poem by heart/mind before the presentation.
2. If you want to make the grade/result you'll have to study very hard.
3. I'm going to learn/teach that boy a lesson he won't forget.
4. Jacob is in a lesson/class of his own; his work is always excellent.
5. Sarah is very studious. She's always got her eyes/nose in a book.
6. In primary school everyone called me the teacher's love/pet because I always got good grades.

Prepositions

Appendix 1

10. Fill in: in, for, of, then make sentences about education.

1. to prepare _________/revise _________/study _________ an exam;
2. to be top _________ the class; 3. to specialise _________ sth
Listening

1. a. You will hear five people talking about exams. Before you listen, look at the six phrases (A-F) listed below. What do you expect each speaker to talk about?

b. For speakers 1-5, choose which of the subjects (A-F) the people are talking about. There is one extra subject which you do not need to use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Speaker 1</th>
<th>Speaker 2</th>
<th>Speaker 3</th>
<th>Speaker 4</th>
<th>Speaker 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of confidence</td>
<td>Working too hard</td>
<td>Pressure to do well from a parent</td>
<td>A new kind of exam</td>
<td>A new way of marking</td>
<td>A surprising result</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c. Can you relate to any of the speakers? Who? How? Tell the class about it.

2. a. You will listen to a radio interview about the problem of truancy. Before you listen, discuss the following.

1. In your opinion, what are the reasons students stay away from school? Think about:
   - boredom
   - influence of friends
   - problems at school
   - family problems

2. What problems can truancy cause a student?

3. Look at the questions 1 to 7 below, underline the key words and try to predict the right answer.

b. Listen to the interview and for questions 1-7 choose the correct answer (A, B or C).

1. Dr Greenway implies that some children who play truant
   A. do so in order to earn money.
   B. behave badly in public.
   C. are never punished.

2. Why do some parents take their children on holiday during term time?
   A. Because it's peak season.
   B. To spend time together as a family.
   C. To save money.

3. Why is it difficult for schools to convince students to attend regularly?
   A. Parents set a bad example for them.
   B. There is no good reason to attend.
   C. Some teachers behave irresponsibly.

4. How has the government reacted to truancy?
   A. They have been trying to stop it for years.
   B. They are only just beginning to help.
   C. They think it is too late to do anything.

5. Why are the government having talks with travel agents?
   A. To convince them to offer parents cheap holidays.
   B. To make sure that children don't play truant.
   C. To get help from them in combating truancy.

6. What are the aims of 'behaviour improvement projects'?
   A. To teach parents to be more responsible.
   B. To teach students the lessons they have missed.
   C. To teach students to take school more seriously.

7. What does Dr Greenway say about the law against truancy?
   A. The law is not strict enough.
   B. Parents are not often prosecuted.
   C. Many parents face criminal charges.

c. Which of the following things do you think would be most effective in combating truancy? Rank them, then compare your list to your partner's:

- more interesting lessons
- police involvement
- more responsible parenting
- strict punishment
- teaching students to respect school
Communication
• Congratulating – Consoling

6. a. Read the dialogues and underline the phrases used for congratulating and consoling. What is the situation in each dialogue?

   B: Yeah, I am upset, actually. I just got a 'C' in my Physics exam.
   A: Never mind. It's not as bad as you think. It's still a passing grade.
   B: I suppose.

2. A: Georgie? Are you free after class?
   B: Yes, I am. Why?
   A: Well, I got my driving licence yesterday, and I thought we could go out for a bite to eat.
   B: Oh my goodness! Congratulations! I'm so happy for you!

b. Use the useful language in the box to act out similar dialogues for the situations (1-4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Congratulating</th>
<th>Consoling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Congratulations!</td>
<td>That's too bad/ a pity a shame.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well done!</td>
<td>Don't let it get you down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brilliant/Excellent/ Super!</td>
<td>Never mind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'm (really) happy for you!</td>
<td>Don't worry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good for you!</td>
<td>You'll be fine/ OK/alright.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>That's great/wonderful/ fantastic news!</td>
<td>I'm so sorry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It's not as bad as it seems/ you think.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. A friend has passed her exams.
2. Your brother has crashed his car.
3. Your sister got accepted to study medicine abroad.
4. A friend has lost his job.

Everyday English
• Reacting

7. Look at sentences 1 to 8. Then choose phrases from the list and in pairs act out short exchanges reacting positively or negatively.

- OK • Never mind • Not at all • Go ahead
- Pity • Why not • I'd love to • Yes, actually
- You'd better not • Let's not • Poor • Quite well
- Reasonable • I'd rather not • Terribly

1. I won't be able to make it.
2. Shall we go?
3. Do you mind?
4. How did it go?

A: I won't be able to make it.
B: Pity.

5. Are you coming then?
6. What are my chances?
7. Can I try?
8. I tried really hard.
Reading: Literature Corner

Reading

1. You will read an extract from Thomas Hughes' *Tom Brown's Schooldays*. Before you read the extract, read the information about the author and the novel, and answer the questions.

Thomas Hughes (1822-1896), a famous British novelist, is remembered mainly for his novel *Tom Brown's Schooldays* (1857). The novel is set at Rugby School where Hughes himself was educated.

Conditions were tough. Corporal punishment was acceptable and bullying became an everyday part of life with less capable boys being made fun of and clever ones treated unfairly. In this extract, Tom is slowly transformed from a quiet, innocent young boy, to a noisy and rather badly-behaved one...

Other works by Thomas Hughes are: *Tom Brown at Oxford, A Layman's Faith*, etc.

1. What do you think 'tough conditions' might have included?
2. Does bullying exist in schools in your country?

b. What actions can be described as bullying? In pairs, make a list, then read the text quickly and check if your guesses were correct.

2. Look at questions 1-8. Underline the main points in the questions, then quickly read the text and find the parts of the text which include the answers.

b. Read the text again and for questions 1-8, choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D).

1. What was the main problem with the fourth form?
   - A. There were too many students.
   - B. The level of teaching was poor.
   - C. It had a mixture of ages and abilities.
   - D. Latin and Greek were difficult to teach.

2. The writer uses the phrase 'for the life of them' (line 10) to show that the weaker boys
   - A. felt that their lives at school were unnecessarily hard.
   - B. thought there were more important things in life than grammar.
   - C. felt they could never make progress in their school life.
   - D. couldn't do grammar even if their life depended on it.

3. What did the teacher try to do on many occasions?
   - A. move certain students to another level
   - B. make fun of Tom Brown
   - C. help those students who were unhappy
   - D. point out students' mistakes

4. What was the writer's opinion of East and Tom Brown?
   - A. They were serious students.
   - B. They were hopeless students.
   - C. They were always having fun.
   - D. They were typical, naughty boys.

5. The clever boys always seemed to
   - A. recognise their talents.
   - B. play fairly with others.
   - C. have a difficult time.
   - D. dislike progressing quickly.

6. What had Tom been like at the end of the third form?
   - A. manageable
   - B. well-behaved
   - C. very strong
   - D. very steady

7. During the second monthly examination, Tom
   - A. really cared about the results.
   - B. was worried all the way through.
   - C. realised that the teacher was in a bad mood.
   - D. whispered so as not to disturb the others.
8 What happened to the clever boy?
A He translated the passage well.
B He became confused.
C He became silent.
D He surprised the Doctor.

Vocabulary Practice
3 a. Match the highlighted words in the passage with their synonyms below. Then, explain the words in bold.
   • irresponsible • naughty • previous • quickly
   • unlucky • stopped • advance

b. Find all the words/phrases in the text related to education. Which of them are not used today?

Text Analysis
3. The following phrases are taken from the passage. Explain them in your own words.
   • ... the most unhappily constituted class ... (lines 8-9)
   • They were the object of amusement and terror to the youngsters ... (lines 12-13)
   • ... as full of tricks as monkeys ... (lines 22-23)
   • ... simply hopeless ... (line 26)

The only occasions which the pupils really cared about were the monthly examinations when the Doctor came round to examine their form, for one long, awful hour in the work which they had done in the preceding month. Tom's second monthly examination came round and the boys waited anxiously for it to begin. Tom never lifted his eyes from his book but could feel the Doctor's mood as he whispered to the master. At last the whispering ceased, and the name called out was not Brown. The boy who was called up to be examined first was a clever, merry boy and a great favourite of the Doctor, who asked him to translate a Latin passage. On common occasions the boy could have translated the passage well enough, but now his head was gone and he made some terrible mistakes. A shudder ran through the whole form and the Doctor's wrath fairly boiled over. He made three steps up to the boy, and gave him a good box on the ear. The blow was not a hard one, but the boy was so taken by surprise that he fell back over the bench onto the floor behind. There was a dead silence over the whole school. Never before and never again while Tom was at school did the Doctor strike a boy in a lesson. The provocation must have been great.

Discussion
4 a. Think! Choose four adjectives to describe the possible feelings of the boy who was examined.
   b. Discuss in pairs what you think might have happened afterwards.
   c. How might a student react to such punishment nowadays?
   d. Describe a typical exam day at your school.

5 a. Think! How do you think bullying can affect a child's behaviour? What can be done about it?
   b. Is corporal punishment allowed at schools in your country? Why (not)? Do you think there are any occasions when it might be acceptable?
The Passive

1. a. Compare the sentences. How do they differ?
   Students take exams twice a year.
   Exams are taken by students twice a year.

   b. Rewrite the sentences in the passive. Omit the agent where possible.
   1. The Minister of Education will visit the school next week.
   2. Charles Dickens wrote David Copperfield.
   3. Students must wear school uniforms at all times.
   4. Have the examiners announced the results yet?
   5. The school publishes the newsletter every month.
   6. I don't like people teasing me.
   7. Someone has broken this window.
   8. The police will make an arrest soon.

   c. Think of a passive action that could be done by the following people and make a sentence.
   - a traffic warden
   - a nurse
   - a judge
   - a teacher
   - a mechanic
   - a gardener
   - a waiter

   John was given a parking ticket.

2. Fill in the gaps with by or with.
   1. The exam hall was filled ................. nervous students.
   2. The school was badly damaged ................. the fire.
   3. The new gym was opened ................. the mayor.
   4. The new school uniform was designed ................. Jeff Banks.
   5. The classroom walls were covered ................. the student's artwork.

3. Rewrite the following sentences using personal and impersonal passive structures.
   1. They think she is talented.
      * She is thought to be talented.
   2. People once believed that the Earth was flat.
   3. They fear that all passengers were killed.
   4. They understood that the plan had failed.
   5. They know she was telling the truth.
   6. People expect he will go to university.

4. Look at the picture. In pairs, form questions using passive forms. Then try to answer them.
   - What/called?
   - Who/invited?
   - bought/rented?
   - certificate called?

   What is this ceremony called?

Causative Form

5. a. How are the two sentences similar/different in meaning and structure?
   I had my essay marked.
   My essay was marked by the teacher.

   b. Write full sentences about yourself, as in the example.
   1. check your teeth
   2. test your eyes
   3. cut your hair
   4. repair your car
   5. shorten your trousers

   I have my teeth checked by the dentist.

6. Rewrite the sentences in the causative form.
   1. The gardener will mow the lawn on Saturday.
   2. I prefer paying someone to clean my house.
   3. I will ask Mum to check my homework.
   4. The caterers have arranged the food for our party.
   5. The teacher is marking my essay.
   6. Jane had asked her secretary to make the appointment.

English in Use – Key word transformations

7. Rewrite the sentences using the word in bold. Use between two and five words. Do not change the word given.
   1. The professor was ill so they cancelled the lecture.
      * The lecture ................. the professor being ill.

   2. They estimate that a year at university costs the average student about £7,000.
      * A year at university ................. the average student about £7,000.

   3. It's not worth trying to persuade him.
      * There ................. to persuade him.

   4. The two pictures look exactly the same to me.
      * I can't ................. the two pictures.

   5. She is always recognised wherever she goes.
      * She can't ................. wherever she goes.

   6. A technician is coming to fix the network on Wednesday.
      * We are going to ................. on Wednesday.

   7. He is interested in finding out what the fees are like.
      * He ................. what the fees are.
8 She gets research done very efficiently. 
  efficient She is very .............................................. research.
  .............................................. research.

9 My workload made it impossible for me to go on holiday. 
  prevented I .................................................................
  ................................................................. on holiday because of my workload.

English in Use – Word formation

Use the word given in capitals to form a word that fits in the space on that line.

The Work of a Librarian

As Head Librarian I have a lot of 0) responsibility. RESPONSIBLE
As well as managing a staff of eight
1) .........................................................., I also supervise all
the 2) ............................................................ of the library.

This year we have had a large increase in the number of 3) ............................................. students.
Due to the extra demand for library time this has created, we've 4) ............................................. our
hours. I have also been accepted into the Institute for Learning and Teaching. I see this as
5) ............................................................... of my role in supporting
learning and as 6) ............................................................... of the
teaching role that I have within the library.

I enjoy the 7) ................................................................. VARY
the job provides, though times are hard
8) .................................................. . The budget we have to buy
books has remained static for the past three years,
yet book prices have not and 9) ............................................. to magazines and periodicals rise. This leaves me
with a number of difficult 10) .............................................
to make.

Word formation: -ing/-ed ending

a. What's the difference between:

The performance was exciting.
We were excited by the performance.

b. Use the verbs to make sentences using an -ing or -ed ending.

• amuse • fascinate • bore
• thrill • tire • embarrass

English in Use – Multiple-choice cloze

10 Choose the right word to fill each gap (A, B, C or D).

Valuable Lessons

When adults praise a child 0) for trying, despite unacceptable work, they teach that 1) .............. is more important than results.
I once took over a class in the middle of a term from a teacher who was a 2) .............. marker. After I had returned a batch of marked
papers, one boy complained about receiving a 'C'. "I'm 3) .............. to getting A's" he said. When I explained that his essay was badly
4) .............. , he asked: "What about the pictures? Our other teacher
gave extra 5) .............. for effort."

Real life seldom 6) .............. those who try but don't get results.
And it's a rare boss who tolerates an employee who insists that he
7) .............. his best. Unmerited praise may keep children from
8) .............. their own true capabilities.

Years ago, my best friend was a naturally 9) .............. musician.
Her family saw every effort as 'brilliant' but she hated practising and
often did badly at recitals. After one particularly embarrassing
performance, her mother said, "You were wonderful, but that
piano needs tuning and the audience was so noisy, it's no
10) .............. you forgot the second movement" Had this girl 11) .............. criticism, she might have realised her dreams of becoming
a concert pianist. As it was, her playing got gradually worse, she
lost 12) .............. and eventually dropped out of music school.
Opinion articles or letters are written when we want to express our personal opinion on a particular topic. They can be articles for publication, compositions for a class assignment, letters to the press/authorities, or letters to a friend. They should include relevant information to support our opinion, and use an appropriate style depending on who is going to read the piece of writing.

In the first paragraph we should introduce the topic and state our opinion clearly. If we write a letter giving our opinion, start the introduction by giving the reason for writing.

The main body consists of two or more paragraphs each presenting a separate viewpoint supported by reasons/examples. We can also write a separate paragraph which states the opposing viewpoint.

The final paragraph summarises/restates our opinion using different words.

### Analysing an Opinion Letter

1. Read the model and choose the correct topic sentences from the ones below.

   A. On the other hand, a sports centre also has its disadvantages.
   B. What is more, playing a sport can build character.
   C. To start with, it will provide many new jobs.
   D. Firstly, there are very few sports facilities in our town.
   E. However, an entertainment complex would also be a good addition to our town.
   F. Furthermore, I could suggest an excellent location.

2. **Dear Sir/Madam,**

   I am writing with regard to the youth development grant our town was recently awarded. I am of the opinion that the money should be spent on a new sports centre for a number of reasons.

   1. **If a sports centre were built, more young people would have the opportunity to play sports. Moreover, it would provide youngsters with a pleasant and positive pastime. As it is, they have very few options open to them. In addition, it would give them access to better facilities than are currently available in schools.**

   2. **Positive qualities, such as team spirit, fair play and friendly competition are developed. This is something we should encourage in our young people.**

   3. **In particular, a modern cinema is a facility sorely lacking in our area. Nevertheless, I feel helping our youth stay healthy and fit is more important. To sum up, I believe building a sports centre is the best use for the grant money, as it would be most beneficial for young people in our town. I hope that the town council agrees and starts work as soon as possible.**

   Yours faithfully,

   [Signature]

   Clive Dunn

b. Has the writer mentioned all the points in the rubric?

c. Suggest an alternative conclusion for the model.

### Understanding the Rubric 1

1. Read the rubric, underline the key words and answer the questions.

   a. What do you have to write?
   b. Who is the target reader?
   c. What style should you use? Why?
   d. What is your opinion on the topic?
   e. Which of the following points are relevant to the question?
      a. Sports facilities in schools are limited.
      b. The town's cinema is old.
      c. Young people have few free-time activities.
      d. The grant is a large amount of money.
      e. There is no sports centre at present.
   f. How would you support each of the points you chose from above?
   g. What information should you include in your introduction?
   h. How could you end your letter?
Planning your Paragraphs

3 a. Complete the plan with the questions below.
   a. What can you say in support of your opinion?
   b. What do you hope the reader(s) will do?
   c. What is the opposing viewpoint?
   d. What is your opinion?
   e. What is the reason/justification for this?

Dear Sir/Madam,

Introduction
(Para 1) • What is your reason for writing?

Main Body
(Para 2) • What would the consequences/results be?
(Para 3) • What else can you say in support of your opinion?
(Para 4) • Why does this not change your opinion?

Conclusion
(Para 5) • What is your opinion (again)?

Yours faithfully,
(your full name)

b. Does the model in Ex. 2a follow the paragraph plan above?

Linking

4 a. Use the words/phrases below to complete the table, as in the example.
   • to begin with
   • whilst
   • nevertheless
   • furthermore
   • to start with
   • therefore
   • on the other hand
   • for instance
   • in addition
   • because
   • then
   • all in all
   • lastly
   • in this way
   • what is more
   • this would mean that
   • such as
   • firstly
   • consequently
   • finally
   • as a result
   • however
   • to sum up
   • also
   • for example
   • moreover
   • since
   • all things considered

To list points: to begin with
To add more points:
To give examples/reasons:
To introduce the opposing viewpoint:
To conclude:

b. Underline the linking words/phrases in the model in Ex. 2a, then replace these with items from the table.

5 a. Look at the two extracts from letters of opinion below and fill in the gaps with the words/phrases in the list.
   • That way
   • In my opinion
   • Firstly
   • I think
   • There's no point
   • As a result

A 1) ......................... the first thing to do is get your CV up to date. 2) ......................... If you see a job you like the look of you can apply straight away. 3) ......................... in sitting around and doing nothing.

B 4) ..........................., the Town Council should take immediate action. 5) ......................... a recycling scheme should be introduced. 6) ......................... many items such as glass, paper and aluminium could be reused.

b. Do you think the target reader of each extract is:
   • a friend of yours?
   • the editor of a magazine?
   • a close relative?
   • newspaper readers?
   • your teacher?
Writing: Opinion

Style

6. Match the informal phrases/sentences (1-5) to the formal ones (a-e).

INFORMAL
1. I like this idea a lot.
2. I’m writing about ...
3. I don’t like what they’ve put forward at all.
4. I don’t agree with the council’s plan.
5. You can see that ...

FORMAL
a. I am writing in connection with ...
b. I am totally in favour of this idea.
c. I wish to express my disapproval of this proposal.
d. Obviously, ...
e. I strongly disagree with the plan proposed by the town council.

b. Make sentences to match the viewpoints from above to the reasons/examples below.

Justifying Opinion
• This would mean ...
• By doing this, we ...
• In this way ...
• If ..., the result would be ...
• The reason is that ...
• Then, ...

- a. students feel pressure to be fashionable
- b. less pollution
- c. children not be able to learn about wildlife
- d. fewer cars on streets
- e. conserve valuable resources

1b. This would mean that there would be less pollution.

Expressing Opinions

7. Use the phrases in the box to make full sentences, as in the example.

Stating your Opinion
- In my opinion/view, ...
- I think/believe/am of the opinion that ...
- It seems/appears to me (that) ...
- To my mind, ...
- My opinion/feelings on the matter is/are ...
- It is my considered opinion that ...

Agreeing
- I (strongly) agree with ...
- I am in favour of ...

Disagreeing
- I (strongly) disagree with ...
- I am (totally) opposed to/against ...

1. What type of writing is it?
2. Who is the target reader?
3. What style of writing is appropriate? Why?
4. Do you agree or disagree with the statement?
5. In pairs, write two topic sentences to present your opinion.
6. In pairs, think of appropriate supporting sentences for the topic sentences you have written.
Analysing a Composition

a. Read the two models and say which one is appropriate.

Many people today believe that getting a well-paid job is essential, while finishing school or university is not. I strongly disagree with this view for a number of reasons.

First of all, education is the key to development. Doctors, scientists and teachers use their education to advance society. Without them, there would be no cure for diseases and no progress in technology.

What is more, a good education can help to achieve economic success. Businesses would not be successful without educated people to run them. Success and financial reward go hand in hand. As a result, highly trained people are often also better paid people.

Of course, there are people who argue that an education is not necessary in order to make lots of money. It is true that some highly paid jobs do not require a high level of education, but they are rare. What is more, a good education offers more rewards than just the ability to make money.

All in all, I believe that although money is important in life, it should not be given more emphasis than education. After all, with education comes knowledge and without this individuals and societies cannot advance.

I don’t agree with this opinion.

Earning money is important, that’s true. I often work in the summer myself to make some extra money. Going to school is more important, though, I think. We can’t do without a school diploma or university degree if we want to lead good lives. But you need lots of money too. Some people say that you can be rich without having a proper education. They believe that money opens doors for you and all you have to do is know the tricks. But you’d better not take them seriously. Besides, education ensures that science progresses. It is essential for the development of a country in general.

In my opinion, nothing beats education. It is better to be clever and poor than rich and stupid.

b. Which model:

- has well developed paragraphs?
- introduces the topic clearly?
- uses a variety of linking words/phrases?
- uses topic sentences to introduce paragraphs?
- has appropriate supporting sentences?
- gives examples to support arguments?
- uses simple language patterns?
- restates the writer’s opinion?
- uses everyday English?

c. Underline the topic sentences in model A and suggest alternatives.

d. Choose a more suitable alternative beginning and ending for model B from those below.

1 Overall, while earning money is important for a good standard of living, it is not the most important thing in life. I believe education is priceless.

2 To sum up, a degree or diploma is useful but it doesn’t guarantee a good wage. Many rich and successful people made their fortunes through hard work alone, which proves an education is not always necessary to become rich.

3 In my view, a poorly educated person is destined to be financially poor because he lacks the basic ingredient for success which is knowledge.

4 I strongly disagree with the statement. I feel that in this age of information, education is the most valuable thing you can possess.

Giving Opposing Views

10 a. Use the useful language in the box to rewrite the prompts (1-6) as full topic sentences.

- On the other hand, ...
- Alternatively, ...
- It can/could be argued that ...
- However, ...
- Nonetheless, ...

| The opposing view is ...
- The opposite viewpoint ...
- In contrast, ...
- The conflicting view is ...

1 a number of disadvantages / to have / own car
- However, there are a number of disadvantages to having your own car

2 some drawbacks / to be / own boss

3 many people think / boys and girls / be educated separately
Error Correction

11. The model below has a number of mistakes in it. Underline them, then correct them. Think about:

- wrong prepositions
- missing words
- unnecessary words
- punctuation errors
- wrong tenses
- inappropriate linkers
- overly informal language
- paragraphing

Compare with your partner.

Lots of people believe that school uniforms are not necessary and students should be able to wear what they like to school. I don’t agree with this view. School uniforms is very important in a number of ways, I feel.

To start with, I think school uniforms are giving students a sense of identity. Wearing the same clothes as everyone else introduces a sense of belonging.

Without, those students would lose some of their unity and the student body would break out into small groups related to what clothes they wear. There is and more, wearing the same clothes breaks down the barriers between children from different economic backgrounds.

It’s difficult to tell who comes from a rich or a poor family when everyone is dressing the same. On the other hand, some people feel that uniform limits personal freedom to express yourself through the image you present to others. Nevertheless, many schools have a choice of uniforms, so teenagers can still express themselves in a small way.

All in all, I am strongly in favour of school uniforms. I believe they play a valuable part in school life.
Self-Assessment Module

Vocabulary & Grammar

1 Fill in the missing word.

1 It's not right to put the blame .......... me when you know that it is Anne who made the mistake.
2 You .......... be really hurt by his appalling behaviour.
3 The concert hall was opened ............... the Duke himself!
4 Although his family is wealthy he chose to attend his local state .......... instead of a private one.
5 I have to go ............... my notes in order to spot all the mistakes I have made.
6 Due to the poor grades he got, he has to ............... the exam in September.
7 The workers went ............... strike a week ago, asking for an immediate pay rise.
8 She is ............... her hair cut tomorrow.
9 There were riots in the streets, but now police have the situation ............... control.
10 I don't think he was rude. He was only trying to ............... a point about discipline in class.
11 Paul was told ............... by his teacher for cheating.
12 He needs to ............... classes in research techniques twice a week.
13 John has a great .......... of humour.
14 They are preparing to .......... a very important exam next week.
15 She is thought to .......... left the country.
16 She is trying to learn her speech ............... heart.
17 We still can't work .......... what we have done wrong!
18 The sports hall was filled .......... famous athletes.
19 She recently found out that the Blythes trace their history .......... to Gotham in the 13th century.
20 I will definitely support a cause I believe ............... .

(10 marks)

2 Circle the correct item.

1 Parents receive a school .......... on their child's progress at the end of every year.
   A report  B test  C assessment  D statement

2 The good weather makes the resort ideal for travelling, .......... sports and picnics.
   A indoor  B outside  C outdoor  D inside

3 After he lost his job, he decided to look for a teaching .......... abroad.
   A work  B place  C profession  D post

4 The President, who signed a peace .......... with a number of countries in 1994, is enjoying the full support of his people.
   A agreement  B treaty  C union  D truce

5 Tony has been .......... at Manchester University.
   A accepted  B promoted  C appointed  D passed

6 We need a bit of .......... to win.
   A chance  B luck  C fortune  D accident

7 Language can change the .......... of history and affect the behaviour of people.
   A route  B way  C course  D direction

8 I met an old friend and it really felt like old .......... 
   A times  B periods  C years  D ages

9 As soon as he recovers, he will be able to carry .......... his public duties.
   A up  B on  C forward  D out

10 It was not merely .......... chance that I got straight As. It was through hard work.
   A off  B from  C by  D in

(10 marks)

English in Use

3 Complete the second sentence using the word in bold. Use two to five words including the word given. Do not change the word given.

1 It's not worth calling him; he won't answer the phone.
   point .......... There .......... a .......... him; he won't answer the phone.

2 The last time Susan wrote to John was two months ago.

3 The teacher expects the students to be at the meeting point on time.
   expected .......... The students .......... at the meeting point on time.

4 I'm sure Mary has won first prize.
   must .......... Mary .......... first prize.

5 They are going to pay someone to decorate their house next week.
   decorated .......... They are going .......... next week.

(10 marks)
Self-Assessment Module 4

4 Fill in the correct word derived from the word in bold.

1 I think the film was very ....................... AMUSE and I highly recommend it.
2 Ann is ...................... by the FASCINATE unusual artwork that is exhibited in the National Museum.
3 Which are the qualities that CHARACTER ................. him?
4 Please ...................... all the CLOSE documents required.
5 The best way to ...................... your RICH vocabulary, is to read works of literature.

(5 marks)

6 Choose the best five phrases to complete the dialogue.

- You'll never believe. • nice of him. • pulling my leg
- I hate that! • amazing. • wait till you hear • right
- was lucky

A: 1) ...................... where I am moving to next month! Australia!
B: Are you 2) ...................... ?
A: No, really! 3) ...................... the rest. I got a job offer from a multinational firm there.
B: That's 4) ...................... !
A: Yeah. John told me he is willing to put me up for a couple of weeks.
B: That's 5) ......................

(5 marks)

Communication

5 Complete the dialogue by underlining the appropriate phrase.

1 A: Carla, I can't make it to your party. I have an exam and I need to study. I'm awfully sorry!
B: Don't worry/You'll be fine! We'll have another party soon!
2 A: Hi, Lynn. Could you please tell the boss that I will not be coming to work today. I think I'm coming down with flu.
B: Poor thing! I am so sorry/Well done! Get well soon!
3 A: I heard the good news. You got promoted! Congratulations/Yeah right!
B: Oh, thank you very much!
4 A: I am having my tonsils removed next week! I'm so scared!
B: I am sure you will be fine/That's a pity.
5 A: I decided to start exercising!
B: Good for you/It's not as bad as it seems! You are doing yourself a great favour.

(5 marks)

Reading

7 You are going to read a magazine article about prehistoric cave paintings.
Now read the article and match the missing sentences (A-H) to the gaps (1-7). There is one extra sentence that you do not need to use.

A This means that this Ice Age art gallery was specially chosen to offer an amazing show once a year.
B They were creating the earliest surviving paintings produced by mankind.
C In contrast to the animals, the few human images are small, roughly drawn stick figures, sometimes carrying spears or bows.
D She believes they picture the minds of wizards.
E They are believed to be at least 10,000 years old.
F Whatever their function, the cave paintings are important today for the simple fact that they exist.
G In fact, at Altamira, traces of human habitation exist in only one painted room.
H In other words, she believes Lascaux is a prehistoric map of the sky.

A B C D E F G H
Pretty as a

Prehistoric Picture

Cave paintings are the oldest pictures ever found. Many were painted more than 25,000 years ago by 'stone age' cave dwellers using sticks, sharp stones or their fingers. For 'paint' they used charcoal, coloured earth and vegetable dyes.

Imagine the scene. In around 25,000 BC a tribe living in southern Europe chased some wild animals out of a cave and took up residence inside. In the depths of the dark cave that was their home, by the light of candles made from animal fat, some members of the tribe painted on the ceiling and walls using sticks dipped in a mixture of dirt, rock and fat.

Such works occur not only in this one cave, but also in over one hundred and thirty caves discovered to date. The most well-known paintings, thought to be around 17,000 years old, have been discovered in the caves of Lascaux in southern France, and at Altamira in northern Spain.

The oldest cave paintings discovered to date are in the hills near Verona, Italy. These paintings are believed to be 25,000 years old.

What did these early artists draw and what inspired them to do it? They depicted what probably mattered most to them: the animals their tribe hunted, including bison, deer, wild boars and horses. Some scholars suggest the paintings functioned as a 'how-to' guide to hunting. No one believes these paintings were just wall decorations. This separation of living quarters from the painted areas suggests that the paintings served a ritual function, either to ensure a good hunt or to promote the fertility of the animals the tribe hunted. More surprising is the quality of many drawings: the proportions are correct, the poses lifelike, and the outlines are firm and vigorous. Figures are occasionally shaded to suggest the roundness of the animal, spotted to show the texture of its pelt and even drawn on a natural protrusion of the rock surface to give its form more fullness.

French scholar Chantal Jegues-Wolkiewiez has a controversial theory about the purpose of the Lascaux cave paintings. She claims that many of the pictures in the cave correspond to the constellations as they appeared 17,000 years ago during the last Ice Age. Her theory is controversial because this would mean that people had an understanding of the stars 10,000 years earlier than is currently thought. Her theory is supported by the fact that on the night of the summer solstice, the setting sun shines directly onto the paintings in the cave.

Other archaeologists have suggested that the pictures serve a more spiritual or religious purpose and that they show the actions of magical men, or shamans, in altered states of consciousness. They claim the pictures contain shapes that resemble those experienced in trances during healing dances by modern African tribesmen.

The fact is, we don't know for sure why these prehistoric paintings were created, and it is likely we never will. Those who study cave paintings still don't know how the earliest people believed the world worked, what they hoped for, what they thought controlled life, and what they thought happened after death. Hunger, cold, wild animals and even darkness did not stop humans from picking up 'brushes' and celebrating their world.
8 You will hear a conversation between two students discussing the subject of local history. For questions 1-7, choose the most appropriate answer (A, B or C).

1 What does local history study?
   A The history of small towns or villages.
   B How events are affected by their location.
   C How history is seen in different places.

2 How is local history different from conventional history?
   A The place is more important than what happened.
   B What happened is as important as who did it.
   C Local history isn’t interested in events.

3 Local history
   A deals exclusively with places.
   B takes an interest in everyday life.
   C can be influenced by centres of power.

4 Most historians
   A want to write about ordinary lives.
   B focus more on events in public life.
   C do not examine how ordinary people lived.

5 Interest in the lives of ordinary people
   A has risen in the last decades.
   B continues to be relatively low.
   C has to do mostly with public lives.

6 What is the aim of local history?
   A to understand the small details
   B to understand the larger picture
   C to understand the significance of people

7 At the end of the conversation, the man
   A is unconvinced by the woman.
   B is even more confused than before.
   C is considering joining the course.

9 Work in pairs. Your local library has been given an amount of money to spend on upgrades. Below are photographs of possible upgrades for the library. Talk to each other about how each upgrade could help the members. Then decide on two upgrades for the library.

How can each upgrade help the library members? Decide on two upgrades.

10 Discuss the following questions.
   1 Do you think conventional books will ever be replaced by electronic books?
   2 Do you enjoy reading? What kind of books do you like most? Why?
   3 What is the last book you read? How did you like it?

(10 marks)

Writing

11 You have had a class discussion on the following statement:
   Apart from basic arithmetic, a lot of what is taught in Maths is waste of time.
   Now your teacher has asked you to write a composition, giving your opinion on this statement.
   Write your composition in 120-180 words.

(17 marks)

Progress Update

How do you rate your progress? Tick (√) the box that applies to you.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Excellent</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>OK</th>
<th>Could do better</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary &amp; Grammar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listening</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
That’s Life

Module 5
Units 9-10

UNIT 9  Planet Issues

UNIT 10 The Cycle of Life
Module 5
Units 9-10

Before you start ...

Listen, read and talk about ...

Learn how to ...

Phrasal verbs

Practise ...

Write ...

- How do you think the title of the module is related to the units?
- Are you environmentally friendly? In which sense?
- How healthy is your lifestyle?

- the environment
- environmental problems
- seeds & plants
- animals
- food & drink
- stages of life
- health
- healthy eating
- eating habits
- ask indirect questions
- express ignorance/ uncertainty
- express concern
- express frustration
- give/reject/accept advice

related to:
- the environment
- food

- future forms
- conditionals
- mixed conditionals
- wishes
- relatives/relative clauses
- clauses of purpose
- clauses of concession
- question tags

- reviews
- narratives, articles,
  letters/emails, compositions
Lead-in

1. Match the items in column A to those in column B.

A
- overuse of
- climate
- urban
- global
- genetically modified (GM)
- toxic
- solar/wind
- recycling

B
- foods
- scheme
- warming
- waste
- development
- power
- pesticides
- change

b. In pairs, find out how much you know about the above. Use the language in the box to act out exchanges, as in the example.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asking (indirect) questions</th>
<th>Expressing ignorance/uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can you tell me what ...?</td>
<td>I haven’t the faintest idea!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you know anything about ...?</td>
<td>I haven’t got a clue!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you have any idea what ...?</td>
<td>I’m afraid I don’t know.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I’m not sure but I think it has to do with ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I might be wrong but I think it is ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A: Do you have any idea what urban development is?
B: I haven’t the faintest idea!

c. Which two phrases in Ex. 1a refer to solutions to environmental problems?

THINK! Rank the environmental issues in order of seriousness. In pairs, compare your lists and justify your opinions.

A: I believe that urban development is the issue we need to deal with first because cities are becoming overcrowded.
B: Do you think so? What worries me most is GM foods because they’re very dangerous for our health.

3. You are going to hear three people taking part in a survey about recycling. Mark the statements as Yes (✓) or No (✗) for each speaker.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>We recycle most of our household waste.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Recycling is too expensive and time consuming.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Governments should introduce laws about recycling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Recycling is the most important way of saving the environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Which speaker do you agree with most?


"The only thing we have to fear on this planet is man." Carl Jung

"If you poison the environment, the environment will poison you." Tony Follari
Reading

1. a. Look at the title of the text. What do you think it means? Look at the pictures and describe what Antarctica is like.

b. How could the following be related to Antarctica? Discuss in pairs.
- scientists
- expeditions
- global change
- fossils
- climate change
- sea level
- environmental awareness
- fishing

A: Scientists from many countries live and work in Antarctica.
B: Yes, that’s true. They study sea level changes.

2. a. Who do you think may be living in Antarctica? What might they be doing there? Discuss in pairs, then read the second paragraph and find out.

b. Read the sentences (A-H) taken from the text, paying special attention to the underlined parts. What information do you expect to read before each sentence?

c. Now read the newspaper article and choose the most suitable sentence from the list (A-H) for each gap (1-7) in the article. There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use. Were your guesses correct?

A This is why the Antarctic is now one of the most controlled regions of the world in terms of regulations concerning pollution and other environmental issues.
B These days, however, due to greater environmental awareness, all plants and animals in Antarctica are protected by regulation.
C Apart from that, it is a lesson because the regulations in force there show us what can and must be done for the environment.
D An example of this is what is called ‘marine litter’, which includes hooks and nets left in the ocean and which can cause harm to fish, birds and seals.
E There is the added possibility that future studies of a lake covered by 3.7 km of ice might reveal bacteria over half a million years old.
F This is an approach which takes account of the whole of the food chain which means that it assesses the

The first people to reach the South Pole — in modern times, anyway — were Roald Amundsen and the Norwegian Antarctic expedition, in December 1911. They beat the British by one month. Explorers had been trying to reach the Antarctic for over a hundred years because it represented the ultimate challenge: the coldest and windiest continent in the world.

Nowadays, scientists from over 27 countries work in Antarctica all year round. The Antarctic still represents a challenge, but a challenge of a different sort. Since the 1960s, people have come to realise that the Antarctic holds the key to the history of our planet: past, present and future.

Antarctica has preserved valuable evidence of the natural history of our planet. Evidence from fossils shows how life evolved during geological time. The Antarctic has a crucial role to play in helping us understand global change. Analysing sediment from its different lakes makes it possible to collect information on climate change over the last 10,000 years. The 4 km thick ice sheet is a frozen record of the last 500,000 years. Bubbles in the ice contain atmospheric gases. Frozen into the ice is evidence of levels of global pollution by industry, agriculture and atomic bombs.

The Antarctic provides valuable information about what is currently happening to the ozone layer and about global warming. Scientists are also discovering that the ice sheet may contribute to changes in sea level. What happens in Antarctica affects the world’s climate and the world’s oceans. Governments can no longer afford to ignore this previously unprotected area.
Up until the 1960s, some species of whale and seal were driven almost to extinction by human activities in Antarctica. There is a special regulation to protect the six species of seal which breed in the Antarctic.

Fishing in the Antarctic regions is also strictly controlled. The control is based on the ‘ecosystem approach’. Commercial fishing is strictly limited and severe measures aim to minimise illegal fishing. For instance, the Patagonian Toothfish, a delicacy in expensive restaurants, would probably have disappeared now if it weren’t for these restrictions.

At the moment, there is international concern over the environmental impact of fishing in the seas of the Antarctic. Creatures die by getting entangled in the nets or else by swallowing the hooks, which causes internal injuries. Even whales have been victims of this kind of carelessness. There are also strict measures to control marine pollution. It is illegal to dump into the sea any kind of toxic chemicals, oil, plastics, rubbish or sewage. It is also illegal to leave anything like this on land (or ice) in Antarctica, so all waste must be taken away on board ship and disposed of elsewhere.

Antarctica provides information on the past, present and future of our planet, and controls major issues in the rest of the world, like sea level. In this sense, it is a warning because it tells us what we have done wrong as regards the ozone layer and global warming, for instance. It is up to us to listen and act, before it is too late.

3 a. Look at the numbers. Find what they refer to in the text.
- 500,000 • 1911 • 1960s • 27
- 10,000 • 4 • 3.7

b. In pairs, think of a title to replace the title of the article.

Vocabulary Practice

4 a. Explain the meaning of the words and phrases in bold.

b. Match the words on the left to the words on the right. Then, choose five phrases to make sentences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>all year</td>
<td>warming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>come</td>
<td>limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>global</td>
<td>pollution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crucial</td>
<td>level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ozone</td>
<td>measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ultimate</td>
<td>challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strictly</td>
<td>role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marine</td>
<td>issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>major</td>
<td>impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sea</td>
<td>layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drive</td>
<td>to extinction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>severe</td>
<td>round</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>environmental</td>
<td>to realise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c. Replace the highlighted words and phrases in the text with synonymous ones from the list below.
- be one of the causes of • considers
- has all the answers regarding • kind
- were ahead of • damage

Discussion

5 a. Read the article again and list the reasons why the Antarctic is the key to Planet Earth. Use your list to give a short speech to the class.

b. Imagine you are a scientist in Antarctica. Describe a typical day in your life there.

c. Imagine you are Roald Amundsen. Write two short diary entries – one about the first day you reached the South Pole and another while you explore the Antarctic. Compare with your partner.
Green Issues

1 a. Which environmental problems can you see in the pictures? Which one are you most concerned about?

- air pollution
- water pollution
- nuclear power
- deforestation
- endangered species
- rubbish
- global warming

b. You will hear five people expressing their views on environmental problems. For speakers 1-5, choose which of the problems (A-F) they are most anxious about. Use the letters only once. There is one extra letter which you do not need to use.

A acid rain
B dioxins
C global warming
D carbon dioxide
E fossil fuels
F nuclear power

Speaker 1: A
Speaker 2: C
Speaker 3: D
Speaker 4: E
Speaker 5: F

2 a. Use the words/phrases in the list to complete the sentences.

- laws
- ecosystem
- aware
- reserve
- packaging
- warnings
- habitat
- farming
- bank
- energy forms
- protection

1 If everyone was environmentally ................., the world would be a better place to live in.
2 A lot of companies have made great effort and now put their products in biodegradable ...............
3 Organic ................. is becoming more and more popular because people know that the fruit and vegetables are free from chemicals.
4 Many countries are choosing to use alternative ................. because they know that fossil fuels are not infinite.
5 If there is not a balanced ................., many plants and animals will eventually die.
6 She believes in recycling; she makes a weekly trip to the bottle .................

b. What would you be willing to do to help the environment? Discuss.

A: I think we should all buy environmentally safe household cleaners.
B: That's a very good idea.

It's good news!

3 Look at the newspaper headlines and, in pairs, discuss what each report is about.

KENYAN PRESIDENT TAKES "DRASTIC MEASURES" TO STOP DEFORESTATION

OZONE HOLE OVER ANTARCTICA 10% SMALLER

SOUTH PACIFIC: HUMPBACK WHALE POPULATION GROWING 10% A YEAR

AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT PRESERVES GREAT BARRIER REEF

A: The first report is probably about how the Kenyan president has passed strict laws to stop people cutting down trees.
B: Yes ... perhaps he's also created special forest reserves or something like that ...

Words often Confused

4 Underline the correct item.

1 An international agreement has been reached to halt the devastation/destruction of the ozone layer.
2 Deforestation is causing great disaster/damage to many of the world's rainforests.
3 If global warming continues, we will suffer the effects/consequences.
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4 Overpopulation is posing a threat to the Earth’s resources/sources.
5 Many charitable organisations contribute towards starvation/famine relief.
6 Most of the rubbish/residue collected from the city is dumped in landfill sites.
7 Toxic waste/sewage is responsible for polluting many rivers.
8 Exhaust fumes continue to pollute/contaminate the air, causing serious breathing problems.
9 We were told to deposit/discard our empty bottles in the recycling bin.
10 There has been a decline/lowering in the demand for GM foods.
11 The government is looking at ways of protecting the country’s physical/natural resources.
12 The minister for the environment has devised a scheme/schedule to reduce pollution.

Phrasal Verbs

a. Fill in the correct particles, then explain the phrasal verbs.

Going GREEN with food

Meat production requires a lot of land and uses 1) __________ a lot of water. If you don’t want to give 2) __________ meat completely, try cutting 3) __________ the amount of meat you eat.

It may be fashionable to buy bottled water, but tap water is just as good. Filters can be used to improve the taste and you don’t end 4) __________ a pile of plastic bottles that have to be thrown 5) __________

If your food is wrapped 6) __________ in paper and plastic, how much of it can be recycled? Read the green guide to recycling and try to look 7) __________ products with less packaging.

The UK uses around 10 billion plastic bags every year. Most of them aren’t biodegradable and they end 8) __________ in landfill sites. Switch to a re-usable carrier for your shopping.

b. What would you do to help?
To make the world greener,
1 name something you could give up.
2 name something you could cut down on.
3 name something you shouldn’t throw away.

Idioms & Fixed Phrases

6 a. Match the words. Which phrase can be used to complete the caption?

A
take toxic energy short environmentally genetically make face

B
engineered supply effect waste a difference extinction crisis friendly

"There are no labels. How are we supposed to know which fruit has been ____________?"

b. Use phrases from Ex. 6a to complete the sentences below.

1 Tonnes of ____________ is produced every year by factories.
2 The new law regarding hunting will ____________ next month.
3 Because of pollution of their habitat, many animal species ____________.
4 Food is in ____________ in many developing countries.
5 Most ____________ goods are expensive.

Prepositions

7 Fill in: of, under, in, to, by or from. Then, make sentences related to the environment.

1 to dispose ____________ (sth); 2 ____________ the wild;
3 ____________ control; 4 affected ____________ (sth/sb); 5 lack ____________ (sth); 6 harmful ____________; 7 ____________ threat;
8 to suffer ____________ sth; 9 ____________ danger;
10 ____________ captivity
Listening & Speaking

Listening

1. a. Read through the questions and possible answers carefully. In pairs, discuss what key words and/or phrases you would expect to hear for each question (1-8).

b. You will hear people talking in eight different situations. For questions 1-8, listen and choose the best answer, A, B or C.

1. You are listening to part of a radio broadcast. What is the main purpose of the broadcast?
   A) to advertise a tourist spot
   B) to show the economic benefits of whale watching
   C) to encourage the protection of whales

2. You hear part of an interview at a demonstration. Who is being interviewed?
   A) a protestor
   B) a shopkeeper
   C) a motorist

3. You hear a couple talking about a newspaper report. How does the man feel?
   A) angry
   B) sympathetic
   C) confused

4. A woman is making a phone call. Where is she phoning?
   A) a printing company
   B) the town hall
   C) a shopping centre

5. A man is phoning his local radio station. What does he intend to do?
   A) have the old factory closed down
   B) reduce the number of flats being built
   C) ask the council to build a school

6. Listen to a couple talking about rubbish disposal. How often is the rubbish collected?
   A) twice a week
   B) once a week
   C) every day

7. Listen to two people discussing a project. What role does the man have?
   A) He's a schoolteacher.
   B) He's a competition organiser.
   C) He's a parent.

8. You hear a man speaking about planting trees. How does he feel about the results?
   A) suspicious
   B) amazed
   C) disappointed

2. a. You will hear an interview with Peter Felps, who is talking about his job as a botanist on the Eden Project. Look at the picture and say what you think this project is.

b. The following are names of 'biomes' at Eden. Why do you think they have got these names?
   • Mediterranean
   • Tropical

c. Now listen and, for questions 1-10, complete the sentences with one to three words.

Peter works with a variety of plants on a

The Eden Project could be described as a

It wouldn't be possible to see everything in

A 'biome' is a

In order to have a humid atmosphere they use

Rainforests have a 60-inch every year.

In cases of emergency, visitors can go to the cool room in

The atmosphere in the Mediterranean biome is

The Eden Project is a[ ] called the Eden Trust.

No more than[ ] of the plants in Eden have been lost.

d. Have you heard of similar projects? How important do you think they are?


**Speaking**

**Making a Difference**

a. The two photographs show different ways of helping the environment. Compare the photographs and say which way you think is more effective in helping the environment.

Which way is most effective in helping the environment?

b. How could people help protect the environment?

**Environmental Damage**

c. The two photographs show people harming the environment. Compare the photographs and say which one you think causes more damage.

Which activity causes more damage?

d. In what other ways do people harm the environment?

**Communication**

- **Expressing concern**

  5 a. Read the dialogue. Which phrases express concern?

  A: I heard the other day that there's still a huge market for animal fur.
  B: Oh, it's just horrible! And what's the point? You can buy fantastic imitation fur these days.
  A: Mmmm. Does it worry you?
  B: Yes, it does. The very thought of it makes me sick.
  A: Well, maybe people will get some sense, before it's too late.

  b. Use the phrases in the box to act out similar dialogues on the following situations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Introducing a topic</th>
<th>Expressing fear and anxiety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I heard the other day that ...</td>
<td>Oh, it's just horrible!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somebody mentioned to me that ...</td>
<td>But that's so irresponsible!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I read somewhere recently that ...</td>
<td>Oh, it's just ridiculous!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did you know that ...?</td>
<td>Oh, it's so cruel!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asking about feelings</th>
<th>Expressing negative feelings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does it worry you?</td>
<td>The very thought of it makes me sick.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you worry about it?</td>
<td>I can't bear to think about it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does it depress you?</td>
<td>I hate to think about it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does it get you down?</td>
<td>It doesn't bear thinking about.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expressing hope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Well, maybe people will get some sense/see sense before it's too late/ in the end.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well, maybe all is not lost yet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well, maybe we can do something before it's too late.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

  - people in big cities use private cars to commute / public transport is good these days
  - businesses use paper that is not recycled / easy to get recycled paper nowadays
  - cosmetics companies use animal testing / many non-animal tests could be used instead

**Everyday English**

- **Expressing frustration**

6 In pairs guess and say what the other speaker says.

- What's the point?
- Why bother?
- So what?
- That'll make it worse.
- What a shame!

A: I think we should all complain about the new road they're going to build.
B: What's the point? They won't stop building it.
Over the past four hundred years, 450 types of plants and trees around the world have become extinct as a result of the combined effects of global warming, population growth, deforestation, flooding and the fact that deserts are advancing in some regions at a rate of nearly four miles a year. Scientists estimate a quarter of the world’s remaining 270,000 plant species will be under threat of extinction by 2050.

In 1997, in an attempt to try to prevent the loss of such precious resources, volunteers all over Britain began collecting seeds from Britain’s 1,400 species of wild plants, three hundred of which are already facing extinction. The seeds collected are now housed in the Millennium Seed Bank, which opened its doors in 2000. Run by the Royal Botanical Gardens department of the famous Kew Gardens in London, the bank is located in Sussex, about thirty-five miles outside of the capital.

The bank is expected to become the world’s biggest seed bank and, apart from preserving almost all the plant life in Britain, it also aims to have saved the seeds of more than 24,000 species of plant life, almost a tenth of the world’s flowering plants, in the next twenty years. If they are successful, the Millennium Seed Bank Project will be one of the largest international conservation projects ever undertaken.

In order to achieve this aim, the Millennium Seed Bank has a team of scientists who travel to remote corners of the world to find and collect seeds. They work together with local botanists and also help them to set up their own seed banks by training local scientists. They also spend a great deal of time negotiating with governments to allow them to collect the seeds and bring them back to Britain for storage in the Millennium Seed Bank.

When these seeds arrive at the seed bank, they are sorted, separated by hand from their pods, cleaned and dried and then X-rayed to make sure that they haven’t been damaged in any way that might stop them from growing into healthy plants. Finally, they are placed in ordinary glass jars and stored in three underground vaults at temperatures of −20°C. Most plant species have seeds that can be dried, frozen and stored for years and still grow into healthy plants. However, the seeds of some species cannot be dried, so they can’t be stored in seed banks in the usual way. These seeds include many rainforest tree species and plants that grow underwater.

Roger Smith, head of the Millennium Seed Bank, explains that scientists at the bank are already working on finding new ways of storing those seeds that cannot survive the drying and freezing process, and also on how to regenerate the seeds when they become extinct in their natural habitats. “At the moment, all we’re doing is preserving these plants for the future. We won’t have managed to conserve any species until we find the way to successfully...”
3 The main objective of the Millennium Seed Bank is to
A save the seeds of thousands of the world’s plants.
B protect all flowering plants in the world.
C start a new international project in the next few years.
D undertake a larger conservation project soon.

4 The Millennium Seed Bank carries out its work by
A training foreign governments to plant seeds.
B travelling around the world with botanists from other countries.
C helping other international seed banks.
D collecting international seeds and returning them to Britain for storage.

regenerate them and grow new plants from them,” points out Smith. “But at least this way, when the technology becomes available, and it will, we won’t have lost everything.”

As well as preserving seeds for the future, the seed bank also receives 2,000 requests per year for seeds from universities, governments and conservationist organisations for use in various types of research – for example, to find cures for diseases, to grow food in the developing world and to help in projects that restore the natural habitats of endangered animal species so they can be released back into the wild.

Dr Hugh Pritchard, head of research at the Millennium Seed Bank, says: “While it’s true that many of the plants we preserve at the bank aren’t useful at the moment, that doesn’t mean they won’t become useful in the future. Something like thirty per cent of the medicines we use today are based on products or chemicals which have been extracted from plants. So it’s easy to see why we need to preserve the diversity of the earth’s plant life for the future.”

5 The methods used in storing the seeds show that
A all seeds can be preserved for many years.
B some species cannot be stored by regular means.
C some of the plant species develop into healthy plants.
D some seeds are damaged when X-rayed.

6 The Millennium Seed Bank is trying to
A reproduce new plants from the seeds.
B reduce the storage lives of some seeds.
C destroy the seeds that cannot be frozen.
D plant the seeds that have a short storage life.

7 Every year, the Millennium Seed Bank succeeds in
A sending a selection of seeds to 2,000 universities.
B helping people plant crops in underdeveloped countries.
C dealing with 2,000 enquiries regarding seeds.
D carrying out a different kind of research.

8 Why is this project important, according to Dr Pritchard?
A It’s useful to medical research.
B It’s useful in technological research.
C It helps governments in developing countries.
D It helps animal habitats.

b. Where could you find a text like this?

Vocabulary Practice
4 a. What do the highlighted words and phrases in the text refer to?
b. Explain the words in bold. Then, use them in sentences.

Discussion
5 In pairs, discuss the following questions.
• Do you believe the Millennium Seed Bank Project is important? Why? Why not?
• Do you know of any endangered species in your country? What is being/could be done to protect them?

6 Make a list of what the Seed Bank does, then present the topic to the class.

7 Think! You work for the Millennium Seed Bank and you are preparing a poster to promote the project. In pairs, decide what your poster will show. Give reasons.
1 Identify the future forms and match them to the correct descriptions. Then make true sentences about yourself using the future forms.

1 Is this the petition against the new factory? I’ll sign it.
2 Linda is going to become a vegetarian. She’s been thinking about it for a long time.
3 By the end of this month, the recycling project will have been running for five years.
4 I’m sure the government will take the issue of GM foods seriously.
5 In 100 years people will be living in underwater cities.
6 By the end of the week, we’ll have finished our survey on endangered species.

a making a prediction about the future
b future action which has already been decided/planned
c action in progress at a stated future time
d on-the-spot decision
e action which will be finished before a stated future time
f emphasis on the duration of an action up to a certain future time

2 Rewrite the following sentences in as many ways as possible, using the phrases in the list below.

• be to • be bound to/be certain to/be sure to be • be about to/be on the point/verge of

1 The company’s new scheme will undoubtedly be profitable.
   The company’s new scheme is bound/sure to be profitable.
2 The Prime Minister will deliver a speech on Monday.
3 The city will certainly introduce a new recycling project.
4 The corporation will shortly face bankruptcy due to the toxic waste scandal.
5 The volunteers will certainly clean up the river within the next six months.

3 Express your hopes for and fears about the future.

I’m afraid that there will be serious nuclear accidents in the future.

4 Underline the correct item.

1 Poachers should be stopped unless/or else more animals will become extinct.
2 He will help us with the project on condition that/in case we do the research.
3 Supposing/Providing you saw somebody throwing litter on the pavement what would you do?
4 But for/Provided the students’ help, the dolphin wouldn’t have been saved.

5 Complete the following sentences using your own ideas.

1 There might be cleaner air ...
2 If there wasn’t any pollution at all, ...
3 But for her help, ...
4 If the factory hadn’t dumped waste into the sea, ...
5 There wouldn’t be so many endangered species ...
6 If we try to protect the environment, ...

6 In pairs, act out exchanges, as in the example.

1 I’d love to know the date of the “Save our Trees” rally!
   If I hear any more about it, I’ll let you know. / If I had known, I would have brought you the leaflet.
2 I went to the Greenpeace demonstration yesterday.
3 I’ve just sent a cheque to WWF ...
4 Will you be able to come to the Organic Gardening exhibition with us?

7 Match the beginnings in column A to the endings in column B. Suggest different endings to each beginning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 If the company was more careful,</td>
<td>a you wouldn’t have thrown the rubbish on the road.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 If she had known about the protest,</td>
<td>b the whole forest would be burnt to the ground today.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 If you were more environmentally aware,</td>
<td>c it wouldn’t have polluted the rivers with toxic waste.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 If the forest fire hadn’t been put out,</td>
<td>d she would be here with us today.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 Make wishes, as in the example.

1 Many animal species are becoming extinct.
   I wish/if only people would stop hunting them.
2 Too many trees are being cut down.
3 The ozone layer is badly damaged.
4 Cities are choked with smog.
5 There’s often litter on the beaches.
6 Factories dump their waste into rivers and seas.
7 Animals are treated badly in zoos.
Word formation: prefixes

Form words using the prefixes in the box and the words in the list. How does the meaning change when you add the prefix?

- over-
- under-
- out-
- in-
- sleep
- weigh
- populated
- put
- protective
- react
- time
- use
- developed
- estimate
- come

7. My father was sixty when he retired from work.
   age My father retired ........................................... sixty.
8. You can borrow it, but only if you are careful with it.
   as You can borrow it ........................................... careful with it.

English in Use – Open cloze

11. Read the text and fill in the word which fits best. Use only one word. There is one example (0).

RSPB

For Birds, For People, Forever

Since it was founded (a) in 1889 in London, the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (b) ......... grown into Europe's largest wildlife conservation charity, with more (c) .......... a million members. It has offices across (d) ........ UK and its activities include a huge variety of issues.

Originally set (e) ........... to protect the Crested Grebe, whose numbers had (f) .......... reduced due to demand for its feathers for hats in the late 19th century, the RSPB has spent most of (g) ............. 104-year history buying land for nature reserves. In (h) ........... way, it has prevented the extinction of rare species, as (i) ........... increasing public awareness of the dangers faced by bird life in Britain and Europe. The RSPB has (j) ........... managed to have very important laws passed by Parliament to ensure the conservation of birds in Britain. The success of societies (k) ........... as the RSPB proves that there are indeed many people out (l) ........... who do care about the world around (m) ...........

English in Use – Word formation

12. Read the text and use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fits in the gap in the same line. There is an example at the beginning (0).

Habitats for wildlife

Creating a habitat for wildlife is something you can (a) ........... achieve in your own garden. Just a few simple things are needed: shelter, water and food. A wise (b) .............. of the proper trees and shrubs for your area will (c) .............. that birds and mammals find the food and shelter they need. Many birds and animals are also (d) .............. on flowers for nectar, so you should grow a wide (e) .............. of flowers in your garden.

A small hole dug in the ground and filled with water will (f) .............. for most wildlife. Bird baths can be bought (g) .............. from many garden shops, and are a treat for the birds. Or you can make your own (h) .............. by mixing a little cement. You would be (i) .............. in thinking that you need a (j) .............. garden for this kind of thing. With a little thought and effort, even the balcony of a city flat can be transformed into a (k) .............. haven for wildlife.
Reviews are brief accounts of books, films, plays, CDs, etc. Their purpose is to inform readers and viewers, while also giving opinions and recommendations about whether or not they should buy a CD, read a book, watch a film, etc.

Reviews should include:

- an **introduction** which gives facts and background information concerning the book, CD, etc (i.e. the title, the name of the artist/author, type, etc)
- a **main body**, usually made up of two paragraphs: one describing the main features of the subject (e.g. the plot), and another including general comments and the writer’s opinion (e.g. the acting, musical style, etc)
- a **conclusion** which includes a recommendation of the book, CD, play, etc, supported by reasons.

Reviews are normally found in newspapers, magazines or as parts of a letter. The style used depends on the publication and the intended reader; therefore, it can be either formal or semi-formal. **Present tenses** are normally used, as well as a variety of **adjectives** to make the review more interesting to the reader.

### Understanding the Rubric 1

1. **Read the rubric and underline the key words. Then answer the questions.**

   Your school newspaper has asked students to submit reviews of films that they have recently seen which are related to the environment. Write your review, giving a brief summary of the plot and saying why you think it might interest other people.

   1. Who is going to read the review?
   2. Which of the following should you include?
      - the end of the story
      - recommendation
      - the main points of the plot
      - type of film / name of director
      - when and where you saw the film
      - main characters / names of actors
      - awards the film has won (if any)
   3. Which tenses should you use?

   a. **Read the model and match the paragraphs to the topics.**

   a. recommendation

   b. **general comments**

   c. **main points of the plot**

   d. **background information**

   **Erin Brockovich** is a true story about one woman’s courageous fight to beat the system. The film’s director is Steven Soderbergh and the cast includes Julia Roberts as Erin Brockovich, a single mother of three, and Albert Finney as Ed Masry, her sympathetic attorney and later boss.

   2. **Set in a small California town, the story begins when, after a car accident leaves her with no money and no job, Erin begs Ed to let her work at his law firm. While working there, she accidentally comes across some medical files. Sensing that something is not right, she convinces Ed to let her look into the matter. Soon, Erin discovers that a power company has been polluting the city’s water supply, causing many of its residents to develop serious illnesses.**

   3. **The film is full of emotional moments as Erin wins the trust of the suspicious but frightened local citizens. The actors – especially Roberts, who won the Oscar award for Best Actress – give moving and believable performances, and the directing is excellent.**

   4. **This film is well worth seeing. It will touch your heart and make you cheer for ordinary people. Don’t miss it!**
c. Answer the questions.

1. Does the writer give a detailed account of the story, or a brief summary?
2. What background information does the writer give?
3. Is this a positive or a negative review? What phrases does the writer use to recommend or not recommend the film?
4. Does he/she reveal the end of the story?
5. Has the writer used:
   - passive voice?
   - a variety of adjectives?
   - colloquial expressions?
   - complex sentences?
   - abbreviations?

3. Underline the correct word/phrase.

1. The film *The Lord of the Rings* had a cast/script of thousands.
2. Mel Gibson plays one of the main characters/actors in the film.
3. *Elizabeth* is an outstanding film based on/set in the life of Queen Elizabeth I.
4. Many famous actors and musicians attended the film's special effects/premiere.
5. Most of the film was rather boring but it did have an interesting twist/script at the end.
6. *Chicago* is one of the best films I've seen in a long time. It's sure to be a box office hit/highly entertaining read.
7. The *Harry Potter* books are so well-written/acted that even my husband enjoys reading them.
8. Nicole Kidman tells the story/plays the part of Virginia Woolf in the film *The Hours*.
9. Robert De Niro got very good reviews for his role/plot in the film *Raging Bull*.
10. The story has such a dull/tragic end that you'll leave the cinema in tears.

4. a. Which of the following nouns refer to films only?
   - script • screenplay • acting • scenery • plot
   - sound effects • story • cast • end
   - role • character • special effects

b. Which of these adjectives can be used to describe the nouns above?
   - dull • excellent • terrible • moving • superb
   - awful • fantastic • fascinating • touching
   - dreadful • thrilling • hilarious • entertaining
   - amusing • starring • tragic • dramatic
   - spectacular

c. In pairs, make up sentences about a film you have both watched.

*Star Wars* has got spectacular special effects.
5 Match the sets of adjectives (1-6) to the nouns (a-f), then use the collocations to make sentences.

| 1. black-and-white / animated / silent | a. hit |
| 2. big / box-office / smash | b. novel |
| 3. unexpected / ironic / dramatic | c. CD |
| 4. gripping / best-selling / fast-paced | d. film |
| 5. instrumental / cover / live | e. twist |
| 6. debut / solo / chart-topping | f. version |

Charlie Chaplin starred in black-and-white films.

Useful language: Recommendations

- Don’t miss it.
- It is well worth seeing.
- It will change the way you see ...''
- I wouldn’t recommend it because ...
- It’s bound to be a box-office hit.
- I highly/thoroughly/strongly recommend it.
- Wait until it comes out on DVD.
- It is a highly entertaining read.
- It’s a bore to read.
- It’s certainly at the top of my list.
- Fans will no doubt be thrilled with this.
- It’s a must!
- Don’t bother with this one.
- I definitely recommend that you add this CD to your collection!

6 a. Which of the phrases in the list above are positive and which are negative?

b. Which can be used for a film, book, CD or all three?

c. Use appropriate sentences to recommend to your partner a recent film/book/CD which you enjoyed.

Let Go is a must. I definitely recommend that you add this CD to your collection.

Analysing a Book Review

7 a. Read the book review and put the paragraphs into the correct order. What is each paragraph about? How does the writer recommend the book? Suggest an alternative recommendation.
Understanding the Rubric 2

a. Read the rubric and underline the key words. What information should you include in your review? What style should you use? Why?

The editor of the newspaper you work for has asked you to write a review of a CD you like. Write your review, including a description of some of the tracks and saying why you recommend it to your readers.

b. Compare and contrast the two models. Which model:

- uses a variety of adjectives?
- is informal in style (e.g., uses short sentences, contractions, colloquial language)?
- doesn’t give reasons for its recommendation?
- uses simple linking devices?
- doesn’t have paragraphs?

Sting: Brand New Day

*Brand New Day*, by Sting, is a brilliant CD which is by far one of his best. There are ten tracks to enjoy, each one better than the last. And although the main theme of the CD is love, each song tells its own different story.

The CD’s title track and first single, *Brand New Day*, is an upbeat song about never giving up on love. The arrangements are simple and effective. The rich sound of Desert Rose promises to be the second single from the CD and is full of surprises. The minute-long introduction is sung in Arabic by Cheb Mami and the song, with its Middle Eastern influences and Sting’s powerful voice, is unlike anything he has ever done before. After the Rain Has Fallen is an energetic song that tells a fairy-tale story of love. You’ll be humming this catchy tune long after you first hear it! The End of The Game features a variety of musical instruments from loud drums to calming keyboards and violins.

Once again, Sting will fascinate audiences from all over the world with his powerful voice and catchy tunes. I definitely recommend that you add this CD to your collection. It is a must!

Sting: Brand New Day

Sting’s CD, *Brand New Day*, is really great. There are ten tracks on it and even though the main theme is about love, the songs tell a different story. The title track, *Brand New Day*, is also the name of the first single. This song is really good and the way it’s put together is really interesting. Desert Rose is the second single from the CD and it’s also great. The beginning of the song is sung in Arabic and then you hear Sting’s voice. I really liked this song! The song *After the Rain Has Fallen*, is another song that I loved. The End of The Game has a lot of different instruments like drums, keyboards and violins. Sting is a man who has played almost everywhere in the world. If I were you, I’d go out and buy this CD today!
9. Read the extract from a negative review and change it into a positive review by replacing the underlined words with the words in the list. Then, suggest an appropriate recommendation.

- catchy • strong • hard • beautiful • simple • effective

The CD's title track, A Beautiful Day, is a miserable song about life and hope. The arrangements are complicated and dull. The monotonous tune of Elevation, as well as the weak lyrics of Wild Honey, make these two songs very easy to forget.

Discuss & Write

10. Look at the rubrics below, underline the key words and, for each one, answer the questions that follow.

A. A magazine has asked its readers to send in reviews of their favourite films.
   Write your review for the magazine, mentioning the main points of the plot and including general comments about the acting and directing as well as your recommendation.

B. Your teacher has asked you to write a review of a book you have recently read, to be published in the school newspaper.
   Write your review for the newspaper, giving brief details of the plot and saying whether you recommend it or not.

C. You work for Music Vibes Magazine and your editor has asked you to write a review of a CD that has just come out.
   Write your review for the magazine, giving brief details about the CD and saying whether you recommend it or not.

1. What type of review do you have to write?
2. Who is the target reader? What style is appropriate?
3. What information should you include in the introduction and main body?
4. How would you start each review?
5. What language would you use to recommend/not recommend the film/book/CD?

11. Portfolio: Using the information you have learned in this unit, and your answers to the questions above, write any of the tasks above. You should write between 120 and 180 words.
Lead-in

1. a. Look at the title of the unit and the pictures. In pairs, discuss how they are related.

b. Look at the pictures and describe them. How do they make you feel?

2. a. Look at the stages of life. In pairs, decide which stage these words relate to.

- newborn • grown-up • adult • adolescent
- infant • pensioner • toddler • parent
- child • middle-aged person • teenager
- elderly • baby • senior citizen • youngster
- juvenile • school-age child

b. In pairs, decide which age group the following relate to.

- career • savings • retiring • temper tantrums
- promotion • stress • learning to talk • learning to drive • pension • homework • learning to read
- starting a family • university • playmates

A: I think a career is relevant to a person who is over twenty, don’t you?
B: Yes, because this is when people need to start earning a living.

3. a. You will hear Tim giving Lydia advice about changing her lifestyle. For questions 1-7, put (Y) for Yes or (N) for No next to each statement.

1. Lydia has been trying to lose weight. □ □
2. Tim thinks books are helpful. □ □
3. Lydia has to cope with a lot of pressure at work. □ □
4. Tim admits that he eats unhealthy foods when he’s stressed. □ □
5. Lydia has tried aromatherapy before. □ □
6. Tim is concerned about his own lifestyle. □ □
7. Tim suggests going jogging together. □ □

b. What factors do you think improve the quality of life? Discuss in pairs.

4. THINK! Paraphrase the quotations below. Which do you agree with, and why? Discuss.

We are so busy making a living that we forget to make a life. A. P. Gouthey

Life is what happens to you while you’re busy making other plans. John Lennon
LIVING FOR A CENTURY

The 20th century will probably be largely remembered for having the highest increase in life expectancy in recorded history. The average lifespan for men and women has now almost doubled. What's more, this seems to be a continuing trend.

Not only are we living longer, but we are also living a far healthier lifestyle. With record numbers of fit, healthy people reaching the age of 90 and over, it is becoming clear that negative predictions of a greying population, troubled by increasing numbers of diseases as well as huge medical bills, have been exaggerated.

Our view of what old age actually means has changed dramatically. Many of today's pensioners, compared to the elderly in days gone by, tend to enjoy a quality of life without stress, travelling here, there and everywhere, learning new skills, taking up different sports, starting businesses and actively looking forward to each new day. Our actual opinion of what is old and what is not old tends to change with the passing of time as well as higher levels of longevity.

We can see that there are many different aspects affecting the ageing process, including lifestyle, attitude, social circumstances and diet. Studies carried out on mice, for example, have shown that intake of fewer calories allowed mice to live up to 40% longer than those who ate as much as they wanted. In human years this is equal to 30 or 40 more years of life. The mice also stayed energetically healthy, had better memories and lower levels of cancer. Japanese people living on the island of Okinawa, in fact, consume 20 percent fewer calories than the rest of the population of Japan and, as a result, have the highest population of centenarians anywhere in the world!

The challenge the rest of us now face is how to delay the ageing process. There are, in fact, two different aspects to ageing that we need to be aware of, the one involving the natural passing of time and the other involving the natural, physical ageing of the body. While we have no control over our chronological age, we can, up to a point, do a lot to slow down biological ageing by taking the following advice.

1. **Be optimistic.**
2. **Give up smoking.**
3. **Learn how to relax.**
4. **Have a sense of humour.**
5. **Do yoga to help posture.**
6. **Have a 30-minute walk each day.**
7. **Learn new skills to keep the mind active.**
8. **Have access to good medical facilities.**
9. **Avoid stress in order to improve health generally.**
10. **Mix with a variety of people of different ages.**
11. **Use suitable creams to protect the skin in summer.**
12. **Have at least five pieces of fruit and vegetables per day.**
13. **Improve diet by eating smaller portions, especially at night.**
1. The writer feels the increase in life expectancy 
   A. is something that will continue. 
   B. was completely predictable. 
   C. is a worrying trend. 
   D. has been exaggerated.

2. According to the writer, life in old age is improving because 
   A. older people are in better health. 
   B. record numbers attend fitness classes. 
   C. the number of diseases is decreasing. 
   D. people pay more for medical treatment.

3. Nowadays, older people 
   A. tend to be more stressed. 
   B. worry about the quality of life. 
   C. stay active much longer. 
   D. take life as it comes.

4. Research has shown that 
   A. mice live 40% longer if they stay energetic. 
   B. eating fewer calories can help us live longer. 
   C. intake of calories helps older people live longer. 
   D. mice remembered more when they ate what they wanted.

5. Which of the following aspects of ageing can be controlled, according to the text? 
   A. the passing of time 
   B. our biological age 
   C. our chronological age 
   D. our mental age

6. The writer recommends 
   A. regular exercise to improve your mental skills. 
   B. socialising with people younger than yourself. 
   C. taking up yoga as a relaxation technique. 
   D. having regular medical checkups.

7. The writer feels it is wrong 
   A. to go out in the sun. 
   B. for older people to socialise with youngsters. 
   C. for older people to do anything other than walking. 
   D. to finish the day with a heavy meal.

8. Which phrase best sums up the writer’s view of growing old? 
   A. It’s not age but attitude. 
   B. You’re as old as time. 
   C. Act your age at all times. 
   D. Come to terms with it.

Vocabulary Practice

4 a. Match the words. Then, in pairs, write sentences using them.

1. medical 
   a. population
2. healthier 
   b. expectancy
3. greying 
   c. number
4. life 
   d. bills
5. aging 
   e. process
6. record 
   f. circumstances
7. social 
   g. lifestyle

Most pensioners can’t afford to pay huge medical bills.

b. Choose the correct meaning for each word. Then, explain the highlighted words in the text.

1. largely (line 1) a. hugely b. mostly
2. average (line 3) a. typical b. statistical
3. greying (line 10) a. darkening b. ageing
4. exaggerated (line 12) a. overstated b. overdone
5. actively (line 18) a. aggressively b. eagerly

Text Analysis

5. Look at the list of suggestions (1-13) the writer makes, and match one example from the list to each of the following aspects.

habit; 2; activity; 3; attitude; 4; intellect; 5; nutrition; 6; sociability

Discussion

6 a. Think! In pairs, discuss any bad habits you have which could possibly affect your health. Decide which you would be prepared to change, giving reasons.

b. Think! What are the advantages for old people if they live with their families? Discuss in pairs.

7. Now write five sentences giving advice on what to do and what not to do in order to live a longer and healthier life.

Be sure to eat at least five pieces of fruit each day.
Healthy Lifestyle

1. a. Rank the following in order of importance from 1-8. Then, compare your list to your partner's.
   - eating plenty of fruit/vegetables
   - eating red meat
   - drinking lots of water
   - exercising regularly
   - sleeping eight hours a day
   - keeping to a healthy weight
   - having check-ups regularly
   - taking vitamin pills

   b. In pairs, discuss what is most important for a healthy lifestyle.

   A: For me, the most important part of a healthy lifestyle is eating plenty of fruit and vegetables.

   B: You are absolutely right. Fruit and vegetables contain lots of vitamins.

   c. What do you do to keep fit and healthy?

   I eat lots of vegetables and go to aerobics classes three times a week.

2. Use the spidergram to complete the cartoon, then make sentences using the rest of the words.

   dressed \ balanced \ informed \ to-do
   paid \ mannered \ preserved \ built

   You must have a \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ diet.

Healthy Eating

3. a. Look at the table below showing the nutritional value of certain foods. In pairs, talk about the diets of:

   - an athlete
   - an old person
   - a student
   - a person who's on a diet

   Give reasons for your choices saying which are high energy, high/rich/low in protein/carbohydrates, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>energy (Kcal)</th>
<th>protein (g)</th>
<th>carbohydrates (g)</th>
<th>fat (g)</th>
<th>calcium (mg)</th>
<th>vitamin C (mg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>honey</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apple</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>milk</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orange juice</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fish</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pasta</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cornflakes</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pizza</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>white rice</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roast chicken</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chocolate chip cookie</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   * All values calculated per normal serving.

   A: I think pasta should be part of an athlete's diet because it's high energy food and it's high in carbohydrates and low in fat.

   B: You're right. I think athletes should also eat chicken and fish as they are high in protein.

   b. Now make true sentences about your eating habits.

   I don't really eat dairy products on a daily basis.

   I don't really eat dairy products on a daily basis.

   I don't really eat dairy products on a daily basis.

   I don't really eat dairy products on a daily basis.
Words often confused

Underline the correct words.

1. Would you mind if I asked for a second plate/dish/helping/course of cheesecake? It’s delicious.
2. Could I please have the instructions/recipe/prescription/receipt for the spinach pie?
3. I found the pizza I was looking for in the freezing/cold/icy/frozen foods section at my local supermarket.
4. Whenever we go out to dinner we always choose fish for our main starter/course/appetiser/dessert.
5. She hates drinking gassy/flat/sparkling/bubbly water, especially after a meal.
6. The wound/injury/pain/ache was so deep that it needed three stitches.
7. She was told it would take weeks to heal/cure/recover/mend from the accident.

Phrasal Verbs

6. a. Fill in with an appropriate particle, then explain the phrasal verbs in bold.
   • out • over • with • up • off • on • without
   
   1. Peter can’t do ___________ coffee in the morning.
   2. Paul decided to take ___________ a hobby as he had a lot of free time.
   3. Her blue dress no longer fits, as she’s put ___________ so much weight.
   4. It took Christine two weeks to get ___________ her knee injury.
   5. She refused to put up ___________ such rude behaviour.
   6. Something in the fridge is giving ___________ a strange smell.
   7. She was advised to cut ___________ fat from her diet.
   8. You should keep ___________ chocolate for a while.
   9. I could do ___________ a nice cup of tea right now.
   10. Chris loves pasta; I think he could live ___________ spaghetti!

b. Choose one phrasal verb and draw a picture about it. The class try to guess what phrasal verb it suggests.

Idioms & Fixed Phrases

5. a. Match the sentences, then explain the words in italics. Which of these idioms/phrases are the same in your language?
   
   1. The city centre ___________
   2. Cheese goes ___________
   3. She’s just ___________
   4. You’ll have ___________
   5. A couch potato ___________
   6. Having a sweet tooth is ___________

   a. it’s not kept in the fridge.
   b. you visit us in the summer.
   c. be blamed for being overweight.
   d. most of their time watching TV.
   e. her taxi arrives.
   f. after midnight.

b. Which idiom is illustrated in the picture? In pairs, use the idiom to write a caption. Compare your caption with another pair’s. Which do you like best?

Prepositions

7. a. Fill in: in, out, under, on, to, from, with, then make sentences using them.

   1. ___________ good shape; 2. ___________ of date; 3. to be ___________ pressure; 4. to be addicted ___________ sth; 5. to go ___________ a diet; 6. to be allergic ___________ sth; 7. to recover ___________ sth; 8. keep ___________ a healthy weight; 9. to cope ___________; 10. ___________ time ___________ time

b. Fill in: for, at, of, with, under.

   1. You look very young ___________ your age.
   2. She can’t drive a car; she’s ___________ age.
   3. He has grown wiser ___________ age.
   4. John is just three years ___________ age.
   5. Mozart was a prodigy; ___________ the age of six he was composing music.
   6. I haven’t seen him ___________ ages.
Listening

1 a. You will hear five people talking about how various aspects of our lifestyle will change in the next 50 years. Before you listen, discuss the following.

1 How have the following things changed our lives in the last 10-20 years? What do you think life was like without them?
   - the Internet  
   - mobile phones  
   - cheap air travel  
   - satellite / cable TV

2 What other things can you think of that have changed our lives?

3 Look at the headings (A-F) listed below. In pairs, predict what the speakers might say about each topic.

(b) For speakers 1-5, choose which of the subjects (A-F) the people are talking about. There is one extra subject which you do not need to use.

A Communications  Speaker 1
B The Economy  Speaker 2
C Travel  Speaker 3
D Health  Speaker 4
E Entertainment  Speaker 5
F Shopping

c. Which of the above predictions do you think will come true and which will not? In pairs, make your predictions about the things discussed in the recording.

2 a. You will listen to part of an interview with the press officer of the National Fitness Association, in which he gives advice on how to join the right gym. Before you listen, answer the questions.

1 The following words and phrases are heard in the recording. In what context do you expect to hear them?
   - show off your muscles  
   - aerobics  
   - facilities  
   - yoga classes  
   - lockers  
   - lose weight  
   - encouragement  
   - monthly cost  
   - personal trainer  
   - contract  

2 Look at questions 2, 4, 5 and 7. What questions do you expect the interviewer to ask?

(b) Now listen to the recording and choose the most appropriate answer to each question (A, B or C).

1 Why is it advisable to research gyms in your area before you join?
   A Some gyms have too much of a social scene.  
   B Different gyms suit people with different needs.  
   C It's impossible to lose weight in the wrong gym.

2 Mark warns that joining a gym which is unsuitable for you
   A will make you want to give up.  
   B might prove embarrassing.  
   C could end up being expensive.

3 According to Mark, when should you visit a gym for the first time?
   A When it's at its busiest  
   B On any weekday  
   C At a relatively quiet time

4 Apart from the standard monthly cost of being a member, you should find out
   A whether personal trainers are compulsory.  
   B whether there are any hidden costs.  
   C whether the changing rooms are expensive.

5 If the gym asks you to sign a contract, you should
   A be suspicious of that gym.  
   B study it closely on your own.  
   C see what happens if you leave.

6 Why does Mark say that life memberships are not good?
   A You might decide to live elsewhere.  
   B The gym might move far away from you.  
   C You might change your mind about exercise.

7 Mark says that doing research before joining is worth it because
   A it can make a difference to the overall cost.  
   B it will encourage you to start exercising.  
   C the right gym can improve your quality of life.

(c) Do you go to a gym? If so, what do you enjoy the most and what do you least like about it?

"If swimming is good for developing shoulders, arms and legs, why haven't we developed any shoulders, arms and legs?"
Speaking

A new leisure centre

Work in pairs. A new leisure centre is opening in your area and they are currently deciding what facilities to include. The photographs show some facilities from other centres.

How useful would each facility be for the clients? Which four should the leisure centre choose?

Communication

- Giving, Accepting & Rejecting Advice

Read the dialogue and underline the phrase used to give advice. Does speaker A accept or reject the advice?

A: Helen, I was wondering if you could help me out. I just can't manage everything I have to do!
B: What you really need to do is organise your day so that you can rest at some point.
A: That's all very well for you to say, but I have no spare time whatsoever!

Use the language and the prompts below, as well as your own ideas, to act out dialogues similar to the one above.

Giving advice
- What you (really) need to do is ...
- You could ...
- Why don't you ...?
- Have you thought of ...?
- Have you tried ...?
- The best thing you can do is ...

Accepting advice
- What / That's a good idea!
- That might work.
- It might be a good idea.
- I think I'll take your advice.

Rejecting advice
- That's easier said than done!
- That's all very well for you to say, but ...
- I don't think so.

PROBLEMS
- stiff after work
- noisy neighbours
- terrible headaches
- backache

ADVICE
- join a gym
- talk to them about it
- try alternative medicine
- have a massage

Everyday English

Discuss the following questions together.

1. What is your favourite way to relax?
2. What hobbies are popular in your country?
3. Do you believe people spend too much time working these days?
4. How important is having a social life to you?

In pairs, guess and say what the other speaker says.

1. It's a matter of life and death!
2. This is the life!
3. Life goes on.
4. Life is hard.
5. Not on your life!

A: Is it important?
B: It's a matter of life and death!
You will read an extract from Louisa May Alcott’s *Little Women*. Read the text about the author and from the novel and answer the questions.

Louisa May Alcott (1832-1888) was one of the most prolific American writers of the 19th century. She is best known for her children’s books, especially the classic *Little Women* (1868). In this semi-autobiographical novel, Alcott tells the story of the March family. While the father is away in the Civil War, the four March sisters, Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy, and their mother, work hard to maintain a happy and peaceful home. In this extract, the four girls have just been taught a valuable lesson...

Other works by Louisa May Alcott: *An Old-Fashioned Girl* (1870); *Aunt Jo’s Scrap Bag* (1872-82); *Little Men* (1871); *Eight Cousins* (1875); *Rose in Bloom* (1876); *Jo’s Boys* (1886).

1. How is family life affected when one parent is away? What additional responsibilities does the mother have if the father is away? How is family life affected especially when the father is a soldier in a war?

2. What do you imagine life was like for four young girls in the 19th century? What were their obligations, and how did they spend their free time? Think about: homework - housework - social life

3a. Read lines 1-12 of the extract and, in pairs, discuss what the girls’ ‘experiment’ probably involved.

3b. Now read the extract. Seven sentences have been removed. Choose from the sentences (A-H) the one which fits each gap (1-7). There is one sentence which you do not need to use.

3c. What helped you insert each missing sentence? Discuss in pairs.
which make leisure sweet when it comes, and make our home comfortable and lovely to us all?"

"We do, Mother we do!" cried the girls.

"Then let me advise you to take up your little burdens again, for though they seem heavy sometimes, they are good for us, and lighten as we learn to carry them. It keeps us from boredom and mischief, is good for health and spirits, and gives us a sense of power and independence better than money or fashion."

"We'll work like bees, and love it too, see if we don't," said Jo. "I'll learn plain cooking for my holiday task, and the dinner party I have shall be a success."

"I'll make the set of shirts for father, instead of letting you do it, Marmee. That will be better than fussing over my own things, which are plenty nice enough as they are," said Meg.

"I'll do my lessons every day, and not spend so much time with my music and dolls. " was Beth's resolution, while Amy followed their 45 example by heroically declaring, "I shall learn to make buttonholes, and attend to my parts of speech."

"Very good! Then I am quite satisfied with the experiment, and fancy that we shall not have to repeat it, only don't go to the other extreme and work like slaves. Then youth will be delightful, old age will bring few regrets, and life become a beautiful success, in spite of poverty."

"We'll remember, Mother!" And they did.

- "Nor I," echoed the others. (line 7)
- ... to have daily duties which make leisure sweet when it comes ... (lines 25-26)
- ... and [they] lighten as we learn to carry them. (lines 30-31)
- "We'll work like bees, and love it too, see if we don't," ... (lines 35-36)

6 a. The text about the author states that Little Women is semi-autobiographical. What does that mean? What can we assume about the plot of Little Women?

b. Which adjectives best describe Mrs March and her daughters? Justify your answers.

- kind • delicate • dynamic • passionate
- clever • gentle • charming

7 a. What is the style of writing? Do people talk like that today? Justify your answers by pointing out examples in the extract, then say how they would have been said today.

Extract: "Mother, did you go away and let everything be, just to see how we'd get on?"

Modern version: "Mum, did you leave everything to us just to see how we'd get on?"

b. How would you recommend this novel?

c. Can you think of a title for the extract?

Discussion

8 a. In pairs, think of a cover for this novel based on the extract. Think about:

- setting • people • clothes

b. Imagine you were a film producer and had decided to turn this novel into a film. In pairs, decide which actresses you would choose for each character. What would the setting be? Would you keep close to the novel or would you make a modern version of it?

Think! How does the life of the average girl today differ from that described in the extract? Think in terms of:

- duties • leisure • ambitions
Defining / Non-defining Relative Clauses

1 Fill in the correct relative then say whether it is defining (D) or non-defining (N). Put commas where appropriate.

1 The restaurant ............ we had dinner served excellent food. ............
2 Lynne ............ lives next door is an actress. ............
3 That's the man ............ car was stolen last week. ............
4 Amanda ............ I knew at university was on television the other day. ............
5 The History Museum ............ opened in 1973 recently closed. ............
6 Paris ............ you can see the Eiffel Tower is the capital of France. ............
7 This book ............ I borrowed from the library last week is very interesting. ............
8 I usually go on holiday in August ............ the weather is nice and hot. ............

Clauses of Result

3 Fill in: so, such, such a(n). Give reasons.

1 James ate ............ lot of chocolate that he couldn't eat his lunch. ............
2 Sally has studied ............ hard that I'm sure she'll pass her exams. ............
3 We had ............ good weather on holiday that we went swimming every day. ............
4 Mr Stevens ............ much free time after he retired that he decided to take up golf. ............
5 The cats were making ............ awful noise outside that we couldn't sleep. ............

Clauses of Concession

4 Rephrase the sentences in as many ways as possible. Use: despite, however, although, even though.

1 He was almost ninety, but he was still extremely fit. Although he was almost ninety he was still extremely fit. ............
2 Despite the long coach journey, the elderly tourists were not at all tired. ............
3 She spent a long time in hospital. However, she eventually recovered. ............
4 They were homeless, yet they refused to accept financial aid. ............

Clauses of Purpose

2 a. Join the sentences using the words in brackets.

1 Lucy went to the bank. She wanted to take out some money. (in order to)
2 He was very quiet. He didn't want to wake up the baby. (to avoid)
3 Let's take a packed lunch with us. We might get hungry. (in case)
4 We took a taxi. We didn't want to be late. (so as to avoid)
5 Rachel has hired more staff. She wants to expand her business. (so that)
6 You should wear sunscreen in summer. You won't get sunburnt. (to prevent)

b. John is going on holiday. Why is he taking the objects in the pictures? Make sentences using clauses of purpose.

Sunscreen
Camera
Straw hat
Flipper
Beach umbrella
Cooler
Lantern

He's taking a beach umbrella so that he can sit in the shade.

Question Tags

6 Underline the correct question tags.

1 You're Susan, are you/aren't you?
2 She works for her father, doesn't she/does she?
3 Don't eat too much, won't you/will you?
4 Let's go to the gym, shall we/shouldn't we?
5 I'm not late, aren't I/am I?
6 This is Chinese food, isn't it/isn't this?
7 Everyone is here, isn't everyone/aren't they?
8 He never dances, does he/doesn't he?
**English in Use – Key word transformations**

7 Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word given. Do not change the word in bold. Use two to five words, including the word given.

1. It is more than a month since I saw Steve.  
   for:  I .................... a month.
2. Jenny is as old as Peter.  
   same: Peter .................. Jenny.
3. You should go on a diet.  
   were: if ................... go on a diet.
4. Ann does not often eat turkey.  
   unusual: it .................. eat turkey.
5. All the friends went to Moscow except Mary.  
   exception: With .................. all the friends went to Moscow.
6. He wants to visit Poland instead of Spain.  
   rather: He .................. visit Spain.
7. "Whose is this car?" she asked.  
   to: "Who .................. ?" she asked.
8. It is a waste of time to ask for a pay rise.  
   point: There is .................. a pay rise.

**English in Use – Word formation**

0 Read the text and use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fits in the gap in the same line. There is an example at the beginning (0).

**Mood Food**

With our 0) increasingly hectic pace of life, it is becoming more and more difficult to eat properly. 1) ................. snacks and fast food seem to have become the norm. This may be having a 2) ................. effect on people's waistlines, but did you know that it can also cause wild mood swings and 3) ................. ?

Food is an important part of the body-mind 4) ................. and as researchers point out, it is particularly our 5) ................. of sugary, fatty and carbohydrate-loaded foods that 6) ................. affects the way we feel. These foods trigger the body's 7) ................. of so-called neurotransmitters, chemicals which transfer messages from one nerve cell to the other, which provides a seemingly 8) ................. improvement of mood. Thus a crunchy bar of chocolate or piece of sticky pastry may make you feel better, but 9) ................. this feeling is usually short-lived. The reason is simple. Though our blood sugar level initially peaks, it 10) ................. slumps again, and we are soon left feeling worse than before.
Interpreting Rubrics

In order to complete a writing task successfully we need to interpret the rubric correctly and understand the task fully before we start writing. The rubric contains the following information:

- the type of task e.g. report, letter, article etc
- the reason for writing e.g. to apply for the job, to give your opinion, to ask for information etc
- the situation and target reader e.g. a competition, a call for applications, your teacher, your friend, your local newspaper etc
- the style of writing e.g. formal for a report, informal for a friend etc
- the subjects/topics to include e.g. include details of... suggesting ways to...

1. Read the rubric, underline the key words and answer the questions.

   This is part of a letter you have received from a pen friend.

   Guess what - my family and I have decided to visit your country for a holiday this summer. Can you tell me a good place to visit and when is the best time to go? Also, do you have any advice about what sights we should see?

   Write your letter to your pen friend, giving the relevant information and your advice.

   1. What type of writing is it?
   2. Who are you? Who are you writing to?
   3. What style of writing should you use? Why?
   4. How many subjects must you include?
   5. How will you arrange these subjects into paragraphs?
   6. What can your opening remarks be?
   7. How could you end your letter?

2. Read the model and answer the questions.

   Dear Alex,

   Thanks for your letter. It was great to hear all your news. I'm so glad that you are going to visit Turkey this summer.

   If you want to have an enjoyable holiday on the beach, I would recommend my favourite place, Bodrum. It's a lovely seaside resort on the west coast, and it is very popular with tourists. It has many reasonably-priced hotels and some beautiful beaches. The sea is very clean, and excellent for snorkelling and scuba diving.

   The best time to visit is in spring or autumn. The weather is very nice from April to June and from September to November. I think it would be far too hot for you in the middle of the summer. Also, there are fewer tourists around then, so places will be less crowded.

   There are many places of interest that you can visit. I recommend a trip to Ephesus. It's an ancient site full of beautiful classical ruins. You can also visit the medieval castle of St Peter. There are amazing views from there.

   I hope that you have a great holiday. If you want to know anything else, just drop me a line.

   Best wishes,

   Cemal

3. Read the rubric, underline the key words and answer the questions.

   You have just read the advertisement below in your local newspaper.

   **SUMMER JOBS FOR STUDENTS**

   ✔ Do you speak any foreign languages?
   ✔ Do you know the local area well?
   ✔ Do you like meeting people?

   We are looking for people to work as information officers over the summer period, answering questions and giving information to foreign visitors.

   Flexible hours - Good pay

   The Tourist Information Office PO Box 15201

   Write your letter of application to the tourist company. Say why you are interested in the job and when you will be available.
1. What style of writing should you use? Why?
2. Which of the following greetings/salutations are suitable for your letter?
   a. Dear Sir/Madam, ... Yours sincerely, ...
   b. Dear Manager, ... Yours sincerely, ...
   c. Dear Sir/Madam, ... Yours faithfully, ...
3. Which of the following topics should you include in your letter?
   a. your age
   b. what languages you speak
   c. your previous experience
   d. hours you can work
   e. where you live
   f. where you saw the advertisement
   g. your present occupation
   h. your reason for applying for the job
4. How will you organise your writing into paragraphs?

**Read models A and B and answer the questions.**

1. Have all the relevant points in the rubric been covered? If not, what information is missing?
2. What style of writing has been used?
3. Which letter do you think will receive the most positive response? Why? Think about: register, style, content.
4. Look at Model B again and find examples of formal style.
5. Look at Model A again and find examples of:
   - short forms
   - colloquialisms/idioms
   - irrelevant information

**Model A**

Dear Sir/Madam,

I've just seen your ad in 'The Evening News' and I'm looking for a summer job. An information officer's job would be great for me.

I'm 19 and I'm a student at university. I'm studying German and French so I think this will come in handy for dealing with tourists. Also, I've been to Spain a couple of times so I know some Spanish. Well, enough to get by, anyway!

I did the same sort of thing last year as a tourist guide, so I've got loads of experience. I know the city well and I love working with people.

By the way, I hope you mean it when you say "good pay" - the tourist guide job paid peanuts.

Let me know if you think I would be OK for the job. You can call me at home on 201 576 5523.

Yours truly,
Janet

**Model B**

Dear Sir/Madam,

I am writing to apply for the position of information officer which was advertised in 'The Evening News'.

I am 19 years old and am studying German and French at university. I am in my third year and would like the opportunity to practise my language skills with foreigners. I also speak some Spanish. I would appreciate the valuable experience that working with tourists would give me, since I plan to follow a career in hotel management when I graduate.

I have always enjoyed working with people. Last summer, I worked as a guide for Freedom Holidays, which was interesting and enjoyable. This experience increased my knowledge of local history, tourist resorts and places of interest.

I am available for the whole of the summer period. I can be contacted by telephone on 201 576 5523 or at the above address. I hope you will consider my application.

Yours faithfully,
Janet Porter

Janet Porter

5. a. Read the rubric, underline the key words and say what information you must include in your letter.

   - You organise student social events at your college. Read the note from a student, Bob, and part of the college rules. Then write a letter to the Head of the college, asking permission to have a party and giving him some information about how it will be organised.

   Can you ask Mr Cox (the new Head) if we can have an end-of-term party? We'd like to have a disco on 30th May in the main hall from 8pm-11.30pm. Melanie will sort out the food and drink and Vicki is doing the decorations. Tell him we will clean up properly afterwards.

   Thanks,

   Bob

   **College Rules**

   Parties may be held provided that:
   - a written application is made to the Head giving full details at least 2 weeks before the proposed date.
   - the room used is cleaned thoroughly afterwards.
   - there is no noise after 12 pm.
b. Answer the questions.

1. What type of letter should you write?
2. How well do you know the person you are writing to?
3. How should you address the letter?
4. What style of writing would be appropriate?
5. What is your reason for writing?
6. What points should you include?
7. How many paragraphs should you write?
8. How should you close/sign the letter?

6. Read the models and, for each one, answer the following questions.

1. What style has the writer used? Is this appropriate? Why (not)?
2. How does the writer rephrase the point "ask (Mr Cox) if we can have an end-of-term party"?
3. What reference does the writer make to the college rules?
4. Do you think Mr Cox will grant the request after reading this letter? Why (not)?

Dear Mr Cox,

I am writing on behalf of the students to ask permission to hold a party at the college at the end of term. We would be grateful if you would allow us to hold the party in the main hall on 30th May from 8pm to 11.30pm. We plan to have a disco and some refreshments. Melanie Clark is making the arrangements for the food and drink and Vicki Brown is organising the decorations. In accordance with the college rules, we will make sure the hall is cleaned immediately after the party. Also, as the party will be over before midnight I can assure you that there will not be a problem about the noise.

I hope that this meets with your approval. If you have any questions please do not hesitate to ask.

Yours sincerely,
Emma Graham

Dear Mr Cox,

The other students have asked me to write to you because we want an end-of-term party at the college.

Please can we have a party? It would be in the main hall on 30th May, with a disco and some food and drink. Melanie is in charge of the refreshments and Vicki is sorting out the decorations.

We promise to tidy up the hall after the party. Also, we won't make any noise after 12 pm like it says in the college rules.

It would be great if you would say yes. Let us know soon!

Yours truly,
Emma

7. Underline the key words in the rubric and answer the questions.

- You have been doing a class project on technology. Your teacher has now asked you to write a composition about the following statement:
  
  Computers have changed our lives for the better.

  You should state whether you agree or disagree with this statement, explaining your reasons clearly.

1. What type of composition is this?
2. How formal does your writing need to be? Why?
3. Do you agree or disagree with the statement?
4. Which of the following statements are true/false?
   
   a. You should write mainly about people's lives.
   b. You must include the disadvantages of computers.
   c. You should divide your piece of writing into clear paragraphs.
   d. Your composition should include your opinion.

8. a. Read the model. Is it appropriate as an answer? Think about style; paragraphing; punctuation; spelling; content (e.g. irrelevant information, phrases not paraphrased)

The use of computers today is widespread: they have invaded every aspect of our lives. I think this is a good thing, though, because, our lives have changed for the better.

First of all, computers are extremely useful in education. Schools which give students access to computers offer great advantages to young learners. They are able to use the Internet to find out information on an unlimited range of subjects to help them with their studies. We have a number of computers in our school and we all find them helpful, especially when we have to do a project.

What is more, computer technology has also greatly improved industry. Most of our modern appliances and vehicles are designed and manufactured with the help of computerised systems and robots. Great technological advances have been made which make our lives easier.

However, there are people who argue that computers have brought few benefits to our lives. They think life is simpler and easier without computers. I think these people should move with the times and stop living in the past.

All in all, computers have made our lives better and it looks as if they will continue to affect the way we live whether we like it or not. So, we might as well accept it!
b. In pairs, find the linking words/phrases in the model, and then think of suitable alternatives.

a. Underline the key words in the rubric and answer the questions.

You work for a local tourist office and your manager is planning a new brochure about eating out in your town. He has asked you to write a report suggesting which restaurants should be included in the brochure. Describe three places and explain why you think they would be suitable for foreign visitors.

1. What type of writing is this? Why are you writing it?
2. Who is going to read the report?
3. What style of writing is appropriate?
4. What sub-headings can you use? Give reasons.

b. Read the model and answer the questions.

1. How does the report begin? How is it different from a letter?
2. What reason is given for visiting each place included in the report?
3. How does the report end?
4. In pairs, think of different sub-headings.
5. Think of another introduction and conclusion.

To: Mr James Scott (Manager)
From: Rose Williams (Office worker)
Subject: New brochure on eating out in Newtown
Date: 7th April 20...

Introduction
The aim of this report is to suggest restaurants which might appeal to foreign visitors, and should therefore be included in the proposed new brochure on eating out in Newtown.

The Leaping Fish
This cozy seafood restaurant offers a variety of dishes using fresh fish caught locally. It is ideal for families and serves home-cooked food. Visitors would have the chance to taste some of Newtown’s traditional local dishes.

Yoko’s Sushi Bar
This modern Japanese restaurant is a recent addition to the town’s places to eat. It has a lively atmosphere and good food and would offer a visitor something out of the ordinary.

Chaplin’s Restaurant
This high class restaurant offers a wide range of international dishes. Foreign visitors could enjoy their own favourite dish here or sample the traditional food of another country.

Conclusion
I feel that the places I have selected are representative of the variety of places to eat out that Newtown has to offer.

Even though we had a map, we were completely lost. My friend Jane and I stumbled through the thick undergrowth of the forest, looking around desperately for landmarks, but we didn’t have a clue where we were. It would be dark soon and we were worried.

We had started out early that morning, full of happiness and excitement, enjoying a wonderful hike in the forest. Then, at about midday, we had decided to take a shortcut. We left the track, and couldn’t find our way back.

Now the sun was going down, our feet were sore, our backs were aching and we felt terribly hungry. “I can’t take much more of this!” Jane wailed, almost in tears, and I was also beginning to panic.

Then I heard a faint noise in the distance. As we hurried towards it, the sound grew clearer traffic on a busy road! Stepping out of the trees, we realised we had been going round and round in circles, and the road had never been more than a few hundred metres away!
It was a very nice day. My brother Tom and I decided to go for a walk in the woods. We set off in the morning. It was very hot. We soon got tired and we had sat down. The woods were very nice. We walked a bit more. We looked at the big trees and heard some nice birds, there were lots of flowers. Where are we Tom, I said. I don't know, he requested. Not long after then we didn't know which way is home. We turned back but all looked the same all around us. Even though we had a map, we were completely lost.

c. Now read model A again and answer the questions.
1 Underline the information in the first paragraph which tells the reader who was involved where the story took place.
2 How many different tenses/verb forms have been used?
3 Which words/phrases show the writer's feelings?
4 Circle the descriptive adjectives/adverbs/verbs. What difference do they make to the story?

Discuss & Write

11 Underline the key words in the rubrics and answer the questions for each one.

A
You have just seen the following advertisement.

![International Music Express](image)

What is your favourite type of music? Why do you like it?

We are looking for short articles answering these questions and we will publish some of the best articles next month.

Write your article for the magazine.

B
Your college magazine has invited you to suggest helpful tips for revising for exams. Write an article for the magazine giving your suggestions.

C
You have been doing a class project about the environment. Your teacher has asked you to write a composition about the following statement:

Everybody can do something to help reduce pollution.

You should state whether you agree or disagree with this statement, explaining your reasons clearly.

Write your composition.

D
Your friend had a birthday party last weekend. Another friend of yours was ill and was not able to go to the party. Write a letter to your friend, describing the party. Include details about the food, the guests and the music.

Write your letter.

E
Your friend's parents are planning to visit your town/city. Your friend, Paula, has written to you asking you to suggest a good hotel where her parents can stay.

Using your notes below, write a letter to Paula telling her why you recommend the Ambassador Hotel. Remember to warn her about the possible bad points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AMBASSADOR HOTEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Good points</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 HOTEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 LOCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 ROOMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 FACILITIES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 What do you have to write?
2 What is your reason for writing?
3 Who is the target reader?
4 What style is appropriate?
5 How many points must you include?
6 How will you arrange these points into paragraphs?
7 How can you paraphrase the information in the rubric?
8 How could you begin/end your piece of writing?

12 Portfolio: Write any of the tasks above. You should write between 120-180 words.
Vocabulary & Grammar

Fill in the missing word.

1 Global ................. is a serious problem.
2 Chicken and fish are high ................. protein.
3 We should all ................. an effort to be more environmentally-friendly.
4 This is delicious. Can I please have a ................. helping?
5 All governments should impose ................. against illegal hunting.
6 That's the girl ................. sister is an actress.
7 I've got nothing to do. I'm just killing .................
8 I didn't recognise Ann. She's ................. on so much weight.
9 Deforestation needs to stop or ................. there will be no rainforests left.
10 The park will be closed ................. we do something now.
11 You eat too much red meat. You should try to ................. down.
12 Stop being such a ................. potato and do something.
13 Toxic ................. should be disposed of safely and cleanly.
14 Let's go to the cinema, ................. we?
15 Most towns and cities operate recycling .................
16 ................. the bad weather, they decided to leave.
17 We can't ................. up with such rude behaviour.
18 The restaurant ................. we ate last night was a little expensive.
19 She is saving money in ................. to buy a car.
20 He handled the antiques carefully to ................. damaging them.

(10 marks)

English in Use

3 Complete the second sentence using the word in bold. Use two to five words including the word given. Do not change the word given.

1 If we don't leave now, we'll be late.
   unless We'll be late ................. now.

2 He wants to go on holiday to France instead of Germany.
   rather He ................. to France than Germany.

3 The local council will definitely agree to our proposal.
   bound The local council ................. our proposal.

4 Sarah can't make it to the party.
   difficult It's ................. to the party.

5 You can borrow my jacket if you promise to look after it.
   as You can borrow my jacket ................. to look after it.

(10 marks)
4 Fill in the correct word derived from the word in bold.

1 Unless I set my alarm clock, I am sure to .............................................. SLEEP
2 He sent his .............................................. APPLY
   off last month, but he hasn’t heard anything yet.
3 Many cities today are ......................... POPULATED
   too many people live in them.
4 Job seekers claim it is difficult to find good ......................... EMPLOY
   these days.
5 The developers ......................... ESTIMATED
   the strength of local opinion, so they were surprised.

(5 marks)

Listening

7 You will hear a news report about jellyfish in Scotland. For questions 1-7, choose the best answer (A, B or C).

1 What is particularly worrying about the jellyfish swarms on Scottish fish farms?
   A It is impossible to stop them from coming.
   B They are destroying the local economy.
   C Their place of origin remains a mystery.

2 Why are farmed salmon an easy prey for jellyfish?
   A they are frequently injured.
   B they are small in size.
   C they are in a confined space.

3 Jellyfish cause some fish farmers to
   A lose millions of pounds.
   B go out of business completely.
   C try catching them in cages.

4 Why have scientists taken so little interest in jellyfish up till now?
   A They prefer to study something more straightforward.
   B They need to find an economical method to deal with jellyfish.
   C Jellyfish are an unsuitable form of food.

5 How does Professor Duff feel about dealing with the jellyfish problem?
   A An early warning system would be the best method.
   B The local community need to learn more about jellyfish.
   C A great deal of research still needs to be done.

6 Why has the Limfjorden fishery in Denmark run into difficulties?
   A Its large area makes it hard to manage.
   B Jellyfish have been eating the fish eggs there.
   C It is no longer helpful to the ecosystem.

7 In what way is Mar Menor lagoon in Spain noteworthy?
   A It attracts large numbers of visitors.
   B Two unique kinds of jellyfish live there.
   C The fish population has been steadily increasing.

(14 marks)

Communication

5 Circle the correct answer.

1 A: I think we should write a letter to the local paper about the state of our beach.
   B: a What’s the point?
       b What a shame.

2 A: Have you heard that they are building a road through the local woods?
   B: a I don’t think so.
       b Oh, it’s just horrible.

3 A: You could join an environmental group.
   B: a That might be a good idea.
       b I am not sure.

4 A: Does it worry you?
   B: a The very thought of it makes me sick.
       b I’m afraid I don’t know.

5 A: Do you know anything about the demonstration?
   B: a So what?
       b I haven’t got a clue.

(5 marks)

6 Complete the dialogue.

A: Did 1) ........................................... you can still buy body parts from endangered species on the black market?
B: Oh, it’s 2) ...........................................! I can’t 3) ........................................... A: You feel quite strongly about it, then.
B: Yes, I do. 4) ........................................... you?
A: Yes, but maybe 5) ........................................... do something before it’s too late.

(5 marks)
Creatures of the Canopy

In the depths of the tropical rainforest of French Guiana live some strange and wonderful animals rarely seen by humans.

A. Matamata
This is a type of turtle which is about 50-70cm long. It lives in the tropical marshland and it is orange-brown or grey-brown in colour which helps it to blend in to its surroundings. It has a large body, a thick neck and a broad triangular-shaped head with a long thin snout. It feeds on fish which it attracts by wiggling a strange-looking piece of skin that hangs down from its neck. When a fish comes close enough, the matamata sucks up the fish and the water and swallows it in one big gulp. Its name was given to it by the south American Indians and it means 'I kill'.

B. Long-horned beetle
Hard to distinguish from a piece of bark due to their brown and grey camouflage, these beetles are 2cm long. They have six jointed legs and two long antennae which is how they get their name because they look like horns. They live in trees and eat wood. The female lays her eggs in a dead branch and the strong teeth of the larvae burrow into the wood. When they are mature, they tunnel their way out. They usually live for about two years.

C. Poison-arrow frog
Indians used the poison from certain frogs to tip their arrows. However, they didn’t use the poison from this particular species despite its name. The toxins from this frog are not actually deadly, but they can cause an allergic reaction. It secretes its poison through its skin and it is strong enough to kill insects, which are what the frog preys on. It is quite small, only about 2cm and unlike most frogs it hasn’t got webbed feet. It is brightly coloured with a black and yellow body and blue legs and it has shiny skin. This warns other animals that it is not good to eat so very few animals eat them. It lives on the floor of the rainforest and likes moist, shady places.

D. Leaf toad
As its name suggests, this toad lives on leaves in the undergrowth of the rainforest. It has brown, yellow and orange patterned skin with a raised line down its back which looks exactly like the vein of a leaf. It positions itself in the centre of a large leaf and uses its amazing camouflage to hide from its predators which are snakes, birds and spiders. It can only usually be seen if it moves. They are usually 3-4cm long but can grow as big as 8cm.

Reading
You are going to read a magazine article about various animals that live in the rainforest. For questions 1-15, choose from the animals (A-D).

Which animal:

- is named after what it looks like? 1
- has no need for camouflage? 2
- is named after a part of its body? 3
- is the largest of the four? 4
- was named by the local people? 5
- lives in the trees? 6
- is preyed on by snakes? 7
- lives for a short time? 8
- doesn’t have many predators? 9
- can easily be seen? 10
- belongs to the turtle family? 11
- is harmful to people? 12
- has six legs? 13
- is usually about 3cm long? 14
- has a special feature to attract food? 15

(15 marks)
Speaking

9. Answer the following questions.

1. What is your favourite sport?
2. Do you enjoy travelling?
3. If you could live anywhere in the world, where would you choose?
4. How many hours per day do you study English?

10. a. Below are two photographs showing different functions of the law. Compare the two photographs and say which situation is more stressful.

   Which situation is the most stressful?

   B

   Student A

   Student B

   A

b. How strict do you think laws should be?

c. Below are two photographs showing friends together. Compare the two photographs and say what you think the situation is in each one.

How could friends help us?

   Student A

   Student B

Writing

11. Your local bookshop is running a writing competition called 'The Big Read' asking people to write an article about their favourite book. Write an article about a book you enjoyed reading and explain why you would recommend it to other readers.

Write your article in 120-180 words.

Progress Update

How do you rate your progress? Tick (✓) the box that applies to you.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Excellent</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>OK</th>
<th>Could do better</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary &amp; Grammar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listening</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Grammar Reference

Unit 1

The indefinite article *a/an*

We use *a/an*:

- with nouns when referring to an unspecified thing; it means *any one*. Bob has got *a car* and *a bike*. The *car* is green and the *bike* is blue.
- with singular countable nouns when we want to say *what somebody/something is or what someone’s job is*. *It is a cat. Mary is an engineer.*
- with the verb *have* (*had*). I have got *a motorbike*.
- in certain expressions when we want to show how often we do something. I go to the gym *twice a week*.

We use *a*:

- before singular countable nouns which begin with a consonant sound (*a union, a house*).

We use *an*:

- before singular countable nouns which begin with a vowel sound (*an hour, an army*).

We don’t use *a/an*:

- with uncountable or plural nouns. In these cases, we use *some* instead of *a/an*. *I need some coffee and sugar. I will buy some envelopes.*
- before an adjective if it is not followed by a noun. However, if the adjective is followed by a noun, we use *a* if the adjective begins with a consonant sound and *an* if the adjective begins with a vowel sound. *It is a construction. It is huge. It is an huge construction. This is Mary’s house. It is impressive. It is an impressive house.*

The definite article *the*

We use the:

- with nouns when talking about something specific. *Bob has got a car and a bike. The car is green and the bike is blue.*
- with nouns that are unique (*the sun, the Earth, etc.*).
- with names of newspapers (*the Guardian*), cinemas (*the Odeon*), theatres (*the Empire*), museums/art galleries (*the Louvre*), ships (*the Marie Celeste*), organisations (*the United Nations*).
- with the names of rivers (*the Thames*), groups of islands (*the Seychelles*), mountain ranges (*the Alps*), deserts (*the Sahara*), oceans (*the Atlantic*), canals (*the Panama canal*), countries when they include words such as States, Kingdom, Republic (*the UK*), names or nouns with of (*the Houses of Parliament*), in geographical terms such as the Antarctic/Arctic/equator, the North of Ireland, the North/East/South/West.
- with the names of musical instruments and dances (*the guitar, the salsas*).

- with the names of families (*the Browns*) and nationalities ending in -sh, -ch or -ese (*the French*). Other nationalities can be used with or without *the* (*the Egyptians/Egyptian*).
- with titles (*the Queen, the President*) BUT not with titles including a proper name (*Queen Victoria*).
- with adjectives/adverbs in the superlative form (*the best film I have ever seen*) BUT when most is followed by a noun, it doesn’t take the. *Most people enjoy going to the cinema*.
- with the words *day, morning, afternoon and evening*. *It was early in the morning when they left.*
- with historical periods/events (*the last Ice Age, the Vietnam war*). BUT: *World War I*.
- with the words *only, last and first* (used as adjectives). *She was the only one who didn’t come.*
- with the words *station, cinema, theatre, library, shop, coast, seaside, beach, countryside, city, jungle, world, ground, weather*. *Let’s go to the cinema.*

We do not use the:

- with uncountable and plural nouns when talking about something in general. *Planes are a safe means of transport. Tea is a very popular drink.*
- with proper nouns. *Ann works as a librarian.*
- with the names of sports, games, activities, days, months, celebrations, colours, drinks and meals. *We had dinner with the Smiths on Friday.*
- with languages, unless they are followed by the word *language*. *Bob speaks Polish, French and English fluently. BUT: The French language is spoken in parts of Canada.*
- with the names of countries which don’t include the word *State, Kingdom or Republic*. *Germany, India, Australia*. BUT there are some exceptions: *the Netherlands, the Gambia, the Vatican.*
- with the names of streets (*Oxford Street, Penny Lane*). BUT: *the M6, the A42*, squares (*Trafalgar Square*), bridges (*London Bridge*): *the Golden Gate Bridge*, parks (*Hyde Park*), railway stations (*Euston, King’s Cross*), mountains (*Mount Everest*), individual islands (*Creté*), lakes (*Lake Baikal*) and continents (*Asia*).
- with possessive adjectives or the possessive case. *That is my pen.*
- with the names of restaurants, shops, banks, hotels, etc. which are named after the people who started them (*Harrods, Mario’s Restaurant*).
- with the words *bed, hospital, college, court, prison*.
- with school, university when we refer to the purpose for which they exist. *The injured men had to be taken to hospital. BUT: We went to the hospital to visit Harry.*
- with the word *work* (*place of work*). *I need to leave work by 10 o’clock.*
- with the words *home, mother, father, etc. when we talk about our own home/parents.*
- with by *means of transport* (*bus/ferry/train/car etc.*). *We travelled to Paris by train.*
- with the names of illnesses. *He’s got chicken pox. BUT: flu/the flu, measles/the measles, mumps/the mumps*.
Both/Neither

Both

- refers to two people, things or groups. It has a positive meaning and is followed by a plural verb. *Both Anne and Lynn study at university.*

Neither

- refers to two people, things or groups. It has a negative meaning and is followed by a singular verb in the affirmative. *Neither composition is descriptive enough. Neither of + plural noun phrase can be followed by either a singular or plural verb in the affirmative. Neither of the boys is/are good at school.*

All/Either/Another/Several/None/Whole

All

- refers to more than two people, things or groups. It is followed by a plural verb. *All of them are wonderful doctors.*
- can go after the verb to be. *They are all very unhappy about the whole situation.*
- after the auxiliary verb, but before the main verb. *They have all signed up.*
- can be followed by day/morning/week/year. *He has been reading a book all day.*
- Both/All can go a) after the verb to be, or b) after an auxiliary verb but before the main verb. *They are all/both exhausted.*

Either

- refers to two people, things or groups and is followed by a singular countable noun. *You may visit me on Saturday or Monday. Either day is fine by me.* However, the phrase structure *Either of + plural noun can be followed by either a singular or plural verb. Either shirt is fine. Either of the shirts is/are fine.*
- We can use not ... either (of) instead of neither (of). *Either can be used at the end of a negative sentence. "I have never met Harry." "I have never met him either."*

Another

- means additional, an extra one. It is used with singular countable nouns. *Shall I give you another glass of water?*  
- also means different/besides this/these. *I honestly don't want to buy this dress in black. Can you show me another one?*

Several

- is used to refer to an imprecise number of people or things that is not large but is greater than two. *I have to write several reports tonight.*

None

- None of refers to two or more people, groups or things and has a negative meaning. It is used with nouns or object pronouns and is followed by either a singular or a plural verb. *None of the singers is/are American.*

Whole

- is used with singular countable nouns. We use a/the/this/my etc. + whole + noun. *Whole is not used with uncountable nouns.* *He ate the whole cake. He ate all of the cake. He spent all of his money on CDs. NOT: He spent the whole of his money on CDs.*

Some/Any/No

Some, any and no are used with uncountable nouns and plural countable nouns. e.g. *some tea, some tomatoes, etc.*

- Some and its compounds (somebody, someone, something, somewhere) are normally used in affirmative sentences. *There is some milk left in the bottle.*
- Some and its compounds are also used in interrogative sentences when we expect a positive answer, for example when we make an offer or request. *Would you like something to drink?*  
- Any and its compounds (anyone, anything, etc) are usually used in interrogative sentences. *Has anyone talked to Bob today?* *Not any* is used in negative sentences. *There isn't any cheese in the fridge.*
- Any and its compounds can also be used with negative words such as without, never, rarely. *I have never talked to anyone like him before.*
- When any and its compounds are used in affirmative sentences, there is a difference in meaning. *We can go anywhere you like. (it doesn't matter where)*
- *Anyone could have done that. (it doesn't matter who)*
- No and its compounds are used instead of not any in negative sentences. *She said nothing.* (She didn't say anything.)
- *There was nobody in the room.* (There wasn't anybody in the room.)
  
Note: We use a singular verb with compounds of some, any and no. *There is nothing we can do.*

Every/Each

Each and every are used with singular countable nouns. We normally use each when we refer to two people or things and every when we refer to three or more people or things.
- *She was carrying a glass in each hand.* *Every house in the village has a red front door.*
- The pronouns everyone, everybody, everything and the adverb everywhere are used in affirmative, interrogative and negative sentences, and are followed by a singular verb.
- We normally use every when we are thinking of people or things together, in a group, to mean all.
- *Everyone in the room was talking (= all together).*
- We normally use each when we are thinking of people or things separately, one at a time.
- *She spoke to each person in turn (= one at a time).*
- We use every to show how often something happens.
- *The bus leaves every hour.*
- We use every but not each with words and expressions such as almost, nearly, practically, and without exception. *In winter, it snows almost every day.*
A few/Few – A little/Little

**A few** and **few** are used with plural countable nouns. A **little** and **little** are used with uncountable nouns.

- **A few** means *not many, but enough*. *We have a few hours before we meet them. Shall we go and get something to eat?* Few means *hardly any, almost none* and can be used with *very* for emphasis. There were **(very)** few people on the platform.

- **A little** means *not much, but enough*. There is a little tea left — would you like another cup?

- **Little** means *hardly any, almost none* and can be used with *very* for emphasis. There is **(very)** little butter left. I’ll go and buy some.

- **Few/fewer/fewest**

- **Little/less/least**

A lot of/Lots of – Much – Many

- **A lot of/lots of** are used with both plural countable and uncountable nouns. They are normally used in affirmative sentences. The **of** is omitted when a **lot/lots** are not followed by a noun. Were there **a lot/lots** of people at the cinema? Yes, there were lots.

- **Much** and **many** are usually used in negative or interrogative sentences. Much is used with uncountable nouns and **many** is used with plural countable nouns. There aren’t **many people** in the room. Did you spend **much time** on the project?

- **How much** and **how many** are used in questions and negations.

  - How much + uncountable noun → amount
  - How many + countable noun → number

  - **How much** sugar do you take?
  - **How many** cats does she have?

- **Too much** is used with uncountable nouns. It has a negative meaning and shows that there is more of something than is wanted or needed. I **can’t** work, because the workers were making **too much noise**.

- **Too many** is used with plural countable nouns. It has the same negative meaning as **too much**. It was very crowded. There were **too many people** there.

- We use **many/much/some/any/most/(a) few/(a) little/ several/one/two, etc + of followed by the/that/this/those** and then a noun when talking about a specific group. *Some **of** the houses** in my **neighbourhood** are very cheap (houses in that neighbourhood).*

  - But: *Some houses are very cheap* (houses in general).

Countable/Uncountable Nouns – Partitives

- **Countable** nouns are those that can be counted (one box, two boxes, etc). **Uncountable** nouns are those that cannot be counted (water, bread, etc). **Uncountable** nouns take a singular verb and are not used with **a/an**.

Groups of uncountable nouns include:

- mass nouns (apple juice, butter, sugar)
- subjects of study (Chemistry, History, Maths)
- sports (football, rugby, cricket)
- languages (Italian, Japanese, Arabic)
- diseases (chicken pox, malaria, tuberculosis)
- natural phenomena (rain, snow, mist)
- collective nouns (luggage, money, furniture)
- certain other nouns (accommodation, anger, luck)

Partitives: We can use the following nouns before uncountable nouns to show quantity.

- bottle → a bottle of Coke / two bottles of ...
- glass → a glass of water / two glasses of ...
- carton → a carton of milk / two cartons of ...
- cup → a cup of coffee / two cups of ...
- bowl → a bowl of rice / two bowls of ...
- packet → a packet of pasta / two packets of ...
- slice → a slice of cheese / two slices of ...
- loaf → a loaf of bread / two leaves of ...
- kilo → a kilo of sugar / two kilos of ...
- bar → a bar of chocolate / two bars of ...

Too/Enough

**Too**

- has a negative meaning. It shows that something is more than enough, necessary or wanted. It is used in the following patterns:
  a. **too + adjective/adverb + to-infinitive.**
     The whole situation is **too good** to be true!
  b. **too ... for somebody/somethings.**
     This skirt is **too small** for me.
  c. **too ... for somebody/somethings + to-infinitive.**
     This composition is **too complicated** for me to write.

**Enough**

- has a positive meaning. It shows that there is as much of something as is wanted or needed. It is used in the following patterns:
  a. **adjective/adverb + enough + to-infinitive**
     I reckon she is old **enough** to look after herself.
     **BUT:** not + adjective/adverb + enough + to-infinitive
     (negative meaning)
     Unfortunately, he did not do well **enough** to pass the exam.
  b. **enough + noun + to-infinitive**
     There’s **enough** time to hand in your projects, so don’t worry.

Unit 2

Present Simple and Present Continuous

We use the present simple for:

- facts and permanent states. *Frank works as a lawyer.*
- general truths and laws of nature. *Water freezes at 0°C.*
- habits and routines (with **always, usually, etc**). She **usually** goes to the market on Mondays.
- timetables and programmes (in the future). His train **arrives** at six o’clock next Tuesday.
Grammar Reference

The time expressions we use with the present simple are:
- usually, often, always, every day/week/month/year, etc., in the morning/afternoon/evening, at night/the weekend, on Fridays, etc.

We use the present continuous (to be + verb -ing):
- for actions taking place at or around the moment of speaking. Mary is doing the washing up.
- for temporary situations. We are decorating the living room this week.
- for fixed arrangements in the near future. I'm going out with Tony tonight.
- for currently changing and developing situations. The air is becoming more and more polluted.
- with adverbs such as always to express anger or irritation at a repeated action. She is always biting her nails.

The time expressions we use with the present continuous are: now, at the moment, at present, these days, nowadays, still, today, tonight, etc.

Stative Verbs

Stative verbs are verbs which describe a state rather than an action, and so do not usually have a continuous tense. These verbs are:
- verbs of the senses (see, hear, smell, taste, feel, look, sound, seem, appear, etc.). The material feels really hard.
- verbs of perception (know, believe, understand, realise, remember, forget, etc.). I know where John is.
- verbs which express feelings and emotions (like, love, hate, enjoy, prefer, detest, desire, want, etc.). Mary enjoys swimming.
- some other verbs (be, contain, include, belong, fit, need, matter, cost, own, want, owe, weigh, wish, have, keep, etc.) That shirt he bought me doesn't fit very well.

Some of these verbs can be used in continuous tenses, but with a difference in meaning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present Simple</th>
<th>Present Continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TASTE</td>
<td>Bill is tasting the soup to see if it needs more salt. (= is testing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The cake tastes delicious. (= it is, has the flavour of)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMELL</td>
<td>She is smelling the roses. (= is sniffing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The pasta smells very good. (= has the aroma)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPEAR</td>
<td>He is appearing in a play at the Rex. (= is performing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He appears to know where he's going. (= seems to)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIT</td>
<td>Tom is fitting a new lock on the front door. (= is attaching)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The shoes fit him perfectly. (= are the right size)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:
- The verb enjoy can be used in continuous tenses to express a specific preference.
  Bill really enjoys playing squash. (general preference)
  BUT: He's enjoying the party very much. (specific preference)
- The verbs look (when we refer to somebody's appearance), feel (when we experience a particular emotion), hurt and ache can be used in simple or continuous tenses with no difference in meaning.
  I feel very happy. = I am feeling very happy.

Adverbs of Frequency

These include always, frequently, often, once, twice, sometimes, never, usually, ever, hardly ever, rarely, occasionally etc.
- Adverbs of frequency are normally placed before the main verb. He rarely walks to work. He hardly ever goes to the opera.
- However, adverbs of frequency are placed after the verb to be and after auxiliary verbs. Jane is often late for work.

I have always wanted to go to Cracow.

Used to/Be used to/Get used to

- We use used to + infinitive to refer to past habits or states. In such cases, used to can be replaced by the past simple with no difference in meaning.
  I used to smoke a lot. (I don't smoke any more.) I smoked a lot when I was younger.
  Note: We use past simple and NOT used to for actions which happened at a definite time in the past.
  Jane called me last night. NOT: Jane used to call me last night.
- we use be used to + noun/pronoun/-ing form.
  I am not used to loud noise. (= I am not accustomed to loud noise. (present)
  Leo is used to working hard. (= He is accustomed to working hard. (present)
- we use was used to + infinitive.
  I was used to travelling a lot. (= I was accustomed to travelling a lot. (past)
- we use get used to + noun/pronoun/-ing form.
  Mark is getting used to his new house. (= He is becoming accustomed to his new house. (present)
Grammar Reference

I had never lived in the countryside but I quickly got used to it. I became accustomed to it. (past)
He will soon get used to commuting by train. He will become accustomed to commuting by train. (future)

Unit 3

Infinitive

The to-infinitive is used:
- to express purpose. He left early to catch the 8 o'clock train.
- after certain verbs (agree, appear, decide, expect, hope, plan, promise, refuse, etc). They expect to start building next Monday.
- after would like, would prefer, would love, etc to express a specific preference. I would prefer to stay in tonight.
- after adjectives which describe feelings/emotions (happy, sad, glad, etc); express willingness/unwillingness (willing, eager; reluctant, etc); refer to a person's character (clever, kind, etc) and the adjectives lucky and fortunate. I was very happy to hear that Bill got promoted.

Note: With adjectives that refer to character we can also use an impersonal construction. It was kind of you to let me know.
- after too/enough. It is too cold to go out.
- to talk about an unexpected event, usually with only. I finally arrived at the airport only to find that my flight had been canceled.
- with it + be + adjective/noun. It wasn't easy to find a new job.
- after be + first/second/next/last etc. He was the last person to talk to me.
- after verbs and expressions such as ask, learn, explain, decide, find out, want, want to know etc, when they are followed by a question word. She explained how to use the machine.

Note: why is followed by subject + verb, NOT an infinitive. I wonder why she didn't come.
- in the expressions to tell you the truth, to be honest, to sum up, to begin with etc. To tell you the truth, I did it on my own.

Note: If two to-infinitives are linked by and or or, the to of the second infinitive can be omitted. I would like to go and see for myself.

The infinitive without to is used:
- after modal verbs. Beth can play the piano well.
- after the verbs let, make, see, hear, and feel. They made him leave the room. BUT: we use the to-infinitive after be made, be heard, be seen, etc (passive form). He was made to leave the room.

Note: When see, hear and watch are followed by an -ing form, there is no change in the passive. He saw me reading the letter. I was seen reading the letter.
- after had better and would rather. We had better go on foot.

- help can be followed by either the to-infinitive or the infinitive without to. She helped me (to) fix the door handle.

-ing form

The -ing form is used:
- as a noun. Jogging is good for your health.
- after certain verbs: admit, appreciate, avoid, continue, deny, fancy, go (for activities), imagine, mind, miss, quit, save, suggest, propose, practice, consider, prevent. He suggested going out.
- after love, like, enjoy, prefer, dislike, hate to express general preference. Jamie loves listening to rock music.
- for a specific preference (would like/would prefer) we use a to-infinitive.
- after expressions such as be busy, it's no use, it's (not) good, it's (not) worth, what's the use of, can't help, there's no point in, can't stand, have difficulty in, have trouble, etc. There is no point in talking to her; she won't believe you.
- after spend, waste or lose (time, money, etc). He spent a lot of money redecorating his flat.
- after the preposition to with verbs and expressions such as look forward to, be used to, in addition to, object to, prefer (doing sth to sth else). He prefers watching TV to listening to music.
- after other prepositions. He was thinking of moving house.
- after the verbs hear, listen to, notice, see, watch, and feel to describe an incomplete action. I heard Bill talking to Ann. (I only heard part of the conversation.)
- BUT: we use the infinitive without to with hear, listen to, notice, see, watch, and feel to describe the complete action. I heard Bill tell the story. (I heard the whole story.)

Difference in meaning between the to-infinitive and -ing form

Some verbs can take either the to-infinitive or the -ing form with a change in meaning.
- forget + to-infinitive = not remember. He forgot to post the letters.
- forget + -ing form = not recall. I'll never forget travelling around Japan.
- remember + to infinitive = not forget. Did you remember to lock the door?
- remember + -ing form = recall. I remember seeing Ann at the meeting.
- mean + to-infinitive = intend to. I'm sorry, I never meant to hurt your feelings.
- mean + -ing form = involve. If I lose my job, I'm afraid it will mean moving to a smaller flat.
- regret + to-infinitive = be sorry to (normally used in the present simple with verbs such as say, tell, inform). We regret to inform you that you have failed your exams.
- regret + -ing form = feel sorry about. I regret losing touch with my old school friends.
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The introductory verb is in the past simple and the tenses change as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct speech</th>
<th>Reported speech</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present Simple → Past Simple</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;My flight leaves at 3 o'clock.&quot;</td>
<td>He said (that) his flight left at 3 o'clock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present Continuous → Past Continuous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I am playing tennis this afternoon.&quot;</td>
<td>He said (that) he was playing tennis that afternoon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present Perfect → Past Perfect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I have cleaned my room.&quot;</td>
<td>He said (that) he had cleaned his room.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past Simple → Past Simple or Past Perfect Continuous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I paid £12 for the video.&quot;</td>
<td>He said (that) he paid/ had paid £12 for the video.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past Continuous → Past Continuous or Past Perfect Continuous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I was driving to York.&quot;</td>
<td>He said that he was driving/ had been driving to York.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future (will) → Conditional (would)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I will tell you tomorrow.&quot;</td>
<td>He said that he would tell me the next day.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Certain words and time expressions change according to the meaning as follows:
  now → then, immediately
  today → that day
  yesterday → the day before, the previous day
  tomorrow → the next/following day
  this week → that week
  last week → the week before, the previous week
  next week → the week after, the following week
  ago → before
  here → there
  come → go
  bring → take

- The verb tenses remain the same in reported speech when the introductory verb is in the present, future or present perfect.
  Sam has (often) said, "Politicians are all the same."
  Sam has (often) said (that) politicians are all the same.

- The verb tenses can either change or remain the same in reported speech when reporting a general truth or law of nature.
  The teacher said, "Crete is an island."
  The teacher said (that) Crete is/was an island.

Reported Questions

- Reported questions are usually introduced with the verbs ask, inquire, wonder or the expression want to know.
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- When the direct question begins with a question word (who, where, how, when, what, etc), the reported question is introduced with the same question word.  
  "What time is it, please?" (direct question)  
  He asked me what time it was. (reported question)
- When the direct question begins with an auxiliary (be, do, have), or a modal verb (can, may, etc), then the reported question is introduced with if or whether.  
  "Are there any apples left?" (direct question)  
  He asked me if/whether there were any apples left. (reported question)
- In reported questions, the verb is in the affirmative. The question mark and words/expressions such as please, well, oh, etc are omitted. The verb tenses, pronouns and time expressions change as in statements.  
  "Can you tell me when the next train to Leeds is, please?" (direct question)  
  He asked me when the next train to Leeds was. (reported question)

Reported Orders

To report orders in reported speech, we use the introductory verbs order or tell + sb + (not) to - infinitive.  
"Halt!" (direct order)  
He ordered them to halt. (reported order)
"Stop arguing!" (direct order)  
She told us to stop arguing. (reported order)

Reported Commands/Requests/Suggestions, etc

To report commands, requests, suggestions, instructions, etc, we use a special introductory verb followed by a to-infinitive, -ing form or that-clause, depending on the introductory verb.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Introductory verb</th>
<th>Direct speech</th>
<th>Reported speech</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ to infinitive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agree</td>
<td>&quot;Yes, I'll lend you my car.&quot;</td>
<td>He agreed to lend me his car.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*claim</td>
<td>&quot;I'm working on this.&quot;</td>
<td>He claimed to be working on it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*demand</td>
<td>&quot;I want to leave now.&quot;</td>
<td>He demanded to leave then.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>offer</td>
<td>&quot;Would you like me to help you?&quot;</td>
<td>He offered to help me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*promise</td>
<td>&quot;I promise I'll call you. No, I won't do that.&quot;</td>
<td>He promised to call me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refuse</td>
<td>&quot;Stop talking or I'll give you extra homework.&quot;</td>
<td>He refused to do that.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*threaten</td>
<td>&quot;Stop talking or I'll give you extra homework.&quot;</td>
<td>He threatened to give us extra homework if we didn't stop talking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ sb + to-infinitive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>advise</td>
<td>&quot;You should try to get fit.&quot;</td>
<td>He advised me to try to get fit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>allow</td>
<td>&quot;You can watch TV.&quot;</td>
<td>He allowed me to watch TV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ask</td>
<td>&quot;Please stop talking.&quot;</td>
<td>He asked me to stop talking.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: to report negative commands and requests we usually use not + to-infinitive.

Direct: Mum said, "Don't touch the socket!"
Reported: Mum told us not to touch the socket.

- In conversation we use a mixture of statements, commands and questions. When we turn them into reported speech, we use and, as, adding that, he/she added that, because, but, since, etc. Words such as oh, oh dear, well, etc are omitted in reported speech.

Direct: "Oh! That's a nice skirt," Ann said to me. "It suits you perfectly."
Reported: Ann said that it was a nice skirt and added that it suited me perfectly.

Unit 4

Present Perfect

We use the present perfect (have + past participle) for:
- an action that happened at an unstated time in the past. The emphasis is on the action, the time when it occurred is unimportant or unknown. I have washed the dishes. Ann has been to Portugal twice.
- an action which started in the past and continues up to the present, especially with stative verbs (see above) such as be, have, like, know, etc. I have known Bill for ten years.
- a recently completed action. I have typed the letters.
- personal experiences or changes. She has put on weight.

The time expressions we use with the present perfect are: for, since, already, always, just, ever, never, so far, today, this week/month, etc. how long, lately, recently, still (in negations), etc.

Present Perfect Continuous

We use the present perfect continuous (have + been + verb ing):
- to put emphasis on the duration of an action which started in the past and continues up to the present. We have been painting the walls all morning.
- for an action which started in the past and lasted for some time. It may still be continuing or has finished already with the result visible in the present. He’s tired because he has been working since 10 o’clock in the morning.
- to express anger, irritation or annoyance. He has been reading my newspaper without asking me.
- for repeated actions in the past continuing to the present. He has lost weight because he has been going to the gym every day after work.

The time expressions we use with the present perfect continuous are: for, since, how long, all day/month/month etc., lately, recently, still (in negations), etc.

Note: with the verbs live, work, teach and feel we can use the present perfect or the present perfect continuous with no difference in meaning. She has lived/has been living in Denver for the last ten years.

Unit 5

Adjectives

- Adjectives describe nouns, go before nouns and have the same form in the singular and plural. a huge tree/ huge trees
- Adjectives can also be used alone after the verbs be, look, smell, sound, feel, taste, seem, appear, become, get, stay, etc. He is handsome. It smells good.
- There are two kinds of adjectives: opinion adjectives (interesting, fantastic) which show what a person thinks of somebody or something, and fact adjectives (old, fat, short) which give us factual information about size, age, colour, origin, material, etc.
- There are also compound adjectives which are formed with:
  a) present participles: long-lasting journey
  b) past participles: broken-down car
  c) cardinal numbers + nouns: a three-day trip
  d) well, badly + past participle: well-informed people

Order of adjectives

- Opinion adjectives go before fact adjectives.
- a beautiful Italian girl
- When there are two or more fact adjectives in a sentence, they usually go in the following order: size — age — shape — colour — origin — material — used for/be about — noun
  a small, old, square, Chinese table
- We do not usually have a long list of adjectives before a single noun. A noun is usually described by one, two or three adjectives at the most.

Adverbs

- Adverbs usually describe verbs, adjectives, other adverbs or sentences.
- An adverb can be one word (quickly) or a phrase (in the afternoon). Adverbs can describe manner (how), place (where), time (when), frequency (how often), degree (to what extent), etc.

Formation of adverbs

a. We usually form an adverb by adding -ly to the adjective. extreme-extremely
   BUT: elderly, cowardly, friendly, likely, deadly, lively, silly, ugly, lovely, etc are adjectives. We use the words way/manner to form their adverbs. Bob had been very friendly to me. He greeted us in a friendly way/manner.

b. Adjectives ending in -e drop the e and take -ly. simple-simply

c. Adjectives ending in consonant + y drop the y and take -ly. lucky-luckily

d. Adjectives ending in -l take -ly. actual-actually

- The adverbs loud(ly), cheap(ly), quickly, tightly, fair(ly), and slow(ly) are often used without -ly. She speaks loud.
- Some adverbs have the same form as adjectives such as: hard, fast, free, high, low, deep, early, late, long, near, straight, right, wrong. Also hourly, daily, weekly, monthly and yearly. He runs fast. (adverb)/He is a fast runner. (adjective)
- The adverbs below have two forms, each with a different meaning: They buried the treasure deep underground. (= a long way down) He is deeply depressed. (= very)
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Comparatives and Superlatives

We use the **comparative** to compare one person or thing with another. We use the **superlative** to compare one person or thing with more than one person or thing of the same group. We often use them after a comparative and the before a superlative. **He is older than me. He's the oldest person in the room.**

Formation of comparatives and superlatives from adjectives and adverbs:
- with one-syllable adjectives, we add **-er** to form the comparative and **-est** to form the superlative. **close – closer – closest**
  - Note: for one syllable adjectives ending in a **vowel + consonant**, we double the consonant. **big – bigger – biggest**
- with two-syllable adjectives ending in -ly, -y, -w, we also add **-er/-est**. **narrow – narrower – narrowest**
  - Note: for adjectives ending in a consonant + y, we replace the -y with an -i. **taller – tallest**
- with other two-syllable adjectives or adjectives with more than two syllables, comparatives and superlatives are formed with **more/most**. **intelligent – more intelligent – most intelligent**
- with adverbs that have the same form as their adjectives, we add **-er/-est**. **hard – harder – hardest**
- two-syllable or compound adverbs take **more/most**. **slowly – more slowly – most slowly**
  - Note: clever, common, cruel, friendly, gentle, pleasant, polite, shallow, simple, stupid, quiet can form their comparatives and superlatives either with **-er/-est** or with **more/most**
- **Irregular forms**:

Types of comparisons:
- **as + adjective + as** (to show that two people or things are similar in some way) In negative sentences we use **not as/so** ... as. **This car is as expensive as that one.**
- **less + adjective + than** (expresses the difference between two people or things) The opposite is more ... than. **Ann is less rich than her sister.**
- **the least + adjective + of/in** (compares one person or thing to two or more people or things in the same group) The opposite is the most ... of/in. **She is the least hard working person in the company.**
- **much/a lot/far/a little/a bit/slightly + comparative** (expresses the degree of difference between two people or things) Tony is **slightly younger than Bob.**
- **comparative and comparative** (to show that something is increasing or decreasing) **It gets colder and colder every day.**
- **the + comparative ... , the + comparative** (shows that two things change together, or that one thing depends on another thing). **The more you talk, the less they listen.**

Order of adverbs
- Adverbs usually go after verbs but before adjectives, other adverbs and participles.
  - He walks **slowly**. (manner)
  - The film was **absolutely amusing**. (degree)
- Sometimes adverbs go before the main verb, eg. the adverbs of frequency (often, always, etc.)
  - He **often** plays tennis at weekends.
- When there are two or more adverbs in the same sentence, they usually come in the following order: manner – place – time
  - The little child was playing **happily in the garden all day yesterday.**
- If there is a verb of movement (go, come, leave, etc) in the sentence, the adverbs come in the following order: place – manner – time
  - **John went to school on foot this morning.**
- Adverbs of place and time can go at the end of the sentence.
  - I’ll go shopping **tomorrow**. (time)

Comparisons

**As / Like**

We use **like**:
- with nouns/pronouns/-ing form to express similarity. **She treats him like a servant.** (He isn't a servant.)
- with feel, look, smell, taste. **She looks like her sister.**

We use **as** to say what somebody or something really is. **He works as a waiter.**
Present/Past Participles

We use **present participles** to describe something. *It was a boring meeting.* (How was the meeting? Boring.)

We use **past participles** to say how someone felt. *We were tired.* (How did we feel? Tired.)

Unit 6

Obligation/Duty/Necessity

**Must:** Expresses duty, strong obligation to do sth or that sth is essential. We generally use must when the speaker has decided that sth is necessary. *I must pay the rent today.*

**Have to:** Expresses strong necessity/obligation. We usually use have to when somebody other than the speaker has decided that sth is necessary. *The lawyer said we have to sign the papers urgently.*

**Note:** Must and have to have different meanings in questions. Do I have to wash the dishes now? (Is it necessary for me …?) Must I wash the dishes now? (Do you insist that I …?)

**Should/Ought to:** Expresses duty, weak obligation. These are less emphatic than must/have to. *We should buy a new car soon.*

**Need:** It is necessary to. *Need I ask in writing?*

**Note:** Need can be used as a modal verb or as a main verb with no change in meaning. *Need I finish the essay today? (Do I need to finish the essay today?)*

Absence of necessity

**Don’t/Don’t have to:** It isn’t necessary to do sth (in the present/future). *You don’t need to iron the clothes – I will do it.*

Prohibition

**Mustn’t/Cann’t:** It is forbidden to do sth; it is against the rules/law; you are not allowed to do sth. *You mustn’t/cann’t smoke in hospitals.*

Logical Assumptions/Deductions

**Must:** Sure/Certain that sth is true.

**Must** is used in affirmative sentences and expresses positive logical beliefs. *You’ve been working all day, so you must be tired!*

**Can’t/couldn’t:** Certain that sth is not true/real.

Can’t and couldn’t are used in negations and express negative logical assumptions. *That can’t be Bill, since he’s at work.*

Possibility

**Can + present infinitive:** General possibility, sth is theoretically possible. Not used for a specific situation. *For dessert you can have apple pie or ice cream.*

**Could/May/Might + present infinitive:** It is possible/likely, perhaps. Used to show sth is possible in a specific situation. *You should keep this ring, it may be valuable one day.*

**Note:** we can use can/could/might in questions **BUT NOT may.** Do you think that you can/could/might work on this?

Ability/Permission

**Can:** expresses ability in the present. *He can play football.*

**Could:** expresses ability in the past. *I could work until late when I was younger.*

**Can/Could/May/Might ...?** we use the structures to ask permission to do something. *Could and may are more polite than can. Might is formal.*

**Can I go out? (informal)**

**Could/May/Might you help me with this essay? (formal)**

Unit 7

Past Simple

We use the past simple:

- for an action that occurred at a definite time (stated or implied) in the past. *He posted the invitations yesterday.*

- for actions that happened immediately after one another in the past. *She locked the door and headed for her car.*

- for habits or states which are now finished. *Mr Smith worked as a gardener when he was younger.***

**Note:** Used to can also be used instead of the past simple for habits/repeated actions in the past.

The time expressions we use with the past simple are:

- yesterday, then, when. *How long ago …? last night/week/month/year/Friday/October etc, three days/weeks etc ago, in 1999 etc.

Past Continuous

We use the past continuous:

- for an action which was in progress when another action interrupted it. We use the past continuous for the action in progress (the longer action), and the past simple for the action which interrupted it (shorter action). *We were swimming when it started to rain.*

- for two or more simultaneous actions in the past. *Bill was watching TV in the living room while Tony was having a shower.*

- for an action which was in progress at a stated time in the past. We don’t mention when the action started or finished. *At 8 o’clock yesterday I was having dinner with Mark.*
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- to describe the atmosphere, setting etc and to give background information to a story. The birds were **singing** and the sun was **shining** as we were walking towards the cabin.

**Note:** When there are two past continuous forms in a sentence with the same subject, we can avoid repetition by just using the present participle (-ing form) and leaving out the verb to be. He was riding his bike; he was whistling a tune. = He was riding his bike, whistling a tune.

**The time expressions we use with the past continuous are:** while, when, as, all morning/evening/day/week etc

**Past Perfect**

We use the past perfect (had + past participle):

- for an action which happened before another past action or before a stated time in the past. Ann had **finished** cooking by six o’clock.
- for an action which finished in the past, and whose result was visible at a later point in the past. He had **broken** his leg a month ago and he still couldn’t walk properly.
- for a general situation in the past. Everything had seemed normal at first.

**The time expressions we use with the past perfect are:** before, after, already, just, for, since, till/until, when, by the time, never etc

**Past Perfect Continuous**

We use the past perfect continuous:

- to put emphasis on the duration of an action which started and finished in the past, before another action or stated time in the past, usually with for or since. He had been **walking** for about an hour before he reached his destination.
- for an action which lasted for some time in the past and whose result was visible in the past. He had been **painting** and his clothes were covered in paint.

**The time expressions we use with the past perfect continuous are:** for, since, how long, before, until etc

**Time expressions to talk about the past:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ago</th>
<th>= back in time from now</th>
<th>is used with the past simple. I did the ironing about an hour ago.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>since</td>
<td>= from a starting point in the past</td>
<td>is used with the present perfect (simple and continuous). I haven’t seen Bill since he moved to Rome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for</td>
<td>= over a period of time</td>
<td>is used with the present perfect (simple and continuous). They’ve been listening to CDs for hours.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

already is used in statements and questions (to show surprise). I have already spoken to Ann. Have you done your homework already?

yet is used with the present perfect in questions and negations. Have you finished your essay yet? I haven’t finished cooking yet.

**Absence of necessity**

**Needn’t + bare perfect infinitive:** it was not necessary to do sth, but it was done. You **needn’t** have informed Mr. Jones. I had already done so. (It was not necessary but you did it.)

**Didn’t need to/Didn’t have to + infinitive:** it was not necessary to do sth. An action did not happen in the past because we knew then that it was not necessary. You didn’t **need to pay the bill.** (It wasn’t necessary, so you didn’t pay it.)

**Possibility**

**Could/Might/Would + perfect infinitive:** sth was possible but it did not happen. Yesterday you were **driving like mad!** You **could have had an accident.** (But luckily you didn’t)

**Criticism**

**Could/Should/Might/Ought to + perfect infinitive:** it would have been better if you had ... . You **should have asked for my help** (but you didn’t).

**Obligation**

**Must + perfect infinitive:** assumption about an action in the past. You **must have already finished these exercises.**

**Logical Assumptions**

**Must/Can’t + perfect infinitive:** positive (must) and negative (can’t) logical assumptions about the past. You **must have broken your leg!** You **can’t have studied hard.**

**Unit 8**

**The Passive**

We form the passive with the verb to be in the appropriate tense and the past participle of the main verb. Only transitive verbs (verbs which take an object) can be used in the passive. (lives does not have a passive form.)

**We use the passive:**

- when the person or people who do the action are unknown, unimportant or obvious from the context.
  - Bill’s car was stolen. (We don’t know who stole it.)
  - The office is being redecorated. (It’s unimportant who is doing it.)
  - The burglar has been arrested. (It’s obvious that the police arrested him.)
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Causative Form

- We use have + object + past participle to say that we have arranged for someone to do something for us. The past participle has a passive meaning. *Jackie had her hair dyed.* (She didn’t dye it herself.)

- Questions and negations of the verb *have* are formed with *do*/*does* (present simple) or *did* (past simple). *Did you have your hair cut yesterday?*

- We also use *have something done* to talk about an unpleasant experience that somebody had. *Last night Neil had his car stolen.* (= His car was stolen.)

- We can use the verb *get* instead of *have* in formal conversation. *I’m going to get a new lock fitted.*

*Note: the word order is very important. Tony had his bike repaired and Tony had repaired his bike have very different meanings. In the first case, Tony arranged for someone else to do the repairs, whereas in the second case he carried out the repairs himself.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regular active form</th>
<th>Causative form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present Simple</td>
<td>She washes the dishes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present Continuous</td>
<td>She is washing the dishes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past Simple</td>
<td>She was washing the dishes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past Continuous</td>
<td>She was washing the dishes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Simple</td>
<td>She will wash the dishes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Continuous</td>
<td>She will be washing the dishes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present Perfect</td>
<td>She has washed the dishes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present Perfect Continuous</td>
<td>She has been washing the dishes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past Perfect</td>
<td>She had washed the dishes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past Perfect Continuous</td>
<td>She had been washing the dishes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinitive</td>
<td>She should wash the dishes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ing form</td>
<td>It’s worth washing the dishes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Unit 9

Future Simple

We use the future simple (will + bare infinitive) for:
- decisions made at the moment of speaking: It’s cold. I’ll close the window.
- predictions about the future, based on what we think, believe or imagine, using the verbs think, believe, expect, etc.; the expressions be sure, be afraid, etc.; and the adverbs probably, certainly, perhaps, etc. He will probably tell you later.
- promises, threats, warnings, requests, hopes and offers. Will you help me tidy the room?
- actions, events, situations which will definitely happen in the future and which we can’t control. Bob will be thirty years old in May.

Be going to

We use be going to:
- for plans, intentions or ambitions for the future. He’s going to be a lawyer when he finishes university.
- actions we have already decided to do in the near future. Steve is going to spend his holidays in Spain.
- predictions based on what we can see or what we know, especially when there is evidence that something will happen. Look at the dark clouds. It’s going to rain.

The time expressions we use with the future simple and be going to are: tomorrow, the day after tomorrow, tonight, soon, next week/month/year/summer etc. in a week/month etc.

Future Continuous

We use the future continuous (will be + verb -ing):
- for actions which will be in progress at a stated future time. This time next month, I’ll be lying on the beach.
- for actions which will definitely happen in the future as the result of a routine or arrangement. We will be visiting the Smiths at the weekend.
- when we ask politely about someone’s plans for the near future. Will you be finishing the report soon?

Future Perfect

We use the future perfect (will have + past particle) for actions that will have finished before a stated time in the future. We will have moved house by the end of June.

The time expressions we use with the future perfect are: before, by, by then, by the time, until/till (only in negative sentences)

Future Perfect Continuous

- We use the future perfect continuous (will have been + verb -ing) to emphasise the duration of an action up to a certain time in the future. The future perfect continuous is used with: by ... for. By the end of May, John will have been working here for ten years.

Time clauses when talking about the future:
When we use words and expressions such as while, before, after, until/till, as, when, whenever, once, as soon as, as long as, by the time, etc. to introduce time clauses, we use the present simple or present perfect, NOT future forms.

By the time we get there the film will have ended.
(NOT: By the time we will get there)

We also use the present simple and present perfect, NOT future forms, after words and expressions such as unless, if, suppose/supposing, in case, etc. Take a raincoat in case it rains later. (NOT: ... in case it will rain later)

We use future forms with:
- when, when it is used as a question word. When will you be going skiing?
- if/whether – after expressions which show uncertainty, ignorance etc. such as I don’t know, I doubt, I wonder
- I’m not sure, etc. I don’t know whether he will pass his exam.

Type 0/1 Conditionals

Type 0 conditionals are used to express a general truth or a scientific fact. In this type of conditional we can use when instead of if.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If-clause</th>
<th>Main Clause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If/When + present simple</td>
<td>present simple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If/When you mix black and white paint, you get grey.

Type 1 conditionals are used to express a real or very probable situation in the present or future.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If-clause</th>
<th>Main Clause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If + present</td>
<td>future simple, imperative, can/simple must/may etc + bare infinitive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If I finish work early tonight, I will go out with Tony.

When the hypothesis comes before the main clause, we separate them with a comma. When the main clause comes before the if-clause, then we do not use a comma to separate them.

Note: with type 1 conditionals we can use unless = affirmative verb (= if + negative verb). I will not be able to come unless Bill gives me a lift. (= If Bill does not give me a lift, ...)
Type 2 and 3 Conditionals

- Conditionals Type 2 (unreal present) are used to express imaginary situations which are contrary to facts in the present, and therefore are unlikely to happen in the present or the future. We can use either was or were for I, he, she, it, in the if-clause. We can also use the structure If I were you ... to give advice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If-clause</th>
<th>Main Clause</th>
<th>Type 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>past simple/past</td>
<td>would/could/might + present continuous</td>
<td>he won't be on time for work today</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knew how to do it, I would help.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill was working today, we would see him.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If I were you, I would tell her the truth.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Conditionals Type 3 (unreal past) are used to express imaginary situations which are contrary to facts in the past. They are also used to express regrets or criticism.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If-clause</th>
<th>Main Clause</th>
<th>Type 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>past perfect/past</td>
<td>would/could/might + perfect continuous</td>
<td>he would be here now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>they had asked me, I would have helped.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If I hadn't been working today, we would have gone to the beach.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: We can form conditionals by using words or expressions such as unless (Type 1 conditionals), providing/provided that, so/as long as, suppose/supposing, on condition that, in case of/in the event of, or (else) etc. Unless they eat all their food, they won't go out to play with their friends. (= If they don't eat all their food, ...) As long as you finish your homework, you can come with me. (= If you finish your homework, ...) Suppose/supposing you were injured, what would you do? (= If you were injured, ...) She agreed to sell her car, on condition that she got a lift to work every day. (= If she got a lift, ...) In case of/in the event of a fire, call the fire brigade. (= If there is a fire, ...) Don't yell at me again, or (else) I'll tell mum. (= If you yell at me again, ...) Note: Unless means if not. It is followed by a verb in the affirmative. Unless it stops raining, we won't go for a stroll. (= If it doesn't stop raining, ...) Mixed Conditionals

We can form mixed conditionals, if the context permits it, by combining an if-clause from one type with a main clause from another.

Wishes

- We can use wish /if only to express a wish.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Tense</th>
<th>Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ past simple/past continuous</td>
<td>I wish I was on holiday now. (But I'm not) to say that we would like something to be different about a present situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>past perfect</td>
<td>I wish I had passed the exams. (But I didn't) to express regret about something which happened or didn't happen in the past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subject + would + bare inf.</td>
<td>I wish you would stop talking. to express:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I wish it would stop snowing. • a polite imperative. • a desire for a situation or person's behaviour to change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: • If only is used in exactly the same way as wish but it is more emphatic or more dramatic. • We can use were instead of was after wish and if only. I wish I were/ was on holiday now.

The Unreal Past

The past simple can be used to refer to the present when we talk about imaginary, unreal or impossible situations which are contrary to facts in the present.

The past perfect can be used to refer to imaginary, unreal or impossible situations which are contrary to facts in the past.

The past simple is used with:

- type 2 Conditionals – If he had money, he would move house.
- suppose/supposing – Suppose/supposing he lied to you, what would you do?
- wish/if only – I wish/if only I had more space.
- would rather (present) – I'd rather you left now.
- as if/as though – Ronald acts as if/as though he owned the place.
- it's (about/high) time – It's (about/high) time you went to bed.
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The past perfect is used with:

- **type 3 Conditionals** – If he *hadn't* been so rude, he wouldn't have been punished.
- Suppose/supposing – *Suppose*/*Supposing* you *had* been in a position to help, would you have done so?
- wish/if only – *I wish/if only I hadn't lied.*
- would rather (past) – *I'd rather you had not told* the truth.
- as if/as though – He spoke about Strauss as *though*/*as if* he *had been* a personal friend.

Had Better/ Would Rather

**Had better** (= it would be good to) is used to give strong or urgent advice. Had better cannot be used in the past or the comparative.

- had better + bare infinitive → immediate future
  You had better ask for help.

**Would rather** (= would prefer to) expresses preference. When the subject of would rather is also the subject of the following verb, we use the following constructions:

- would rather + present bare infinitive → present/future
  I'd rather tell you now.
- would rather + perfect bare infinitive → past
  I went out last night but I'd rather have stayed in.
- would rather + bare infinitive + than + bare infinitive
  Since it's such a beautiful day, I'd rather go to the park than watch TV.

When the subject of would rather is different from the subject of the following verb, we use the following constructions:

- would rather + past tense → present/future
  I'd rather Ann worked with you.
- would rather + past perfect → past
  I'd rather we had left earlier, then we wouldn't have been caught in the rush hour traffic.

Defining and Non-defining Relative Clauses

A defining relative clause gives necessary information essential to the meaning of the main sentence. It is not put in commas and is introduced with who, which, that, whose, where, when or the reason (why). The man who bought our car lives next door.

A non-defining relative clause gives extra information and is not essential to the meaning of the main sentence. It is put in commas and is introduced with who, whom, which, whose, where or when. The man, who was very impatient, left before the doctor came in.

Clauses of Purpose

Clauses of purpose are used to explain why somebody does something. They are introduced with the following words or expressions:

- **to-infinite** – Colin went to the supermarket to buy some food.
- **in order to**/so as to + infinite (formal) – The manager requested that everyone work overtime in order to finish the project on time.
- so that + can/will (present/future reference) – Take my number so that you can call me if you need any help.
- so that + could/would (past reference) – He left at 8 o'clock so that he would be at the station in plenty of time.
- in case + present tense (present or future reference) – Take an umbrella in case it rains.
- in case + past tense (past reference) – She had packed some warm clothes in case it was cold there.
  Note: in case is never used with will or would.
- for + noun (expresses the purpose of an action) – They went to Mario's for a snack.
- for + -ing form (expresses the purpose of something or its function) – Scissors are used for cutting paper.
- with a view to + -ing form – The Browns rented the old cottage with a view to spending their holidays there.

We can express negative purpose using:

- in order not to/so as not to + infinite – He made a list of the guests so as not to forget anyone.
• prevent + noun/pronoun (+from) + -ing form – Bad weather prevented the ship from departing.

Clauses of Result

Clauses of result are used to express result. They are introduced with the following words/phrases:

as a result, therefore, consequently/as a consequence, so, or ... that, etc.

• as a result/therefore/consequently/as a consequence -
The mayor had a serious accident and, as a result/therefore/ consequently/as a consequence the opening of the new local sports centre was cancelled.
The mayor had a serious accident. As a result/therefore/ consequently/as a consequence the opening of the new local sports centre was cancelled.
• so ... I was tired, so I went to bed early.
• such a/an + adjective + singular countable noun - John is such a good boy that everybody loves him.
• such + adjective + plural/uncountable noun - They were such hospitable people that I will never forget them.
It was such heavy luggage that I couldn't lift it.
• such a lot of + plural/uncountable noun
He has got such a lot of books that he has to buy a new bookcase.
There was such a lot of information that I couldn't keep up with it.
• so + adjective/adverb
He felt so embarrassed that he left without saying goodbye.
The little boy ran so fast that nobody was able to catch him.
• so much/little + uncountable noun
so many/few + plural noun
There was so much noise that I couldn't hear him.
I've got so little money that I can't buy him a present.
There were so many customers in the shop that they had to queue.
He made so few mistakes that he will pass the exam.

Concession

Clauses of concession are used to express a contrast. They are introduced with the following words/phrases:

but, although/even though/though, in spite of/despite, however, whereas, yet, nevertheless, on the other hand

• but
It was hot but he was wearing a coat.

• although/even though/though + clause
Even though is more emphatic than although. Though is informal and is often used in everyday speech. It can also be put at the end of a sentence.
Although/Even though/Though it was hot, he felt cold.
He felt cold although/even though/though it was hot.
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It was hot. He felt cold, though.
• in spite of/despite + noun/ -ing form
In spite of/Despite his qualifications, he couldn't find a job.
He couldn't find a job in spite of/despite (his) qualifications.
• in spite of/despite + the fact that + clause
In spite of/Despite the fact that he had qualifications, he couldn't get a job.
• however/nevertheless
A comma is always used after however/nevertheless. She left early. However/Nevertheless, she missed her appointment.
• while/whereas
She is short, while/whereas her brother is tall.
• yet (formal)/still
It was December; yet it was quite warm.
My car is old. Still, it is in very good condition.
• on the other hand
Buses aren't comfortable to travel in. On the other hand, cars are ...

Question Tags

• Question tags are formed with an auxiliary verb and the appropriate personal pronoun. They take the same auxiliary as in the statement or, if there isn't an auxiliary in the statement, they take do/does (present simple) or did (past simple).
• After affirmative statements we use a negative interrogative tag and after negative statements we use a positive interrogative tag.
He works as a clerk, doesn't he?
She couldn't answer the question, could she?

Note:
• Let's has the tag shall we? – Let's go out, shall we?
• Let me/him has the tag will you/won't you? – You'll let me borrow your car, won't you?

• I have (possess) has the tag haven't I? BUT I have
• used idiomatically has the tag don't I? – He has a bike, hasn't he?
• He had dinner with Ann, didn't he?
• This/That is has the tag isn't it? – This shop is very expensive, isn't it?
• I am has the tag aren't I? – I am late, aren't I?
• A negative imperative has the question tag will you? – Don't forget to post this, will you?
Rules for Punctuation

Capital Letters

A capital letter is used:
- to begin a sentence. *This is a book.*
- for days of the week, months and public holidays. *Monday, January, New Year, etc.*
- for names of people and places. *This is Bill Blake and he's from Surrey, England.*
- for people's titles. *Mr and Mrs Parker; Dr Brown; Professor Harris, etc.*
- for nationalities and languages. *They are Spanish. He's fluent in Greek and Russian.*

Note: The personal pronoun *I* is always a capital letter. *Bob and I are working late tonight.*

Full Stop (.)

A full stop is used:
- to end a sentence that is not a question or an exclamation. *We're having a great time here in Barbados. We wish you were here.*

Comma (,)

A comma is used:
- to separate words in a list. *I need sugar, milk, flour and eggs.*
- to separate a non-identifying relative clause (i.e. a clause giving extra information which is not essential to the meaning of the main clause) from the main clause. *Ron, who is a singer, lives in Canada.*
- after certain linking words/phrases (e.g. in addition to this, moreover, for example, however, in conclusion, etc.). *Moreover, Lyn is very impatient.*
- when if-clauses begin sentences. *If you have any questions, don't hesitate to ask.*

Note: no comma is used, however, when the if-clause follows the main clause.
- to separate question tags from the rest of the sentence. *Mr Jones is your new neighbour, isn't he?*

Question Mark (?)

A question mark is used:
- to end a direct question. *Who is he?*

Exclamation Mark (!)

An exclamation mark is used:
- to end an exclamatory sentence, i.e. a sentence showing admiration, surprise, joy, anger, etc. *What lovely weather! How rude!*
# Irregular Verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infinitive</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Past Participle</th>
<th>Infinitive</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Past Participle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>be</td>
<td>was</td>
<td>been</td>
<td>lie</td>
<td>lay</td>
<td>lain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bear</td>
<td>bore</td>
<td>born(e)</td>
<td>light</td>
<td>lit</td>
<td>lit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beat</td>
<td>beat</td>
<td>beaten</td>
<td>lose</td>
<td>lost</td>
<td>lost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>become</td>
<td>became</td>
<td>become</td>
<td>make</td>
<td>made</td>
<td>made</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>begin</td>
<td>began</td>
<td>begun</td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>meant</td>
<td>meant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bite</td>
<td>bit</td>
<td>bitten</td>
<td>meet</td>
<td>met</td>
<td>met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blow</td>
<td>blew</td>
<td>blown</td>
<td>pay</td>
<td>paid</td>
<td>paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>break</td>
<td>broke</td>
<td>broken</td>
<td>put</td>
<td>put</td>
<td>put</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bring</td>
<td>brought</td>
<td>brought</td>
<td>read</td>
<td>read</td>
<td>read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>build</td>
<td>built</td>
<td>built</td>
<td>ride</td>
<td>rode</td>
<td>ridden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>burn</td>
<td>burnt (burned)</td>
<td>burnt (burned)</td>
<td>ring</td>
<td>rang</td>
<td>rung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>burst</td>
<td>burst</td>
<td>burst</td>
<td>rise</td>
<td>rose</td>
<td>risen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buy</td>
<td>bought</td>
<td>bought</td>
<td>run</td>
<td>ran</td>
<td>run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can</td>
<td>could</td>
<td>(been able to)</td>
<td>say</td>
<td>said</td>
<td>said</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>catch</td>
<td>caught</td>
<td>caught</td>
<td>see</td>
<td>saw</td>
<td>seen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>choose</td>
<td>chose</td>
<td>chosen</td>
<td>seek</td>
<td>sought</td>
<td>sought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>come</td>
<td>came</td>
<td>come</td>
<td>sell</td>
<td>sold</td>
<td>sold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost</td>
<td>cost</td>
<td>cost</td>
<td>send</td>
<td>sent</td>
<td>sent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cut</td>
<td>cut</td>
<td>cut</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deal</td>
<td>dealt</td>
<td>dealt</td>
<td>sew</td>
<td>sewed</td>
<td>sewn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dig</td>
<td>dug</td>
<td>dug</td>
<td>shake</td>
<td>shook</td>
<td>shaken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do</td>
<td>did</td>
<td>done</td>
<td>shine</td>
<td>shone</td>
<td>shone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dream</td>
<td>dreamt (dreamed)</td>
<td>dreamt (dreamed)</td>
<td>shoot</td>
<td>shot</td>
<td>shot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drink</td>
<td>drank</td>
<td>drunk</td>
<td>show</td>
<td>showed</td>
<td>shown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drive</td>
<td>drove</td>
<td>driven</td>
<td>shut</td>
<td>shut</td>
<td>shut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eat</td>
<td>ate</td>
<td>eaten</td>
<td>sing</td>
<td>sang</td>
<td>sung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fall</td>
<td>fell</td>
<td>fallen</td>
<td>sit</td>
<td>sat</td>
<td>sat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feed</td>
<td>fed</td>
<td>fed</td>
<td>sleep</td>
<td>slept</td>
<td>slept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feel</td>
<td>felt</td>
<td>felt</td>
<td>smell</td>
<td>smelt (smelled)</td>
<td>smelt (smelled)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fight</td>
<td>fought</td>
<td>fought</td>
<td>speak</td>
<td>spoke</td>
<td>spoken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>find</td>
<td>found</td>
<td>found</td>
<td>spell</td>
<td>spelt (spelled)</td>
<td>spelt (spelled)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flee</td>
<td>fled</td>
<td>fled</td>
<td>spend</td>
<td>spent</td>
<td>spent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fly</td>
<td>flew</td>
<td>flown</td>
<td>split</td>
<td>split</td>
<td>split</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forbid</td>
<td>forbade</td>
<td>forbidden</td>
<td>spread</td>
<td>spread</td>
<td>spread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forget</td>
<td>forgot</td>
<td>forgotten</td>
<td>spring</td>
<td>sprang</td>
<td>sprung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forgive</td>
<td>forgave</td>
<td>forgiven</td>
<td>stand</td>
<td>stood</td>
<td>stood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>freeze</td>
<td>froze</td>
<td>frozen</td>
<td>steal</td>
<td>stole</td>
<td>stolen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get</td>
<td>got</td>
<td>got</td>
<td>stick</td>
<td>stuck</td>
<td>stuck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>give</td>
<td>gave</td>
<td>given</td>
<td>sting</td>
<td>stung</td>
<td>stung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go</td>
<td>went</td>
<td>gone</td>
<td>stink</td>
<td>stank</td>
<td>stank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grow</td>
<td>grew</td>
<td>grown</td>
<td>strike</td>
<td>struck</td>
<td>struck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hang</td>
<td>hung (hunged)</td>
<td>hung (hunged)</td>
<td>swear</td>
<td>swore</td>
<td>sworn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have</td>
<td>had</td>
<td>had</td>
<td>sweep</td>
<td>swept</td>
<td>swept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hear</td>
<td>heard</td>
<td>heard</td>
<td>swim</td>
<td>swam</td>
<td>swum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hide</td>
<td>hid</td>
<td>hidden</td>
<td>take</td>
<td>took</td>
<td>taken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hit</td>
<td>hit</td>
<td>hit</td>
<td>teach</td>
<td>taught</td>
<td>taught</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hold</td>
<td>held</td>
<td>held</td>
<td>tear</td>
<td>tore</td>
<td>torn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hurt</td>
<td>hurt</td>
<td>hurt</td>
<td>tell</td>
<td>told</td>
<td>told</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keep</td>
<td>kept</td>
<td>kept</td>
<td>think</td>
<td>thought</td>
<td>thought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>know</td>
<td>knew</td>
<td>known</td>
<td>throw</td>
<td>threw</td>
<td>thrown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lay</td>
<td>laid</td>
<td>laid</td>
<td>understand</td>
<td>understood</td>
<td>understood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lead</td>
<td>led</td>
<td>led</td>
<td>wake</td>
<td>woke</td>
<td>woken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learn</td>
<td>learnt (learned)</td>
<td>learnt (learned)</td>
<td>wear</td>
<td>wore</td>
<td>worn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leave</td>
<td>left</td>
<td>left</td>
<td>win</td>
<td>won</td>
<td>won</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lend</td>
<td>lent</td>
<td>lent</td>
<td>write</td>
<td>wrote</td>
<td>written</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>absent from (adj)</th>
<th>aim at (v)</th>
<th>appeal to/against (v)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>abstain from (v)</td>
<td>allergic to (adj)</td>
<td>apply (to sb) for sth (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>according to (prep)</td>
<td>amazed at/by (adj)</td>
<td>approve of (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>account for (v)</td>
<td>amount to (v)</td>
<td>argue with sb about sth (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>accuse sb of (v)</td>
<td>amused at/with/by (adj)</td>
<td>arrest sb for sth (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>accustomed to (adj)</td>
<td>angry at what sb does (adj)</td>
<td>arrive at (a small place) (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>acquainted with (adj)</td>
<td>angry with sb about sth (adj)</td>
<td>arrive in (a town) (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>addicted to (adj)</td>
<td>angry with sb for doing sth (adj)</td>
<td>ashamed of (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(take) advantage of (n)</td>
<td>annoyed with sb about sth (adj)</td>
<td>ask for (v) (but: ask sb a question)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>advice on (n)</td>
<td>(in) answer to (n)</td>
<td>astonished at/by (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>affected by (adj)</td>
<td>anxious about sth (adj)</td>
<td>attend to (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>afraid of (adj)</td>
<td>apologise to sb for sth (v)</td>
<td>(un)aware of (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>agree with sb on sth (v)</td>
<td>benefit from (v)</td>
<td>boast about/of (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>bet on (v)</td>
<td>bored with/of (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>beware of (v)</td>
<td>borrow sth from sb (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(put) the blame on sb (n)</td>
<td>brilliant at (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>blame sb for sth (v)</td>
<td>bump into (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>blame sth on sb (v)</td>
<td>busy with (adj)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B</th>
<th>bad at (adj) (but: He was very bad to me.)</th>
<th>capable of (adj)</th>
<th>comment on (v)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bad to (v)</td>
<td>care about (v)</td>
<td>communicate with (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>base on (v)</td>
<td>care for sb (v) (= like)</td>
<td>compare with (v) (how people and things are alike and how they are different)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>beg for (v)</td>
<td>care for sth (v) (= like to do sth)</td>
<td>compare to (v) (show the likeness between sb/sth and sb/sth else)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>begin with (v)</td>
<td>careful of (adj)</td>
<td>comparison between (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>believe in (v)</td>
<td>careless about/with (adj)</td>
<td>complain of (v) (= suffer from)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>belong to (v)</td>
<td>cause of (n)</td>
<td>complain to sb about sth (v) (= be annoyed at)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C</th>
<th>certain of (adj)</th>
<th>charge for (v)</th>
<th>connect to/with (v)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>charge sb with (a crime) (v)</td>
<td>charge with (v)</td>
<td>conscious of (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cheque for (n)</td>
<td>cheque between/of (n)</td>
<td>consist of (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>choice between/of (n)</td>
<td>clever at (adj) (but: It was very clever of you to buy it.)</td>
<td>contact between (n) (but: in contact with)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>close to (adj)</td>
<td>date back to (v)</td>
<td>content with (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>date from (v)</td>
<td>deal with (v)</td>
<td>contrary to (prep)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dear to (adj)</td>
<td>decide on/against (v)</td>
<td>contribute to (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>decide on/against (v)</td>
<td>declare on (n)</td>
<td>convert to/into (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>declare on (n)</td>
<td>dedicate to (v)</td>
<td>cope with (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>die of/from (v)</td>
<td>deficient in (adj)</td>
<td>correspond to/with (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>die in an accident (v)</td>
<td>delay in (n)</td>
<td>crash into (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>differ from (v)</td>
<td>delight in (v)</td>
<td>crazy about (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(have) difference between/of (n)</td>
<td>delighted with (adj)</td>
<td>crowded with (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>different from (adj)</td>
<td>demand for (n)</td>
<td>cruel to (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>difficulty in/with (n)</td>
<td>demand from (v)</td>
<td>cure for (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>disadvantage of (n) (but: there's a disadvantage in doing sth)</td>
<td>depart from (v)</td>
<td>curious about (adj)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D</th>
<th>date from (v)</th>
<th>depart from (v)</th>
<th>disagree with (v)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>deal with (v)</td>
<td>departure from (n)</td>
<td>disappointed with/about (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dear to (adj)</td>
<td>depend on/upon (v)</td>
<td>disapprove of (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>decide on/against (v)</td>
<td>describe sb/sth to sb else (v)</td>
<td>discourage from (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>declare on (n)</td>
<td>description of (n)</td>
<td>discussion about/on (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>die of/from (v)</td>
<td>die off (v)</td>
<td>dismiss from (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>die in an accident (v)</td>
<td>die in an accident (v)</td>
<td>dispose of (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>differ from (v)</td>
<td>differ from (v)</td>
<td>dissatisfied with (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(have) difference between/of (n)</td>
<td>different from (adj)</td>
<td>distinguish between (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>different from (adj)</td>
<td>difficulty in/with (n)</td>
<td>do well in (an exam)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>disadvantage of (n) (but: there's a disadvantage in doing sth)</td>
<td>disadvantage of (n) (but: there's a disadvantage in doing sth)</td>
<td>dream about (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(have) experience in</td>
<td>dream of (v) (= imagine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>experiment on/with (v)</td>
<td>dressed in (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>expert at/n (sth/doing sth) (n)</td>
<td>(= person skilled at)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>expert at/n on (sth/doing sth) (adj) (= person skilled at)</td>
<td>expert with sth (n) (= good at using sth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>equal to (adj)</td>
<td>expert on (n) (= person knowledgeable about a subject)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>escape from (v)</td>
<td>expert on (n) (= person knowledgeable about a subject)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>example of (n)</td>
<td>experienced in (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>excellent at (adj)</td>
<td>(make an exception of sth/sb = treat sth/sb as a special case)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>exception at (n)</td>
<td>take exception to sth = object to sth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>eager for (adj)</td>
<td>exchange sth for sth else (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(put) effort into sth (n)</td>
<td>excited about (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>engaged in sth (adj)</td>
<td>exclam at (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>engaged in sb (adj)</td>
<td>excuse for (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>enthusiastic about (adj)</td>
<td>excuse sb for (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>equal to (adj)</td>
<td>expel from (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>escape from (v)</td>
<td>experienced in (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>example of (n)</td>
<td>experienced in (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>excellent at (adj)</td>
<td>experienced in (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>exception at (n)</td>
<td>experienced in (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fail in (v)</td>
<td>famous for (adj)</td>
<td>forgive sb for (v)</td>
<td>genius at (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>failure in (an exam) (n)</td>
<td>fed up with (adj)</td>
<td>friendly with/to (adj)</td>
<td>glance at (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>faithful to (adj)</td>
<td>fight for sth/with sb (v)</td>
<td>frightened of (adj)</td>
<td>familiar with (adj) (= have knowledge of)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>familiar to sb (adj)</td>
<td>full of (adj)</td>
<td>hopeful of (adj)</td>
<td>good at (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fond of (adj)</td>
<td>furious with sb about sth (adj)</td>
<td>guilty of (adj)</td>
<td>forget about sth (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>ready for (adj)</td>
<td>relationship between (n) (but: a <strong>relationship</strong> with sb)</td>
<td>responsibility for (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>reason for (n)</td>
<td>relevant to (adj)</td>
<td>responsible for (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>reason with (v)</td>
<td>remind sb of/about (v)</td>
<td>result from (v) (= be the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>receive from (v)</td>
<td>remove from (v)</td>
<td>consequence of)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(keep) a record of (n)</td>
<td>replace sth with sth else (v)</td>
<td>result in (v) (= cause)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>recover from (v)</td>
<td>reply to (n/v)</td>
<td>result of (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>reduction in (n)</td>
<td>report on (n/v)</td>
<td>retire from (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>refer to (v)</td>
<td>reputation for/of (n)</td>
<td>revise for (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(in/with) reference to (n)</td>
<td>respect for (n)</td>
<td>rich in (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>refrain from (v)</td>
<td>respond to (v)</td>
<td>rise in (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>regardless of (prep)</td>
<td></td>
<td>rude to (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>related to (adj)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S</th>
<th>safe from (adj)</th>
<th>shy of (adj)</th>
<th>subject to (adj/v)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>same as (adj)</td>
<td>sick of (adj)</td>
<td>submit to (v) (but: <strong>submit sth for</strong> publication)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>satisfied with/by (adj)</td>
<td>similar to (adj)</td>
<td>subscribe to (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>save sb from (v)</td>
<td>situated in (adj)</td>
<td>succeed in (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scared of (adj)</td>
<td>skilled at/in (adj)</td>
<td>suffer from (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>search for (v/n)</td>
<td>smell of (n/v)</td>
<td>suitable for (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(be) in search of (n)</td>
<td>smile at (v)</td>
<td>superior to (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sensitive about/to (adj)</td>
<td>solution to (n)</td>
<td>sure off/about (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sentence sb to (v)</td>
<td>sorry about (adj) (= feel sorry for sb)</td>
<td>surprised at/by (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>separate from (v)</td>
<td>(but: I’m <strong>sorry for doing sth</strong></td>
<td>suspect sb of (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>serious about (adj)</td>
<td>specialise in (v)</td>
<td>suspicious of (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>shake hands with (v)</td>
<td>spend money on sth (v)</td>
<td>sympathise with (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>shocked at/by (adj)</td>
<td>spend time in/doing sth (v)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>short of (adj)</td>
<td>stare at (v)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>shout at (v)</td>
<td>study for (v)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>(have) taste in (n)</th>
<th>think about/of (v)</th>
<th>(be) (at the top of) (the class) (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>taste of (v)</td>
<td>threaten sb with sth (v)</td>
<td>translate from ... into (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>terrified of (adj)</td>
<td>throw at (v) (in order to hit)</td>
<td>trend for (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>thank sb for (v)</td>
<td>throw to (v) (in order to catch)</td>
<td>typical of (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>thankful for (adj)</td>
<td>tire of (v)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>tired of (adj) (= fed up with)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| U | upset about (adj) | | |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>wait for (v)</th>
<th>weak in/at (adj)</th>
<th>worry about (v)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>warn sb against/about/of (v)</td>
<td>whisper to (v)</td>
<td>worthy of (adj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>waste (time/money) on (v)</td>
<td>wink at sb (v)</td>
<td>write (a letter) to sb (v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepositional Phrases</td>
<td>Appendix 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a disadvantage</td>
<td>a profit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a discount</td>
<td>all costs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a distance</td>
<td>an advantage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a fraction of</td>
<td>first hand</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a glance</td>
<td>least</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a guess</td>
<td>length</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a loss</td>
<td>odds with</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bus/car/plane/</td>
<td>coincidence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coach/rail</td>
<td>degrees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accident</td>
<td>far</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all means</td>
<td>law</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chance</td>
<td>luck</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a change</td>
<td>granted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ages</td>
<td>hire</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fear of sth</td>
<td>life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>good</td>
<td>nothing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FROM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memory</td>
<td>now on</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time to time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a rush</td>
<td>danger</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>advance</td>
<td>debt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agreement</td>
<td>detail</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brief</td>
<td>disguise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>captivity</td>
<td>existence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case of</td>
<td>fact</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>charge</td>
<td>fashion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comfort</td>
<td>good shape</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>common</td>
<td>jest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confidence</td>
<td>moderation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the beaten track</td>
<td>duty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>track</td>
<td>the record</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUT OF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foot</td>
<td>duty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a bicycle</td>
<td>good terms with</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a diet</td>
<td>impulse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>account of</td>
<td>leave</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>an island approval</td>
<td>loan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bail</td>
<td>no account</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>behalf of</td>
<td>paper</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demand</td>
<td>principle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stock</td>
<td>sale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the ordinary</td>
<td>the point of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>town</td>
<td>drill</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>town</td>
<td>impulse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>town</td>
<td>leave</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tune</td>
<td>loan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tune</td>
<td>no account</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tune</td>
<td>paper</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tune</td>
<td>principle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tune</td>
<td>purpose</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tune</td>
<td>sale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>use</td>
<td>the premises</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>use</td>
<td>the road</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work</td>
<td>the trail of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>your mind</td>
<td>the whole</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>your own</td>
<td>your own</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO one's face</td>
<td>one's surprise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO one's face</td>
<td>this day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arrest</td>
<td>orders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>control</td>
<td>pressure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pressure</td>
<td>repair</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pressure</td>
<td>the impression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pressure</td>
<td>the weather</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITH age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITHIN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>easy reach of</td>
<td>walking distance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2) Appendix

Back

back out = (tr) decide not to do sth

Be

be in = 1) at home; 2) in fashion
be into sth = to like sth a lot
be out = 1) not at home; 2) out of fashion

Beat

beat up = (tr) hit and kick sb many times

Blow

blow up = (tr) destroy by an explosion

Break

break down = 1) (int) (of machinery) stop working; 2) (int) (of a person) lose control of feelings; 3) (int) (of talks/negotiations/etc) fail; 4) (tr) separate under headings
break in = (int) enter by force or illegally
break into = 1) (tr) enter by force; 2) (tr) interrupt
break off = (tr) end a relationship/agreement
break out = (int) (of war, etc) begin suddenly
break through = (int) advance (in spite of opposition)
break to = (tr) tell (usu bad news) to sb in a kind way
break up = 1) (int) (of schools, etc) stop for holidays; 2) (int) end a relationship

Bring

bring about = (tr) cause to happen
bring back = (tr) cause to recall
bring down = (tr) cause to fall
bring forward = (tr) move sth to an earlier date or time
bring in = (tr) create profit/money
bring on = (tr) cause, usu sth unpleasant
bring out = (tr) put on the market
bring round = 1) (tr) cause to regain consciousness; 2) (tr) persuade; bring over (to)
bring up = 1) (tr) raise a child; 2) (tr) mention/introduce a subject

Call

call back = (tr) telephone again in return for a phone call

Calm

calm down = (int) become less upset

Carry

be carried away = be very excited
carry off = (tr) handle a difficult situation successfully
carry on (with) = (tr) continue with
carry out = 1) (tr) conduct an experiment; 2) (tr) act according to sth
carry through = (tr) complete successfully in spite of difficulty

Catch

catch up with = (tr) reach the same level, standard

Check

check in = (int) arrive at a hotel, be given the room key and fill in any necessary forms

Cheer

cheer up = 1) (tr) make more cheerful; 2) (int) become more cheerful

Clear

clear away = (tr) put away things you have used

Come

come across = (tr) find/meet by chance
come by = (tr) obtain
come down to = (tr) be passed on to sb by inheritance
come down with = (tr) become ill; go down with
come into = (tr) inherit
come off = (int) succeed
come out = 1) (int) (of flowers) begin to blossom; 2) (int) be published; 3) (int) (of stings) be able to be removed
come round = 1) (int) visit casually; 2) (int) recover consciousness
come to = (tr) amount to a total
come up = 1) (int) be mentioned; 2) (int) arise; occur
come up to = 1) (tr) approach; 2) (tr) equal; (of expectations) be up to
come up with = (tr) find (an answer, solution, etc)

Cut

cut across = (tr) take a shorter way
cut back on = (tr) reduce (expenses, production); cut down on
cut in = 1) (int) move suddenly in front of another car; 2) (int) interrupt
cut into = (tr) interrupt
cut off = 1) (tr) disconnect; 2) (tr) isolate (usu places)
cut out = (tr) omit
be cut out for/to be = be suited for (a profession)
cut up = (tr) cut into small pieces

Do

do away with = (tr) abolish
do down = (tr) speak badly of sb
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do in = (tr) kill
do up = (tr) fasten; tie
do with = (tr) want
do without = (tr) live or continue without sth/sb;
we without

Ease

ease up = (int) reduce in degree, speed, intensity

Eat

eat into = (tr) use more than expected

End

end up = (int) finish up, result in

Fall

fall apart = (int) come to pieces
fall back on = (tr) turn to sb/sth for help when other plans
have failed
fall behind with = (tr) fail to keep up with
fall for = 1) (tr) fall in love with sb; 2) (tr) be deceived
fall in = (int) collapse
fall in with = (tr) agree with
fall into = 1) (tr) be divided into (categories); 2) (tr) begin;
enter a state
fall on = 1) (tr) attack; 2) (tr) eat hungrily
fall out with = (tr) quarrel
fall through = (int) fail to be completed

Get

get across = (tr) successfully communicate ideas
get along = (int) continue despite difficulties
get along with = (tr) be on friendly terms; get on with
get at = (int) mean
get away with = (tr) escape punishment for a wrongful,
illegal act
get back = (tr) recover possession of
get down = 1) (tr) swallow with difficulty; 2) (tr) depress
get down to = (tr) start doing sth seriously
get on = 1) (tr) enter (bus, train, etc); 2) (tr) make progress
get on with = (tr) be on good terms with
get out = (int) (of news) become known
get over = (tr) recover from
get round = (tr) persuade; bring round.
get round to = (tr) find time to do sth
get through = 1) (tr) finish (a piece of work); 2) (tr) go on
living through difficult times
get through to = (tr) reach by phone
get up = (int) rise from bed

Give

give away = 1) (tr) reveal; 2) (tr) give sth free of charge
give back = (tr) return
give in = (int) surrender; yield.
give off = (tr) emit (smells, heat, fumes, etc)
give out = 1) (int) come to an end; 2) (tr) distribute
give up = 1) (tr) abandon an attempt/habit; 2) (tr) surrender

go after = (tr) pursue
go ahead = (int) be allowed to happen
go away = (int) stop; cease
go back on = (tr) break a promise/agreement
go by = (tr) base one’s ideas on
go down with = (tr) become ill
go for = 1) (tr) attack; 2) (tr) apply for (a job)
go in for = (tr) take part in (a competition)
go off = 1) (int) (of a bomb) explode; 2) (of an alarm) ring;
3) (int) (of food) spoil; 4) (tr) stop liking sth
go on = 1) (int) continue; carry on; 2) (int) happen
go out = (int) stop burning
go over = 1) (tr) examine details; go through; 2) (tr) repeat
go round = 1) (int) be enough for everyone to have a share;
2) (int) (news/disease) spread; circulate; get round
go through = 1) (tr) experience; 2) (int) (of a deal/
arrangement) be completed with success; 3) (tr) discuss in detail
go up = (int) (of prices) rise

go with = (tr) match
go without = (tr) endure the lack of sth; do without

Hang

hang out = (tr) put clothes on the line to dry
hang up = 1) (tr) put sth in a high position; 2) (int) end a
phone call
hang on = (int) wait for a short while

Hold

hold back = 1) (tr) control (tears, laughter); 2) (int) hesitate
hold in = (tr) restrain
hold off = (tr) keep at a distance
hold on = (int) wait (esp on the phone)
hold out = 1) (int) last; 2) (int) persist
hold to = 1) (tr) follow exactly; 2) keep to (a promise, etc)
hold up = 1) (tr) delay; 2) (tr) use violence in order to rob

Keep

keep after = (tr) continue to pursue
keep away (from) = (tr) stay away
keep back = (tr) conceal
keep down = (tr) cause to remain at a lower level
keep in = (tr) make sb stay indoors (as punishment)
keep off = (tr) stay away from; avoid
keep on = (int) continue despite difficulties
keep out = (tr) exclude sb/sth
keep up with = (tr) stay at the same level as sb/sth
keep up with = 1) (tr) continue to be informed; 2) (tr)
change at the same rate
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Let

let down = 1) (tr) (of clothes) lengthen (≠ take up); 2) (tr) disappoint
let in (to) = allow sb to enter a place
let off = (tr) not punish
let on = (int) reveal a secret
let out = 1) (tr) release; 2) (tr) (of clothes) make larger
(≠ take in)
let up = (int) become less strong

Live

live on = (tr) have an amount of money to buy things

Look

look after = (tr) take care of
look back (on) = (tr) consider the past
look down on = (tr) despise (≠ look up to)
look for = (tr) search, try to find
look forward to = (tr) anticipate with pleasure
look in on sb = (tr) pay a short visit to
look into = (tr) investigate
look on = (int) observe
look out = (int) be careful
look out for = (tr) be alert in order to see/find sb/sth
look over = (tr) examine carefully; go through
look round = (tr) inspect a place
look through = (tr) look at quickly
look up = (tr) look for sth in an appropriate book/list

Loosen

loosen up = (int) become more relaxed

Make

be made for = suit exactly
make for = (tr) go towards
make out = 1) (tr) distinguish; 2) (tr) write out; fill in
make over = (tr) give possession of sth to sb else
make up = 1) (tr) invent; 2) (tr) put cosmetics on; 3) (int) reconcile
make up for = (tr) compensate
make up one's mind = decide

Open

open up = (int) relax and say exactly what sb feels or thinks

Pass

pass away = (int) die
pass off as = (tr) pretend to be sth/sb else successfully
pass out = (int) lose consciousness

Pay

pay back = 1) (tr) return money owed; 2) (tr) take revenge on sb
pay down = (tr) pay part of the price for sth and the rest over a period of time
pay for = (tr) receive punishment
pay off = (tr) pay sb to leave employment
pay up = (tr) pay (a debt) in full

Pick

pick sb up = (tr) go somewhere and take sb away (often in a car)

Pull

pull down = (tr) demolish
pull in = (int) (of trains) arrive (≠ pull out)
pull oneself together = bring one's feelings under control
pull through = (int) succeed despite difficulties
pull up = (int) stop

Put

put aside/by = (tr) save
put across = (tr) communicate successfully; get across/over
put away = 1) (tr) store; 2) (tr) put sb into prison/mental hospital
put back = (tr) place sth in the position it was in before
put down = 1) (tr) write down; take down; 2) (tr) suppress forcibly
put down to = (tr) attribute to
put forward = (tr) propose
put off = (tr) postpone
put on = 1) (tr) dress oneself in; 2) (tr) increase (in weight);
3) (tr) cause to take place (show/performance)
pout out = 1) (tr) extinguish (fire, etc); 2) cause trouble;
3) (tr) take sth out of the house
be put out = be annoyed
put through = (tr) connect by phone
put up = 1) (tr) erect, build; 2) (tr) offer hospitality; 3) (tr) show in a public place
put up with = (tr) tolerate

Run

run across/into = (tr) meet/find by chance
run after = (tr) chase
run away with = (tr) steal
run down = 1) (tr) knock down (with a vehicle); run over;
2) (tr) speak badly of sb
run in = (tr) bring a new car engine into full use (by driving it slowly for a set period)
run off = (tr) make prints/copies
run out = (tr) have no more of sth left
run out of = (tr) no longer have a supply
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run through = 1) (tr) use up; 2) (tr) rehearse, check or revise quickly
run up = (tr) accumulate
run up against = (tr) encounter (difficulties/opposition)

See
see about = (tr) deal with; see to
see off = (tr) accompany a traveller to his/her plane, train, etc
see out = (tr) accompany sb to the door/exit of a house/building
see over = (tr) inspect a place; look round
see through = (tr) not be deceived

Set
set aside = (tr) save for a special purpose
set in = (int) (of weather) start and seem likely to continue
set off = (int) start a journey
set out = 1) (int) begin a journey; 2) intend to do sth
set up = (tr) start a business

Slow
slow down = (tr) move more slowly/reduce speed

Stand
stand by = 1) (tr) support sb, esp in difficulties; 2) (int) be ready for action
stand for = 1) (tr) represent; 2) (tr) tolerate; put up with
stand in for = (tr) replace sb temporarily
stand out = (int) be noticeable
stand up = 1) (int) rise to one’s feet; 2) (tr) fail to meet
stand up for = (tr) support
stand up to = (tr) resist

Switch
switch off = (tr) stop sth working (for electrical devices, engines, etc)
switch to = (tr) change sth

Take
take after = (tr) resemble
take away = (tr) remove
take back = (tr) apologise
take for = (tr) identify wrongly
take in = 1) (tr) give accommodation; 2) (tr) make clothes narrower (let out); 3) (tr) fully understand
take off = 1) (tr) remove clothes (put on); 2) (int) (of planes) leave the ground (come down); 3) (tr) imitate 4) (tr) (of time) take time as a holiday
take on = 1) (tr) undertake work/responsibility; 2) (tr) employ

take out = 1) (tr) remove; 2) (tr) clean (mark, dirt); 3) (tr) arrange to get sth (e.g. a loan from a bank)
take over = (tr) gain control of sth
take to = 1) (tr) begin a habit; 2) (tr) like
take up = 1) (tr) begin a hobby, sport, job; 2) (tr) fill (time, space)
be taken aback = be strongly surprised
be taken in = be deceived

Tell
tell off = (tr) scold/speak to sb angrily

Throw
throw away = (tr) put sth useless (e.g.) in a rubbish container

Turn
turn away = (tr) refuse admittance
turn down = 1) (tr) refuse an offer; 2) (tr) reduce loudness (= turn up)
turn in = 1) (int) go to bed; 2) (tr) give to the police
turn off = (tr) switch off (= turn on)
turn out = 1) (tr) produce; 2) (int) prove to be
turn over = (int) turn to a new page; change the TV channel
turn to = 1) (tr) go to sb for help/advice; 2) (tr) begin (a way of life or doing sth)
turn up = 1) (int) arrive or appear (unexpectedly); 2) (int) (of an opportunity) arise

Use
use up = (tr) finish sth so that none of it is left

Wash
wash up = (tr) clean pans, plates, etc (using water and detergent)

Wind
wind down = (int) relax

Work
work out = (tr) try to understand

Wrap
wrap up = (tr) fold a piece of paper, cloth or other material round sth
Further Practice Section

Words often confused

1. My mother used to bring / take / show / visit me to the zoo when I was a child.

2. They exchanged letters for fifty years, but they never actually / genuinely / positively / truly met in person.

3. He was under deep / considerable / large / important pressure to get the work done by the end of the day.

4. The main activity / function / situation / occupation of the careers officer is to help students get a good job.

5. The new shop has a huge collection of videos which cater for several / both / all / every tastes.

6. The new scheme provides greater ways / reasons / methods / opportunities for school-leavers to find work.

7. The increase in funds will make / arrange / allow / let the doctors to continue their important research.

8. Violent crime is becoming completely / increasingly / totally / greatly common in modern cities.

9. Many people believe that bullfighting is violent / severe / heavy / cruel and should be banned.

10. Local wildlife will suffer / injure / fail / hurt if the factory does not stop polluting the nearby river.

11. Some animals cannot adapt to living in an designed / manufactured / artificial / false environment.

12. Many business executives experience / have / create / bear stress in their work.

13. There must be a further / rather / better / more way to spend your time!

14. Our food contains only standard / daily / typical / natural ingredients.

15. Opponents of censorship pick / point / show / speak out that television programmes are already regulated.

16. The old road is much longer, but it offers travellers some magnificent territory / scenery / setting / land.

17. It's a single / unique / particular / only kind of music; nothing like it has been heard before.

18. After four attempts, he succeeded / managed / resulted / achieved in passing his exam.

19. You have 30 minutes to complete the task / attempt / effort / labour.

20. It's a lovely old town with many narrow, curling / winding / rolling / waving streets.

21. He was running so quickly that I only caught a glimpse / glance / look / catch of him as he disappeared around the corner.

22. There is a spectacular perspective / view / sight / outlook of the city from the top of the hill.

23. As well / More than / In addition to / Apart its busy nightlife, Amsterdam also offers great shops and many interesting museums.

24. At complete / big / maximum / high tide, the sea often crashes over the harbour walls.

25. In spring, unlike August, the town still has many rooms to charged / paid / let / borrowed so it's an excellent time to visit.

26. This small seaside town is almost deserted in the winter; although / otherwise / even / despite there are a few people who live here permanently.

27. The weather is so good that hundreds of people visit the place all year by / along / round / down.

28. Thousands of spectators / onlookers / observers / sightseers make their way to the Eiffel Tower in Paris every year.

29. Visitors can see many fascinating relics in the museum in / over / from / on payment of a small charge at the entrance.

30. The architect's work was superb, but he charged an enormous ticket / fee / fare / subscription.

31. It was a lovely resort, particularly / exactly / precisely / distinctly at night when there was so much to do.

32. Most people have experienced a disastrous holiday at one / a / any / the time or another.

33. My noisy neighbours were to criticise / fault / blame / accuse for the fact that I could not sleep last night.

34. Stress can often push / move / bring / turn a small problem into a crisis.

35. A good teacher will always be aware of the effects / needs / results / questions of his or her students and consider these when planning lessons.

36. The two friends kept arguing on holiday because one wanted to lie on the beach all day while the next / second / latter / other wanted to visit old castles and museums.

37. At the party he tried to play both contemporary and older music in order to satisfy / fulfill / agree / provide all the guests.

38. His rudeness brought up / across / to / off the surface all the anger she had kept hidden inside her for months.
39 He had such charm that he could make even / just / already / rather the shyest of people feel at ease.
40 Everyone in our house has their alone / single / own / only hobbies and interests.
41 He does not like talking about work when he is in / at / on / for holiday.
42 After an increase in bad behaviour, the Headteacher decided the school needed a new set / kit / mixture / pack of rules.
43 What to watch on television often raises / causes / leads / builds arguments in our house.
44 The weather is so bad you could be forgiven / defended / permitted / allowed for thinking that it was winter.
45 Although / Still / However / Despite he passed his exam, he was very disappointed with his grade.
46 *It would do / give / have / offer you good to get away for a few days.*
47 He said that getting his new job was due to good luck, because he just happened to be in the right place at the right season / period / month / time.
48 The new video shop has a wide range of titles to choose among / with / from / out.
49 The TV stations chase / compete / oppose / pursue for the largest number of viewers.
50 He has neglected / declined / lessened / disposed his studies and I doubt that he will pass the exam.
51 We could not afford a holiday in spite / no matter / regardless of / even if you got another, part-time job.
52 The hotel makes a plentiful / broad / considerable / lasting effort to ensure that guests enjoy their stay.
53 She believes that cruelty to animals has no place in the current / new / present / modern world.
54 Companies have not been behind / slow / delayed / overdue to see the benefits offered by the Internet.
55 I have decided to take up / fill out / go through / pass by your offer of some extra lessons.
56 The scheme is partly / approximately / roughly / relatively new, but people are already getting used to it.
57 The manager was very pleased because he could see that sales were increasing ever since then / all the time / up until now / from then on.
58 Talking to him is as / same / like / both talking to a brick wall!
59 I don’t want to pass / lack / miss / lose the next episode of that programme.

60 Much of her talent for teaching stands / belongs / bases / lies in her ability to understand common fears and problems that her students experience.
61 This season ticket grants / allows / helps / affords you to use all of the gym’s facilities at no further cost.
62 I like listening to the radio while doing / running / making / cleaning the housework.
63 He took the job as a way of grasping / catching / gaining / raising useful experience.
64 Nowadays you can access the Internet wherever you are in the planet / world / earth / globe.
65 If you visit Amsterdam, you are safe / confident / definite / sure to see people riding their bicycles.
66 Archaeologists found remains of a(n) ancient / antique / old / past city dating back several thousand years.
67 He wants to change his mobile phone into / by / for / over a new one with Internet access.
68 As times have changed / turned / developed / differed, so have attitudes towards the role of women in society.
69 Frozen foods are usually cheap, however / despite / nevertheless / whereas fresh produce can be quite expensive.
70 No matter how many great roles he plays in the future, he will always be associated / related / joined / attached with the one that made him famous.
71 Look at the words over / above / upper / higher and answer the following questions.
72 I’m not too fond / keen / eager / pleased on classical music.
73 London’s famous black taxis are a common look / appearance / sight / view in the streets of the city.
74 Once you have confirmed / consented / approved / agreed on a price, make sure there are no hidden or extra charges.
75 Every person’s DNA is different, even / so / just / such as no two fingerprints are the same.
76 His rude behaviour is not acceptable / convenient / comfortable / receptive in our school.
77 He managed to fit his bags in quite simply / plainly / clearly / easily even though there was limited space.
78 Tourists visiting the area are informed / advised / noticed / suggested not to drink the tapwater.
79 The sinking of the oil tanker resulted in a greater / main / bigger / major environmental disaster.
80 The theatre watchers / spectators / crowd / audience stood up and cheered at the end of the play.
Multiple-choice cloze

Read the texts and decide which answer – A, B, C or D – best fits each space (1-12). There is an example at the beginning (0).

People who frequently wake up in the 0) C of the night and are unable to 1) ...... a trip to the fridge may in fact be suffering from a genuine medical complaint, say scientists. They have 2) ...... biochemical differences in people who cannot 3) ...... the urge to eat during the hours when most of us are asleep.

Night Eating Syndrome, as it is called, is not a new phenomenon. In the 1950s, doctors found that 4) ...... one and two percent of people admitted to regularly raiding their fridges at night. The new findings 5) ...... existing evidence that the syndrome is a serious eating disorder. Symptoms include 6) ...... no appetite for breakfast and eating more than 7) ...... of the day’s total food intake after 7pm. Sufferers are prone to stress and have a 8) ...... to crave foods which are 9) ...... in carbohydrates, such as cakes and crisps, 10) ...... though these are the 11) ...... nourishing. As a result, many of them are overweight.

According to doctors, there is a difference in the way that the bodies of people with Night Eating Syndrome 12) ...... to certain hormones connected with controlling stress.

0 A centre  B midpoint  C middle  D height
1 A avoid  B stop  C resist  D delay
2 A invented  B discovered  C produced  D explored
3 A control  B guide  C command  D rule
4 A about  B between  C around  D roughly
5 A help  B assist  C aid  D support
6 A keeping  B holding  C having  D owning
7 A some  B most  C part  D half
8 A trend  B tendency  C fashion  D high
9 A plenty  B much  C lot  D even
10 A since  B yet  C despite  D little
11 A few  B least  C less  D react
12 A defend  B reply  C return
Further Practice Section

The Montessori Method

From the moment we 0) are born, we start learning about the world 1) against us. We learn a great deal of things over a very 2) small period of time, and this forms the foundation of all our future learning. 3) far to the age of six, we are extremely sensitive and we develop the important skills that will prepare us for 4) around life. Therefore, it is very important to have a good preschool programme which helps us to develop hand-eye co-ordination and problem-solving abilities, as well as exposing us to a 5) much variety of stimuli and materials.

Maria Montessori created 6) an appreciation of independence. The Montessori Method, as it is 7) appreciated, combines practical activities, which stimulate the senses of touch and smell, with mathematical and language development activities. The children are completely free to choose which activity to 8) attend in and when, thus encouraging self-confidence and independence. This 9) taking of teaching is very popular with 10) taking parents of young children, as it involves learning which focuses on the use of all the senses 11) for those important early years.

0 A is  B are  C be  D were
1 A against  B among  C around  D along
2 A short  B small  C little  D tiny
3 A Above  B Over  C Near  D Up
4 A after  B next  C later  D older
5 A broad  B far  C rich  D wide
6 A so  B such  C quite  D many
7 A appreciation  B awareness  C understanding  D sense
8 A known  B labelled  C titled  D branded
9 A play  B do  C participate  D take
10 A plan  B scheme  C approach  D method
11 A lots  B many  C much  D plenty
12 A during  B while  C at  D for
Colour, although only a small B of our communication system, plays a large role. Whether you are designing Web 1) ....... , buying clothes or decorating your kitchen, your 2) ...... of colours sends a definite message to other people, and they will respond to it in a(n) 3) ...... way. Every colour has a different 4) ...... on people, and the practice of correct colour selection is a fine art. To further complicate matters, the effects of colours change, as 5) ...... and fashions change.

Certain colours also mean different things in different cultures. For example, in the United States, blue is thought to be a relaxing colour. Tests reveal that the colour blue 6) ...... blood pressure, calms viewers and gives them a sense of 7) ...... . In Middle Eastern countries, however, blue is believed to be a protective colour and people paint their front doors blue to ward off 8) ...... spirits.

Colour communication is an essential part of how we see the world. In western societies, we know that a jester is comical and playful because he 9) ...... in bright red, green, blue and yellow. The colour black, however, is 10) ...... with boredom or evil, and white with purity and light. The colour orange is friendly, relaxing and peaceful, whereas 11) ...... yellow is a happy colour. Research shows that all human beings make a subconscious judgement about a person or item within the first 90 seconds of seeing them, and 62% to 90% of that assessment is 12) ...... on colour alone.
Open cloze

Read the texts and think of the word which best fits each space (1-12). Use only ONE WORD for each space. There is an example at the beginning (0).

Would you say that you are 0) a happy worker, or usually depressed and low-spirited at work? Although many people work only because they have to, 1) .................. are others who really love what they do.

Of course, a lot of employees believe that the best part of their job is the pay cheque. People 2) .................. naturally hate their jobs if they feel that they are forced to 3) .................. things which they’re not very good 4) .................. , or which they simply don’t like doing. It is obvious that, 5) .................. extreme cases, such people are in the wrong career. Most experts agree, however, that you should 6) .................. measures to improve your present job situation before you think about a complete change of direction in search of the perfect job.

So, 7) .................. do you know if you are in the right career? There are a number of points that should be taken into consideration. Firstly, 8) .................. you use the skills and talents that 9) .................. enjoy the most? Studies show that people who truly enjoy what they do 10) .................. a living are more motivated to work hard, and they feel a greater sense of accomplishment. In other 11) .................. , if you have a passion for what you do, your job will 12) .................. you both professional and personal satisfaction.

In their own language, Bushmen have no name for themselves as a race of people. In the past, they had 0) no need to distinguish themselves from other people, since they were the only inhabitants of an area stretching 1) .................. the Atlantic to the Indian Ocean. They have an ancient past, but there is no record of their history, 2) .................. for their wonderful rock paintings of animals, dancers and hunters. Many of these are still clear and detailed, 3) .................. after thousands of years of 4) .................. exposed to the sun, wind and rain. There are a few more recent paintings of boats and horsemen, evidence of contact with 5) .................. first European colonists arriving in Africa.

The colonists, who landed on the shores of Southern Africa about three hundred and fifty years 6) .................. , called them simply “Bushmen”. The little hunters were seen 7) .................. a threat to farmers’ livestock, and treated like wild animals. Huge 8) .................. of them were killed, and the remaining Bushmen 9) .................. driven from the land that 10) .................. always been theirs.

There are only about eighty-five thousand Bushmen alive today, and 11) .................. is worse, their culture is 12) .................. danger of disappearing completely. The last connections with a way of life which remained unchanged for more than 10,000 years may soon be gone forever.
Thinking of getting away from 0) it all? Well, you need look no further! Take a trip to Maui, one of Hawaii's largest islands. You'll find a place which is 1) ......................... wonderful that it will make you want to stay 2) ......................... forever.

Enjoy the unbelievable beauty 3) .................................. makes this Hawaiian island so remarkable. With the wide range of activities Maui offers, there is something to suit everyone's tastes. You can just relax on one of the many secluded beaches while you 4) .................................. a good book. If you prefer, you can enjoy snorkelling and diving expeditions 5) .................................. you have the chance to explore underwater caves. Afterwards, why not set 6) .................................. on a breathtaking horseback ride 7) .................................. the white, sandy coast? If you're the adventurous 8) .................................. , you can hike through a truly extraordinary volcanic crater,

9) .................................. go on nature walks through lush rainforests. Among Maui's many natural attractions 10) .................................. its waterfalls, emptying into deep pools which are perfect for a tranquil swim.

The local people are very friendly and welcoming, and they take great pride 11) .................................. their history and land. If you stay on Maui long 12) .................................. , you are sure to share some of the deep love they have for their island home.

There was a time, not long ago, 0) when urban fashion didn't exist. Back then, 'fashion' meant expensive designer outfits which 1) .................................. the very rich could afford. Although the clothes were usually designed 2) .................................. men, they were made mainly for women, and 3) .................................. was very little interest in menswear.

Now all that has changed. Young people nowadays wear comfortable, practical and affordable clothes that have often 4) .................................. designed by somebody young. Taking new ideas 5) .................................. the streets, the fashion industry 6) .................................. now busily supplying trainers and 'hoodies' -- that is, large comfortable sweatshirts -- to both boys and girls in today's youth culture.

7) .................................. started this trend was that surfers in California wanted comfortable clothing to wear on the beach. Sportswear manufacturers such as Stüssy and Quicksilver, for example, developed 8) .................................. 'surf look', which spread quickly throughout America and Europe. Then came the boom 9) .................................. extreme sports such as skateboarding and snowboarding, and the popularity 10) .................................. loose, warm, baggy clothing increased.

Of course, plenty of people happily wearing the latest sporty urban fashion never do 11) .................................. sport at all, just 12) .................................. most people who wear trainers never go near a sports centre. It doesn't matter, though -- urban fashion has taken over the world!
MODERN living

Over the last forty years, 0) one of the major changes in the way we live concerns 1) ........................................ we eat.

As 2) ........................................ as the fact that we have larger incomes, foreign travel 3) ........................................ encouraged us to experiment 4) ........................................ our cooking. As a result, ordinary people have developed a taste 5) ........................................ exotic flavours. Supermarkets, which previously filled their shelves with only locally produced goods, now stock Caribbean vegetables, spices from India and 6) ........................................ Chinese beer!

There is also a trend towards eating 7) ........................................ healthily nowadays, so low-fat, low-calorie foodstuffs have become part of our weekly shopping basket. And vegetarianism is on 8) ........................................ rise, too. Government surveys predict that one in three of us 9) ........................................ be a vegetarian by the end of the present decade.

Strange as it may seem, 10) ........................................ , the fact that we now know more than ever before about what we should eat has not actually made us any healthier. In 11) ........................................ , the latest surveys show that all of us are getting fatter and some, especially teenagers, are in danger of becoming clinically obese. If this happens, we only have 12) ........................................ to blame.

modern

MARY POPPINS

What 0) makes a modern young girl decide to become a live-in nanny, looking 1) ........................................ other people’s children when the parents are both at work?

One great incentive is that high salaries are paid 2) ........................................ qualified staff, since demand is higher 3) ........................................ supply. As well as excellent accommodation, there are other perks. Mobile phones, a car and luxurious holidays in exotic locations may all 4) ........................................ offered to attract a potential employee. To get all 5) ........................................ , you need to have completed a specialised two-year training course at a recognised college, and you have to provide references 6) ........................................ former employers and teachers.

The job also has its disadvantages, of course. Live-in nannies do not work fixed hours and are often required to baby-sit without 7) ........................................ given any warning. This can prevent them 8) ........................................ enjoying a regular social life, and having to live in means less independence. In addition, it can be a lonely job. Staying in a huge country cottage may sound appealing and glamorous, 9) ........................................ in reality such places are often remote and a nanny will be far 10) ........................................ from people her own age. Worst of 11) ........................................ , some fussy employer may ask her to 12) ........................................ a uniform so old-fashioned that she looks like Mary Poppins!
Key word transformations

4. Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word given. DO NOT CHANGE THE WORD GIVEN. You must use between two and five words, including the word given.

1. My sister is too short to be a fashion model.
   not My sister ......................... to be a fashion model.

2. Ann was the only one who didn’t enjoy the performance.
   apart Everyone ...................... Ann.

3. My Physics test was easier than I had expected.
   as My Physics test ...................... I had expected.

4. I expect you were hungry after not having eaten all day.
   been You ......................... after not having eaten all day.

5. The bag is completely empty.
   left There ......................... bag.

6. The price of the meal includes dessert.
   is The dessert ...................... price of the meal.

7. Bill isn’t usually in a bad mood.
   like It is ......................... in a bad mood.

8. It was raining so they cancelled the picnic.
   owing The picnic ...................... rain.

9. Fiona said I could borrow her car.
   permission Fiona ...................... borrow her car.

10. Peter doesn’t often cancel plans.
    unusual It is ......................... plans.

11. It might get chilly tonight, so take your jacket.
    case Take your jacket ...................... chilly tonight.

12. Alison would rather not go out to dinner with us.
    feel Alison ...................... out to dinner with us.

13. Everyone left except for Mike.
    exception With ...................... left.

14. She isn’t repainting the kitchen until Monday.
    being The kitchen ...................... until Monday.

15. It wasn’t easy for us to persuade him to come.
    difficulty We ...................... him to come.

16. There probably won’t be any rain this weekend.
    unlikely It’s ...................... any rain this weekend.

17. It’s Bob’s responsibility to deliver the cakes on time.
    responsible Bob ...................... the cakes on time.

18. He wrote down the address in his notebook.
    note He ...................... the address in his notebook.

19. The last time my sister called me was a month ago.
    heard I ...................... my sister in a month.

20. These two paintings look exactly the same to me.
    tell I ...................... between these two paintings.

21. I have to clean up the studio before I can leave.
    until I cannot ...................... cleaned up the studio.

22. Would you mind if I tuned on the radio?
    object Would you ...................... the radio?

23. I haven’t had an answer to my question yet.
    still I am ...................... an answer to my question.

24. I’ve only been to Paris once before.
    time This is only the ...................... to Paris.

25. I suggest that you allow me to talk to him.
    let Why ...................... talk to him?

26. He’s always found Physics easy.
    good He’s always ...................... Physics.
27 He spent the whole morning studying.
but He ................................................................. the whole morning.

28 Ann was determined to pay for lunch.
insisted Ann ............................................................ for lunch.

29 Jill denied cheating in the exam.
had Jill said ........................................................... the exam.

30 The plane was unable to take off because of thick fog.
prevented Thick fog ............................................... off.

31 John would rather not go swimming today.
feel John ............................................................ swimming today.

32 Kim is not usually rude.
like It is .............................................................. rude.

33 He couldn't drive safely because the roads were very icy.
too The roads were ............................................ drive safely.

34 He asked me how much I paid for my watch.
cost He wanted to know how ..................................

35 They should be here by noon.
arrived They ...................................................... by noon.

36 Mary isn't allowed to stay out late.
let Mary's parents ............................................. out late.

37 The earthquake led to the house being demolished.
result The house had to ....................................... of the earthquake.

38 I can't lift this bag because it is so heavy.
me This bag ....................................................... to lift.

39 I can't believe that is the best they can do!
better They must be able ....................................... that!

40 I'm certain he didn't write the report himself.
have He ............................................................ the report himself.

41 "Have you seen my keys?" he asked.
seen He asked me ................................................... his keys.

42 They said that we had to learn Spanish last year.
made They .......................................................... Spanish last year.

43 They are going to demolish the old factory tomorrow.
pulled The old factory is ...................................... tomorrow.

44 You must do exactly as she tells you.
carry You must ................................................... instructions exactly.

45 It wasn't fair to punish him.
deserve He .......................................................... punished.

46 I'd rather you didn't play that music so loud.
mind Would you ............................................... that music so loud?

47 "Don't open the door, Sue!" said Mr Brown.
not Mr Brown ..................................................... the door.

48 We should go home now.
time It ............................................................... home.

49 You might feel thirsty, so take some water.
case Take some water ........................................... thirsty.

50 He turned round only after they called his name.
until He ............................................................ they called his name.

51 If I had left a moment later, I'd have missed the bus.
in I left just ......................................................... the bus.

52 He's proud of his children's achievements.
pride He ............................................................ his children's achievements.

53 She has never cooked me a meal before.
time It's ............................................................. cooked me a meal.

54 They seem to be having some problems.
seems It ............................................................. some problems.
55 If I finish work early, I’ll go to the party.
   unless I won’t go to the party early.

56 She has such long hair that it takes her ages to dry it.
   so Her hair takes her ages to dry it.

57 The cinema was practically empty.
   hardly There was the cinema.

58 We’ve always admired our English teacher.
   looked We’ve looked at our English teacher.

59 She doesn’t listen to anyone but Jane.
   only Jane listens to.

60 He regrets having lied to his parents.
   wishes He promises his parents the truth.

61 He described to us what his new flat was like.
   description He gave his new flat.

62 Brian is bound to pass his exams.
   doubt There’s no doubt he’ll pass his exams.

63 The movie star is always recognised wherever she goes.
   avoid The movie star avoids wherever she goes.

64 Several people came to visit her in hospital.
   visitors She was in hospital.

65 The only thing he didn’t buy was milk.
   apart He bought milk.

66 The boy next door always delivers my groceries.
   have I have my groceries delivered by the boy next door.

67 I didn’t buy the stereo, because it was so expensive.
   such It was expensive I didn’t buy it.

68 He finds it hard to work late at night.
   easy It’s easy to work late at night.

69 They discussed what to do at their annual meeting.
   discussion They had a discussion about what to do at their annual meeting.

70 At the end of the lesson the teacher played us a song.
   finished The teacher finished playing us a song.

71 The match was held despite the bad weather.
   took The match was played in bad weather.

72 People say that surfing is difficult.
   supposed Surfing is difficult.

73 She certainly won’t be promoted.
   chance She has no chance of being promoted.

74 He works near the new post office.
   far The new post office is far away from where he works.

75 This suitcase is too small for all my clothes.
   enough This suitcase is big enough for all my clothes.

76 I found it difficult to concentrate on my work.
   trouble I found it difficult to concentrate on my work.

77 She regrets not having gone to university.
   wishes She wishes she’d gone to university.

78 Could you look after my baby while I do the shopping?
   care Would you mind if I look after your baby while I do the shopping?

79 Stephanie doesn’t swim as well as Mary.
   swimmer Mary is a better swimmer than Stephanie.

80 It’s not my fault you were late for work.
   blame You can’t blame me for being late for work.
Word formation

5 Complete each sentence with the correct word derived from the word in capitals following the sentence.

1 A strong painkiller is the most ........................................... way of getting rid of a headache.
2 You should consider your options ........................................... before making a decision.
3 Many youth ........................................... offer summer enrichment programmes.
4 The school committee said that the new rules were under ........................................... .
5 The two countries have overcome many of their ........................................... differences.
6 Everyone should have basic ........................................... of first aid procedures.
7 The ........................................... winner will spend two weeks in France.
8 Our ........................................... over the years has helped us build a good friendship.
9 It is our ........................................... to protect the environment.
10 The ........................................... committee is organising a spring carnival.
11 Education can help ........................................... your horizons.
12 The sudden ........................................... of the travel agency left many people stranded abroad.
13 Recent statistics show that ........................................... is unfortunately on the rise again.
14 A grant was given for the ........................................... of a new sports facility.
15 He will be leaving ........................................... for a business trip overseas.
16 The police made an ........................................... about the arrest this morning.
17 A new ........................................... campaign started yesterday to promote recycling.
18 Unfortunately, she wasn’t ........................................... and didn’t get the job.
19 It is his ........................................... to run for office next year.
20 Scientists have ........................................... discovered another planet in our galaxy.
21 The children were very ........................................... about their trip to the zoo.
22 Even though Simon was very ........................................... , he was not a happy man.
23 David Jenkins’ ........................................... book has already become a best seller.
24 We need to find a ........................................... to our economic problems.
25 Jane’s daughter had a sudden ........................................... spurt when she started school.
26 My mother’s ........................................... has been a great help in my life.
27 It is ........................................... very easy to find a taxi in this city.
28 Painting the exterior of the house improved its ........................................... immensely.
29 Travelling by train is far more ........................................... than travelling by bus.
30 The decision will ........................................... benefit both companies.
31 Safety in the workplace has become an issue of great ...........................................
32 It is ........................................... likely that we will see man land on Mars in the near future.
33 It is sad that so many older people are afraid and ........................................... in today’s society.
34 Being very ........................................... , he graduated with top honours at a very young age.
35 As an international ........................................... , he gets to travel to many exotic places.
36 Their ........................................... to sell the business after all these years was very difficult.
37 She is one of the most ........................................... paid actresses in the world.
38 Jordan had an ........................................... successful career and became very famous.
39 We watched the clown’s antics with great ........................................... .
40 Some people consider it ........................................... to put a silver coin in your shoe.
41 The children clapped ........................................... when their mother brought out the dessert.
42 His musical ........................................... became apparent when he was quite young.
43 As far as she was ........................................... , the discussion was closed.
44 John’s grades were poor at first, but showed some ........................................... by half term.
45 The audience showed their ........................................... by booring the actors.
46 Many ........................................... countries now use the Euro as their official currency.
47 Her high-heeled shoes were quite ........................................... for the rocky road.
48 His ........................................... as Hamlet was a huge success.
49 Their terrible ........................................... of the situation resulted in disaster.
50 Regular exercise and correct diet are essential for a ........................................... lifestyle.
51 His misleading statements lead to ........................................... among the voters.
52 The firefighters moved into ........................................... as soon as the alarm sounded.
Despite years of research, it is still ___________ what causes the disease.

Prices have increased sharply in ___________ to rising production costs.

There are ___________ books written about diet and exercise.

Sunscreen offers protection against the ___________ effects of the sun’s rays.

The presidents of both countries signed an important trade ___________.

His ___________ of music was not to my liking.

Karl Lagerfeld is my favourite fashion ___________.

She doesn’t have the right ___________ to become a nurse.

Computer databases give companies ___________ business information.

The office receives a ___________ of parcels every day.

We have a lot of ___________ in our choice of courses next year.

The party ___________ were bright and colourful.

Some unusual stamps are ___________ rare and expensive.

There is a famous saying in business that the ___________ is always right.

Our travel ___________ were cancelled at the last minute.

The famous actor’s visit was ___________ and a great surprise.

The council ___________ continued until the early hours of the morning.

There is a great ___________ of flowers growing in our garden.

The company’s Financial ___________ proposed a plan to cut spending.

The ___________ of Los Angeles have become used to the smog.

There have been ___________ developments in technology in the last century.

When the plant closed, the ___________ of jobs created many problems.

Many small businesses are sadly ___________ to compete in today’s markets.

For your own safety, it is ___________ to wear a seat belt at all times.

Much ___________ is necessary before all diplomatic visits.

Many actors get ___________ before performing on stage.

Despite his nervousness he won the 100 metre race ___________.

This magazine has some very ___________ suggestions about cookery.

Nowadays, people ___________ use credit cards to shop.

Exercise helps you lose weight, and has ___________ health benefits.

He has a ___________ to laugh loudly at the wrong time.

The clerk’s attitude was not only ___________ but also very rude.

We often wonder about the ___________ of life on other planets.

A lot of money was spent on the ___________ of the space programme.

It was ___________ easy to learn how to ice skate.

It is a ___________ short trip from here to Mark’s house.

The library is within walking ___________ of the school.

Medical researchers had the subjects under ___________ for many months.

The ___________ is sometimes difficult to find.

The two girls had a strong and lasting ___________.

Progress in computer technology has been ___________ fast.

I’m sure the library has the ___________ books you need.

Jack was ___________ disappointed when he failed his driving test.

Getting accurate ___________ is important to journalists.

It is still ___________ whether or not the Loch Ness monster really exists.

The ___________ of this fossil indicates the species is older than we thought.

There are still many ___________ areas on our planet.

A new police ___________ into the crime proved that he was innocent.

There are some minor ___________ between the latest model and the old one.

The flatmates had a terrible ___________ about paying the bills.

The city is a major ___________ centre, with thousands of factories of all sizes.

Local ___________ are angry about the opening of a rubbish dump nearby.

We saw the most ___________ sunset in Florida last year.

It’s ___________ to expect to get your own way all the time.

Everyone has a ___________ to keep our city clean.

There is a ___________ that she will be studying abroad next year.
Necessity or Luxury

Today's higher salaries and greater spending power have led to the problem of our buying things which are completely 1).........................., simply for the sake of it. Now that more people have the 2).........................., means to do this, shopping has almost become a 3).......................... pastime. We pay a small fortune for clothes with 4).......................... labels, even though there are high quality, cheaper 5)..........................

We want 'timesaving' 6).......................... appliances, but in fact we usually have the

7).......................... to do the same chores just as quickly by hand. Let's get rid of these useless 8)..........................! Take all your old clothes, children's toys and so on, and give them to a deserving charity 9).......................... . Ridding yourself of unwanted goods gives a sense of 10).......................... which is a joy to experience!

CORNWALL

The 0) beautiful Cornish peninsula, on Britain's southwestern tip, is one of the country's most popular areas as far as 1).......................... is concerned.

Thousands of years ago, Cornwall was a centre of Celtic culture. The Romans tried without 2).......................... to conquer the region, and it managed to keep its 3).......................... way of life and its own language. One of the area's main tourist 4).......................... is the now ruined castle of Tintagel, where the 5).......................... King Arthur and his Knights of the Round Table are said to have lived.

6).......................... can still see the remains of the hall, which is

7).......................... intact.

Cornwall is also 8).......................... for its beaches on the English Channel, to the south-east, and its spectacular 9).......................... scenery on the Atlantic, or north-west side.

The 10).......................... of a rich history and outstanding natural beauty make this area well worth visiting.

George Clooney

George Clooney was born on 6th May 1961. He is an 0) American actor, 1).........................., producer and screenwriter. He was born in Lexington, Kentucky and he is the nephew of the 2).......................... singer, Rosemary Clooney.

His career began when he starred in the 3).......................... popular TV series ER. He soon became a household name and his first 4).......................... Hollywood role was in From Dusk till Dawn. Soon there was no stopping him and

5).......................... big budget blockbusters followed such as The Perfect Storm, One Fine Day, O Brother Where Art Thou? and Ocean's Eleven.

Due to his 6).......................... performances in these and many other

7).......................... films he has been able to work as a producer and director on other less 8).......................... projects of his own. He is also involved in social issues and 9).......................... causes and in January, 2008, the United Nations named him a '10).......................... of peace'.
Tapescripts

UNIT 1

Tapescript for Exercise 2a (p. 7)

A: I have to agree with you, English is certainly a useful language to learn.
B: Yes. For one thing, so many websites are in English that it would be difficult to surf the Net properly if you didn’t know some English, anyway.
A: Mmm... It’s not just that, though. If you think about world politics and international relations, you’ll find that English is usually the language of peace talks and government negotiations. That’s because it’s the one language that people have in common, I suppose.
B: And just think about the tourist industry! English is definitely the most important language there. British holidaymakers spend a lot of money in many countries every year. They travel everywhere!
A: Yes, and most of them won’t be able to speak the language of the country they are in. And what about film stars and people like that? Wouldn’t you say that the majority of the world’s best known celebrities are from the USA and the UK?
B: Oh, I’d say so, yes. Strange, isn’t it? Though a lot of that is simply good publicity and advertising. And there’s the business aspect too, of course: the whole world imports products and services from the USA.
A: I suppose that’s true, yes... [fade]

Tapescript for Exercise 1b (p. 12)

1 Here at C-Books, we believe that Braille literacy is every bit as important to the blind person as ink-print literacy is to the sighted person. If the blind are to compete on equal terms with their sighted peers, no blind person should be limited in choosing what they would like to read just because it is unavailable or very expensive. So it is our primary goal to help ensure that every blind person has access to whatever Braille publication they need.

2 Woman: Can I help you?
Man: Yeah, I’m here about the phones.
Woman: The phones?
Man: Yeah, I’m from Vector.
Woman: Oh! Oh! I’m sorry, yes, yes, it’s... Well we’ve had this problem, whenever we try to access an outside line, we press the button and...
Man: Is it doing it now?
Woman: Yes, yes, well I think so. Actually, if you could come over here, I’ll show you... Pressing any of these - say line 9... here we go, line 9. Listen.
Man: Ah yes, I see. Yes, okay. I can see to that, no problem.

3 Welcome to the Anderson Communications 24 hour helpline. You are not being charged for this call. If you need help with setting up your Anderson Online Internet connection, please press 1. If you wish to renew your Anderson Online Internet connection, or to purchase a new subscription to Anderson Online, please press 2. If you have forgotten your account details, your username or your password, press 3. For help with other issues, please hold.

4 Hi honey, it’s me. Just calling to say that I’ve taken the Fiat to the garage and it should be okay to pick it up tomorrow, so could you? It’s having new brake pads fitted, but apart from that it’s in top shape. Off to Paris now, taking off at 3.30 this afternoon. I’m hoping that the job I’ve got to see to is quite straightforward, so I should be flying back tomorrow evening. Could be quite late, so I’ll just grab a cab. See you then.

5 Interviewer: So what you’re actually saying is that you will not be refunding people who have bought faulty consoles?
Man: We can... Well, look, we can replace, and indeed, er, we will replace most, er, every faulty console that was sold due to this... er... due to this mistake, but if a customer wishes to be refunded, then obviously this is a different, er, this is a different issue. Because, I mean, I don’t see how someone could want a switchboard console for their business and then suddenly not want a switchboard console.
Interviewer: Well, it’s simple; they don’t want it because it doesn’t work.
Man: Yes, but as I said, er, as I said, we will replace all faulty consoles, but giving a refund is quite a different, er, a different issue, isn’t it: we would give refunds if consoles were unsuitable, but that’s, not the case, the new consoles, the ones that will replace the faulty ones... um...
Interviewer: Will it be suitable?
Man: Will it be... um, exactly, yes.
Interviewer: Hmmm...

6 In technology news today, telecommunications giant Wesley Corporation have presented the new “touch and talk” mobile phone at the Frankfurt Technology Fair. The new Wesley model does everything a normal mobile phone does, but also has the amazing feature of functioning like a long distance walkie-talkie. That means that, at the touch of just one button, you are instantly connected to another mobile of your choice and you can leave a short voice message. Wesley believe that the new feature is going to be appreciated by consumers who...

7 Woman: Have you got automatic text completion on that?
Man: What’s that?
Woman: Automatic text completion. Where words are actually written for you by the mini computer inside your mobile.
Man: No. I didn’t know mobile phones did that. Does yours do it?
Woman: Yeah. Look. You’re writing a message, right? So if you write H... E... L... it automatically completes the word: Hello.
Man: Oh. What if it gets it wrong?
Woman: You delete the last letter, then it lets you write your own word.
Man: Fabulous. Can I have that on my phone, too?
Woman: Not really. You’d have to upgrade to the new model.
Man: And how much would that be?
Woman: Probably about a hundred quid.
Man: Pfft! Forget it. I’ll just type it, thanks.

8 Okay, listen everybody, please... Can I have your attention for a moment, please? Right... My name is Stephen Greenwald and I am the legal representative of SupraPhone... I’d like to... I’d like to give you a few facts about the installation of the new aerial, and hopefully dispel a few myths. The aerial about to be installed has been inspected and approved by scientists appointed by the Stewart Commission. Copies of the certificate of safety are available, in fact here’s one of them, and could I possibly have this projected on the screen please, Bob, thank you... As you can see, the aerial has been manufactured in compliance with the guidelines issued by the government and...
◆ Tapescript for Exercise 2b (p. 12)

The era of the telephone kiosk is coming to an end. BT - the British telephone company has seen its profits from payphones fall by half since 1999. They've got thousands that don't make enough to cover their cleaning costs. Between 10,000 and 12,000 are disappearing this year, and, almost certainly, more will follow. Only one adult in nine still uses payphones with any frequency, most preferring the convenience of their own mobile phone.

The British public telephone kiosk was the first in the world. It was introduced in 1884, only eight years after the invention of the telephone itself by the Scotsman Alexander Graham Bell. The 'public call office', as it was known back then, was a typical Victorian invention, using new technology to make money from a society which was moving faster and faster, and had started relying on communications to a great degree.

At first, public call offices were placed in shops, with only a curtain separating their users from the general customers. The callers did not feel comfortable with their conversations being overheard, and shop opening hours were restricted, so the telephones soon moved outside on to the streets. They were housed in wooden kiosks.

In 1924, a large competition was held to design a new, standard public telephone kiosk. The winner was Giles Gilbert Scott, architect of Battersea power station and Liverpool Cathedral, and his design had a distinctly historic quality: a heavy shell of glass and cast iron, neo-classical columns at the corners, and a high, arched roof. It was just a phone box, but it had hopes to establish itself as part of the British culture, like the British police helmet, postbox and double-decker bus, and all the other internationally successful symbols of Britishness which were manufactured between the mid-19th and mid-20th centuries. The only mistake Scott made was over the colour. He wanted his phoneboxes to be painted silver. "Pillar Box red" was chosen instead, because it was much more visible and dirt didn't look too bad on it.

Between the mid-80s and the end of the 90s, far from disappearing, British telephone kiosks actually doubled in number. The commercial pressures created by privatisation pushed BT's phoneboxes into brand new locations. Meanwhile, other telephone companies began introducing their own kiosks. They started selling phonecards and phoneboxes became more reliable. The spread of the mobile phone simply seemed to increase the demand for telephones generally.

But it was not to last. Nowadays, BT is hoping to use its remaining payphones as Internet kiosks. Since August, a thousand of these have been put up, with 27,000 more to come over the next five years. It is a brave idea, and one which will help the millions of Britons without computers or easy access to an Internet cafe. But it is quite rare to see the kiosks in use.

In a decade or so, it is possible to imagine that Britain will have no phoneboxes at all. There is already a hungry collectors' market for traditional British phoneboxes - they sell for more than £2,000 each. So, the last kiosks may end up on the ground floors of Californian hotels. Then again, while mobile phones continue to crumble and cut out, cause health scares, and remain too expensive for some Britons, there will be at least a small need for phoneboxes. And for some people, the payphone will continue to have its own romantic and historical value.

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 4 (p. 13)

**Interlocutor:** Now, Susan, I'd like you to compare these photographs, saying which means of communication you think is most efficient.

**SA:** Well, the most striking similarity between the photographs is that both people are involved in communication: the woman is sending an email to someone and the man has just received a letter from someone. Another similarity is that they both seem to be concentrating, and they both look quite pleased, too. The main difference between the pictures is the method of communication: you type an email on a computer, press the 'send' button, and it arrives almost immediately on the other person’s computer, whereas you write a letter using a pen and paper, and it could take a week or two to arrive. Another big difference, of course, is that a letter is more personal than an email. A letter can be quite efficient, but it depends on the postal service. I suppose an email is more efficient than a letter because it is delivered almost immediately, even to somewhere very far away.

**Interlocutor:** Thank you, Keith, which of these means do you mostly use to communicate with your family and friends?

**SB:** Oh, I mostly use email because it’s quick and easy and it’s not expensive. I like receiving letters, but I don’t like writing them!

**Interlocutor:** Now, Keith, I’d like you to compare these photographs, saying which of the two kinds of happiness is more important to you.

**SB:** The most obvious similarity between the photographs is that they both show a moment of some sort: in the first photograph, the people are arriving at a friend’s house for dinner or for a party, and in the second photograph there’s a sporting event. I think it’s football, and maybe one team is going to score a goal or has just scored a goal. I suppose the most important difference is the kind of event: one person alone and probably involves fewer people, while the other is quite public and involves a large number of people. I think the kind of happiness in the first photograph is more important to me because it involves friends. My friends are very important to me. This kind of happiness is more permanent, whereas the kind of happiness in the second photograph is temporary, though I suppose it’s important as well, in a different way.

**Interlocutor:** Thank you. Susan, what other situations make you feel this way?

**SA:** Oh, walking in the mountains makes me feel very happy: sometimes it’s nice to be far away from the crowd!

**Interlocutor:** Thank you.

UNIT 2

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 3a (p. 23)

**Speaker 1**

... (sigh) Oh, I'm fed up. I've got nothing to do. All my friends have gone away for the weekend and I'm stuck here on my own. I can't afford to go out and I really should study, but I can't be bothered. There isn't even anything on TV...

**Speaker 2**

... I can't believe I got the job. I thought the interview went badly. It's amazing. The job is perfect for me and the money is good, too. I'll be able to buy a new car and who knows maybe move even into a bigger flat. Things can't get much better! It's exactly what I've been dreaming about and it's actually happened. Fantastic!

**Speaker 3**

... I haven't got time to deal with that now. You've no idea how much stuff I have to do. I'm giving a presentation at three o' clock and my boss wants this report finished by tomorrow morning. I mustn't forget...
to phone Mr Wilson either. I don’t know how I’m going to manage it all. Not to mention, I need to pick up Jason from the airport tonight and the car’s still in the garage. It’s an absolute nightmare!

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 4a (p. 26)

Speaker 1

I can’t wait for you to get here. We’ve got so many things to catch up on and there’s so much I want to show you. I know you’ll just love it here and there’s plenty of things going on at this time of year.

Speaker 2

The best thing about student life for me is the freedom you have to do different things, not just on a daily basis at college, but also during the exceptionally long holidays you get. It’s a time in your life when you’re free from most forms of responsibility and there’s just so much fun to be had.

Speaker 3

It was different when you lived nearby and could call round every day. I used to love dropping in to see you, too. I know you’ve only moved to the other side of the city and it’s not as if we can’t see each other at all, but it’s difficult to get there without a car. I wish I could just pop over the road like before when I want a quick chat with a friend.

Speaker 4

My aunt’s coming to stay with my five-year-old cousin for three weeks and guess who’s expected to keep him entertained? He’s really cute and I love him but I just know he’ll drive me mad every day. He can’t sit still for five minutes and he thinks I’m his big playmate.

Speaker 5

Having friends round for dinner is one of my favourite things. Selecting and preparing the food can be as much fun as the evening itself and for me there’s really nothing better than just sitting around with people you know well in the comfort of your own home.

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 1b (p. 28)

Speaker 1

I have always found that bringing my patients together is very helpful. They realise that they are not alone and I think that it does wonders for their self confidence. They feel like they are helping others as well as themselves and they also gain hope from seeing how the other patients improve. Working in this way gives my patients a safe environment in which they can discuss their problems with others, and that, after all, is what therapy is all about.

Speaker 2

This type of therapy is based on the idea that people can visualise and create things from their thoughts and emotions. Patients who have problems putting their problems into words can often express themselves by painting or drawing. I find that it works especially well with children but it can be used with patients of any age. It is really a journey of self-discovery, as the patients relax and learn more about themselves from the pictures that they create.

Speaker 3

We live in a busy and stressful world and many of us have no time to think about how we feel. Avoiding our emotions though, only leads to bigger problems in the end. I think that the best thing I can do for my patients is to teach them how to relax and think about their lives. By letting themselves go and focusing on who they really are, my patients find that they feel more alive. This can help them deal with problems at work or at home and lets them really live life to the fullest.

Speaker 4

It may sound strange at first. Certainly when most people go to take in the latest blockbuster, they don’t think of it as therapy. For many of my patients, though, it can lead to a real breakthrough. They find that they can really connect with the characters and plots and this can give them inspiration and hope when it comes to dealing with real life. Whatever problems my patients have, I find that I can almost always recommend something on the big screen that will help them to look at their life in a new way.

Speaker 5

The beauty of this form of therapy is that you can do it anywhere. On the way to work, in the gym, or at home. It can help us to relax, improve our mood and reduce stress. I call it the Mozart effect but of course the composer or performer doesn’t really matter. The important thing is to find a piece that creates an emotional response in the patient. It’s amazing what a great effect a simple, everyday activity like this can have.

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 2b (p. 28)

Presenter: ... and our next guest on You and Your Pets today is Roger Taylor, author of the best-selling book Understanding Your Cat. Welcome to our show, Roger.

Roger: Thanks. It’s great to be here.

Presenter: First of all, how did you get into this field?

Roger: Well, when I was growing up, we always had cats at home, and when I started studying animal psychology it seemed like the natural thing to focus on. It’s never boring. It’s fascinating work. Everybody I speak to wants to be able to understand their pet better.

Presenter: Now, do you think we can really understand cats? I mean how can you ever know what is going on in their minds?

Roger: Well, I guess we can never be one hundred percent sure, but I think you would be surprised how many signals cats can send out.

Presenter: You mean with their body language?

Roger: Absolutely. But you have to be careful. If a cat moves its head, that just means it wants to look at you, or at something else. And it uses its paws to play and to wash itself. What you really have to look at is its cat’s tail.

Presenter: And what about cats who sit with their tails wrapped around them?

Roger: Oh well that’s good. It’s usually a sign of a contented cat. If two cats are facing each other before a fight, though, this is a defensive position. The more aggressive cat will have its tail fluffed up and pointing down or straight out.

Presenter: Really? That’s interesting. So what other body language do cats show?

Roger: Oh there are all sorts of things. If you can’t tell what a cat is thinking from its tail then its ears will probably give it away.

Presenter: What do you mean?

Roger: Well again, if two cats are facing each other before a fight they will probably both growl and make frightening sounds, but if you really want to know what’s going on then look at their ears.

Presenter: What should we be looking for there, then?

Roger: The defender’s ears will lie down flat against its head for protection. The more aggressive cat will also flatten its ears but with a twist so that they are pointing slightly forward.

Presenter: What about times when they are not fighting?

Roger: Well if your cat is feeling confident or curious, its ears will be pointing upwards and slightly forward. This will let him hear as much as possible.

Presenter: So do you think cats can understand anything from our body language?

Roger: Oh I’m sure they can. Unlike dogs, who listen carefully to the tone of your voice, cats actually watch your eyes. One of the best tips I can give to your listeners is that when they see a cat looking at them
they should blink slowly. This sends a friendly message to the cat letting it know that you are not a threat. If you do this, you will often find that the cat will come over and let you stroke it.

**Presenter:** Someone once told me that you should never stare at a cat.

**Roger:** That’s right. It sends a very negative message. When a cat wants to keep another cat away from its territory you will often see it staring at the intruder.

**Presenter:** Well, I'm afraid that's all we've got time for now. Who would have thought you could learn so much from just watching your pet. I mean ... even if you're not a cat lover, I'm sure you'll all look at cats differently from now on. Thank you so much for being with us.

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 4 (p. 29)

**Interlocutor:** Now, I'd like you to talk about something together for about three minutes. I'm just going to listen. Here are some photographs of common situations. Talk to each other about how stressful you think each one can be, then choose the three that you think are the most stressful. It is not necessary to agree with each other.

**SA:** Hmmm ... here's people moving house. I think that's pretty stressful, don't you?

**SB:** Well ... I'm not so sure. I think it's not so bad. You just have to pack everything up and move on to your next place. But I do think that going to the dentist is stressful.

**SA:** Oh, so do I! It's stressful because you have no control.

**SB:** That's right. And you don't know what's going to happen next. Look at this woman eating in the car: I think she's in a hurry.

**SA:** Yes. I think that's very stressful because you have no time to enjoy your food, and you'll probably get indigestion, too!

**SB:** Mmmm ... I don't mind that: I'm always eating in a hurry! I don't think it's very stressful. But look at this one. This poor boy sitting in an exam. Now exams are stressful, really stressful: sometimes you just go blank and you can't think of anything to write.

**SA:** Yes, I agree with you there. People can get very nervous, too, so they don't do their best. Exams are certainly stressful. What about these people here? What do you think they're doing?

**SB:** Mmmm ... I'm not sure. They seem to be in a hurry, don't they?

**SA:** Yes, they do. Maybe they're rushing to work. Maybe they're late. Do you think that's stressful?

**SB:** Yes, I think being late is stressful because you can't relax and you know that everyone is waiting for you.

**SA:** That's true. It can be terrible, especially when you're late for something important.

**SB:** Like an interview. Look at this photograph here. Here's someone in an interview. Do you think interviews are stressful?

**SA:** No, not particularly. I think they're quite exciting: a challenge really!

**SB:** Oh, I hate interviews! I think they're stressful because you never know what question they're going to ask you next. Now ... this last photograph. Do you think it's a press conference?

**SA:** Yes ... I think it probably is. Now I think that would be very exciting, not stressful at all.

**SB:** Oh, I'd find it very stressful. I'd hate it!

**SA:** Do you think we can agree on the three most stressful situations?

**SB:** Probably. Mmmm ... didn't we agree on the dentist?

**SA:** Yes, and the exams ... oh, and the rushing around!

**Interlocutor:** What other experiences or activities do you find stressful, and why?

**SA:** Well, I work part time in a restaurant and when it's busy I get stressed. There are so many things to do, but you still have to be friendly and helpful with the customers. It can be very stressful. What about you?

**SB:** Erm ... well, I'm a student and sometimes we have to give presentations in front of the rest of the class. That can be very stressful. With all those people watching me I always think I'm going to say something stupid and make a fool of myself.

**Interlocutor:** What do you usually do to relax?

**SA:** Mmmm ... after I've been working hard, I find that the best way to relax is just to do nothing. I love to spend a lazy evening on the sofa watching a video or something on TV. How about you?

**SB:** Oh no! I get bored very quickly if I'm doing nothing. To relax, I love to go for a long run or for a swim. For me, getting some exercise is a great way to wind down.

**Interlocutor:** Thank you.

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 8 (p. 41)

1 **Man:** ... and the reason I like loosely-defined deadlines is because I know that the work we do here cannot be rushed – in other words, you can't force someone to come up with a good ad just because you need one by lunchtime. My experience here has taught me that there are days when you will struggle to write a single sentence, and there are days when things will just flow from your pen with almost no effort. Anyway, I promised I'd keep this short, so it's great to have you all aboard, and I wish you a productive and enjoyable time here at Apple Advertising. I now hand you over to ...  

2 **Woman:** Oh, hi Alan!  

**Man:** Hello Susie.

**Woman:** It's good to see you. How are you feeling?

**Man:** Well, a little uncomfortable having to walk around with this thing on my neck, but basically okay.

**Woman:** That's good. So are you back at work full-time now?

**Man:** Pretty much. To tell you the truth, I missed this place. I was going mad being at home all day.

**Woman:** I bet you were. How are Julia and the children? Tara said they were in the car too when it happened.

**Man:** Oh, they're fine. I was the only one who was hurt, thankfully.

**Woman:** Yeah ... Anyway, good to see you back.

**Man:** Thanks, Susie.

3 **Man:** And here's a summary of tomorrow's weather. A bright start all over the country with frost mostly in the west, but scattered clouds will blow in from the north-west before noon, and there will probably be patchy rain over much of Scotland and Cumbria. Mostly dry with bright or sunny spells in central, south and south-east England, the odd mild shower in the south and south-west. Temperatures will range from 7 to 16 degrees Celsius, so it will feel less cold than of late, especially in the sunshine.

4 **Man:** [angrily] I can't for the life of me understand why kids do that sort of thing. I mean, what pleasure can anyone get by smashing a phonebox or slamming a rock at a street lamp? Look! I'm not one of those people who think that teenagers are the cause of every problem society faces. I used to be a teenager too, and I used to get up to all sorts of mischief – but even today, if you asked me 'why did you do that?', I'd be able to tell you: there was fun to be had out of it. But this aggression, this vandalism – I just don't understand it. Where's the fun in breaking things?

5 **Woman:** So what's this new computerised search system like?

**Man:** Well, it's certainly easier to use than I thought it would be – I mean, I thought that you'd have to know loads of stuff about computers to use it, but it's quite user friendly.

**Woman:** So how do you search?
UNIT 3

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 3a (p. 45)

Speaker A
I deal with people when they’re sitting down! I have to be cheerful, patient and ready to deal with the unexpected. I have to look well all the time. My salary is not very high but I get plenty of chance to travel and we also get cheaper air tickets of course. I like my job because the hours are always changing and I’m never in one place very long.

Speaker B
I deal with people of all ages, though I like working with children best. I have to be really kind, patient, caring and ready to listen. I also have to be very careful because a lot depends on it. My salary could be better but I love my job because I know I’m helping people when they need it most.

Speaker C
I deal with food and with people. I have to be able to work under stress and to be creative at the same time. I have to be very careful about hygiene. I’ve no complaints about my salary. I love my job because other people enjoy what I make. The hours can be anti-social, but I wouldn’t do anything else.

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 3a (p. 48)

1 Male: I know it’s an unusual job … but you’d be surprised how many of us there are! I suppose you just don’t hear about us much … we’re so far from everyone … I enjoy my own company … and I do have a cat … so being a lighthouse keeper is the ideal job for me … it’s not boring at all … there’s always plenty to do … especially when the weather is bad … and there’s lots of time for reading and thinking … I never get lonely …

2 Female: When I was in school … I was never any good at Maths or Science … those kinds of subjects … but I always got high marks in Spanish and French … and Latin … I thought about becoming a teacher … but then I decided to learn Russian … and I ended up doing an interpreters’ course in Brussels … I have three children now … but I still do a lot of freelance interpreting …

3 Female: Well … I have two sisters and four brothers … I’m the eldest … so when we were younger, I used to help look after them … bathe them, put them to bed … that kind of thing … I always enjoyed it … I never minded babysitting when mum and dad went out for the evening … at first I thought about being a nanny … but then I decided to become a primary school teacher …

4 Female: Yes … it’s what I always wanted to do … even when I was very young … the idea of seeing so many different places seemed wonderful! I knew I wanted to go all over the world … I speak fluent French and German … I was accepted for the training course and … I’ve been an air-hostess for ten years now … in the morning I might be in London … and in the evening I could be in New York … fantastic!

5 Male: I was lucky … my family had plenty of money … I had a happy childhood … with everything I wanted … but I used to see children from the poorer areas of town … and the mothers who always looked so tired … I knew I wanted to do something for these people … when I got older … so I decided to become a social worker … it’s not an easy job … people don’t always want your help … but it’s the only job for me …

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 1b (p. 50)

1 [Knock]
Woman: Come in.
Man: You wanted to see me?
Woman: Have a seat, Brian.
Man: Thank you."
(Pause, paper shuffling.
Woman: Ehm … I can’t see your figures for the last trimester…
Man: Oh…
Woman: They’re not very good.
Man: I know.
Woman: They’re 50 percent below your target.
Man: 50 percent? Really?
Woman: Yes, I’m afraid so.
Man: I thought it was more like 40.
Woman: No, it’s 50 percent.
Man: I … well...
Woman: What are you going to do about it?
Man: Well, you see, I meant to see you about it myself. I’m glad we’re … I’m glad you called me in this morning. The thing is, you see, the market is just not moving.
Woman: It’s up to us to make it move.
Man: I know, but I don’t think anyone from the sales team achieved their targets last trimester.
Woman: I know that too. I’m seeing each and every one of you today. And tomorrow noon we’re going to have a strategy meeting and I expect proposals from each sales executive. We’re going to solve this.
Man: Yes, alright.

2 Newscaster: ... will be decided at a later date. And, finally, when it comes to employee perks, most people don’t care for company cars or free gym memberships - they would rather have flexible working hours.

A survey of 4,000 people for the Department of Trade and Industry has found that nearly half would choose flexible hours as the benefit they would most look for in their next job. Not surprisingly, the preference is even stronger among those with children under the age of six. Only 10 percent would prefer a company car and 7 percent a free gym membership. One third said they would rather have the option of working flexibly than receive £1,000 a year more pay.

The DTI hopes the research will act as a wake-up call to employers, raising awareness of new family-friendly employment rights to be introduced on 6 April. The new regulations...

3 Woman: Are you a musician aged between 18 and 25? Now there is a unique opportunity for you to start being rewarded for the years of effort you have invested in learning your instrument. Astor Hospitality is looking for young pianists, guitarists, drummers, bassists, saxophonists and trumpet players to staff their in-house hotel bands across southern Europe. We offer free accommodation and meals, a choice of temporary or permanent contracts, various perks and benefits and, most importantly, the opportunity to meet and play with other musicians. So what are you waiting for? If you are a young musician, call us now on 0978 656900 and find out more.

4 Newscaster: We now go back to Steve Hench in London. Steve, how are things there?
Crowd noise, rock music in background
Steve Hench: [At the top of his voice, excited] Well, Bob, it’s getting really crowded here in Trafalgar Square, I would say that at least five thousand people have arrived since eleven-thirty. It’s all very spirited and cheerful. The crowd are really enjoying the concert and they are all singing and dancing together. Celebrities just keep turning up! The mayor of London took his seat in the VIP box about ten minutes ago, and he was joined shortly after by the Chelsea FC chairman. It’s now eight minutes to twelve and the weather is good. It’s a bit cool but the sky is clear and the firework display scheduled for midnight is bound to be quite spectacular. Elton John is about to leave the stage now, and it’s...

5 Woman: [Stressed, a little angry] Good morning. I’ve no idea why there’s nobody to pick up the phone at nine o’clock in the morning, but when you lot do decide to get to work, could Vera or Dave look through the Hobson file, take out the last three orders we placed with them and fax the lot to... hang on... right...

0036 227 296855. Please do this immediately when you get in. I’m already on the premises and I’m seeing them in thirty minutes. Oh, and, guys? If this goes wrong because you couldn’t be bothered to turn up for work on time this morning, I give you my word that heads will roll.

6 Woman: Since 1991, the annual Optimas Awards have been a source of ideas, inspiration and motivation for professionals in all fields of business. The Awards promote and celebrate success at solving some of the biggest business challenges of our time. Optimas Award winners have helped open new markets around the world, reinvent administration, cut bureaucracy in business dealings, take health care to rural Britain and revitalise failing business units. Not surprisingly, Optimas Award winners have pushed their organisations to record profits, greater market share, higher stock value and better reputations. In short, they have produced business results...

But I think it is now time to announce this year’s Optimas Award winner. Could I have the envelope, please...

Man: So, Helen, you’re a C++ programmer?
Helen: That’s right.
Man: Tell me a little bit about your experience.
Helen: Well, I got interested in programming while I was still at high school, but I first worked with the language when I went to university...
Man: Manchester, right?
Helen: That’s right, Manchester University... I enjoyed working in C++ and I decided that I would do all my programming work in that language whenever the syllabus allowed it. Then, after graduation, I went to work for an IT company in the US for a year...
Man: What company was that?
Helen: Nafreed Communications.
Man: I see. Go on.
Helen: And then I returned to Britain. I thought I might do a postgraduate course, but I think I’d like to get a job more.
Man: I see.

8 Man: So, how are things now that you’re working from home?
Woman: Well, it’s got its ups and downs. I don’t have to commute, which means I don’t get stressed trying to get there every morning and save money because I eat lunch at home. And, of course, I can make my own schedule.
Man: You lucky thing. I wish I could have a more flexible schedule. So what’s the downside?
Woman: Well, neighbours and friends keep popping in for a cup of tea because they know I’m here all day. I don’t think they believe I still have things to do. Sometimes I have to practically kick them out!
Man: Oh. I’m not keeping you from working right now, am I?
Woman: [laughs] No, no...

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 2b (p. 50)

Presenter: For many of us, a job interview ranks as one of life’s toughest challenges. Common responses to going on an interview range from mild apprehension to downright terror, and little wonder. Presenting ourselves to our best advantage in today’s fiercely competitive job market is a daunting task to say the least. Human Resources Manager, Tim Foster, joins me today with advice and tips on how to shine at your interview and, hopefully, secure that job. Tim, welcome to the programme.

Tim: Thanks, John. Yes, job interviews certainly do present a challenge, but don’t forget that they also provide you with the opportunity to find out more about the position you’ve applied for. To do that successfully, however, it pays to do some homework.

Presenter: Homework?
Tim: Yes. If you can, arrange to visit the company or organisation you’re interested in joining at least a week prior to your interview to familiarise yourself with the environment, the type of work they do, and the kind of tasks you’re likely to be assigned as an employee. Perhaps the company’s promotional leaflets or brochures are available at the reception desk. If so, take them and read them. A little preparatory work will not only boost your self-confidence but also convince a prospective employer that your interest in the company’s service or product is genuine.

Presenter: I see. So, what next?
Tim: Don’t let your investigations go to waste. Use the information you’ve gathered both to prepare questions and anticipate those you’re likely to be asked during the interview.

Presenter: I suppose it wouldn’t be a bad idea to write them down either, would it?

Tim: Of course not, and doing so will certainly help you remember details or ideas you might otherwise forget.

Presenter: What about easing those pre-interview nerves?

Tim: Well, once again, it’s all down to preparation. Be organised! Don’t overlook what may appear to be the least significant details, such as deciding what to wear to the interview or how you intend to get there. Arriving late for your appointment will give a bad first impression, so always consider the possibility of traffic jams, delayed buses or trains and so on, and aim to arrive for your interview with plenty of time to spare.

Presenter: OK. Supposing we’ve made it to the interview without any serious hitches or last minute panics. What next?

Tim: Never forget that your conduct may be observed both before and after the interview. From the moment you walk into the building be polite and courteous to staff and fellow candidates alike. The person you wish good morning to in the reception area may be among the team of interviewers you’ll meet later.

Presenter: Good point! So then, how about the interview itself?

Tim: Well, following the guidelines I’ve just mentioned should ensure that you enter the interview room feeling calm and focused. If you don’t, at least smile! After all, this is an interview, not an interrogation. Listen carefully to the questions you are asked and try to answer clearly and succinctly. If you don’t understand a question, ask the interviewer to repeat it or explain what he or she means, but avoid saying nothing at all at any cost.

Presenter: If you simply don’t know the answer to a question, Tim, what then?

Tim: Then, say so, but always try to offer a reasonable alternative answer. Remember, you have a limited amount of time to convince the interviewer that you are the right person for the job. Don’t waste it.

Presenter: Right. At which point in the interview is it appropriate to ask questions?

Tim: Most interviews conclude with the interviewer inviting the candidate to ask questions, and it would be unusual to have no queries at all. Having said that, if all your questions have been answered in the course of the interview, then say so. It goes without saying that you should never ask the interviewer personal questions about his or her private life. Believe it or not, it happens!

Presenter: Tim, thanks very much for your advice and good luck to all job hunters who are tuned to this programme. Now, on a slightly different subject, have you ever … (fade)

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 4 (p. 51)

Interlocutor: Look at the two photographs showing people at work. Compare the two photographs, saying which person you think gets the most satisfaction out of his job.

SA: Well … In both situations the people are using their hands to work. In the first situation the person is shaping the clay with his fingers and the young man in the second situation is typing information on the keyboard of his computer using his fingers.

However, err … that’s where the similarity ends because the potter is creating a beautiful object using his … imagination and clay, whereas the office employee is using technology in order to produce work.

Job satisfaction is a personal matter, but … I’d say that the potter’s work must be hugely satisfying because he is an artist.

For this reason, err, I’d choose to be a potter because I feel this work offers a great sense of achievement.

Interlocutor: If you could do either job which would you choose? Why?

SB: I’m a big fan of technology actually so for me the best choice would be the job in the second situation. You can do creative work on computers too you know!

Interlocutor: Look at the two photographs showing different memorable moments. Compare the two photographs saying which person is likely to remember the moment for the longest time.

SB: The most obvious similarity is that err … both photographs show people at home sharing time with family or friends. A common feature in the photographs is the great pleasure people experience in these situations.

The most noticeable difference appears to be the nature of the relationships in the photographs. They are both personal, but err … the second photograph looks like a grandfather and granddaughter — a very close relationship, while in the first photograph a man is opening the door to greet friends or relatives. The situations themselves are … dissimilar in that in the first photograph the man is opening the door to relatives or friends who may have come over for lunch or a surprise visit, but in the second photograph it looks like it’s the baby’s first birthday. … I can see the grandfather holding a brightly-wrapped gift.

Well, … I think that the second photograph is a more significant occasion than the first, because it’s quite usual to invite people to our homes, whereas a grandchild’s first birthday is very special and important. For this reason, I believe that the grandfather in the second photograph is likely to get pleasure from remembering the moment for the longest time, and will treasure this memory.

Interlocutor: Which person feels the greater sense of personal achievement?

SA: Well, … maybe the man in the first photograph is celebrating something of success. He might have passed an exam … or been promoted at work — so he could feel a sense of personal achievement. The grandfather err … probably is experiencing personal satisfaction as he holds his grandchild in his arms. I’m sure he feels proud and loving towards his grandchild. So, I think that the man in photograph one feels the greatest err … sense of personal achievement, because the grandfather is experiencing another kind of emotion, personal satisfaction.

Interlocutor: Thank you.

◆ UNIT 4

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 2b (p. 61)

Pamela Roberts

When I was young, we lived in a three-bedroom semi-detached in the suburbs. It was nice, but my mum had this awful habit of never throwing anything away. So the place was always jam-packed full of all sorts of stuff: ornaments, lamps, clocks that didn’t work anymore, books nobody would ever read and so on. So I’ve grown up to be quite the opposite. I like things to be neat and tidy and I like rooms to look spacious, not crowded or cluttered. I don’t have any unnecessary furniture in my house and I love natural light. Rooms that are spacious and bright make me feel relaxed and free. Cluttered rooms make me feel depressed and claustrophobic. So if I’m not using something, it’ll go in the bin or in the loft. Hey, what do you expect? I’m a newspaper editor, it’s my job to get rid of irrelevant bits!

Harry Strong

Being an airline pilot, I travel a lot and I’m sometimes away from home for weeks at a time. So when I do come home I want to feel relaxed and comfortable. Home is where I rest and recharge my batteries. Although I live in the city, I like to feel close to nature so I
spend a lot of time in the garden. I also have a lot of potted plants in the house. My favourite room is the sun lounge because I can sit in there and look out of the picture windows onto the garden, whatever the weather. There's lots of light and a nice view and it is decorated in neutral colours so I feel totally at ease.

Sarah Conway

I like my house to feel warm, cozy and comfortable and to have that 'lived-in' look. I like rich colours and solid furniture that is beautiful and will last forever. I have a good income as a solicitor and so I can afford the nice things in life and I want my home to reflect this. I suppose my taste is traditional, but I just don't see what is so great about modern designs. They make a room seem cold and empty. I can't stand bare white walls and empty shelves. I like to have my favourite things around me, like ornaments and pictures and family photos.

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 1b (p. 66)

Speaker 1

I thought it would be fun, you know - being with seven people with different interests and personalities and so on. But imagine all trying to cook a meal or use the bathroom at the same time ... chaos! The solution was to organise rota for everything, and believe me, that can seriously interfere with your social life. I mean, you can't just drop everything and decide to go out if it's your turn to cook for everybody, can you?

Speaker 2

It's great having a place to yourself but London rents are far too cheap, as I discovered when I moved here six months ago. Still, I had a good feeling about Kate when she responded to my ad in the paper, and before I knew it she'd moved in! Things happen fast in this city and finding the right person to share with can be a bit of a lottery. I'm amazed we get on so well in such a small flat considering we were complete strangers when we first met!

Speaker 3

The Browns are lovely people and, having my own room, I do feel part of the family although I admit it took me a while to get used to their weekly routine, not to mention the British way of life. There was so much to remember: what time I had to collect the children from school, their likes and dislikes, organising things to do at the weekend - things like that. It's all part of my job, though, and they pay me a good salary.

Speaker 4

Inconsiderate is too kind a word to describe our Ralph! He's twenty-four and about as domesticated as a wolf. Mum complains that she didn't bring him up that way and wonders why he's such an ungrateful slob at his age. I could tell her! He talks about 'finding work' and 'wanting privacy and independence', but while she does everything for him except blow his nose, he's never going to clear off!

Speaker 5

You could say I'm a creature of habit. I mean, I'm accustomed to doing things a certain way ... well, my way to be honest, and I doubt whether I'd adapt very well to having someone else hanging around. Not that I don't appreciate a bit of company once in a while. Visitors are welcome to drop by - providing they aren't carrying a suitcase and all their worldly belongings!

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 2 (p. 66)

Presenter: Over the years, Britain has been home to a number of eccentricities, many of whom led fascinating lives. With me today is Heather Carey, author of The Homes and Lives of Great British Eccentrics. Heather, thanks for coming in.

Heather: My pleasure, Bruce.

Presenter: Well, I had a look through the first few pages and, I must admit, I'm fascinated. I mean all this wealth going into the development of such unusual homes...

Heather: Yes, it's quite fascinating, isn't it? Being rich certainly helps if you want to have your own fairytale castle so it is not surprising to me that the most interesting - and indeed beautiful - stately homes in Britain were built by wealthy people from the middle of the 16th century up to the beginning of the 20th century.

Presenter: One of the houses in your book is Welbeck Abbey. That wasn't built as a private house, surely?

Heather: (laughs) No! Welbeck Abbey has a long and unusual history, dating back to the 12th century. Even though it was built as a place of worship, as its name suggests, it came into private ownership in the middle of the 16th century. After that, it changed hands many times, eventually becoming the family home of the Dukes of Portland. It was the fifth Duke of Portland, John, who made the most extensive, and expensive, alterations to the building. In doing so, he gained the reputation of being something of an eccentric.

Presenter: In what way?

Heather: Well, some of his alterations were, to say the least, rather unusual. For example, he had a tunnel built that was large enough for his private coach to be pulled through by four horses. The tunnel led to the local railway station where the Duke's coach was put onto a special train designed for it. Even more amazing, because the Duke loved roller skating, he had a huge roller-skating rink built underground. This room could also be used as a ballroom holding 2,000 people.

Presenter: Underground? Goodness! No wonder he was considered eccentric!

Heather: Yes, but he always had a good reason for the things he did. At the time when all this digging was going on, there was a lot of unemployment and poverty in the area, and the Duke's apparent fondness for underground workings provided employment for 15,000 workmen over a period of 18 years. Indeed, it has been suggested that the main reason for all the activity was the Duke's desire to provide employment for as many local people as possible.

Presenter: So there was a method to his madness, as we say?

Heather: Indeed there was. Take the skating rink for example. People tend to forget that the Duke wanted a roof over the rink without any pillars or supports to interrupt the open space. This was a huge engineering challenge for the time and the only way the architect could do it was to put the rink below ground level so that a prefabricated roof could be slid into place from above. When it was finished, it was the largest room with an unsupported roof in Europe. A total of about 1,000 square metres of floorspace without any obstruction.

Presenter: How fascinating. So perhaps the Duke was not so eccentric as people think?

Heather: I think that most people would say he was definitely eccentric! He was, according to reports, very shy even as a young man and he became more introverted as he got older. For example, whenever he visited his London house, all the staff had to stay out of sight until he had reached the safety of his study. He never invited anybody to Welbeck Abbey so his magnificent ballroom was never used. And in fact, most of the Abbey was unused. The Duke lived in just four or five very simply furnished rooms and he had all the other rooms emptied completely. All the furniture and so on was put into storage.

Presenter: How odd. It sounds as though he must have had a miserable life.

Heather: That, of course, is hard for us to say. It is true that he hated meeting people. If he was out, he would always carry a coat and umbrella and try to hide behind them if he was spoken to - but he had a wide circle of friends and family who he kept in touch with by
letter, and he was an excellent employer by the standards of the day. For example, he provided all of his estate workers with an umbrella and a donkey.

*Presenter*: A donkey! Why on earth would he want to do that?

*Heather*: Actually, it's not as daft as it sounds, and it certainly wasn't just to keep his workers happy! You have to remember that the estate was very large and that a lot of the workers had to travel a long way to get to work in all kinds of weather. The Duke simply did not want them arriving wet and exhausted at the start of a day's work.

*Presenter*: What a fascinating story. I can see why you wanted to put that into your book. But what about Witley Park. You say that ...

(fade)

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 4 (p. 66)

*Interlocutor*: Now, I'd like you to talk about something together for about three minutes. I'm just going to listen. Here are some pictures of household items. Talk to each other about how often you use each one. Then choose three that are so important that every home should have them.

5A: The cooker and the fridge are things I use every day and I think they are essential items in every home. What do you think?

5B: Err... We've got a microwave... they're good.

5A: Yes, but you can cook more things on a traditional cooker. Don't you agree?

5B: Mmmm... I don't know... maybe... Have you got a toaster?

5A: No. I don't think they are necessary, do you?

5B: No. We've got a computer... I like to play games a lot. You?

5A: We haven't got a computer at home. I watch TV every day though and I often play CDs on my stereo. I don't think I could live without either of those. I think that every home should have some form of entertainment.

5B: Yeah... Me too.

5A: Probably the TV is the most important of the three, then. What about the dishwasher? I think they are handy, but not absolutely essential. We manage without one.

5B: Us... too... the telephone?

5A: I think the telephone should definitely be one of our choices. Everyone needs a phone at home.

5B: No... I use my mobile phone more.

5A: Alright, you could be right, but what about the iron and ironing board? Surely every home needs those? We've definitely got them.

5B: Err... yes... but not really... lots of clothes... don't need to be ironed.

5A: Actually, I think you're right. So we agree then. The TV, the fridge and the cooker are the three most important items that every home should have.

5B: ... Err... yes... OK.

*Interlocutor*: What do you think life would be like without modern appliances?

5A: I think everything would take a lot longer. It would be difficult to keep food fresh without a fridge and cooking would be very difficult without a cooker. What do you think?

5B: Uh... we'd be tired...

*Interlocutor*: Which household chore do you dislike the most and why?

5A: I think modern appliances have made our lives easier by saving us time and work. We now have more free time to do more enjoyable things at home instead of housework, such as using our CD players and computers. How about you?

5B: Oh... Err... I agree with you.

*Interlocutor*: Thank you.
UNIT 5

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 3 (p. 83)

Speaker A

Well, basically, you can find them on every high street corner. I mean they're a part of everyday life all over the world, aren't they? I like the convenience of them. For example, if I have a busy day, I can pop in, buy a burger and some fries and be back at work in ten minutes. I'm not sure about the nutritional value of what they serve, but it's certainly very tasty!

Speaker B

I think it's great that we can now get cheaper tickets. Companies have cut out all the extras such as in-flight meals and boarding cards that the regular ones offer, and so the final cost is so much more reasonable. Personally, I am not interested in having fancy meals or more space or anything like that. All I need, is to fly from A to B as cheaply as possible – and that's it!

Speaker C

Some people find it rather artistic. They think it's a modern way for youngsters to express themselves. I find it all too messy and unattractive! Any spare wall space is being taken up by this wave of so-called artistic talent! Basically, it's destruction of property and vandalism. Why don't they learn to paint instead?

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 1b (p. 88)

1 Teenager

Well, actually, I like it because it's one of the few programmes that has all the right elements. For one thing, it stars one of my favourite actors, Doug Kelly, who seems to have this amazing ability to create an exciting atmosphere. He always has me sitting on the edge of my seat! And of course it's great to get an idea of how wealthy people live, which is the main reason why I enjoy watching it really.

2 Helen: Morning, Claire, how are you finding your new job?
   Claire: Fine, thanks.
   Helen: Of course, I'll take you time to get used to it. I remember it took me at least three months to feel comfortable there. I presume you've heard about the night out that we've organised?
   Claire: Yes, have you decided on a day yet?
   Helen: It was going to be tomorrow, but I've already planned to go to the cinema, so we're going on Wednesday after work. You know where the place is, don't you? It's just two doors down from the office so it's convenient for everybody.
   Claire: Right. What's it like there?
   Helen: It opened last week and they say the food is out of this world! Do you like Chinese, don't you? Oops, nearly missed our stop! I have to pop into the bank, so I'll see you later.
   Claire: OK. Bye.

3 Man: Good morning, I'd like some information on some of the activities you offer.
   Receptionist: Yes, of course. Is there anything you're particularly interested in?
   Man: Well, I'm doing an awful lot of sitting, so I'm desperate to have some sort of total body exercise.
   Receptionist: Well, we offer a variety of activities, but of course not all are suitable for you. For example, you can practise lifting weights, but then, as you mentioned, you're looking for a general workout rather than one that strengthens certain areas. I personally suggest the pool programme or the general fitness programme, which are both good for total body exercise.

4 Interviewer: Today in the studio we are delighted to welcome back one of our favourite stars who certainly has a passion for Italian style and culture – Theresa Banks. I hear you're off to Milan at the end of the week. Is that true?
   Theresa: Ah, well it's really supposed to be a secret, but I'm actually leaving the catwalk behind for a few months to take the lead role opposite actor Ally Walsh.
   Interviewer: So no more photo sessions for a while, then.

5 Louise: What are you looking for?
   Maggie: I know I put them in this bag somewhere... I'm looking for...
   Louise: Put your glasses on here and then you might get somewhere!
   Maggie: Well that's what I'm looking for, my dear Louise!
   Louise: And of course if you put those down, you might be able to find your glasses...
   Maggie: Here we are! Anyway, I just want to check the washing instructions on these new jeans. I hope they're not dry-clean only. I'm planning to wear them to the party on Saturday night.

6 Host: Well, we've had quite a number of opinions from the young ladies in our audience about advertising, so now let's find out how the men feel. Let me see... what about this young man here?
   David: I'm David and, whether we like it or not, I feel it's a necessary part of everyday life that keeps us in touch with the latest trends. After all, businesses probably wouldn't survive without it, despite the fact that we do often buy things based on what friends might recommend.
   Host: Thank you, David. Now, what about this...

7 Man

Maxwell called me into his office late last night to talk about the new chain he's planning to open in the Spring. Would you believe he's actually thinking of providing live entertainment in each location. It's bad enough that he wants employees to wear trendy uniforms, but, for goodness sake, we're in fast food not show business!

8 Teenager (male): Hi, where've you been... haven't seen you for ages.
   Friend (female): Well, the family moved down south about six months ago because Dad found a job down there, so I'm paying a quick visit to relatives before I start university in October. It's amazing how much has changed. I mean, that shopping centre wasn't here six months ago... it's incredible... looks like the place.
   Teenager: You're joking of course! OK, it's got everything you need, but I wouldn't be seen dead in a place like that!
   Friend: So where do you guys hang out then?...

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 2b (p. 88)

Interviewer: Today, we welcome Helen Wendall, to the programme. Helen has just completed a series of articles on the lives of modern Japanese women for the magazine Women's Issues. Helen, welcome.
   Journalist: Thank you, Cary.
   Interviewer: Now, has anything changed for women in Japan in recent years?
   Journalist: It would be wrong to say that things have changed a lot recently, because the role of women in that country has basically...
followed old customs and traditions for generations. One of these traditions is, of course, to marry. The typical age for marriage these days being around 27.

**Interviewer:** So how can they be sure of finding the right partner at that age?

**Journalist:** Well, it is quite common for Japanese parents, for example, to pay detectives to check out possible partners in order to find out about the family background generally.

**Interviewer:** So, once they marry, Japanese women then settle happily into that lifetime role?

**Journalist:** Well, yes, but training courses before marriage are still popular. They tend to learn traditional arts such as the tea ceremony and flower arranging. For many Japanese women, to be the ideal housewife is a full-time job, and some mothers even train their daughters at home.

**Interviewer:** So what does a typical Japanese housewife do that is so different from other housewives?

**Journalist:** Well, for example, some wives may be expected to reserve a seat on a train at one station, to be ready for their husbands getting on at the next. All housewives and mothers will almost certainly be involved in the daily routine of washing the clothes and making a traditional lunch, which they then take to their children at school.

**Interviewer:** So what do women get in return for taking care of everyone?

**Journalist:** Well, basically, they are expected to give up any real hope of a career, as the general focus is almost certainly on the organisation of the family and home. One thing they don't usually have to organise, however, is babysitters, as married couples in Japan do not tend to go out together.

**Interviewer:** And what about the rights of women?

**Journalist:** Well, there was one particular woman who did actually manage to get a high position in politics, but because she was unmarried she was unable to continue her work supporting the rights of women.

**Interviewer:** Generally speaking, though, I think we are all aware of a strong tradition of respect amongst the Japanese, don't you think? And on that note I'm afraid we've run out of time, but I would just like to thank Helen very much for sharing her rich experiences with us today and hope that she...

---

**Tapescript for Exercise 4 (p. 89)**

**Interlocutor:** Look at the two photographs showing different types of TV programmes. Compare the photographs, saying why people tend to watch each one. Which is more popular with young people and why?

**SA:** Mmm ... In the first photograph the news programme is ... of course, a formal situation. The person reading the news is err ... an experienced journalist. He is mmm ... very formally dressed and serious. The errr ... background in this news programme shows a large type of mmm ... TV screen with a view of the city, perhaps ... or maybe they use it to show the weather ... errr ... or events all over the world. News programmes show the good and the bad things happening around the world, but they can errr ... sometimes be ... a little depressing. Now, hhmm ... the second photograph shows ... err ... I think it's a game show. The presenter looks happy he is holding a lot of money mmm ... that must be the prize. He is standing in front of errr a big sign with the name of the show ... in lights. Probably the show is ... mmm ... a competition between two families. Mmm ... They have ... errr ... these types of programmes in many countries.

**Interlocutor:** Which of the two programmes do you most like to watch? Why?

**SA:** Well, personally, I enjoy both types of programmes for different reasons, but generally tend to watch game shows more than news programmes, especially if I need cheering up.

**Interlocutor:** Look at these two photographs showing very different lifestyles. Compare the photographs, saying which way of life you think is more satisfying.

**SA:** Well, first of all, their lifestyles are very different and will be satisfying for a number of different reasons. Errr ... what I mean is ... the lady in the first picture obviously enjoys a more hectic way of life. I imagine that every day is a busy, stressful day, with phones ringing, appointments, meetings and long hours. The lady in the second picture, on the other hand, seems much more relaxed and content with her choice of lifestyle. She's dressed much more casually and clearly anxiety is not a part of her daily life. So, ... her lifestyle is bound to include errr ... more peaceful activities such as gardening, painting or reading perhaps.

**Interlocutor:** Which photograph is closer to your ideal lifestyle?

**SA:** I would like to have the lifestyle of the businesswoman because ... errr it is much more satisfying because I am still young and really want to have some errr ... success. The lifestyle in the second photo is more relaxing and maybe I will prefer that when I'm older and I decide to stop ... errrr ... retire.

**Interlocutor:** Thank you.

---

**UNIT 6**

**Tapescript for Exercise 2 (p. 99)**

**Speaker 1**

It was just wonderful, and so quiet, we only counted a handful of holidaymakers while we were there. We spent our time relaxing, picnicking, and watching the wildlife. The cottage was really simple of course, but comfortable. To tell you the truth, it was good to escape from the TV, the phone, the fax and the computer. Here are some photos of turtles nesting on the beach ...

**Speaker 2**

I'd recommend this type of holiday to anyone who wants to come home completely relaxed and ready to face the world again. The whole place was just so atmospheric, and it's steeped in history as you know. The food was lovely, actually grown in the local gardens so everything we were served was really fresh, and the scenery from the top was just breathtaking.

**Speaker 3**

When I went over the Rift Valley in a helicopter, it took my breath away. I slept under the stars and had breakfast in the open air. I fell in love with the place. The amount of wildlife you see is amazing. I'll definitely go back.

---

**Tapescript for Exercise 4 (p. 102)**

1. All passengers for flight KLM 726 to Amsterdam please proceed to gate 8.
2. The train standing at platform 2 is the 13.17 service to London Euston.
3. Passengers are reminded to keep their luggage with them at all times.
4. We will be docking at Calais in 30 minutes.
5. Avoid the M25 and use an alternative route or you could face very long delays.
Tapescripts

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 1b (p. 104)

Speaker 1

Apart from people with children of school age, who have little choice when to take their holidays, I have very little sympathy for people who moan about delays. Why do they not use their imagination and go somewhere a little more interesting, and a little less crowded? And why do people choose to go on holiday in July and August? I take my annual holidays in October or November. Right now, the weather is beautiful in the UK – you have to be crazy to want to go somewhere else. This way I enjoy the best of both worlds. Summer in sunny England and Autumn in sunny Spain.

Speaker 2

Why do people keep going on package holidays? Arrange it yourself and save lots of money. We've just come back from the Algarve. We drove there and back through France and Spain. It took 3 days to get there as we stopped off every 2 or 3 hours to have something to eat and drink or just to look around and swim in the sea. You get to see a heck of a lot more places too. We booked our hotel on the Internet and arranged insurance with a French version of the Aa who only charged us £56 for total travel cover. So no waiting at airports, no coaches, no enforced walks, no taxis and no grumpy people. Take it from me: it was a fabulous holiday.

Speaker 3

I had a wonderful week's holiday in Ibiza that was only slightly spoiled by a coach drivers strike. The holiday reps did everything they could to get us to the airport on time and didn't see too badly, considering the circumstances. The airline was awful though. They put us on to a different plane that had no food or drink on board. It went to the wrong airport so we were put on another plane – still without any refreshments – back to London. No apology either. And at Gatwick, I had to wait for over two hours whilst the baggage handlers unloaded the plane, with no explanation for the delay. In fact, they only managed to do four other planes in that time. It would have helped if someone from the firm we flew with had been there to sort things out, but then, they were probably too busy looking where their other planes were landing.

Speaker 4

No matter how careful you are and whatever precautions you take, there is always a chance that your luggage will be lost at an airport. If your appearance matters to you – and especially if you are travelling on business – it can take a lot of worry out of a journey if you carry everything you need for one night and one smart day in your hand luggage. There are always some things that people love to wear more than others, so it's best to make sure that the one thing you pick for your hand luggage is the one you would most hate to lose. That way, if the rest are lost, you can at least comfort yourself with the thought that your favourite is still with you. It has happened to me twice and each time having something smart to wear the next day saved my life.

Speaker 5

I had a barbecue in my back garden and invited some friends over to enjoy the heat in that well-known sunspot called London. I don't understand why people take small kids to places like Spain – a small child will be hard pressed to tell the difference between Majorca and Bournemouth in the summer. You don't have to change your currency and even having to put up with the problems of our rail system has to be better than flight delays at either end of the trip. If finding things to keep the kids occupied is your main holiday concern, take a bit more time and care in choosing your destination and a child-friendly way of getting there.

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 2b (p. 104)

Presenter: With summer just around the corner, our thoughts are probably turning to holidays. We have all heard horror stories about holidays that go wrong, so we invited David Jones, the editor of Easy Travel magazine, to give us his tips for a stress-free holiday. David, welcome to the studio.

David: Thank you, Sandra. It's a pleasure to be here.

Presenter: David, we've all seen the picture ... delayed flights, crying children, lost or damaged suitcases ... what can we do to help make sure our holiday really is a time of relaxation and enjoyment? How can we avoid disaster?

David: Well, first, let me say that most people have thoroughly enjoyable holidays with none of the problems that you have just mentioned. But I agree that when things do go wrong it can be very depressing. People forget their passports or leave the tickets on the kitchen table, but more often, the problems are things which are outside our control – flight delays, for example. That is why, it is always a good idea to check with your airline before you set off for the airport. Arriving at the airport only to find out that your flight has been delayed for hours or, even worse, cancelled, is not a very pleasant experience at all. So my first tip is: if you are flying off somewhere, confirm your flight whenever possible.

Presenter: Good advice, particularly if you have young children to look after! David, what tips do you have for all the parents out there trying to control their tired and irritable children?

David: That's a difficult one because I don't claim to be an expert on child behaviour! As a parent, though, I have always found it helps if you get the children to choose the toys they are going to take with them. Of course, some children want to take every toy they own with them, but you can get round this by giving them a small bag of their own and telling them they can take anything they like, as long as it fits in the bag. This has the added advantage that their toys are easy for them to get at if they become bored. One important thing to remember if you're flying with young children, is that a bag of sweets can save tears. Children's ears will be less affected by air pressure changes in the cabin during take off and landing if they suck on a sweet.

Presenter: Yes, I have flown with some airlines that offer sweets to everybody before take off and landing. Now ... we've got the children doing some of their own packing, but what about the adults? Some people I know seem to take far too much with them when they travel, while others are apparently able to put everything they need into their pockets!

David: I think you're exaggerating slightly, but it is true that it's easy to fall into the temptation of taking too much. It is probably the less experienced travellers who do this, and there are a few tricks you can use to cut down the weight in your bag. For example, save some small plastic bottles and use these to take small enough shampoo or shower gel for the holiday. Nearly everybody has a mobile phone with an alarm these days, so there is no need to take that old faithful, the travelling alarm clock! Also, if you take some washing powder with you, the sort that is suitable for hand washing, then you will not need to pack so many clothes. Of course, many hotels provide laundry services, but these can be expensive so it is probably better to avoid using them if you can. While we're on the subject, a word of advice on suitcases. A lot of people like to have smart, designer suitcases these days, but these are an open invitation to thieves. Use plain, simple suitcases that won't draw attention and put a tough, lockable strap around each bag as a further deterrent.

Presenter: Right, so let's assume we have reached our destination safely and all our bags are intact. Any advice for the holiday itself?

David: To a large extent, it depends on the sort of holiday you have in mind. But I think most people like to send a few postcards home to their friends. To make sure you don't forget anybody, a good tip is to
write out — or print out — self-adhesive address labels for all the cards you want to send before you leave home. Then all you have to do is stick the label on the card before you pop it in the post. The labels which remain will remind you who you still haven't sent a card to, so nobody will get forgotten! Another idea you might consider is using photographs you take yourself rather than commercial postcards. If you send your own pictures, it gives your friends at home a better idea of what you have been up to — it's more personal and usually cheaper. Finally, souvenirs. If you are the sort of person who likes to look out for bargains when on holiday, put an extra fold-up bag in the bottom of your case for any bulky objects you might purchase. Beware of the risks involved when buying things abroad. Remember to keep receipts with you to show to any suspicious customs officers on your return. Having proof of purchase can save you a lot of time and trouble. And check what you are allowed to bring home with you from the country you visit before you go. There are quite a few restrictions you need to know about concerning goods purchased in certain countries.

Presenter: David, thank you for coming in to pass on those wonderful tips to our listeners. And to everybody out there planning their holidays, have a marvellous time, wherever you go.

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 5 (p. 104)

Interlocutor: Now. I'd like you to talk about something together for about three minutes. I'm just going to listen. Here are some photographs of souvenirs that are sold in different countries. Talk to each other about which two you would buy and which two you would definitely not buy.

SA: Mmmm, the fan is quite nice, but I don't think I'd buy it.
SB: I think it's quite pretty. I might buy it for my mother. The hats are great, though, aren't they? What are they called? Sombreros?
SA: Yes, but imagine trying to carry them home! You couldn't wear them on the plane. They're too big! Now, here's a nice little souvenir you could put in your rucksack.
SB: Yes, it's the Eiffel Tower, but it's a bit boring, isn't it. I don't think I'd buy it. The bowl is really pretty, though, and the chopsticks. I would buy them.
SA: I think I'd be worried the bowl would break. They break very easily, you know.
SB: What's this? It looks like some kind of furniture.
SA: Yes. It's beautiful, but how on earth could you carry that?
SB: Well, you couldn't. And you couldn't take it on the plane, anyway!
SA: You'd have to send it by boat and that would be very expensive!
SB: Mmmm, then you would have to transport it home, too.
SA: And the legs could break easily, too. Do you like this oil lamp?
SB: Yes, I think it's very pretty.
SA: But it could break very easily, too.
SB: Mmmm, you'd have to wrap it up very carefully in lots of paper.
SA: I'd still be worried, I think. Though it is very nice, I agree. I would definitely buy the small Eiffel Tower, and I would definitely not buy the hats or the big piece of furniture. What about you?
SB: Mmmm, I'd definitely buy the sombreros and the bowl and chopsticks, and I would definitely not buy the big piece of furniture.

Interlocutor: Thank you. What are popular souvenirs from your country? Which would you suggest a tourist should buy and why?

SA: Well, I come from Russia, and we have Russian dolls. Have you ever seen one? You see one big doll, about this size, then you open it and there is another doll inside, and you open that one and there is a doll inside that, and so on. Sometimes you could have as many as ten dolls inside one doll. They are very popular as souvenirs, and I think a tourist should certainly buy them because they make great presents for people of all ages, but especially little girls!

SB: I've never seen them, but they sound lovely!
SA: We have nice china and pottery, too, but it is difficult to carry.
SB: I come from Switzerland, and we have lots of souvenirs. The most popular are cuckoo clocks. You know, a cuckoo is a bird, and it's in a place inside the clock. Every hour, you know, when it is nine o'clock, ten o'clock, the cuckoo pops out and says: "Cuckoo!" It is two o'clock, it says: "Cuckoo!" twice, and so on.
SB: It must make a lot of noise at midnight! [Laughter]
SA: Yes! People also like to buy Swiss Army knives. I think tourists should buy cuckoo clocks because everyone likes them. And the knives make great presents because nearly everyone can find them useful for something, especially people who go camping.

Interlocutor: Why is it important for people to take holidays?

SB: Mmmm, I think it's important to do something completely different once a year. I work in a bank, so I like to have a holiday in the open air, lots of walking and lots of swimming, that kind of thing. It helps me relax.
SA: Yes, it's very important to relax and have a good rest. No matter what you do, you need to relax. It's also good to meet different people and see different scenery.

Interlocutor: Where do you prefer spending your holidays: in your country or abroad?

SA: I like spending my holiday in my own country.

Interlocutor: Why?

SA: Well, Russia is such a big country that you can go on any kind of holiday you like! We have places by the sea, places with woods and forests and lakes, everything! My family has a small house in the country, and I usually spend my holidays there.
SB: I like to travel abroad.

Interlocutor: Why?

SB: Because I enjoy seeing new places and meeting different people. I try to go to a different country each year. Sometimes I go on an organised walking holiday, and sometimes I just go on my own. You always meet people if you travel on your own.

Interlocutor: Thank you.

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 9 (p. 118)

1. You know, I think it's absolutely infuriating. This cannot be legal! I booked my flight three weeks in advance, I come to the airport and I'm told that I haven't got a seat on the plane! Have you ever heard anything more outrageous? Sure, they've offered me compensation. But what good does that do me? I won't be in London this morning; I won't make my appointment; I won't do my job. Airlines just don't care anymore. It's shameless. Now I have to call my boss and explain this. He'll be very upset — I know he will.

2. From Corfu we took the ferry to Bari. The crossing was a bit rough, and Alan didn't feel very well. In fact, a lot of people didn't feel very well. Anyway, we got to Bari and then it was straight on the train to Milan. Now, that's what I call a long journey. I thought we'd save our money so we didn't get a berth, which was a bad, bad idea. When we got to Milan we were shattered. Sarah in particular had a migraine which stayed with her for three whole days.

Self-Assessment Module 3
3 The plane started rocking from side to side, quite violently, then we lost power and the whole cabin was in darkness. Being a pilot, I knew that what we were up against was an electrical failure, but I also knew that this didn't necessarily mean that the plane was in trouble. The back-up power generators had kicked in, making sure that the vital instruments continued to function. We made an emergency landing shortly afterwards, the passenger cabin still in total darkness. Everyone was safe, but very shaken.

4 I suppose it was my responsibility to make sure that the tank was full, but it completely slipped my mind. The warning light had come on, but nobody noticed. Anyway, the engine stopped. Just like that. It was the middle of the night. We were on a B-road somewhere in Cumbria, about 15 miles from the nearest petrol station. In the end, I had to call the AA on my mobile. They were there within the hour and they filled up the tank for me. Extremely embarrassing, though.

5 I had covered about 600 miles in a week, so I thought I'd give my legs a rest and stay put for the weekend. After a good night's sleep on Saturday, I felt quite refreshed on Sunday morning, so I thought I'd cycle around the area for an hour or so – look around a bit, you know. About 5 miles down the road I came across a little shop, and I thought I'd get a bottle of water. That was it. When I came out of the shop my bike was gone. I had saved for six years to buy it – it was a £1,200 bike. Insurance didn't cover it because I hadn't locked it. Moral of the story? Lock your bike.

UNIT 7

◆ Tapecript for Exercise 2a (p. 121)

Speaker 1

OK then ... here we go. This is very easy. She was Queen of Egypt. She is said to have killed her two brothers because she wanted to rule alone. She became the wife of the Roman General Mark Antony, and they had three children with him. The couple later committed suicide. Tradition says that she killed herself by means of an asp, a small snake which was a symbol of divine royalty in Egypt. Shakespeare, Dryden and Shaw all wrote plays about her. Well? Who do you think it is?

Speaker 2

Right ... it's my turn ... Erm ... He was leader of the National Socialist party in Germany and, subsequently, Chancellor. He was known by the title of Der Führer. He wrote a book entitled Mein Kampf. He was an admirer of the composer Richard Wagner. He dreamed of forming an Aryan race. He committed suicide in 1945 when he realised that he had been defeated in World War Two. Can you guess who that was?

Speaker 3

Erm ... let me see ... Yes ... He was a lawyer, born in Gujarat in India. He became the leader of the Indian Nationalist Movement against British rule. He worked for over twenty years in South Africa, fighting the cause of Indians there. He said that nonviolence was the most powerful weapon in the hands of mankind. He believed in pacifism, nonviolent protest, religious tolerance and the right to life. He was assassinated at the age of seventy-nine, a year after India gained her independence from Britain. So, any guesses?

◆ Tapecript for Exercise 2b (p. 124)

F: What time are you going down to vote, tomorrow, Tina? I'm going around half past five. I can give you a lift if you like.
W: Oh ... it's only local elections. Besides, I don't know if I'll bother to vote. I've got a lot of things to do.

F: Don't say that. Your vote could make all the difference, you know. Don't forget that women didn't always have the right to vote. They had to fight hard for it. It isn't all that long ago, either. Your grandmother remembers the suffragette demonstrations.
W: Really?
F: Yes. You should ask her about them sometime. Your great-grandmother was a suffragette ... she must have known these women were making history. She was there ... in 1913 ... I think it was ... the day of the first serious riot. Things really got out of control then.
W: Riot? Surely the suffragettes were all very polite ladies who tried to make their point by chaining themselves to railings?
F: Hmmm ... they did a lot more than that. They went to prison and they went on hunger strikes.
W: I see ... I suppose going to extremes was the only way to get enough attention.
F: Exactly. But nothing was more extreme than dying for the cause.
W: What do you mean?
F: Emily Davison, that was her name I think ... She threw herself under the King's horse on the racetrack.
W: That's terrible! I never knew that.
F: Well ...
W: When did women get the vote in England?
F: In 1918, women over the age of 30 were finally allowed to vote. And it wasn't until ten years later, in 1928, that the voting age for women was reduced to 21, in line with men.
W: How does that compare with somewhere like America? I suppose they were a long way ahead of us?
F: No, not really ... women got the vote there in 1920.
W: Mmm ... I will cast my vote after all. What time did you say [fade]

◆ Tapecript for Exercise 1b (p. 126)

1 The other day, I was reading about the Treaty of Versailles, you know, the peace treaty that ended World War One. Do you know that one country was actually left out of it? People forgot about Andorra, the tiny state in the Pyrenees beside Spain. I suppose because it's so small. Eventually, Andorra did sign a peace treaty with Germany ending World War One, but not until it was fighting Germany in World War Two!

2 Our teacher was telling us about the Roman Emperor Caligula today. He did crazy things, and a lot of people think he was mad. He was bald on top, so he made a law, which said that people couldn't look down on him when he was passing-by! Can you imagine? Another thing he did was that he kept his horse inside the palace and decorated it with jewels! I mean ... really ... he can't have taken anything very seriously. I think he just enjoyed a good joke! What do you think?

3 You know our year used to be three hundred and sixty-six days long, instead of three hundred and sixty-five? It doesn't sound like much of a difference, does it? Just one day. But in fact, the year was calculated using the cycles of the sun and moon, and by the time of Julius Caesar, things were in a big mess! Midsummer's day was happening in August, instead of June. To sort all this out, Julius Caesar had to add sixty-seven days to one year: the year forty-six BC. So it was a really long year!

4 Now ladies and gentlemen, here we are at the castle of Neuschwanstein. This castle was built by King Ludwig the Second of Bavaria, towards the end of the nineteenth century. One of his hobbies was building castles. Ludwig thought very highly of Wagner, and he built Neuschwanstein because he wanted somewhere to stage Wagner's operas. Wagner wasn't very well known at that time. If this castle looks familiar to you, that's because it probably is. People say that Walt Disney modelled his fairy-tale castles on Neuschwanstein.
The topic is Spanish Explorers. You've written an essay on this, so you've some idea what it's about, I hope. You should have a look at your history textbook, which has a good section on this, and go to the library and see what you can find there. Don't forget to look in the encyclopaedias. And there's the Internet, but remember to be very careful about what sites you use. Always note down your source. You could probably also use some details from the film on Columbus that we saw last week.

I know what you're saying and I can't really argue ... the question of slavery was one of the main causes of the American Civil War. But I think that historians tend to put a lot of emphasis on the moral aspect ... you know, the North went to war with the South because slavery was wrong, slavery was cruel. Now, I'm only an amateur, but I tend to disagree with this interpretation. As far as I'm concerned, slavery was all about money. This was how the politicians saw it at the time. Slavery was big business, for the North as well as the South.

Did you know that in the Middle Ages people took animals to court, and actually put them on trial? Honest! Once, in France, some rats were taken to court for taking food that didn't belong to them! Can you imagine? The worst thing, though, is that the rats didn't appear in the courtroom because, as their lawyer said, they had been attacked by evil cats, on their way to court! He wanted money as a guarantee that the cats wouldn't attack the rats again, but he never got it. Now, why am I not surprised?

A: Well ... he must have been good at politics because he became very powerful.
B: That's true, but think of all the battles that he won! Isn't that what he's best known for? And he had to travel a long way for some of them: to places like Egypt and Russia.
A: I suppose you're right, though he didn't always win, did he?
B: No, not at all ... especially the last one.
A: Mmm ... he was totally defeated, and he was forced to retreat with his troops, in the dreadful, harsh Russian winter ...

**Tapescript for Exercise 2b (p. 126)**

A: Hi there! Oh, I'm dying for a coffee!
B: Have you been working in the library?
A: No, we had an extra history lecture. A visiting lecturer from America. He talked about mysteries in history, you know, events that happened in the past with no explanation.
B: Sounds okay.
A: Yes. Actually, it was very interesting. He talked mainly about the Mary Celeste.
B: Oh, I've heard of that. Wasn't it a ship where something strange happened? I can't remember any of the details.
A: Yes, that's right. It was in 1872. What happened is that the Mary Celeste was discovered drifting across the Atlantic Ocean, but there were no people on board! The ship was completely empty!
B: Spooky! How many people had been on board?
A: Ten people: seven crew, the captain and the captain's wife and daughter.
B: But what happened to them?
A: Well, that's the mystery! Nobody knows. The ship itself was in good condition, and there was plenty of food and water. There didn't seem to be any reason for leaving it, but of course it's clear they did leave. A small boat was missing, too.
B: Oh, it's obvious, then: they all left in the small boat.
A: Yes, but why?
B: Well ... I don't know.
A: The people who found the Mary Celeste had the impression that everyone had left in a great hurry. It was as if they had stopped whatever it was they were doing, and left. Just like that. They didn't tidy anything away or take any belongings with them. One explanation was given by a man called Fosdike, who said he was the only survivor from the Mary Celeste. He claimed that he had been on board and had seen what happened. He said that the captain and some of the crew went swimming, and that the others who were watching fell into the sea, and that they were all eaten by sharks. Fosdike fell into the sea, too, but managed to survive because he fell on top of a piece of wood.
B: Mmmmm ... doesn't sound very likely to me.
A: And do you know that Sir Arthur Conan Doyle ...
B: The man who wrote the Sherlock Holmes stories?
A: Yes. He wrote a story about the Mary Celeste. And it's really because of this that the Mary Celeste is one of the most famous mysteries of the sea. He put in a lot of extra details of course, which were not true.
B: Well, you know ... I think what must have happened is ...

**Tapescript for Exercise 4 (p. 127)**

**Interlocutor:** Now, I'd like each of you to talk on your own for about a minute. I'm going to give each of you two photographs and I'd like you to talk about them. Jenny, here are your two photographs. They show different ways of learning. Please, let Martin have a look at them. Martin, I'll give you your photographs in a minute. Jenny, I'd like you to compare these photographs, saying which way of learning you think is more effective. Remember, you only have a minute for this, so don't worry if I interrupt you. All right?

**SA:** Yes ... well ... the first photograph shows a man handling some sort of ... some sort of snake, while a boy is watching and listening and taking notes on an exercise book. He might be asking the man questions about the snake, and noting down the man's replies. In the second photograph, there's a group of students sitting at their desks in the classroom and a teacher standing in front of them. He seems to be explaining something to them and is about to write something on the whiteboard. I'd say that learning through experience is much more effective because ... because I think it's ... ehm ... more memorable. I mean, I know it works for me, because I remember everything that I learned in museum visits and during various field trips I've been on with my class ...

**Interlocutor:** Thank you. Martin, do you think there are subjects which shouldn't be taught at school? Which are they and why?

**SB:** Well, I think that difficult subjects such as ... ehm ... economics ... ehm ... medicine ... shouldn't be taught at school ... these subjects are for adults, not children ... they should be taught at university so that people can decide whether to study them or not ...

**Interlocutor:** Thank you. Now, Martin, here are your two photographs. They show different ways of protesting. Please, let Jenny have a look at them. I'd like you to compare these photographs, saying how effective the different ways of protesting are. Remember, you only have a minute for this so don't worry if I interrupt you. All right?

**SB:** Well ... in the first photograph I can see a building ... maybe that's a court house or ... ehm ... a parliament building. There is a group of people sitting on the steps and they're holding a large ... ehm ... banner ... which says PEACE NOW. In the second picture I can see two people standing on the street ... they're holding signs and they're protesting against circuses ... probably because of the animals ... I don't think that these people will be very effective because they're only two ... while the others ... who are many more, are more likely to make their opinions heard ...
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**UNIT 8**

◆ **Tapescript for Exercise 4a (p. 137)**

**STEPHEN ARNOLD, HEADMASTER.**

What is education? A formal learning process dispensed by schools, colleges, universities, or the sum of the information we glean from our contact with the world around us? In today's discussion, a student, a university professor and a politician will all share their thoughts on the subject. If I may, I would like to begin by talking about students and their educational needs. A criticism that is levelling at my school is that highly intelligent, gifted children are given a raw deal. Are schools mostly concerned with helping less academically able children to achieve? Perhaps it is so. After all, it is true that the brightest children need little support and can cope easily. They are able to learn independently.

**PAUL LLOYD, HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT.**

I do believe school is helping intelligent students to fulfill their potential, and I don't just mean academic potential. School does more for me than just that, and so it should. We spend so much time there. From five to sixteen years old we have no choice, school is compulsory, and most of us stay on after that because we know that education is good for us, it expands the mind. School offers children knowledge, and direction. It was in school that I had my first contact with computers. An experience that has been of enormous benefit to me. I don't believe that I have been given a raw deal because I am of above average intelligence. On the contrary, I believe that my academic and social experience at school will serve to steer me into the future, a future in which computer knowledge will be essential.

**SARAH FORD, UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR.**

I believe that teachers are very good at delivering a range of skills and a body of knowledge to their students, this is clear from the results we get from across the board. All students are equally important and all students need to develop creative thinking. The research I did for my university department shows that three types of learning exist: shallow, when students are not engaged, deep, when they are, but the deepest learning of all takes place when students are engaged and working together. An example of this profound learning is when information technology is used to prompt students through immersive experiences to explore and collect information. I think it will be the future of learning.

**ALAN CRINKLY, GOVERNMENT MINISTER.**

We want learning to be deep and meaningful for our young people and if computers engage children, so much the better. I am a strong believer in developing children's interest in the learning process, wherever it may be. The important thing is for children to be involved. In fact I strongly approve of a development which forces students to think about the quality of the education they receive. This is necessary if our schools are to be the best the country can provide. Students must see themselves as participants in an educational process, to have a voice and to use it.

Education should have two objectives: to supply the skills needed by the employment market and to enable each and every child, average or gifted, to develop his or her potential to the maximum.

◆ **Tapescript for Exercise 1a (p. 140)**

The British and American school systems? Well, there are some similarities and some differences. In England, children start infant school which is part of primary school at the age of five. In America, this is the age they start what is called "pre-school." For many children, this is their first experience of school, and they do a lot of learning through play.

The next stage is the start of a more formal and traditional kind of learning. When they are eight, British children move into junior school, while American children go to elementary school at the age of six. You can see that the two systems are quite similar in their early stages. It's just the schools, really, that have different names.

The next stage is where the two systems become quite different. In England, children start secondary school when they are eleven years old. In America, children go to junior high school at the age of twelve or thirteen. Quite a big difference there.

British children go into the sixth form at the age of sixteen, and they stay there until they are eighteen. American children go to senior high school for the same two years. So that stage is pretty much the same.

And the final stage is not so different either. When they are eighteen, students from both countries who want to continue their education go on to tertiary education. That just means the third level. This could be university or college or some other kind of training institution.

◆ **Tapescript for Exercise 1b (p. 142)**

**Speaker 1**

Perhaps we need to think about the way we examine students. It's all very well testing them on facts, but we also need to assess their ability to learn. This type of exam, or 'learning license', focuses on this, the ability to learn. We strongly believe that it will be more useful to students, employers and society in general. It shows which candidates are good at, say, engineering, but it also shows which can actually think like an engineer.

**Speaker 2**

Out of the corner of my eye I can see my dad's eyes blazing into my sister's tired face. I feel quite sorry for her, and I wish he wouldn't do it. The irony is he has nothing to worry about. She's studying for three A-levels, preparing for medical school, so what does he have to worry about? I know he's concerned about her future, but she's working hard, she's dedicated to her studies, she works nights and weekends to prepare for her exams, and I'm sure she'll be ready when the time comes.

**Speaker 3**

I couldn't stand seeing him like that. He had lost weight and he had great big black rings under his eyes. I know that he only slept for three or four hours a day throughout May, and I'm pretty sure he didn't sleep at all during the last three or four days. Well, I'm glad it's over. I hope he gets accepted. I know he can do a million things with his life even if he doesn't get to university, but it's all that matters to him right now. I just wish he wasn't so hard on himself.

**Speaker 4**

I didn't think it had gone that well so imagine my face when I saw the grade. I was stunned. I've never thought of myself as a high flyer but scoring higher than anyone else has really given me confidence for my other subjects. I realise that next year things are going to be much tougher, but, you know, I feel that I can do this now, if you had asked me...
a couple of weeks ago I'd have told you that I had some reservations. I
never expected it.

Speaker 5
It will be a revolution in assessment. Instead of correcting exam papers
by hand, technology will be used to do the job. It's a much quicker process
and it means we will be able to get the results out faster, which is
important for the students. We feel it's a great achievement and
hopefully in two years time forty percent of all exams will be marked
electronically. Online tests and registration will follow, further reducing
the amount of time-consuming paperwork associated with exams.

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 2b (p. 142)
P: Good evening and welcome to the programme. This evening's
guest is headmaster of East Crompton Comprehensive Dr.
Charles Greenway, and we're going to be talking about
truancy. Dr. Greenway, thanks for joining me this evening.

CG: Good evening, I'm pleased to be here.
P: Let's begin by defining the word truancy. What do we actually
mean - a couple of missed lessons, a week's holiday during term
time, or repeated absences from school with no explanation?

CG: It's a good question to begin with, Paul. Any absence that has
not been authorised by the school is truancy. It doesn't matter
if a child is being taken to Disneyland in Florida because it's
cheaper in term time, going Christmas shopping with a parent,
or just roaming around the neighbourhood with other children
causing problems for the local residents. It's all truancy.

P: How widespread is the problem in the United Kingdom?

CG: Very, I'm afraid. As many as four million school days are lost every
year through truancy, and about 1.7 million of those are lost
because of children being taken on family holidays and excursions.
Travel agents have special offers during term time, so it's a lot
cheaper for a family to go away. This government wants to raise
educational standards, but we can't do that if children miss
school. Full attendance is a precondition for effective learning.

P: Did I hear correctly just then - almost half the days lost because of
truancy are because of parents taking their children on holiday?

CG: Yes, exactly. It is quite shocking, isn't it? Imagine how incredibly
difficult it is for us to convince children that missing school for
no good reason is a bad thing when their own parents behave
in such an irresponsible manner.

P: It must be. What is the government doing in view of this situation?

CG: Well, after years of campaigning by teachers all over the country,
the government is finally beginning to understand that something
has to be done. They are currently holding talks with the travel
industry to encourage travel agents to give discounts to families
who book their trips in the school holidays, and the police are now
involved in picking up children on the streets. Social workers are
also being recruited to work with the families of children who play
truant. And, for our part, we're setting up behaviour improvement
projects in the school to teach children discipline and respect for
learning. But let me stress again that most of the responsibility for
ensuring that a child is at school lies with the parents. Neglecting
this responsibility is a criminal offence.

P: Do you mean parents could be prosecuted in a court of law if
their children do not attend lessons?

CG: That's exactly what I mean, although this law is poorly enforced.
It should, in my opinion, be better enforced. The future of our
children matters. We owe it to them to give them the best
education possible, and we can only do this if they are in school.

P: I agree with what you're saying, but don't you think it's a little
harsh to prosecute parents of truant children?

CG: It may seem so to the average person, yes, but I would like to
stress again that the future of this country is the schoolchildren of
today. It is impossible for the schools to prepare them for life
if the children are not at school, and parents simply must be on
our side when it comes to stopping children playing truant.

P: I see your point. I think it's about the right time to take a few
calls from our listeners. We've got William Peterson on the line.
Good morning, Mr. Peterson?

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 5 (p. 143)

Interlocutor: Now, I'd like you to talk about something together for
about three minutes. I'm just going to listen. Here are some
photographs of things a person might take with him when studying
abroad for a year. First, talk to each other about how useful each of
these items is. Then choose two items that you would definitely not
take with you.

SA: Well, my laptop is certainly very important to me because I use it
a lot. What about you?

SB: Yes, I agree. I have all kinds of information on mine, and it's
really helpful for studying. Mmmm, a chess set ... I don't know.
I don't play chess, do you?

SA: Yes, I do, but it's not that important to me. It's not something
that I would usually play when I'm away experiencing new
places. There are more exciting things to do. What about taking
a camera? When I'm away from home I like to take a lot of
pictures.

SB: Yes, it's important to remember the places you visit and the
people you meet. But, you know, I usually use the camera on
my mobile phone, as you can get some very handy snapshots
with it. Have you got a mobile?

SA: Yes, I have and I use it a lot. I wouldn't go anywhere without it.

SB: Me too. I'd be lost without being able to make calls and send
messages to people back home. Do you think a guitar is a good
idea?

SA: Well actually ... I don't play the guitar.

SB: Oh, I do. I'm quite good, though I say so myself!

SA: It's something I've always wanted to learn. It must be so
relaxing. Let's see ... What else is there? Ah, an alarm clock.
That's important, I think. I can't wake up without my alarm
clock!

SB: Yes, I'm the same. I like the big old-fashioned ones because
they have such a loud ring that it's almost impossible to sleep
through them.

SA: So which two would you leave behind?

SB: The chess set and the camera. I don't play chess and my mobile
phone takes care of all my photos. How about you?

SA: I think that I'd opt not to take the guitar and the chess set. Like
you with chess, I know nothing about guitars and as for the
game, although I play chess, I think I'd have more exciting
things to do.

Interlocutor: Thank you. What are the reasons people go away to study?

SB: Oh, I think it's often because they want to learn another
language, maybe English! They think it's a good idea to do a
course in England. Everyone speaks English there, everyone's
a native speaker, and that's good ... so you have to speak English
in the shops, on the bus, everywhere you go.

SA: Yes, in your own country you speak English in the classroom,
but once you go outside, everyone's speaking another
language. So it can be difficult.

SB: Sometimes people go away to study because they think they will get
a better qualification. And some people, I suppose, just want to go
somewhere different, have a new experience. It's expensive, though
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Interlocutor: What problems can someone who is studying abroad face?

SA: Well, apart from the language of course, there are all kinds of things that are different. I’ve never studied abroad, but I’ve been abroad on holiday, and I know that so many things are different... like shopping, the times people eat, the food, the customs...

SB: Yes, and I’m sure you can get lonely at times. I’m sure you miss your family and your friends.

SA: And studying in another language, even if you know it very well, is difficult. Everything is slower.

Interlocutor: Would you like to study in a foreign country?

SB: Oh yes, I certainly would!

Interlocutor: Why?

SB: I think it would be a really positive experience. I would learn so many new things, meet new people, see new places. I think that’s very good for a person. Even the problems are good because you have to deal with them. I think you become a stronger person.

Interlocutor: What about you?

SA: I’m not so sure. I don’t think so.

Interlocutor: Why not?

SA: Well, I’m very close to my family, and I think it would be very difficult to be away from them for a long time. I’d like to study in a foreign country for a few weeks or a month maybe. I’d like to do a short course somewhere. I think I’d enjoy that because I could have all the new experiences without being away from home for too long.

Interlocutor: Thank you.

Self-Assessment Module 4

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 9 (p. 156)

Man: I don’t know what to do about my secondary subject this term. What are you going to take?

Woman: Local history.

Man: Yuk! All those dates. How do you do it? What’s local history, anyway? Local as in round here?

Woman: Partly, yes.

Man: But nothing happened around here. No battles or assassinations like in real history.

Woman: Actually, local simply means having to do with a place. Local history pays attention to the places where things happened in the past and looks at what part those places played in shaping the events. So, all history is local history, because everything that was done in the past was done in some place or other.

Man: Why bother to call it local history, then?

Woman: Because the place takes priority over the actual event. We are interested in the role of the place in a historical event. For example, what was the importance of the way homes were arranged in the fire of London? In the same way we look at the local history of a royal court, the office spaces of a ministry, or the boardroom of a giant company.

Man: Very specialised, though, isn’t it?

Woman: That’s not all. The other main strand of local history has turned away from the kings, prime ministers, parliaments and boardrooms to concentrate on places away from the centres of power and control - the places where ordinary people lived, worked and played, and on the people themselves.

Man: But don’t historians write about that sort of stuff, too?

Woman: Most historians do not write local history about ordinary people. Many tend to write about forces which shape the public life of the nation, but the lives of ordinary people are often overlooked.

Man: But who wants to know about ordinary people?

Woman: Lots of people do. There has been a tremendous surge of interest in the past 50 years into nearly all aspects of the lives of past women and men. The focus on place has given rise to studies of "social space". How are public spaces arranged to provide settings for different kinds of communities? How is space arranged in houses and their surroundings?

Man: I don’t know. It still sounds very specialised.

Woman: It is, but it has a very clear target. The aim of local history is to tell us about the small details so we can have a greater understanding of the larger picture.

Man: But if, as you said, only few historians have written local history, what books will you use?

Woman: There’s a whole range of materials we can use to bring history to life. Old books, maps, place names, old newspapers, photographs... Even family history and genealogy can prove useful.

Man: Sounds confusing.

Woman: No. It’s just a matter of knowing where to look. The course I’m taking will hopefully give me the ability to undertake my own research.

Man: So how did you get interested in all this?

Woman: Sarah told me about it. She’s taking the course too. She gave me the course outline and it looked really interesting, so I thought I’d give it a go.

Man: Do you think there are still places on the course?

Woman: I don’t know. Why don’t you go and see Dr Bradley’s secretary? Her office is just down the corridor, room A41.

Man: Hmm... I hope I don’t regret this.

UNIT 9

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 3a (p. 159)

Interviewer: Excuse me. Good afternoon. My name is Jonathan Adams and I’m from Green World magazine. We’re conducting a survey about recycling. Would each of you like to share your views on the matter?

Speaker 1, 2, 3: Yes, of course. / Sure. / Alright.

Interviewer: Thank you. Um, the first question is: Do you recycle most of your household waste?

Speaker 1 (woman): Well to be perfectly honest, I don’t recycle at all. I can’t be bothered.

Interviewer: Hmm. And you, sir?

Speaker 2 (man): Well, not really. I only recycle paper. The recycling centre for glass and aluminium is too far away from my house.

Interviewer: And what about you, miss?

Speaker 3 (teenage girl): At home we recycle just about everything. We’ve learned to become quite environmentally aware – thanks to our community.

Interviewer: Thanks. Now question 2: Do you think recycling is too expensive and time consuming?

Speaker 1 (woman): Yes, I do. I think it’s a waste of time without really helping the environment. I mean, a lot of recycled products are quite expensive, anyway.

Speaker 2 (man): Oh, I don’t agree. Recycling is quick and cheap, not to mention the fact that it saves a lot of energy, too.

Speaker 3 (teenage girl): I absolutely agree. Not only does it save energy, but it also reduces a lot of waste safely.

Interviewer: Okay. The third question is: Do you think the government should impose laws about recycling?
Speaker 1 (woman): Well, I don't think so. I believe that people should make their own decisions about recycling. No one should be forced to do anything they don't want to do.

Speaker 2 (man): Yes, I agree. I don't think that it is the right way for people to realise just how important recycling is.

Speaker 3 (teenage girl): Well, I would have to disagree with you there. As a matter of fact, I think the government should indeed impose laws about recycling. It would definitely help the environment.

Interviewer: Alright. Now the next question: is recycling the most important way of saving the environment?

Speaker 1 (woman): Well, I don't think it is. I think most people just exaggerate. I think they're just making a big deal about it, that's all.

Speaker 2 (man): Well, I wouldn't go so far as to call it the most important way although I do believe that it does help a lot.

Speaker 3 (teenage girl): I believe that recycling definitely plays a major role in helping the environment – probably the most important role.

Interviewer: Okay. Well, now question number 5 ...(fade)

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 1b (p. 162)

Speaker 1 (male)

Well, I'm just dreading the day that they open up that plant. I know it will mean a lot more jobs for everyone, but I wouldn't dream of working there myself. Just imagine all that toxic waste being dumped into the river. The very thought of it keeps me awake at night. And if there were an explosion — well— (groph) it would affect the environment for miles around, not to mention how we would suffer!

Speaker 2 (female)

Even the weather patterns are changing. Some countries are suffering from floods and others from drought. If the temperatures rise much more the polar ice caps will melt and then the whole Earth will be flooded! Oh dear, it doesn't bear thinking about! Even now plants and wildlife are suffering from its effects. I just don't know what's to become of us all!

Speaker 3 (male)

Well, to begin with, I can't even open my windows most of the time. What with all of those cars and factories releasing poisonous chemicals into the air, it's enough to choke you. It's dreadful! And when the chemicals mix with the water in the clouds it comes back as polluted rain, causing all sorts of problems! Yeah, I really worry about the damage it's doing, especially to the environment.

Speaker 4 (female)

I just dread to think what will happen when there's no coal or oil left! At the moment more than 80% of our energy needs rely on them. Once they've run out, goodness only knows what will happen! I suppose we could be like people from some other countries and use alternative forms of energy. After all they are cheaper and more environmentally friendly, I suppose. Still, I can't help worrying about it!

Speaker 5 (male)

It was just something I never thought of in the past. Nowadays, it's on everybody's mind. I mean, who knows what we're eating? We could be poisoned with all of those pesticides and fertilizers that farmers spray on all the fruit and vegetables. I insist on everything I eat being thoroughly washed. I drive my wife crazy but you just can't be too careful, can you?

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 1b (p. 164)

1 ... Well, Jim, whale watching has greatly increased in popularity over the last few years. In fact, it's now thought to be one of the leading tourist attractions in many places. Since around 1990 interest in it has developed at a rate of about 21% each year. This is great news of course, not only for the economic benefits it brings but first and foremost for whale preservation. Don't you agree?

2 Interviewer: Excuse me, sir. I see you're taking part in this demonstration. Can you explain to me exactly what it is you are protesting about?

Protester: Yes. It's about the motorway that's going to be built right through the centre of our village.

Interviewer: And how will this affect the residents?

Protester: Well, apart from the noise and pollution, more than half of the shops will be forced to close down too. Not that this affects me in any way, but ... for what? Just to reduce a motorist's journey by a few minutes. It's an absolute disgrace!

3 Man: I'm sure something more can be done for the famine victims. It makes my blood boil, it really does.

Woman: I know what you mean. Maybe we could organise a collection and send them some tinned food or money.

Man: That's all very well, but these people need more than that!

Woman: Something more long-term you mean.

Man: Exactly. They need some sort of expert advice on how to become more self-sufficient. I can't believe people are still suffering like this. After all we are living in the 21st century!

4 ... right so just let me see if I have all the details. You have collected the recycling leaflets from the printer's and I have to collect them from you at the town hall on Thursday at the latest, and hand them out to shoppers in the High Street on Friday and Saturday. OK, that seems clear enough. See you on Thursday then.

5 ... Well, what I really want to do, Richard, is to get everyone in the neighbourhood to sign this petition. That old factory has to go. It's ugly, not to mention the pollution it causes. More and more flats are going up every day and the residents are all complaining of breathing problems. Apart from that, there's no park or school in the area and that would be an ideal spot for either one of them!

6 Woman: The smell from the rubbish is unbearable, John.

Man: I know. I was just about to say the same thing! How often is it collected? Is it twice a week, or more?

Woman: That was in our old neighbourhood dear. There they used to come round three times a week. Here it's only on Tuesdays. It's unbelievable!

Man: That's hardly enough; especially in this warm weather. It should be collected every day. I'm sure it's a health hazard!

7 Man: What I'd really like is to encourage my class to do something to help the environment. Can you come up with any suggestions, Jane?

Woman: Well, let's see. You could organise a competition to see who can collect the most bottles or cans. Kids love being involved in that type of thing. Or you could even put a recycling bin in the yard.

Man: Yes, I'm sure that would help the students become more aware of the importance of recycling.

Woman: And their parents too, with any luck!

8 Well, when I first came up with the idea of planting some trees I never dreamed so many people would take part. I'd originally asked the council for permission to plant five or six trees along our street, and it just grew from there. Everyone in the area seemed to be interested in my idea. Before long, trees were shooting up everywhere in the neighbourhood and as you can see, the result is amazing! We're all very proud of our achievement and all it took was a little time and effort.
Tapescripts

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 2c (p. 164)

**Interviewer:** We have with us today Peter Felps, a botanist who is working on the Eden Centre project in Cornwall. Peter welcome.

**Peter:** It's nice to be here, Jane.

**Interviewer:** Now Peter — could a botanist have a better job than yours?

**Peter:** Probably not — I get to work with just about every variety of plant in the world on a daily basis, which is every botanist's dream.

**Interviewer:** You're a lucky man. How exactly would you describe what the Eden project is?

**Peter:** We like to think of it as a universal garden for the 21st century — a place where people can come and learn the fascinating story of people's dependence on plants.

**Interviewer:** And what would a typical trip to Eden involve?

**Peter:** Well there are no typical trips. It would be impossible to experience everything on offer in one single day.

**Interviewer:** Can you explain to our listeners what a Biome is exactly?

**Peter:** Well it's a huge greenhouse, really. The Tropical Biome is the largest of its kind in the world. The second Biome is slightly smaller with plants from regions with Mediterranean type climates.

**Interviewer:** And how, for example, is the tropical environment in the first Biome created?

**Peter:** Well, it's a tricky task if you don't want to lose any plants. We use waterfalls to maintain the right level of humidity and then there is an irrigation system to keep the soil damp.

**Interviewer:** Just like it is in their natural habitat, you mean?

**Peter:** Exactly. Rainforests have an average 60-inch rainfall per year, so you can understand how important it is.

**Interviewer:** And what about the heat? Isn't it uncomfortable for visitors?

**Peter:** Well, the temperature obviously has to be right for the plants. However, there is an exit point at the Malaysian house, a cool room in West Africa for emergencies and then, there are plenty of seats and water fountains to keep you comfortable on your way.

**Interviewer:** What about the Mediterranean Biome? What's that like?

**Peter:** Well, certain parts of this Biome have to be kept dry and dusty to make the plants behave as they do in the wild. But the scents in there are amazing.

**Interviewer:** Now you said earlier that the Eden project tells positive stories about the environment. What did you mean?

**Peter:** Well, apart from being a visiting centre, Eden is also officially a charity — the Eden Trust. Through the Biomes and other exhibits we tell stories of all sorts of communities around the world looking for ways of promoting environmental care.

**Interviewer:** And how do you judge the success of Eden so far?

**Peter:** Oh, fantastically well. Less than 5% of our plants have died so far and we are fast becoming one of the most visited sites in Britain.

**Interviewer:** Peter, thank you for being here today and sharing ...

(fading)

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 4 (p. 165)

**Interlocutor:** Now, I'd like each of you to talk on your own for about a minute. I'm going to give each of you two different photographs and I'd like you to talk about them. Alex, here are your two photographs. They show different ways of helping the environment. Please, let Christine have a look at them. Christine, I'll give you your photographs in a minute. Alex, I'd like you to compare these photographs, saying which way you think is most effective and why. Remember, you only have a minute for this so don't worry if I interrupt you. All right?

**SA:** Yes ... well ... let me see ... erm ... in the first photograph I can see a woman who is recycling something; it could be paper or glass ... in the second picture, I can see a lot of people ... they seem to be demonstrating against perhaps ... erm ... what's it called again? Oh, genetic engineering. I suppose that the people in both photographs wish to help the environment ... each in their own way. But ... I'd say that recycling is a better way of helping the environment ... I think that the results it has on our lives are more direct. Of course, protesting can also bring about change but I think that if we work individually and recycle, for example, as much as we can, then we will have better results.

**Interlocutor:** Thank you. Christine, how could people help protect the environment?

**SB:** Well, there is a number of ways to help protect the environment. We should all save energy ... and we should all save water ... maybe you think that these things are not important but this is wrong ... they're very important ... erm ... what else? We should all make sure we throw our rubbish away not on the streets ... but in the correct places ... Many people don't do these simple things ...

**Interlocutor:** Thank you. Now, Christine, here are your two photographs. They show people harming the environment. Please, let Alex have a look at them. ... I'd like you to compare these photographs, saying which activity you think causes more damage. Remember, you only have a minute for this so don't worry if I interrupt you. All right?

**SB:** In the first photograph there is a man who is ... erm ... cutting down trees and in the second picture there is a farmer who is using these chemicals ... they're called erm ... pesticides ... he's spraying his field. These chemicals ... erm ... pesticides are very bad for our food because they poison it ... and if we haven't washed the food very well we could get sick. It's a very bad thing. I think. Cutting down trees is very bad, too, because then there may be floods, animals could lose their homes ... Both people are harming the environment but ... erm ... chemical pesticides cause more damage ... The thing is ... they could poison us, I suppose.

**Interlocutor:** Thank you. Alex, in what other ways do people harm the environment?

**SA:** Well, first of all, we use our cars all the time and this way we contribute to the smog in our cities and towns. Moreover, our seas and beaches are polluted by the petrol and oil of big ships and also by the ... erm ... toxic waste of factories ... people also dump their garbage in the sea and on the beaches. We should be more careful ...

**Interlocutor:** Thank you.

UNIT 10

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 3a (p. 175)

**Tim:** Oh, you got me all wrong! I didn't mean you weren't trying ... maybe you'll just have to try a little harder ...

**Lydia:** But I am, Tim! I really am! I've tried everything: pills, all kinds of diets, best-selling books — you name it! I feel like I'm doing everything right but the scales keep giving me bad news!

**Tim:** Well, you can't be doing everything right then. You must be doing something wrong. To be honest, I'd say a book is the last thing that can help you.

**Lydia:** I know that now!

**Tim:** What you really need is an overall change of lifestyle.

**Lydia:** Yeah, you're probably right but I've been so caught up in the craziness of work deadlines and keeping the house going that whenever I'm upset or tense I head straight for the fridge.
Tim: Well, that's a bad idea. Habits like that are hard to break.

Lydia: Oh, come on. Hasn't a stressful day ever made you crave a forbidden snack?

Tim: Well, actually, no. What I'm saying is that instead of always thinking about your weight, you could try to improve your health and increase your energy levels.

Lydia: Hmm. Any suggestions?

Tim: Well, have you ever thought of trying alternative medicine?

Lydia: Alternative medicine? What do you mean? Things like aromatherapy and acupuncture?

Tim: Well, not necessarily... The other day I was reading an article about green tea and how it can help fight tiredness and stress. It also mentioned studies that showed how some herbs can boost our immune systems and brainpower.

Lydia: All this sounds very nice but... how will it help me lose weight?

Tim: Lydia, you're missing the point. Forget about the scales for a while! What I'm saying is that maybe you should improve the quality of your life in general. You'll probably find that you'll lose weight before you know it!

Lydia: You make it all sound so easy!

Tim: Far from it! But it'll be well worth it, believe me! There are so many things you can do.

Lydia: Yeah! Like what?

Tim: Well, you know, taking some exercise is another step in the right direction. It will help you keep fit and it will also give you a sense of well-being. So... why don't you take up a sport... or go to the gym... maybe you should take up jogging again... Why did you give it up anyway? Was it too tiring for you?

Lydia: It wasn't that. It's just that I couldn't be bothered most of the time... I suppose if I had company...

Tim: Hey! That's an idea! I could do with some more exercise myself! I could join you if you like. And this way I can help put you back on the right track in case you get lazy!

Lydia: It's a deal!

◆ TapeScript for Exercise 1b (p. 180)

1. We can expect our personal genetic code to be included in our medical records, so specialist treatments will become available for each patient. Major breakthroughs are expected in many fields, and most definitely in the treatment of Alzheimer's and Parkinson's. But the greatest change will come in the shape of self-diagnosis, in which smart computers will enable patients to evaluate their health and know if there is something wrong with them and what they should do about it without help from a practitioner.

2. I believe we will see poor quality products simply disappear from shelves and more affordable prices for household necessities as consumer pressure becomes more organised and, therefore, greater. We also expect that, by 2030, 90 percent of goods will be delivered to the home as time becomes the new money. This development will mean that supermarkets will be reduced to little more than warehouses.

3. Our love affair with celebrity culture could soon be over as we shift towards a more virtual world. By 2020, it is estimated that one in four faces on the small screen will be that of an artificial 'celeb-bot' - a computer generated TV personality. This is also expected to spill over into the world of music. The success of animated band Gorillaz - a collaboration between Blur's Damon Albarn and Tank Girl cartoonist Jamie Hewlett - has already sparked interest in the idea of virtual pop stars who don't have to tour and will never grow old.

4. Tilting trains, able to take bends faster than ordinary ones, were first seen in Britain in 1981. Technical problems that stopped them from becoming widely used have since been solved, and Virgin hopes they'll be the saviour of train travel when they introduce them later this year. Rail travel isn't the only thing that'll get faster. Boeing's Sonic Cruiser will come into service in a few years and promises to save hours on long flights.

5. The Internet as we know it will disappear. People will stop talking about it, and it will no longer be necessary to have a computer to access it. Instead, it will melt into the background. It will be available everywhere all the time, via wireless access and super-fast broadband connections. As a result, we'll be online all the time, and without thinking much about it. Expect mobile phones to become so small that they can be fitted inside a person's ear, and so smart that we only have to quietly utter someone's name in order to call them.

◆ TapeScript for Exercise 2b (p. 180)

Presenter: The modern answer to the office worker's sedentary lifestyle is to sign up at a gym. Such is the demand that 18% of us are members of a gym. With me tonight is Mark Stanwick, press officer of the National Fitness Association. Mark, welcome to the programme.

Mark: Thank you, Kate.

Presenter: Now, you were saying before that if someone is considering joining a gym they should first do some serious research rather than just choosing the one which is closest to their home. What is the reason for that?

Mark: Well, Kate, there are many different services gyms can offer. Do you want a poses' paradise in which to show off your muscles? Do you want a gym that hosts varied classes, such as aerobics and yoga? Are you looking for one that has a vibrant social scene? Or do you want to keep your head down and just get on with losing some weight in peace? Perhaps you want staff to provide you with motivation and encouragement? All of these questions must be answered by your initial research. If you end up in the wrong kind of gym, you will lose motivation very quickly indeed and simply stop going and all your money and effort will go down the drain.

Presenter: I see. So what are the things I should be looking out for?

Mark: Well, before coming in on a gym, ring to see if you can book a good time for a walk-round with one of the instructors. Gyms are normally busiest between 5pm and 7pm on weekdays. Although you do want to see the gym in action at a time when you might be attending, you will want to first view all the facilities without sweaty people constantly pushing past you.

Also have a quick look at the car park to see how busy it is before stepping through the doors. Notice the general atmosphere of the gym: Do the instructors look extremely busy? Is there loud music playing? Does it smell fresh or stale? In a nutshell, is it the kind of place you want to visit regularly?

Presenter: I see. So suppose I've found my kind of gym - now it's time to join?

Mark: Not just yet - there are a few things to talk about with them. You will probably already know what the monthly cost of being a member is, but what does that include? Does it include everything, or are services such as yoga classes and personal trainers going to cost more? Do you get a fresh towel each time you go or will that cost extra? Are lockers in the changing rooms free or are you going to have to remember to bring loose change every time you exercise?

Presenter: Right. What if I have to sign a contract?

Mark: It is best to take home any contract that you may have to sign and go through it carefully, looking for what happens if you leave or if the gym goes bust or moves. Be suspicious of a gym that is reluctant to let you take away a contract to look over and distrust it even more if it is determined to secure your signature on your first visit. And avoid "life memberships". You might move town at some point or want to change your gym for various reasons.
Presenters: Wow. All these things to think about. I think most people are a bit uncertain about joining when they think it’s simple. After today they may decide not to bother at all.

Mark: (laughs) It’s not that bad, really. You know, joining a gym is a lifestyle change. If you do it right it can make a great difference – you’ll be healthier and happier every day. So don’t let small difficulties discourage you – it’s really worth it. Go for it, just make sure your gym is a place where you want to be, and not a place you’ll never want to see again after a few visits.

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 5 (p. 181)

Interlocutor: Now, I’d like you to talk about something together for about three minutes. I’m just going to listen. A new leisure centre is opening in your area and they are currently deciding what facilities to include. Here are some photographs of facilities from other centres. Talk to each other about how useful each facility would be for clients. Then decide which four the leisure centre should choose.

SA: Hmm. Well, a basketball court would definitely be useful for the clients, as lots of people play basketball. It’s a great way to keep fit.
SB: That’s true. A cafeteria would be more useful, though, as it would provide the clients with a place to meet friends or to relax. Not everyone wants to play sports, do they?
SA: I agree. I think that having an indoor playground is a great idea, too. People like to feel that they can go and work out in the gym, or chat with their friends, knowing that their children are somewhere safe and that they are having fun, too.
SB: Yes, you’re right. I think that a gym is essential for the clients as well. After all, most people are interested in keeping fit and if we have all the latest equipment it will be very popular.
SA: Yes, and a swimming pool would be useful for people of all ages, so I think the leisure centre definitely needs to have one of those.
SB: I think so too. What about a bowling alley? Do you think the leisure centre should have one or not?
SA: Mmm, I think it would be quite useful, because it is a fun way to spend time with friends. It’s active without being exhausting like basketball.
SB: That’s a good point. Now, we need to decide which four of the facilities we are going to include. In my opinion, the cafeteria is the most important one, because it will attract all different kinds of people, not just sporty people.
SA: Yes, I agree. I think that the children’s playground will be a big attraction for lots of people, too, and there are so few other facilities for young people in our area that I think we have to include that in the leisure centre.
SB: Yes, I think you’re right about that. The gym is a good idea, because it would attract a lot of clients, and the swimming pool would be great, too, because it is suitable for people of all ages and can be used for having fun or for keeping fit.
SA: I agree with you about the swimming pool, but I’m afraid I have to disagree with you about the gym. I think that the bowling alley would be a better idea, as it offers a fun activity for people of all ages. Anyway, there is already a gym in the area, but there isn’t a bowling alley.
SB: Perhaps you’ve got a point. After all, this is a leisure centre, not a sports centre. The main idea is to provide somewhere where people can go to have fun. So, we’ve decided on the cafeteria, the children’s playground, the swimming pool and the bowling alley.
SA: Exactly. I think these are the best choices for the clients.

Interlocutor: What is your favourite way to relax?

SA: Personally, I like to spend time reading a book or watching a DVD. I like to escape into the plot of a story. It helps me to forget all the stress and problems of everyday life.
SB: Oh, I don’t really enjoy reading or watching DVDs. I find them rather boring. I much prefer to spend time with my friends in order to relax. I like going to cafes or to my friends’ houses. We listen to music and chat and it makes me feel very calm and happy.

Interlocutor: What hobbies are popular in your country?
SA: Well, in my country, only young children tend to have hobbies. I suppose their parents encourage them to take up hobbies in order to keep them busy. Older children and adults don’t really tend to have hobbies. Perhaps they just don’t have time. I think that because of work, social lives and families, people don’t have much time to do hobbies.
SB: I agree. I think that when people do have free time, they would rather spend it watching TV or meeting up with their friends than collecting stamps or anything like that. Mind you, a lot of people in my country play sports in their free time, such as tennis and football, and more people these days go to the gym, so I suppose that counts as a hobby.

Interlocutor: Do you believe people spend too much time working these days?
SA: I think that a lot of people, especially those with high-powered jobs, spend far too much time at work these days. More and more people work late and some people even work at weekends. I don’t think that this is healthy. It is impossible to do your job well if you don’t have time to relax.
SB: I couldn’t agree more. People these days spend so much time at work that they hardly ever see their families. This is certainly not a good way to live. Working such long hours causes all kinds of problems, and can even be dangerous to your health, as stress can cause a variety of illnesses. People should cut down on their working hours. After all, there is much more to life than work.

Interlocutor: How important is having a social life to you?
SA: To me, a social life is not all that important, as I enjoy spending time on my own. I am perfectly happy to curl up with a book or to sit and watch TV or play on my computer. I have a couple of close friends who I see regularly, but I am not bothered about going out and meeting new people.
SB: Oh, I’m afraid I am exactly the opposite. Having a social life is extremely important to me. I have a large group of friends and we meet up several times a week to go out. We go to concerts, cafes and clubs and we meet new people all the time. I would be terribly bored if I didn’t have a lively social life, because I love being with people and I hate staying at home on my own.

Interlocutor: Thank you.

◆ Tapescript for Exercise 7 (p. 192)

Presenter: Swarms of jellyfish are causing Scottish fish farmers quite a bit of concern. Margaret Smith has the report.

Woman: Silently, in their millions, they begin to appear. No one knows where the swarms come from or why - but they do come. In the Shetlands, where fish farming is vital to the economy, the arrival of these jellyfish can spell disaster for the local people.

Jellyfish float towards small marine animals which they sting on contact and then eat. Farmed salmon, trapped inside cages, cannot
escape. The fish are driven mad by the irritation, and end up throwing themselves against the sides of their cages, causing themselves serious injuries.

Other jellyfish, which may not sting, drift into the cages and clog up the gills of farmed fish, literally choking them to death. The death toll of farmed fish may measure in the millions.

The effects on individual farmers can be catastrophic. It can mean the end for a fish farm if a swarm appears.

The problem with these jellyfish is that we know very little about them. Jellyfish are ancient creatures, which have a strange and complicated lifestyle, so they have been ignored by science. Since we can’t eat them and they are of no economic value, nobody has studied them.

Now, all that is changing: jellyfish are causing us to lose money, and jellyfish studies are on the agenda.

Ten universities have been recruited by the European Union to take part in a three-year study. Their first task is to understand the lifestyle of these transparent killers, and then try to control them or at least predict what they will do next.

Professor Lesley Duff of the Marine Biology department of the University of Stirling briefed journalists this morning, and emphasised the amount of work that has to be done before an effective solution can be found. Some ideas include an early warning system for fish farmers, which would allow them to stop feeding the fish for a few days and so make them stronger and able to live on less oxygen. But he didn’t sound terribly optimistic about early solutions, pointing out that the scientific community’s knowledge about jellyfish is embarrassingly limited.

Research is focusing on three major areas around the North Sea.

Sandsound Voe in Shetland, with its fish and mussel farms, is one of them. The second is Limfjorden in Denmark, an area of 1575 square kilometres, which used to have an important fishery industry. After a jellyfish attack last year, the industry is in desperate trouble. Jellyfish are being blamed for eating the eggs of fish and - more worryingly - not allowing the ecosystem to recover. Finally, the third area is the Mar Menor lagoon in Spain, an important tourist area. The lagoon traditionally supported an important population of fish, but stocks have almost disappeared. Jellyfish have always been present but two species, unrecorded until some years ago, have appeared. They underwent a population explosion in 1993, a phenomenon that has been repeated every summer since.

Margaret Smith, north-west Scotland.
maintenance job (n)
/məntəj̪n/ nə/)
milk float (n)/milk float /
obessed (adj)/əbəsd/ obst
obstructions (n)/əbstrəkʃənz/ parade (n)/pərəd/ pension (n)/pɛnsiʃn/

UNIT 4
accessible (adj)/əkˈseisəbl/ admittedly (adv)/ədˈmitədli/ affordable (adj)/əˈfɔrdəbl/ agricultural (adj)/əɡrəˈliɡərəl/ alcoves (n)/ælkəʊvz/ ample (adj)/əmˈpl/ attic (n)/ætɪk/ bedsto (n)/bedst/ brick pillars (n)/brɪk pɪləz/ bungalow (n)/ˈbʌŋgləʊ/ caravan (n)/kærvən/ carpenter (n)/kɑrˈpɪntər/ celllar (n)/ˈsɛlər/ compatible (adj)/kəmˈpɑtəbl/ concrete (adj)/ˈkɒnkrə/ confession (n)/kəˈfɛzjən/ conservationist (n)/ˈkəvɜrəʃənɪst/ council house (n)/ˈkjuːsəl həʊs/ descent (v)/dɛzənt/ detached (adj)/dɪˈtækt/ distinguished (adj)/daɪˈstrikt/ district (n)/ˈdɪstrɪkt/ draped curtains (n)/drəpt kɜrənəz/ draughts (n)/drɔːts/ drill (v)/drl/ ecological (adj)/ˈɪkələdʒɪkəl/ energy usage (n)/ˈɛnərəgi/ excavation (n)/ɪkˈsɛkjuːʃən/ flannel coat (n)/ˈflænil koʊt/ forgy (n)/fɔrdʒi/ fowl (n)/fəʊl/ fully-equipped (adj)/ˈfɔli ˈkwippt/ fully-furnished (adj)/ˈfɔli ˈfɜrnɪtərd/ genuine (adj)/dʒiˈnɪni/ glass front (n)/ɡlɑs frʌnt/ handle (v)/hændl/ hob (n)/hɒb/ hoist (v)/hɔist/ hold out (phr)/həʊld aʊt/ hotel suite (n)/hoʊtəl ˈsjuːt/ humble (adj)/ˈhʌməbl/ inhabitants (n)/ɪnˈhɛbitənts/ insulated (adj)/aɪnˈzʌləd/ landing (n)/ˈlændɪŋ/ larder (n)/ˈlɑrdər/ leafy (adj)/ˈliːfi/ leisurely (adv)/ˈliːzərli/ light fittings (n)/laɪt ˈfɪtɪŋz/ lighting effects (n)/ˈlaɪtɪŋ ɪˈfɛkts/ locks of hair (phr)/lɒks əv hɑːr/ loft (n)/lɔft/ maintenance bills (n)/meɪntənəns ˈbaɪls/

UNIT 5
functional (adj)/ʃəˈfʌŋkʃənl/ delight (v)/daɪˈlɑrt/ designer labels (n)/dɪˈzaɪnər ˈleɪbəz/ detrac (v)/dɪˈtrækt/ down-to-earth (adj)/daʊntə ˈɜθər/ endless (adj)/ˈɛnəls/ entertainment (n)/əntəˈtæmənt/ ethnic (adj)/ˈeθnɪk/ evident (adj)/ˈevɪdənt/ excess (n)/ɪkˈses/ fan (n)/fæn/ fashion statement (n)/ˈfæʃən ˈsteɪmənt/ fashion victim (n)/ˈfæʃən ˈvɪktɪm/ feature (v)/ˈfiːtʃər/ finalist (n)/ˈfɪnəlist/ formula (n)/ˈfɔrmələ/ genre (n)/ˈdʒɛnər/ global (adj)/ˈɡrəʊbl/ glossiness (n)/ˈɡlɒsɪnəs/ gossip column (n)/ˈɡɒspəl kəlmən/ hopeful (adj)/ˈhəʊpl/ horrifying (adj)/ˈhɔfərɪŋ/ host (v)/hɔst/ household name (n)/ˈhəʊsəld nʌm/ housemate (n)/ˈhəʊzmæt/ immature (adj)/ɪˈmætər/ indifferent (adj)/ɪnˈdɪferənt/ intensive (adj)/ɪntəˈnɛsiv/ interactive (adj)/ɪnˈterəktɪv/ ironic (adj)/ˈaɪrənɪk/ junk mail (n)/dʒʌŋk meɪl/ level-headed (adj)/ˈlevəlˈhɛd/ monarch (n)/ˈmɒrənk/ merchandising (n)/ˈmɜːrچændɪzɪŋ/ mementos (n)/ˈmiːmətnəs/ muzak (n)/ˈmaʊzək/ nasty (adj)/ˈnæsti/ obligations (n)/əʊˈbɪtʃərəz/ obligation (n)/əʊˈbɪtʃərəz/ open-minded (adj)/əʊpən ˈmændəd/ outgoing (adj)/ˈəʊtɡoʊ/ pantomime (n)/ˈpæntəmɪm/ participants (n)/pɑrˈtɪsənts/ participation (n)/paθrɪˈpɑrɪʃn/ performance (n)/pɜrˈfɔrməns/ plastic surgery (n)/ˈplæstɪk ˈsɜrəkəri/ potential (adj)/ˈpətənʃəl/ putdown (n)/ˈpʊtədən/
UNIT 7

academically (adj) a’akademikl/ /accurate (adj) a’akjorat/ /admiral (n) a’dmiral/ /air force (n) a’er fɔ:s/ /air marshal (n) a’er mə’ʃeul/ /ally (n) a’leli/ /approve (v) a’prəv/ /assassinate (v) a’səsənat/ /biased (adj) bə’siast/ /brutal (adj) bə’təul/ /calendar (n) kæ’lendər/ /campaign (v) kæ’mpən/ /capture (v) kə’ptər/ /claim (v) kλɔ:n/ /coast guard (n) kə’st ɡɑ:rd/ /commerce (n) kə’mers/ /compose (v) kə’mpɔs/ /conflict (n) kə’nfɪklt/ /conquer (v) kə’ŋkər/ /contribution (n) kə’ntrɪbju:ʃən/ /crash (n) kras/ /death-defying (adj) dεθ ˈdefaiŋ/ /defend (v) dεfend/ /deliberately (adv) dəlɪˈbɛrətli/ /demonstration (n) də’mən streɪʃən/ /assassination (n) ɑ’səsəneiʃən/ /draft (n) dɔ:ft/ /engineering (n) ˌendʒɪnɪərɪŋ/ /around the corner (n) a’raʊnd da’ kɔrner/ /assertive (adj) ə’sɛr tɪv/ /asphalt (n) ə’sfɔ:lt/ /assertive (adj) ə’sɛr tɪv/ /asphalt (n) ə’sfɔ:lt/ /assertive (adj) ə’sɛr tɪv/ /asphalt (n) ə’sfɔ:lt/ /assertive (adj) ə’sɛr tɪv/
science lab (n) /sɛns lɛb/  
shortage (n) /ʃɔrɪdʒ/  
software (n) /ˈsɔtware/  
state-of-the-art (adj) /ˈsteɪt əv ˈɑːt/  
stimulate (v) /ˈstɪməleɪt/  
strictness (n) /ˈstrɪktnəs/  
substitute (n) /ˈsʌbstɪtjuːt/  
supervise (v) /ˈsəpərveɪz/  
temptation (n) /tɛmptəˈʃən/  
thesis (n) /ˈθiːsɪs/  
three-dimensional (adj) /ˈθriː diˈmɛnsən/  
trainer (n) /ˈtreɪnaɪər/  
training materials (n) /ˈtrænɪŋ ˈmɛtəriəlz/  
tutor (n) /ˈtjuːtər/  
undergraduate (adj) /ˌʌndərˈɡrɑːdʒət/  
unmanageable (adj) /ˌʌnmænɪˈɡeɪtəbəl/  
well grounded (adj) /ˈwɛl ˈɡraʊndt/  
will ing (adj) /ˈwɪlɪŋ/  
worldwide (adj) /ˈwɜːldwaɪd/  

UNIT 9  
acid rain (n) /ˈæsɪd rɛɪn/  
assess (v) /əˈses/  
awareness (n) /əˈwarəsəs/  
biodegradable (adj) /ˌbaɪoʊdʒəˈɡreɪdəbəl/  
share (v) /ʃeər/  
challenge (v) /ˈtʃæləndʒ/  
commercial (adj) /kəməˈɜːrəl/  
consequence (n) /ˈkɒnsəkwəns/  
conservation (n) /ˌkɒnsəˈveɪʃən/  
consume (v) /kənˈsəʊm/  
contaminant (n) /ˌkɒntəˈmeɪnt/  
contribute (v) /kənˈtrɪbjuːt/  

crucial (adj) /ˈkrʊʃəl/  
decline (v) /dɪˈklaɪn/  
deforestation (n) /dɪˌfɔrˈɛstʃən/  
devastation (n) /dəvəˈsteɪʃən/  
developing world (n) /dəvəˈpleɪɪŋ ˈwɜːld/  
dioxide (n) /daiəˈksaɪd/  
discard (v) /dɪˈskaːrd/  
diversity (n) /daiˈvaɪətɪ/  
dump (v) /dəm/  
ecosystem (n) /ˌiːkəˈsɪstəm/  
endangered (adj) /ˌendəˈɡændərd/  
evolve (v) /əˈvɔlv/  
expedition (n) /ɪkˈspɛərɪʃən/  
extend (v) /ɪkˈstrækt/  
extract (v) /ɪkˈstrækt/  
famine (n) /ˈfæmɪn/  
flooding (n) /ˈflʌdɪŋ/  
foal (n) /fɔːl/  
fossil fuels (n) /ˈfɒsəl ˈfjuːlz/  
generically (adv) /ˌdʒenəˈriklɪ/  
global (adj) /ˈɡloʊbəl/  
habitat (n) /ˈhæbiˌteɪt/  
hook (n) /hʊk/  
house (v) /həʊs/  
impact (n) /ɪmˈpækt/  
kill (n) /kɪl/  
measures (n) /ˈmeʒərz/  
minimise (v) /ˈmɪnɪmaɪz/  
modified (adj) /məˈfɔrd/  
negotiate (v) /nəˈɡoʊʃɪeɪt/  
organic (adj) /ˈɔrɡənɪk/  
pesticide (n) /ˈpestɪsɪd/  
preserve (v) /pərˈsvɪs/  
regeneration (n) /ˌrɛɡərəˈneɪʃən/  
region (n) /ˈrɪdʒən/  
resources (n) /ˈrɪzərˌvz/  
restore (v) /rɪˈstɔːr/  
scheme (n) /ˈseɪm/  
sediment (n) /ˈsedɪmənt/  
seed (n) /siːd/  
sewage (n) /ˈsjuːdʒ/  
species (n) /ˈspiːʃɪz/  
starvation (n) /ˌstɑrvəˈteɪʃən/  
toxic (adj) /ˈtɒksɪk/  
ultimate (adj) /ʌˈlɪmət/  
uncover (v) /ʌnˈkʌvər/  
volunteer (n) /vɒlənˈtɪər/  
wrapping (n) /ˈræpɪŋ/  

UNIT 10  
adolescent (n) /əˈdɔləsənt/  
amicable (adj) /əˈmɪkəbl/  
biological (adj) /ˌbaɪəˈlɑːdʒɪkl/  
burden (n) /ˈbɜːrn/  
calorie (n) /ˈkæləri/  
centenarian (n) /ˌsentəˈneərɪən/  
chronological (adj) /kroʊˈnɒlədʒiəl/  
confidently (adv) /ˌkɒnfɪdəntli/  
consume (v) /kənˈsuːm/  
crawling (n) /ˈkrɔːlɪŋ/  
delicate (adj) /dɪˈleɪkt/  
delightful (adj) /dəˈlaɪtfl/  
duty (n) /ˈdjuːti/  
evade (v) /ɪvəd/  
fizzzy (adj) /ˈfɪzi/  
fool (v) /fʊl/  
fuss (v) /fʌs/  
generation (n) /ˌdʒɛneˈreɪʃən/  
geriatric (adj) /ˌdʒrɪˈædʒɪk/  
good-natured (adj) /gʊdˈneɪtəd/  
grading (n) /ˈɡreɪdiŋ/  
grey (adj) /ɡreɪ/  
health conscious (adj) /ˈhɛθkjʊnsɪs/  
heroically (adv) /həˈrɔɪkli/  
invariably (adv) /ˌɪnvərˈeɪəbli/  
infant (n) /ˈɪnfənt/  
intellect (n) /ɪnˈtelɛkt/  
juvenile (n) /ˈdʒuːvənɪvl/  
kinder garden (n) /ˈkɪndərˌgɑːtən/  
life expectancy (n) /ˈlaɪf ɪksˈpɛktənsi/  
longevity (n) /ˈlɔːŋɡvəti/  
maintain (v) /miːnt/  
mature (adj) /ˈmeɪtər/  
mischief (n) /ˈmɪʃɪf/  
mortgage (n) /ˈmɔːrtɡeɪ/  
nestle (v) /ˈnestl/  
nutrition (n) /ˈnʌtʃən/  
passionate (adj) /ˈpæsʃənət/  
portion (n) /ˈpɔrʃən/  
pourney (n) /ˈpərni/  
pregnancy (n) /ˈprɛɡrənseɪ/  
prolific (adj) /ˈprɔlɪf/  
puberty (n) /ˈpʌbərti/  
sociability (n) /ˌsəʊʃəˈbɪləti/  
sparking (adj) /ˈspɑːkɪŋ/  
tantrum (n) /ˈtæntrəm/  
toddler (n) /ˈtɒdlər/  
whole some (adj) /ˈhɔːləʊsmaɪ/  
wrinkle (n) /ˈrɪŋkl/
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